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Preface

Program
Team, pre-

This, the final report under Surveyor

auspices by the Surveyor Scientific

sents the key findings resulting from five Sur-

veyor landings on the Moon. The vast amount
new lunar data generated by these missions
will doubtless be studied for a long time to
come, and additional individual papers can be
expected in the future.
Arrangements have been made to provide
interested scientists, not connected with the
Surveyor Program, with Surveyor data on
request; pictures and other information can be
obtained from the National Space Science Data
Center, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenof

Md. 20771.
The Surveyor program

belt,

achieve soft landings on the

was

planned

to

Moon by automated

spacecraft capable of transmitting scientific and

engineering measurements from the lunar surface.

The program had

three major objectives:

develop and validate the technology for
landing softly on the Moon, (2) to provide data
on the compatibility of the Apollo manned
lunar-landing spacecraft design with conditions
to be encountered on the lunar surface, and
(1)

to

(3)

to

Moon.
to a

add

to

our

scientific

All of these objectives

knowledge of the
have been achieved

degree far beyond original expectations.

Surveyor I, the first U.S. spacecraft to land
softly on the Moon, returned a large quantity
of scientific data during its first 2 lunar days
of operation on the lunar surface. Following its
landing on June 2, 1966, in the southwest portion of Oceanus Procellarum, the spacecraft
transmitted 11 240 high-resolution television pictures. Surveyor I completed its primary mission
successfully on July 14, 1966, after transmitting,
in addition to the television pictures, data on
the bearing strength, temperatures, and radar
reflectivity of the Moon. Subsequent engineer-

ing interrogations of the spacecraft were con-

ducted through January 1967.
Surveyor II, launched on September 20, 1966,
was intended to land in Sinus Medii, a different
area of the Apollo zone. When the midcourse
maneuver was attempted, one vernier engine
failed to ignite, and the unbalanced thrust
caused the spacecraft to tumble. Although repeated efforts were made to salvage the mission,
none was successful.
Surveyor III successfully landed on the Moon
on April 20, 1967, touching down in the eastern
part of Oceanus Procellarum. This spacecraft,
like its predecessors, carried a survey television
camera and other instrumentation for determining various properties of the lunar-surface
terial.

In addition,

it

ma-

carried a surface-sampler

instrument for digging trendies, making bearing
tests, and otherwise manipulating the lunar
material in the view of the television system.
In its operations, which ended on May 4, 1967,
Surveyor III acquired a large volume of new
data and took 6326 pictures. In addition, the
surface sampler accumulated 18 hours of operation, which yielded significant new information
on the strength, texture, and structure of the
lunar material to a deptli of 17.5 cm.
Surveyor IV, carrying the same payload as
Surveyor III, was launched on July 14, 1967.
After a flawless flight to the

Moon,

radio signals

from the spacecraft abruptly ceased during the
terminal-descent phase, approximately 2% minutes before touchdown. Contact with the spacecraft was never reestablished.
Surveyor V landed in Mare Tranquillitatis
on September 11, 1967. This spacecraft was
basically similar to its predecessor, except that

the surface sampler was replaced

by an alpha-

backscatter instrument, a device for determining

the relative

abundance

of

the

chemical

surveyor: program results
elements in the lunar material. In addition, a
small bar magnet was attached to one of the
footpads to indicate the presence of magnetic

ances produced by the initial landing and furnished significant new information on the effects
of firing rocket engines close to the lunar surface.

material in the lunar

The displacement provided

soil.

of a critical helium-regulator leak in

Because

flight, a radically

new descent

was

profile

engi-

neered in real time, and Surveyor V performed a
flawless descent and soft landing within the rim-

edge of a small crater, Mare Tranquillitaon a slope of about 20°.
During its first lunar day, which ended at
sunset on September 24, 1967, Surveyor V took
18 006 television pictures. The alpha-backscatter
instrument provided data from which the first
in situ chemical analysis of an extraterrestrial
body has been derived. This analysis showed
that the lunar sample was similar to terrestrial
basalt. Results of the bar-magnet test were compatible with this finding. Surveyor V also performed a rocket-erosion experiment on the
Moon, in which its engines were fired for 0.55
second to determine the effects of high-velocity
exhaust gases impinging on the lunar surface.
On October 15, 1967, after having been exposed to the 2 -week deep freeze of the lunar
night, Surveyor V responded immediately to the
first turn-on command and operated until sunset
of the second lunar day, October 24, 1967,
during which time it transmitted over 1000
less
tis,

additional pictures.

Surveyor VI landed on the
ber

1967.

10,

The landing

Moon on Novemwas

site

in Sinus

Medii, essentially in the center of the Moon's
visible hemisphere, the last of four potential

Apollo landing areas designated for investigation by the Surveyor program.
The performance of Surveyor VI on the
lunar

surface

touchdown

was

until a

virtually

flawless.

From

few hours after sunset on

a baseline for stere-

oscopic viewing and photogrammetric

mapping

surrounding terrain and surface features.
Other data provided by Surveyor VI include
pictures of a bar magnet installed on a footpad
to determine the concentration of magnetic
material in the lunar surface; views of the stars,
Earth, and the solar corona; lunar-surface temperatures up to 41 hours after sunset; radar
of the

data during landing; touchdowndynamics data during the initial landing and
the lunar hop which provided additional information on the mechanical properties of the
lunar surface material; and on-surface doppler
reflectivity

tracking data for refining existing information

on the motions

of the

On November

26,

Moon.
1967,

Surveyor VI was

placed in hibernation for the 2-week lunar night.

Contact with the spacecraft was resumed for a
short period on

The

December

14, 1967.

successful accomplishment of the Sur-

veyor VI mission not only satisfied

all

Surveyor

obligations to Apollo, but completed the scientific

investigation of four widely separated

Moon's equatorial

mare

spaced
roughly uniformly across a longitude range beand 23° E, from which important
tween 43°
generalizations regarding the lunar maria have
regions in the

belt,

W

been derived.

The investigations in the Apollo zone having
been satisfactorily accomplished, Surveyor VII
could be sent to an area of primary scientific
interest, the rugged, rock-strewn ejecta blanket
near the prominent, comparatively young, ray
crater Tycho.

The

area selected for investigation, a site

1967, the vernier

about 18 miles north of Tycho, differs considerably from those examined by previous Surveyors.
This region was chosen because it is in the highlands, well removed from the maria, and was
expected to be covered with debris excavated

VI were fired for
and the spacecraft lifted off the
lunar surface and translated laterally about 8

from beneath the surface of the highlands when
Tycho was formed. It thus provides a significantly different type of lunar sample for com-

November
29 952

24, 1967, the spacecraft transmitted

television

pictures

and

the

alpha-

scattering instrument acquired 30 hours of data

on the chemical composition
material.

On November

17,

of

the

lunar

rocket engines of Surveyor
2.5 seconds

feet to

a

excursion

new
on

location, the first such

the

known

Moon. This "lunar hop"

provided excellent views of the surface disturb-

parison with those of previous missions.

In view of the very rugged nature of the terrain in the landing area north of

Tycho and

the

PREFACE
consequent hazards to landing, in preflight mission planning it was necessary to reduce the
target area from the 30-km-radius circle used for
previous Surveyor missions to one with a 10-km
radius; that is, one-ninth the usual area. The
mission was planned to employ two midcourse

lunar-surface data, Surveyor VII also obtained

maximize the probability

Postsunset operations were conducted for 15
hours after local sunset at the end of the first
lunar day at 06:06
on January 25, 1968.

maneuvers

in order to

of landing within the small target circle.
Because of the excellent performance of the

and performed star surbeams from the Earth were successdetected by the spacecraft's television

pictures of the Earth

veys. Laser
fully

camera

a

in

special

test

laser-pointing

of

techniques.

GMT

and the spacecraft, however, only
one midcourse maneuver was found to be necessary. Surveyor VII landed less than 1% miles
from the center of the target circle, about 18
miles north of the rim of Tycho. Touchdown ocon January 10, 1968.
curred at 01 :05:36.3
During the first lunar day, 20 993 television
pictures were obtained. An additional 45 picture were obtained during the second lunar day.
The alpha-scattering instrument, after completing its background count in the intermediate
position, failed to deploy the remainder of the
distance to the lunar surface. The surface sampler was then brought into action and, by means
of a series of intricate maneuvers, was able to

During these operations, additional Earth and
star pictures were obtained, as were observa-

force the alpha-scattering instrument to the sur-

than

launch vehicle

GMT

face.

The

surface sampler

was

later used to pick

up the alpha-scattering instrument after the first
chemical analysis had been completed and to
move it to two other locations for additional
analyses.

These delicate operations demonstrated the
sampler as a remote
manipulation device and the precision with
which its operations can be controlled from the
versatility of the surface

Earth.

Approximately 66 hours of alpha-scattering
data were obtained during the first lunar day on
three samples: the undisturbed lunar surface, a
lunar rock, and an area dug up by the surface
sampler. An additional 34 hours of data were
obtained on the third sample during the second
lunar day.

The

surface

sampler

dug a number of
and dynamic bearing-

tions of the solar corona out to 50 solar radii.

Operation of the spacecraft was terminated at
on January 26, 1968, 80 hours after
sunset. Second-lunar-day operations began at
19:01
on February 12, 1968, and conon February 21, 1968.
tinued until 00:24
In summary, five Surveyors have landed and
operated successfully on the lunar surface.
Four of these examined widely separated mare
14:12

GMT

GMT

GMT

sites

in the

Moon's equatorial

highlands. Four spacecraft survived the extreme
cold of the lunar night and operated for

one

lunar

day/night

cycle.

In

more
total,

the five Surveyors operated over a combined

elapsed time of about 17 months on the

Moon,

transmitted more than 87 000 pictures,

per-

formed 6 separate chemical analyses of surface
and near-subsurface samples, dug into and
otherwise manipulated and tested the lunar
material, measured its mechanical properties,
and obtained a wide variety of other data which
have greatly increased our knowledge of the
lunar surface and the processes that have been
acting on it.
The scientific and technological contributions
of Surveyor to the future exploration of the
Moon and planets have provided a major step
forward in man's drive to explore the universe.
This final report stands as a tribute to the
hundreds of engineers, scientists, technicians,

and managers

—in industry, Government, and
—whose devotion and

the scientific

community

strength tests, picked up rocks, fractured a rock,

professional

excellence

weighed a rock and performed various other
manipulations of the lunar material. The performance of the instrument and its controllers
was outstanding.
In addition to acquiring a wide variety of

markable achievements

trenches, conducted static

the fifth

belt;

investigated a region deep within the southern

made

Surveyor's

re-

possible.

Benjamin Milwitzky
Assistant Director for Automated Systems

Apollo Lunar Exploration

Office
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Introduction

L. D. Jajfe and R. H. Steinbacher

Preliminary science results from each successSurveyor have been presented in separate
mission reports, issued just subsequent to the
end of each mission (refs. 1-1 to 1-5). In this
Surveyor report, these preliminary findings
are reviewed and summarized, the results from
each mission are compared and, in some cases,
the results are given of analyses made after the
publication of the mission reports.
This section presents briefly those spacecraft
characteristics most necessary to an understanding of the scientific data obtained and
the corresponding characteristics of spacecraft
ful

The main
utilized

engine

retro

solid

of

the

spacecraft

Each of the three
engines was throttleable

propellant.

liquid-fueled vernier

from about 460-

120-N

thrust. Nitrogen gas
provided attitude control when the engines
were" off. For attitude reference, the spacecraft
to

l

jets

carried
scopes.

mark

Sun and Canopus

A

sensors, and gyroradar altimeter furnished an altitude

to initiate

main

retrofiring during descent

Another radar, providing
velocity and altitude, was

to the lunar surface.

measurements

of

An account by the Surveyor ScienEvaluation Advisory Team of the major
findings from Surveyor is presented in chapter
2. Subsequent chapters, prepared by Surveyor
Investigator Teams and Working Groups, provide further information in individual technical

used with the vernier engines in a closed loop
under control of an onboard computer for the
final phases of the descent.
Surveyor I, designed to attain the engineering
objectives of the Surveyor program, carried a
television system for operation on the lunar
surface and over 100 engineering sensors, such
as resistance thermometers, voltage sensors,

areas.

strain gages, accelerometers,

operations.
tific

Selected lunar pictures,

along with appro-

priate explanatory material, are presented in

pert 3 of the mission reports

(refs.

1-6 to 1-10).

I

The television camera flown on Surveyor I
shown in figure 1-2. The vidicon tube, lenses,
shutter, filter, and iris were mounted along

spacecraft configuration

is

shown in figure 1-1. The spaceframe structure
was of tubular aluminum; hinged to the spaceframe were three landing legs, each with a
shock absorber and a hinged footpad. The footpads and blocks, attached under the spaceframe near each leg hinge, were constructed of
energy-absorbing aluminum honeycomb to reduce landing shock. Two thermally controlled

compartments housed the electronic equipment.
vertical mast carried the movable solar panel
and planar-array antenna (high gain). Two de-

A

ployable omnidirectional antennas

were

also available for

experiments.
is

Spacecraft

The Surveyor

and position indimovable spacecraft parts. No instrumentation was carried specifically for scientific
cators for

(low gain)

communication.

an

optical

axis

inclined

approximately

16°

were
topped by a mirror that could be turned in
azimuth and elevation. The azimuth, elevation
focal length, focus, exposure, iris, and filter
were adjusted as needed by commands from
Earth. Focal length adjustment provided either
narrow- angle (6.4°) or wide-angle (25°) fields
of view. The vidicon could be scanned to provide
to the central axis of the spacecraft; they

either a 200- or a 600-line picture.
line

N

pictures

could

be

transmitted

The

200-

over an

(newton) is a standard international unit;
equal to 10 5 dynes.

1

N

is
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PLANAR ARRAY ANTENNA

(T5)

VERNIER ENGINE 3

SOLAR PANEL

(l4)

FOOTPAD

MAST

(J5)

CRUSHABLE BLOCK

OMNIDIRECTIONAL ANTENNA A

(16)

CRUSHABLE BLOCK

OMNIDIRECTIONAL ANTENNA B

(17)

VERNIER ENGINE 2

CANOPUS SENSOR

(18)

ATTITUDE CONTROL JET

FLIGHT CONTROL COMPARTMENT

@

FOOTPAD 2

SHOCK ABSORBER 3

(20)

LANDING LEG 2

FOOTPAD

(2?)

SHOCK ABSORBER

ATTITUDE CONTROL JET

(22)

APPROACH TELEVISION CAMERA

LANDING LEG

(23)

THERMAL CONTROL COMPARTMENT A

(24)

SURVEY TELEVISION CAMERA

3

3

CRUSHABLE BLOCK 3

Figure

1-1.

— Surveyor

I

I

spacecraft configuration.

I

2

2

INTRODUCTION

MIRROR

HOOD

MIRROR
ELEVATION
DRIVE ASSEMBLY

MIRROR AZIMUTH
DRIVE MOTOR

FILTER WHEEL

ASSEMBLY
VARIABLE
FOCAL LENGTH
LENS ASSEMBLY

FOCUS

POTENTIOMETER
IRIS

POTENTIOMETER
VIDICON TUBE

SHUTTER
ASSEMBLY
VIDICON RADIATOR

ELECTRONIC
CONVERSION
UNIT

ELECTRICAL

CONNECTOR

Figure

1-2.

— Surveyor

I

television camera.
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omnidirectional

antenna or the planar-array

antenna; the planar-array antenna was used for
all 600-line pictures. The observed resolution
at 1.6 meters
for 600-line pictures was 0.5

mm

from the camera.

At the time
tional

Surveyor I landing, addiwere in various stages of

of the

spacecraft

of the engineering effort.

fabrication as part

Changes were made to the design of these
spacecraft to accommodate a scientific payload
commensurate with spacecraft capability and
schedule

(fig.

Many
ance,

better
(ref.

the

of

increase

Table 1-1

1-3).

tifically significant

lists

the scien-

spacecraft variations used.

engineering

Surveyor's

changes

reliability

made

to

and perform-

though not listed here, resulted in a
quality and greater amount of data

1-11).

On Surveyor

III, a simplified surface-sampler

instrument replaced the approach (downwardlooking) television camera which had been
carried, but not used, on Surveyor I. The
surface sampler consisted primarily of a scoop,

Table
Instrumentation

1-1.

approximately 12 cm long and 5 cm wide, with
a motor-operated door. The scoop was mounted
on a pantograph arm that could be extended
about 1.5 meters or retracted close to the spacecraft by a motor drive. The arm could also be
moved in azimuth or elevation by motor
drives, or dropped onto the lunar surface
under force provided by gravity and a spring.
The surface sampler could manipulate the
lunar surface material in a number of ways, and
the results could be observed by the television
camera.
The hood on the Surveyor III television
camera was fitted with a bonnet extension to
provide additional shading for the lens and
filter,
thus extending the area of glare-free
operation. Two auxiliary mirrors were attached
to the spaceframe so that the camera could
provide a better view of surface alterations
produced by the vernier engines and by a
crushable block.

Surveyors V and VI carried a television
camera and an alpha-scattering instrument to

Payload differences among Surveyor spacecraft

INTRODUCTION

(T)

TELEVISION CAMERA

(D SURFACE-SAMPLER
(J)

SURFACE-SAMPLER AUXILIARY

(?)

ALPHA-SCATTERING-INSTRUMENT SENSOR HEAD

(5)

ALPHA-SCATTERING- INSTRUMENT
ELECTRONIC COMPARTMENT

@
©
(?)

Figure

1-3.

— Configuration

INSTRUMENT

FOOTPAD MAGNET BRACKET

STEREO MIRROR
PHOTOMETRIC TARGET

Surveyor spacecraft showing changes
payloads (models).

of various

in scientific

surveyor: program results

6

This instruthe lunar
surface with alpha particles from curium242 sources and to measure the spectra of alpha
also
provided
It
particles scattered back.
spectral data on protons produced by (a, p)
reactions with the atoms of the lunar surface.
These spectra could be interpreted in terms of
the kind and quantity of elements present in
the surface. Physically, the instrument consisted
of a sensor head, a cube about 15 cm on a side,
which, on command, could be lowered to the lunar
surface by a nylon cord; and an alpha-scattering
analyze chemically the lunar

ment was designed

to

soil.

irradiate

compartment located on the spaceframe (refs. 1-12 and 1-13).
Surveyor VII carried, in addition to the
camera and the alpha-scattering instrument,
a soil mechanics surface sampler similar to
that on Surveyor III. The Surveyor VII
surface sampler, however, was mounted with

electronics

a slightly different orientation so that

it

the alpha-scattering instrument after
deployment; because of the orientation change,

was not able to reach a spacecraft footpad.
The Surveyor V television camera was the
same as that on Surveyor III. However, on Surveyors VI and VII, a new hood was added to

it

provide better protection from glare and a better
range in azimuth and elevation for the mirror.
filters were used on the Surveyor VI
and VII cameras rather than the color filters
used on the early missions. For camera calibration, Surveyors I, III, V, and VI carried photoon an
metric
targets on a footpad and
omnidirectional antenna boom; Surveyor VII
carried an additional target on the other
omnidirectional antenna boom.

Polarizing

give greater area coverage, the auxiliary

viewing mirrors were changed from

fiat to

con-

vex for Surveyors V, VI, and VII. For Surveyor
V, one mirror was oriented to provide a view of
the alpha-scattering-instrument sensor head on
the surface rather than of the area under vernier

engine

2.

An

additional viewing mirror

was used

on Surveyors VI and VII so that the area under
vernier engine 2 and crushable block 2 could be

observed. Surveyor VII also carried a mirror on
the

area

mast

to provide a stereoscopic

intersecting

the

arc

of

and seven small mirrors

to detect adher-

V

Surveyors

and VI carried a bar magnet and

a nonmagnetic control bar on one footpad to
indicate the presence of lunar surface material

with high magnetic susceptibility. Surveyor VII
carried a similar

magnet and control bar on two

footpads and two small, horseshoe-shaped magnets placed in the pressure pad of the door of the

surface-sampler scoop. All magnets could be

observed by the television camera.
Surveyors V, VI, and VII incorporated some
paint-pattern changes to reduce the brightness
contrast between the dark lunar surface and
some spacecraft parts painted white on earlier
missions. The footpad tops were painted in
stripes to reveal clearly any lunar material that

might be deposited on them.

Landing

Sites

could

reach

To

reach,

ing dust.

view of an

surface-sampler

Four Surveyor spacecraft landed
near the equator. These

maria,

in the

lunar

sites

were

selected primarily because they were being con-

sidered for Apollo manned lunar landings. Surveyor VII, the last in the series, landed in the
highland region close to the crater Tycho, a site
chosen primarily for its scientific interest; it was
thought to be a sample of very young highland
material, which could have originated at considerable depth. The availability of Lunar Orbiter photographs of the area

was considered

in

selecting landing sites for all Surveyors except

Surveyor
flights.

which preceded the Lunar Orbit er

I,

The

suitability of each site for

safe landing

was evaluated

making

a

as part of the site-

and 1-15).
Table 1-2 lists the varieties of terrain on
which the Surveyors landed and their seleno-

selection process (refs. 1-14

graphic locations. Four sets of coordinates are
given: The first set is based on radio tracking
of the spacecraft during its flight to the

Moon;

based on radio doppler tracking
of the landed spacecraft from Earth. Both of
the second

is

these methods locate the site in inertial coordinates relative to the center of gravity of
the Moon. The third set is a listing of the seleno-

graphic coordinates, in the system used in the
Orthographic Atlas and in the Lunar Charts of
the Aeronautical Chart and Information Center

INTRODUCTION

CO

S

-53

e

o

tN
I

W
<
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—

Figure 1-4. Lunar Orbiter III photograph of Surveyor I on the lunar surface (enlarged
from high-resolution frame H-194, framelet 248). The superimposed image is a model
of the Surveyor spacecraft in a similar configuration and lighting to the Lunar Orbiter
photograph. The image of the model and shadow was photoreduced on negative film
to about the same size as it is on the Lunar Orbiter film. The resulting print was
rephotographed through a television camera to produce a scan pattern.

1-16 and 1-1 7) 2 These coordinates were
obtained by determining the position of the
landed Surveyors on Lunar Orbiter photographs by matching features shown in Surveyor
(refs.

.

pictures

with corresponding features in the

Lunar Orbiter photographs (refs. 1-2, 1-4, 1-5,
and 1-19 (see eh. 3)). The Lunar Orbiter photographs were, in turn, related

to the

Orthographic

2
The fourth set is a listing in a more recent selenographic coordinate system, based on the catalogs of

Mills

(ref.

1-18)

and

of

Arthur

(ref.

1-19).

Atlas and Mills/ Arthur coordinates by matching

from Earth. Surveyor I
was photographed on the lunar surface by
Lunar Orbiters I and III; figure 1-4 is an
enlargement of a Lunar Orbiter photograph

large features, visible

Surveyor I, together with a laboratory
photograph of a Surveyor model with similar
configuration and lighting. The Lunar Orbiter
photographs of the other Surveyor landing
sites were made before the Surveyors landed.
Surveyor V has not yet been identified in Lunar
Orbiter photographs; it may be outside the

of
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area of Lunar Orbit er high-resolution coverage.
The differences among the four sets of coordinates result, in part, from

random

errors

and, in part, from systematic errors in the
models used. Differences between the inertia]

and the selenographic coordinates
uncertainties

arise

selenographic

the

in

grid

from
and

from differences between the center of figure
and the center of gravity of the Moon.
Spacecraft Operations

Surveyor

were

spacecraft

Cape Kennedy,

Fla.,

Moon, the

from the launch
utilizing

from

on a trajectory

inter-

spacecraft were separated

vehicles.

Midcourse maneuvers,

the vernier engines, were performed

bring

to

launched

by Atlas/Centaur launch

vehicles. After injection

secting the

the

spacecraft

within

the

desired

landing areas. For the terminal descent, the

main

was

most
main engine burned,
about 10-km altitude, it was

retro engine

ignited to provide

of the braking. After the

nominally

at

jettisoned,

and the vernier engines continued

to slow the spacecraft.
of

the lunar surface

To

reduce disturbance

by engine exhaust, the

vernier engines were turned off (except for
Surveyor III) when the spacecraft altitude was
about 4 meters and approach velocity was about

The spacecraft then fell freely to the
The velocity components at touch-

1.5 m/sec.

surface.

down were in

the range of 3 to 4 m/sec vertically
than 0.5 m/sec horizontally. The
spacecraft masses at injection were 995 to 1040
kg; at touchdown, 294 to 306 kg.
The vernier engines on Surveyor III did not
shut down before initial touchdown, but continued to burn, lifting the spacecraft from the
surface. It landed again about 20 meters
from the initial position, with engines still on,
and lifted off a second time. The engines were
then turned off, and the spacecraft touched
down again 11 meters from the position of the
second touchdown. The vertical velocity component for the three touchdowns was 1 to 2
m/sec; the horizontal component, 0.3 to 0.9

and

Table

less

m/sec.

Table 1-3 shows the times at which the
Surveyors landed. After touchdown, an engineering interrogation was made, then an

Space-

1-3.

Times jor Surveyor touchdowns
and last data returns

.
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Table

Measurement sources and types of scientific information derived from Surveyor spacecraft

1-4.

Instrument or sensor

Scientific

Lunar topography, surface structure and geology; lunar photometry, polarization, and color; cohesion of lunar surface material;
terrestrial photometry, polarization, and color; terrestrial atmospheric transmission, color, and cloud patterns; solar corona
extent, photometry, and polarization; ability to point lasers from
Earth to lunar locations.
Chemical composition of lunar surface and near surface; radiation

Television camera.

Alpha-scattering instrument
Soil

information obtained

level on lunar surface.
Bearing and shear strengths of lunar surface and

mechanics surface sampler

near-surface

material; cohesion, internal friction, and density of lunar surface
material; surface-rock strength

system, flight

panels,

thermometers,

material; density and elastic velocity of lunar surface material.
Lunar surface temperatures, thermal inertia, and directional in-

resistance

Sun

density.

Bearing strength, cohesion, internal friction of lunar surface material; radar reflectivity and dielectric constant of lunar surface

landing

eters.

Spacecraft

and

radar
control gyros, and accelerom-

Spacecraft leg strain gages,

sensors,

and

solar

directional

frared emission.

antenna.

Magnets
Spacecraft

vernier-propulsion

system

attitude-control jet system.

colorimetric

data were included.

objects observed were

Lunar surface

and

Content of magnetic particles in lunar surface material.
Lunar surface permeability to gases, cohesion, adhesion, response
to gas erosion.

Among

the

INTRODUCTION
and one highland site. Strength and density
individual rocks were also measured.
Strain gages on the leg shock absorbers

Results, Tech. Rept. 32-1177, Jet Propulsion

of

of

1-3.

the spacecraft provided records of the leg loads

during touchdown. In conjunction with flight
control data on the spacecraft position and
velocity, and television observations of the
surface disturbances associated with landings
these records furnished information on bearing
cohesion,

strength,

internal

and porosity

velocity,

friction,

elastic

of the material at,

just below, the surface at

all

1-5.

Surveyor landing
1-6.

measuring temperatures of
spacecraft components radiatively coupled to
the surface, permitted determination of surface
temperatures, thermal inertia, and directional
sensors,

infrared emission at

The magnets

all sites.

landing, the engines were fired in such a

way

1-9.

landed 2.4 meters from

it

sion

GMT

Calif,

(to

be

1-11. Surveyor

Project Report. Part I: Mission
Description and Performance, Tech. Rept.

32-1265, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
Calif, (to be published).
1-12. Turkevich, A. L.; Knolle, K. Emmert, R. A.;
Anderson, W. A.; Patterson, J. H.; and
;

Franzgrote,

E.

J.:

Surface Chemical

Instrument
Rev.

Analysis.

vol. 37, no. 12, 1966, pp.

1-13.

.

Pasadena,

Laboratory,

published).

Television pictures and other scientific data

from Surveyor may be obtained from the
National Space Science Data Center, Greenbelt,
Md. 20771 Individual pictures can best be identified by the spacecraft mission and
day of
year and time at which they were taken.
Mosaics can best be identified by catalog number.

VII Mission Report. Part III: Tele-

vision Data, Tech. Rept. 32-1264, Jet Propul-

its original

position.

Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., Mar. 15, 196S.
(See also NASA SP-173.)
Surveyor I Mission Report. Part III: Television
Data, Tech. Rept. 32-1023, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., Nov. 1, 1966.
Surveyor III Mission Report. Part III: Television Data, Tech. Rept. 32-1177, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., Nov. 10, 1967.
Surveyor V Mission Report. Part III: Television Data, Tech. Rept, 32-1246, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., July 15, 1968.
Surveyor VI Mission Report. Part III: Television Data, Tech. Rept. 32-1262, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., Aug. 1, 196S.

1-10. Surveyor

the spacecraft 3.5 meters from the

lift

surface;

1-7.

carried

to gases, the lunar surface cohesion, response to
gas erosion, and adhesion to terrestrial materials.
On the Surveyor VI mission, 8 days after

Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., June 1, 1967.
(See also NASA SP-146.)
Surveyor V Mission Report. Part II: Science
Results, Tech. Rept. 32-1246, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., Nov. 1, 1967.
(See also NASA SP-163.)
Surveyor VI Mission Report. Part II: Science
Results, Tech. Rept. 32-1262, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., Jan. 10, 1968.
(See also NASA SP-166.)
Surveyor VII Mission Report. Part II: Science
Results, Tech. Rept. 32-1264, Jet Propulsion

-

1-8.

by Surveyors V, VI,
and VII provided information on the content
of ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic particles at
two mare sites and one highland site.
At the mare landing sites, firings against the
lunar surface of the vernier rocket engines on
Surveyors III, V, and VI and of the attitudecontrol jets on Surveyors I and VI provided
information on the permeability of the surface

as to

1-4.

and

sites.

Thermal

11

for
Sci.

Lunar
Inst.,

1681-1686.

Turkevich, A. L. Knolle, K. Franzgrote,
E. J.; and Patterson, J. H.: Chemical
Analysis Experiment for the Surveyor Lunar
;

Mission.

;

Geophys.

J.

1967, pp. 831-839.
1-14. Willingham, D. E.

and

Res.,

vol.

72,

no.

2,

Lunar Surface Generation
Landing Analysis. Project

Surveyor

:

Document

602-4, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

Pasadena,

Calif.,

1-15. Filice,

A.

L.

;

1967.

Thornton, T. H.; and Wil-

D. E.: Surveyor Landing Site
Document 602-20, Jet
Project
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., 1967.
1-16. Orthographic Atlas of the Moon, Supplement 1
to the Photographic Lunar Atlas, compiled
by D. W. G. Arthur and E. A. Whitaker,

lingham,

Selection.
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L. D. Jaffe

The

successful soft landings

made by

meter crater where Surveyor III landed varies
from about 1 to 2 meters on the rim to perhaps

five

Surveyors permitted detailed examinations of

mare sites along an
highland site in the
and
at
one
equatorial belt
hemisphere.
The
aiming
areas, selected
southern
of
chosen
after
examination
launch,
were
before
(exLunar
Orbiter
photographs
and
telescopic
cept for the Surveyor I mission, which preceded

10 meters or

the lunar surface at four

the

Lunar Orbiter

The

Small craters account for the irregularities of
on the surfaces at the mare landing
sites. Most of the small craters at each of the
landing sites have a cup shape with walls and
floors concave upward and low, subdued rims,
but some are nearly rimless. Most of the cupshaped craters are believed to be of impact
origin. Dimple-shaped craters lacking raised
rims and crater chains are common at the Surveyor V site and were observed at the Surveyor
III site; these may have been formed by drainage of the surficial fragmental debris into sublargest relief

landing

—

Surveyor I. Flat surface inside a 100-km
crater in Oceanus Procellarum, 1 radius from
the edge of a rimless 200-meter crater.
Surveyor III. Interior of a subdued 200meter crater, probably of impact origin, in
Oceanus Procellarum.
Surveyor V. Steep, inner slope of a 9- by
12-meter crater, which may be a subsidence

—

—

feature, in

in

Mare

surface fissures.

Many irregular craters, ranging in size from
few
centimeters to several meters in diameter
a
and lined with clods of fine-grained material,
were observed at all landing sites. These are
inferred to be secondary impact craters formed
by cohesive blocks or clods of weakly cohesive
fine-grained material ejected from nearby pri-

Tranquillitatis.

Surveyor VI. —Flat surface near a mare ridge
Sinus Medii.
Surveyor VII. — Ejecta or flow blanket north

of,

and

less

than

1

radius from, the rim of the

Tycho in the highlands.
At each of the Surveyor landing sites, the
lunar surface is covered by a layer of fragmental

crater

debris,

predominantly

fine

grained, which

littered with a variety of rock fragments,

at the crater center.

Small Craters

nights). All five spacecraft

landed within these selected areas.
sites were:

more

mary craters.
The cumulative

is

size

distribution

of

small

craters a few centimeters to several tens of
meters in diameter is consistent with a power
law having an exponent of —2. This cor-

and

spotted with overlapping small craters. The
average thickness of the debris layer, or regolith,

was determined for each of the mare landing
sites from the depth of the smallest craters with

responds to that expected for a steady-state
population of craters produced by prolonged,
repetitive bombardment by meteoroids and by

blocky rims. The thickest regolith (10 to 20
meters) was found at the Surveyor VI site. The
regolith near Surveyor I is 1 to 2 meters thick,
and at the Surveyor V site is less than 5 meters.
The thickness of the regolith within the 200-

secondary fragments from the Moon. There are
fewer craters larger than 8 meters in diameter
at the Surveyor VII site than at the mare
landing sites; this indicates that the Tycho
13
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rim material on which Surveyor VII landed
relatively young.

is

Some

vesicular.

coarse fragments are clearly

Some

aggregates of smaller particles.

of these

aggregates are compact and angular, whereas
Resolvable Rock Frasments

others appear to be porous and probably are

Some rock fragments are on the surface and
others are partly embedded to various depths
in a finer grained matrix. The fragments are
scattered somewhat irregularly, but strewn
fields of blocks are found around some of the
larger craters. The Surveyor VII landing site
has

the

largest

number and variety

sites

have the

least

number.

re-

V

and

Most

are

solvable rock fragments; the Surveyor

VI

of

but some well-rounded
fragments are present and appear, in general,
to be embedded fairly deeply in the finer
surface material. The fragments tend to be
equant in shape, but some are distinctly
tabular and a few have the form of sharp,
narrow wedges.
Most of the resolvable fragments on the
surface are brighter, under all observed angles
than the unresolved fineof illumination,
grained matrix. A knobby, pitted surface is the
most common surface texture developed on the
bright, coarse, rounded rock fragments. The
pitted texture and the rounding of the fragments are probably produced by impact of
small particles. Further evidence that the
surfaces of the rocky fragments have been
angular,

relatively

subjected to an erosive, or abrasive, action is
evident on one of the rocks overturned by the
surface sampler on Surveyor VII. This rock

was

rounded on the exposed side and angular on the
subsurface side. Spotted rocks, observed at the
Surveyor I and V sites, are common near
Surveyor VII. In many cases, the lighter
material forms slight protrusions on the fragment, suggesting that it is more resistant to

only weakly compacted.
Particle Size

Between
surface

one rock near Surveyor VII
was found to be in the range of 2.4 to 3.1
g/cm3 with a most probable value of 2.8 to
2.9 g/cm 3 A similar rock was broken by a
moderately strong blow from the surface
sampler. Most of the resolvable blocks on the
lunai surface appear to be dense, coherent
rock, but some appear less dense and porous.
Many blocks at the Surveyor VII site, and a
few at the Surveyor I site, are distinctly
,

.

of

4 and 18 percent of the lunar
covered by fragments coarse enough

be resolved by the television camera (coarser
than 1 mm). The size-frequency distribution
of resolvable fragmental debris at each Surveyor landing site can be represented by a
simple power function. At the mare sites, the
exponent of the size-distribution function is,
in all cases, less than —2; at the Surveyor VII
site, on the rim flank of Tycho, the exponent
is —1.8. Fragments coarser than 10 cm are 5
to 10 times more abundant on the rim of Tycho
than on the maria.
The ability of the finer grained matrix mato

to

terial

preserve

conform
fine

to

smooth surfaces and

imprints;

and

gases; its cohesion;

permeability

its

to
to

optical properties,

its

before and after disturbance,

all suggest that
the bulk of the material has a particle size

between 2 and 60 microns.
Structure

and Mechanical Behavior

of

the

Fine

Material

At

landing sites, the fine matrix, or lunar
granular and slightly cohesive; the soil is

all

soil, is

compressible, at least in

meters, as indicated

its

upper few centi-

by the footpad and crush-

able block imprints; and its static bearing
strength increases with depth as follows:
(1) In about the upper millimeter: less than
0.1

N/cm

2

(from

imprints

of

small,

rolling

fragments).

lunar erosion processes.

The density

is

(2)

At

a depth of

1

to

2

mm:

0.2

N/cm

2

(from imprints of the alpha-scattering-instru-

ment sensor head).
(3) At a depth
(from imprints of

about 2 cm: 1.8 N/cm
crushable blocks on Surveyors

VI and VII).
(4) At a depth

of

2

about 5 cm: 5.5 N/cm
(from penetrations of footpads on Surveyor I).

2

of

higher rock population at the Surveyor
VII site did not, in general, increase the bear-

The
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compared with that at
and VI sites.

ing strength of the soil

the Surveyor

I,

III,

The estimated

wave

shear

soil

velocity

is

between 15 and 36 m/sec, and the compressional wave velocity between 31 and 91 m/sec.
These estimates, based on oscillations in the

touchdown

spacecraft landing leg forces at

of

four landings, are lower than those expected
for

terrestrial

with

soils

other

about 20 cm; this increase w as not found at the
Surveyor VII location. The soil was also found
to be more brittle at the Surveyor III site.
Assuming that the lunar soil is derived from
the rock fragments, the above rock and soil
r

densities indicate a soil porosity of 0.4 to 0.5,

on the average, from depths
meters to about 10 cm.

Optical, Thermal, and Radar Characteristics

ment

soil

of

by the

erosion (erosion

soil

entrain-

and
During the Surveyor V vernier-engine firing, soil and rock
fragments up to 4.4 cm in diameter were moved
by viscous erosion. At engine shutdown, exhaust gas, which had diffused into the soil,
during

occurred

surface)

attitude-control

vernier-engine

firings.

jet

cm in diameter
deep under one engine.

erupted, producing a crater 20

and

cm

0.8 to 1.3

The permeability
Surveyor

1X10

-8

V
to

site to a

7X10"

8

of

the lunar

at

soil

the

depth of about 25 cm is
cm 2 This corresponds to
.

the permeability of

terrestrial

The

silts.

soil

cohesion bounds were determined to be:
(1)

engine
(2)

0.007

to

0.12

N/cm

2

(from

vernier-

firings).

0.05

to

0.17

N/cm

2

(from

attitude-

control jet firings).

Lunar

material

thrown

against

spacecraft

surfaces in several cases adhered to the spacecraft components. Adhesion of soil to the
Surveyor VII surface-sampler scoop was observed to increase toward the end of the lunar
day. The adhesive strength of the lunar material impacting and adhering to the Surveyor
VI photometric target is estimated to be
between 10 2 and 10 3 dynes/cm 2
.

Soil

properties,

similar

to

those described,

were indicated during the surface-sampler
The bearing-strength values and
the soil behavior during all tests are consistent
with a granular material possessing a cohesion
of 0.035 to 0.05 N/cm 2 an angle of internal
friction of 35° to 37°, and a density of about
1.5 g/cml These values apply to soil depths
between a few millimeters and about 10 cm.
An increase of strength with depth in the soil
near Surveyor III was observed to a depth of
also

operations.

,

Television

over the

as gas flows

particles

a few milli-

of

mechanical

properties as listed in this report.

Viscous
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observations

indicate a gray

Moon

even

with

color

filters

in disturbed areas.

No

demonstrable differences in color were
observed on any of the coarse blocks so far
examined, which are all gray, but lighter than
the fine-grained gray matrix of the surface.
Photometric measurements at each Surveyor
landing site show that the undisturbed fine
matrix of the mare surface has a normal luminance factor (normal albedo) that varies from

and the mare material disturbed by the footpads and by the surface
sampler has a normal luminance factor that
7.3 to 8.2 percent,

ranges from 5.5 to 6.1 percent. The normal
luminance factor for the fine-grained, undisturbed and disturbed material at the Surveyor

VII site is higher than that of the corresponding
mare material. The normal luminance factor
for the rock fragments ranges from 14 to 22
percent both on the maria and on the rim flank
of Tycho. Light scattered from the surfaces of
some rock fragments at the Surveyor VII site
is

as

much

as 30 percent polarized at phase

angles near 120°. This suggests these rocks are
crystalline or glassy,

and that

their surfaces

are relatively free of fine particles.

Observations of the fine-grained parts of the
lunar surface disturbed by the landing and
liftoff of

the Surveyor

VI

spacecraft,

and by

fragments set in motion by
have shown that lunar material exposed
at depths no greater than a few millimeters
has a significantly lower normal luminance
the space-

rolling

craft,

factor than the undisturbed surface.

A

similar,

abrupt decrease in normal luminance factor at
or less was observed at the
depths of 3
Surveyor III and V landing sites. The occur-

mm

rence of this rather sharp contact of material
with contrasting optical properties at widely
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separated localities on the

some

process,

or

Moon

combination

suggests that
of

processes,

lightens the material at the lunar surface. If

may

imply that a complementary
process of darkening occurs at depths of a few
millimeters and deeper, so that the abrupt
albedo contact is not destroyed as a result of
repetitive turnover of the lunar surface by
this is true, it

solid-particle

Where

bombardment.

tometric function of the smoothed surfaces
like that of a

is

Lambertian scatterer than

the undisturbed, fine-grained lunar material.
This indicates the pore spaces of the finegrained material tend to be filled in by compression against

these functions for

smooth surfaces on parts

of

all

landing sites

is

approxi-

mately the same. However, the entire curve
higher

by nearly a

region

than for the mare

factor of 2 for the

strong fading on the radar

sites.

is

Tycho

Because

of

beams near normal

incidence, a reliable estimate of the normal-

incidence

the fine-grained matrix of the surface

material was compressed and smoothed by the
Surveyor footpads or the surface sampler, the
photometric properties were changed. The pho-

more

section as a function of the angle of incidence
in the range 0° to 60°. The general form of

reflectivity

cannot be made.

The

radar reflectivity of the Tycho rim area is
about 30 percent higher than the average
of the Moon as measured from
Earth; the mare areas are about 30 percent
lower. In particular, it is estimated that the
reflectivity of the Surveyor V area (Mare
reflectivity

Tranquillitatis)

is

between 3 and 5 percent.
a rather low value

The Surveyor data confirm

(about 2.5 to 3) for the dielectric constant of
lunar surface material, with a clear distinction

between the mare and highland regions.

the spacecraft.

In general, lunar surface temperatures de-

Chemical Composition

rived from spacecraft thermal data taken during

the lunar day are in qualitative agreement with
Earth-based data. For each mission during
which there was an eclipse, the same value of
thermal parameter (&pc)~ 1/2 was obtained from
spacecraft eclipse and postsunset data, whereas
the values for Earth-based postsunset data are
lower than those from Earth-based eclipse data.

On

all

spacecraft except one, the

were obtained

in the

same values

two directions viewed by

the pertinent spacecraft sensors; in the case

Surveyor VII, the thermal parameter values
the two directions were different; this
discrepancy apparently was caused by some
rocks close to the spacecraft. When Surveyors
III and V landed in craters, it was observed
that the local lunar surface temperatures
depended primarily on the Sun elevation angle
to the local lunar surface slope. It should be
noted that all Earth-based and spacecraft data
of

in

indicate that the lunar surface material

very good thermal insulator.
Radar backscatter data from

the

,

;

same

order, the

Earth's

crust.

most common elements in the
three samples from the

The

maria are almost identical chemically, implying

a

that the surface material of large fractions of the
lunar maria have this composition. The high-

lunar

land sample differs principally in having about
half as much of the "iron"-group elements
(titanium through copper) as do the samples

is

and 3.2-cm wavelengths, were
obtained during the last 3 minutes of the descent for each Surveyor landing. The radar
system consisted of four independent radars.
Signal strengths from each beam have been
interpreted in the form of the radar cross
surface, at 2.5-

Surveyor obtained the first direct information
about the chemical nature of the lunar surface
material. At two mare sites (Surveyor V and
VI missions) and one highland site (Surveyor
VII mission) the presence of magnetic material
in the lunar soil was demonstrated, and the
amounts of the most abundant chemical elements were established.
Analytical data were obtained on six samples
of lunar material, three at the mare sites and
three at the highland site. The analyses indicate
that the most abundant chemical element on
the Moon is oxygen (57 ±5 atomic percent);
second in abundance is silicon (20 ±5 atomic
percent)
and third is probably aluminum
(about 7 atomic percent). These are, in the

from the maria.
of oxygen is estimated to be
form oxides of all of the metals,
and so indicates that the bulk of the material

The amount

sufficient

to
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chemically (although a
radiation-decomposed material

difference in rock density consistent with isostasy.

cannot be excluded). The relative abundance
of the principal elements on the lunar surface
is similar to that of terrestrial basalts, which
often have the amount of magnetic material
observed in the lunar soil. The chemical composition found is significantly different from

Observations of the Earth and of the Solar Corona

stable

relatively

is

amount

small

most

the

of

common

meteorites

(metallic

or

stony) falling on the Earth.

These chemical analyses are in strong disagreement with that expected for primordial
solar system material, whether this be considered condensed solar atmosphere, terrestrial
ul trabasic rocks, or

contradict

clearly

chondritic meteorites.
a

lunar

origin

for

of the lunar samples with
composition and the morphology of
surface features observed in terrestrial and
Lunar Orbiter photographs are strong circum-

evidence that some melting and
chemical fractionation of lunar material has
occurred in the past. The bulk composition of

stantial

Moon, however, remains obscure. The lower
of

the

"iron"-group

provides

explanation

differences

units

an

elements in

compared with the maria,

as

for

the

by the Earth's

occulted the light.

During the Surveyor VII mission, pictures

of

filters.

similarity

the highlands,

refraction

most

basaltic,

abundance

result of

atmosphere and that clouds present at the limb

the Earth were taken with various polarizing

origin for tektites.

the

was the

They

meteorites and are inconsistent with a lunar

The

Pictures of an eclipse of the Sun by the Earth
were made during the .Surveyor III mission.
Using the camera color filters, sufficient data
were accumulated to produce color pictures of
the light transmitted through the Earth's
atmosphere during the eclipse. These results
indicated that the observed light primarily

albedo

between these two major geologic

and, in addition, suggests a significant

The

highly polarized component of light

appeasr to be the result of specular reflection
from ocean surfaces. Pictures of Earth-based
laser

beams directed toward the

lunar location were also
ability of

beams
in

made

spacecraft's

in a test of the

Earth stations to direct very narrow

to a specific location on the lunar surface,

preparation

for

a

possible

laser

reflector

experiment.

The

corona was photographed after
I, V, and VII missions,
from the innermost K-corona at 2 solar radii to
well beyond the known outer F-corona at 60
solar radii. The data will provide information
on the previously unobserved region between
solar

sunset on the Surveyor

15

and 50

solar radii.

3. Television Observations
E.

M. Shoemaker

From Surveyor

E. C. Morris, B. M. Batson, H. E. Holt, K. B. Larson,
D. B. Montgomery, J. J. BennUson, and E. A. Whitaker

(Principal Investigator)

,

Five successful Surveyor spacecraft landed
on the Moon between June 1966 and January
1968 and returned over 87 000 pictures from
the lunar surface. Surveyors I, III, Y, and VI
landed on mare surfaces; Surveyor VII landed
in the southern highlands on the flank of the
crater Tycho, the youngest, large bright-ray
crater on the Moon. Table 3-1 lists the day
and times of landing of each spacecraft, their
location and the Sun elevation at the time of

The size distribution of craters and fragments;
the thickness of the fragment al debris layer, or
regolith; and the colorimetric, photometric, and

landing.

landed

Surveyors
of

I,

III, V,

polarimetric properties of various lunar-surface
materials were determined from the pictures
for each landing site.

Stereoscopic

spacecraft

features,

such as the

surface in intercrater areas, the inner walls of a
large

subdued

the inside

crater,

drainage crater, and a close view

a

of
of

a

small

mare

ridge.

The

terrain

around Surveyor VII,

in contrast

to the terrain of the maria, consists of ridges

The

Spacecraft

Surveyor
Surveyor
Surveyor
Surveyor
Surveyor

I._
III_

V._

VI _
VII

Landing,

06:17:36
00:04:17
00:46:42
01:01:04
01:05:36

on
on
on
on
on

the

off

lunar

surface

and

2.5

television

.

sition in the fragments.

locatiojis,

lifted

about

Surveyor I transmitted over 800 pictures
during the second lunar day of operation;
subsequent engineering interrogations were
continued through January 1967. After a
warmup period of about 147 hours after sunrise

ments probably excavated from the depths of
Tycho. Some fragments are vesicular, others
appear dense; some fragments are spotted,
suggesting differences in crystallinity or compo-

Surveyor times,

lunar surface

reflected

revealed a great variety of coarse rock frag-

3-1.

the

from the mirror.
cameras of Surveyors I, V, and
VII were operated more than one lunar dajT

and valleys superimposed on a broadly unduThe Surveyor VII pictures
surface.

lating

Table

of

meters from its original
position, thus providing a base for stereoscopic
pictures. Surveyor VII was equipped with a
9- by 24-cm mirror attached to the spacecraft
mast; this mirror was oriented to provide a
reflected view, as seen from the television
camera, of a small area in front of the spacecraft. Stereoscopic pictures were obtained by
recording direct images of this area and images

and VI provided pictures

various lunar-mare

pictures

were obtained from Surveyors VI and VII.
Surveyor VI vernier engines were ignited; the

and approximate Sun

GMT hr:min:sec

June

elevations at landing

Location, selenographic
coordinates

Longitude

Latitude

23.34°

W
W

2.45° S
2.97° S

23.20°

E

1.42°

43.22°

2, 1966.
Apr. 20, 1967.
Sept. 11, 1967
Nov. 10, 1967
Jan. 10, 1968_

1.40°

11.47°

10

Approximate

Sun elevation
at landing, deg

W
W

0.53°

N
N

40.86° S

28
11

17

3
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on the second lunar day, Surveyor V responded
to the first turn-on command and subsequently
transmitted over 1000 pictures before the
second lunar-day sunset. Surveyor V was
revived again the fourth lunar day, but only a
few pictures were taken. Surveyor VII was
revived about 120 hours after sunrise the second
lunar day; about 45 pictures were taken in the
200-line mode before suspension of camera
operation.

Most

pictures

Surveyor

transmitted

by

the

five

were received at the
Goldstone, Calif., Tracking Station of the
Deep Space Network. Pictures were also
received at the Canberra, Australia, and
Robledo (near Madrid), Spain, Tracking
spacecraft

Stations.

Television

D. R.

Camera

Montgomery and

E. C.

Morris

Surveyor's 7.31-kilogram (16.1-lb) television

camera

(fig.

3-1) consisted of a mirror,

filters,

and attendant electronic
circuitry. Each picture, or frame, was imaged
through an optical system onto the photoconductive surface of a vidicon, which was
scanned by an electron beam. The camera was
designed to accommodate scene luminance
levels from about 0.008 to 2600 ft-L, employing
both electromechanical mode changes and iris
control. On the Surveyor I, III, and V missions,
lens, shutter, vidicon,

frame-by-frame coverage of the lunar surface
could be obtained over 360° in azimuth and from
40° above the plane normal to the camera
Z-axis to —65° below this plane. On the
Surveyor VI and VII missions, the coverage in
elevation was increased to +90° above the
plane normal to the camera Z-axis. The camera
was capable of a resolution of about 1 millimeter at 4 meters and could focus from 1.23
meters to infinity. Camera operation was
controlled

by commands from Earth. Com-

Figure

3-1.

— Surveyor

I

television camera.

minor axis by trunnions. Its reflecting
was formed by vacuum deposition of
Kanogen on a beryllium blank, followed by a
deposition of aluminum and finally by deposition of silicon monoxide. The reflecting surface
was flat within one-fourth wavelength at \ = 550
mn and had an average specular reflectance of
86 percent. The mirror rotated about two
mutually perpendicular axes by means of two
drive mechanisms, one for azimuth and the
at its

surface

other for elevation; the position of the mirror
about each axis was measured by a potentiometer.

Within the mirror housing was a filter wheel
3-3), which contained three color or polariz-

mandable operation allowed each frame to be
taken with a lens setting and mirror azimuth
and elevation position appropriate for a given

ing

view of the lunar surface.
The edge of the mirror (fig. 3-2) was a 10.5by 15-cm ellipse, and the mirror was supported

able-focal-length lens

(fig.

filters, in

addition to a fourth section con-

taining a clear element.

The image was formed by means
(fig.

3-4)

,

of a vari-

placed between

the vidicon and the mirror assembly.

The

focal

TELEVISION OBSERVATIONS

Figure 3-2.

— Mirror

assembly of the Surveyor

21

tele-

camera hood
small visor was added to the

vision camera, (a) Surveyor

I

television

and mirror assembly. A
top of the hood on the Surveyor III camera,
Mirror assembly and redesigned hood used
Surveyors V, VI, and VII.

(b)

on

length could be varied from 25 to 100 millimeters, resulting in optical fields of view of
about 25.3° to 6.43°; however, the camera was

always operated at either the 25- or 100-millimeter focal length. Additionally, the lens assem-

bly could be varied in focus
rotating focus

cell.

An

by means

adjustable

iris

of

a

provided

effective aperture changes from //4 to //22, in
increments which resulted in change of aperture
area by a factor of %. The iris could be controlled
by command; also available was a servo-type
automatic iris control, which adjusted the
aperture area in proportion to the average scene
luminance. As in the mirror assembly, potentiometers were geared to the iris, focal length, and
focus elements to allow determination of these
settings for each picture. A beam splitter on the
lens assembly sampled 10 percent of incident
light for operation of the automatic iris.
Light energy from object space was converted

Figure

3-3.

—

Filter

wheel of the Surveyor television
camera.

to an equivalent electrical signal in the

image

The

size of

plane by the vidicon tube

(fig.

3-5).

22
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Figure

3-4.

— Lens assembly of the Surveyor television

camera,

(a)

Front view,

(b)

Back view.

the image frame on the vidicon tube was 11
millimeters

A

square.

reference

mark was

included in each corner of the scanned frame,

which provided,

in

the video signal, an elec-

tronic level representing optical black for the

scanned image. In the normal, or 600-line mode
of operation, the frame was scanned once each
3.6 seconds. Each frame recpiired nominally 1
second to be read from the vidicon and recpiired
220-kilohertz bandwidth for transmission.

the second

mode of

In

operation, one 200-line frame

was scanned each 61.8 seconds. Each frame
recpiired

20 seconds

to

complete

the

video

Figure

transmission and utilized a bandwidth of 1.2
kilohertz.

This 200-line
antenna

omnidirectional

mode was used
transmission

3-5.

—Vidicon tube

of the

Surveyor television

camera.

for

from

the spacecraft.

A mechanical focal plane shutter, located
between the camera lens assembly and the
vidicon image sensor (fig. 3-6), could be
operated in two modes. In the normal mode of
operation, on Earth command, the shutter
blades were sequentially driven by rotary
solenoids across an aperture in the shutter base
plate. The time interval between the initiation
of each blade determined the exposure interval,
nominally 150 milliseconds. In the other shutter
mode, the blades could be positioned to leave
the aperture open and the frame scanned every
3.6 seconds during 600-line operation, or every

61.8 seconds during 200-line operation.

open-shutter

mode

of operation

was

This

useful in

the imaging of scenes with low luminance levels,

Figure

3-6.

— Shutter

assembly

of the

vision camera.

Surveyor

tele-

23
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such as the sky with stars, and planets and the
lunar surface illuminated by Earth light.
A third operational mode, used for stellar
observations and lunar-surface observation

under extremely low luminance conditions, is
referred to as an integrating mode. This mode
also could be applied, by Earth command, to
either the 200- or 600-line scan mode. The
shutter of the camera was commanded open
and the vidicon allowed to accumulate light
energy from the scene, after which the shutter
was commanded closed and the frame read
from the vidicon. Pictures could be taken when
scene luminance was as low as 0.008 ft-L with
the integrating mode.
Two photometric/colorimetric reference targets were mounted on the spacecraft within

view of the camera (fig. 3-7). These targets,
one mounted on omnidirectional antenna B and
the other on the spacecraft leg adjacent to
footpad 3, were oriented so that the line of
sight of the camera, when viewing the target,
was normal to the plane of the target. Surveyor
VII had one additional target mounted on omni-

was identical and contained a series of 13 gray wedges
arranged circumferentially around the target.
In addition, three color wedges, whose CIE
(Commission Internationale d'Eclairage 1931)
chromaticity coordinates are known, were located radially from the target center. A series
of radial lines was incorporated in each chart
to provide a gross estimate of camera resolu-

directional antenna A.

Each

tion. Finally, the chart

target

contained a centerpost

which served as a gnomon, to aid in determining the solar angles after lunar landing.

Table

3-2.

The gray

dB

— Surveyor

V

picture of photometric ref-

mounted on

leg 2 of the spacecraft.

steps are indicated

by numbers.

A

small

pin protrudes from the center of the target and casts
a shadow downward across the target (Sept. 16, 1967,

04:36:25

GMT).

camera design, used on the first
was later
improved for the last two nights. Advances
were made primarily in mirror-movement accuracy and, most important, in filter positioning
and intermediate iris control.
The sensitivity and dynamic range were
different for each Surveyor camera. In general,
however, this was not a serious problem during

The

basic

three successful Surveyor missions,

mission operations because of the large range
iris and shutter capability. A comparison of
the camera characteristics on each flight is

in

siven in table 3-2.

Surveyor I

Dynamic range

3-7.

erence target

Comparison of Surveyor camera

Characteristic

Signal-to-noise ratio,

Figurk

characteristics: 600-line
Surveyor 111

Surveyor V

mode

Surveyor VI

4:1

Surveyor Yll

1:1

13:1

7.9:1

14.4:1

36. 4

41

43. 9

38

0.

31

0.

20

(I.

27
1.4

0.

40

0.

46

0.

1.

2

1.

1

0.

15.

11.

43. 6

40.

Horizontal relative response at 600 lines (at center of
vidicon)

0.

Vertical relative response at 600 lines

vidicon)
Slope of system transfer characteristic curve

a

Not

tested.

339-462

O

—69-

17

0.

20

(at center of
0.

(")

1.4

33
98
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and VII cameras, making it possible to take
pictures at the end stops without the danger

Categories of Pictures
R.

M. Batson and K. B. Larson

Panoramic surveys were taken in
both wide- and narrow-angle lens modes.
Narrow-angle panoramas were taken to
record surface detail with the highest resolution
possible. Between 900 and 1000 pictures were
of sticking.

Surveyor television pictures were taken in
sequences called panoramic surveys and in
other sequences designed to obtain optimum
photographic coverage of areas of special interest. Panoramic surveys cover the area from
65° below the camera horizontal to the horizon.
A mechanical stop, 132° counterclockwise and

225° clockwise from the 0° azimuth, prevented
taking pictures in a very small sector. During
the Surveyor I, III, and V missions, no pictures

were taken

to the left of the 126°

the right of the

azimuth or to

—213° azimuth because

of the

camera mirror might stick
on one of the end stops. Stronger azimuth
stepping motors were used on the Surveyor VI
possibility that the

Table

3-3.

required to record the

panorama

in the

until the entire area visible to the

camera was

photographed. Successive horizontal rows of
pictures were offset 3° from each previous row
to avoid gaps in coverage. Iris and focus were

optimum values for recording lunarsurface detail. Figure 3-8 (see table 3-3) is a
set at their

diagrammatic representation

orama sequences

in the

Calibrated camera elevations {in degrees) for elevation steps

Elevation step

full

narrow-angle mode. These pictures were taken
every 6° horizontally and every 5° vertically

a

of survey pannarrow-angle mode.

listed in figs.

3-8 and 8-9

©
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in the wide-angle
about one-tenth the time and with
about one-tenth the number of pictures required
for a panorama of narrow-angle pictures. Although wide-angle Surveyor pictures have only
one-fourth the angular resolution of the narrowangle pictures, wide-angle survey panoramas
were useful for reconnaissance examination of
the landing sites when high resolution was not
essential or when time did not permit the taking
of narrow-angle survey panoramas. Figure 3-9
is a diagrammatic representation of the survey
panorama sequences for the wide-angle mode.
Colorimetric or polarimetric surveys were
taken by repeating surveys at each filter setting.
Some were taken according to standard panoramic survey sequences; others were taken of

Photometric surveys were taken to record
changes in scene luminance as a function of the
angle between the Sun and the surface, and the
camera and the surface. Pictures in photometric
surveys were taken at selected intervals along
lines extending east, west, north, and south from
the camera. Special areas of suspected photometric anomalies were also photographed systematically throughout each mission.
Photometric, colorimetric, and polarimetric
data were not measured on pictures taken during panoramic surveys because the photometric
response of the camera changed nonuniformly

small areas of special interest, and consisted of
only a few frames in each filter position.

on the spacecraft.

Panoramas could be taken

mode

in

POSITIVE

with time. It was necessary to stop periodically
during photometric, colorimetric, and polarimetric surveys to take control pictures of calibrated color and photometric targets mounted
Pictures of stars were taken during each mis-

NEGATIVE AZIMUTH

AZIMUTH
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Figure

3-9.

— Survey
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-198*

AZIMUTH (DEGREES]

(NUMBER INDICATES NUMBER OF
picture since start of command sequence

(js) PICTURE
^~"^

-72"

©-©

©-

O

AR£fl

° BSCUHED BT SPACECRAFT

panorama sequence used for wide-angle mode operation. Pictures
shown by circled numbers at the camera azimuths and elevations

are taken in the order

shown. See table 3-3 for a listing of camera elevation values in degrees for each elevation
step for each Surveyor mission. These sequences and numbering conventions were
used during all Surveyor missions except Surveyor I, when vertical sequences were
used. Azimuth and elevation values on the pictures were the same for Surveyor I as
those shown in the sequences, but the sector-numbering convention was different;
for example, Surveyor I, sectors 1 and 2, were equivalent to sectors 9 and 10, on all
other missions.
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measure the orientation of the camera
with respect to the lunar surface. During the

sion to

Surveyor III mission, color pictures were taken
Earth during; its first quarter and during
a solar eclipse. During the Surveyor VII mission, pictures of the Earth were taken through
polarizing filters throughout the first lunar day.
The Earth pictures were used for attitude deof the

termination as well as for color and polarization
experiments.

Focus-ranging surveys were taken to measure
the topography of the near field at the landing
sites.

Nine or more pictures were taken

at

successive focus steps at each elevation along
given azimuths to determine the points of best
for each focus setting. Focus-ranging
surveys contain an average of 50 to 100 pictures
per azimuth.

focus

Topographic computations were also made
of shadows on pictures

by measuring the images

taken at different times during the lunar day.
progression surveys were taken at
regular intervals during each Surveyor mission.
These surveys usually consisted of 1 to 24
wide- and narrow-angle pictures of the shadow

Shadow

of the spacecraft as

it

moved

across the eastern

terrain during the lunar afternoon.

During the

Surveyor VI mission, shadow progression surveys also were taken from the second camera
position of the original sites of contact between
the lunar surface and the spacecraft in its
first

location.

craft/surface contact areas.
to

Special surveys were

examine parts
to

These were taken

of the instrument.

The alpha-scattering instrument required
only minor support from the television camera.
Short predeployment surveys and periodic
postdeployment surveys were taken to examine
the instrument itself for change or damage.
The alpha-scattering instrument was turned
over during the Surveyor VI hop, and part of
its interior was visible to the camera. Several
pictures were taken of this area under different
illumination.

During the Surveyor VII mission, the alphascattering instrument did not deploy normally
to the lunar surface, and the surface sampler
was used to deploy the instrument. This activity
was supported by pictures from the television

camera.

Surveyors V, VI, and VII carried small bar
magnets attached to the spacecraft footpads;
Surveyor VII had an additional magnet attached to the scoop of the surface sampler.

These were surveyed under varying illuminations to investigate them for accumulations of
magnetic material.
A small mirror, mounted on the mast of the
Surveyor VII spacecraft, was used to take
pictures

Table 3-4

lists

of pictures taken

examine the interaction

they were set at values appropriate for the

The

sequences

of

these

surveys were modified slightly on each mission.

corona was photographed after
lunar sunset on the Surveyor I, V, VI, and VII
solar

missions.
series of

a

small part of the

the categories and numbers
by each Surveyor camera.

of

When

Location of the Surveyor Spacecraft
E. A.

lunar surface; during the special area surveys,

The

of

area in which the surface sampler operated.

panoramic surveys were taken, the camera iris
and focus were set at values appropriate for the

parts.

of the entire area

of the spacecraft for possible

spacecraft parts with the lunar surface.

spacecraft

made

which the surface sampler operated, and
pictures were also taken during the operation

in

stereoscopic

Special area surveys consisted of a series of
small surveys of spacecraft parts and space-

damage and

sunset, were repeated at regular intervals for
several hours after sunset.

These surveys, which consisted

of a

wide- and narrow-angle pictures taken

along the western horizon immediately after

Whitaker

Selenographic Coordinates

From about
basis for

all

1913 to the present day, the

selenographic coordinates has been

the well-known catalogs of Franz (ref. 3-1) and
Saunder (ref. 3-2). Thus, the Orthographic
Atlas (ref. 3-3) and all the lunar maps and
charts prepared by the U.S. Air Force Chart
and Information Center, including those of the
proposed Apollo landing sites, depend on these
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Table

3-5.

Comparison of

the location oj

3 lunar craters

[As listed in the catalogs of Saunder, Franz, Mills,

and Arthur]
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t

B
Figure 3-10.

—

Part of Lunar Obiter
actual (S«) positions of Surveyor

A and B

are rock -strewn craters

I
I.

and

photograph M-210 showing the expected

The

spacecraft

C

a crater 180 meters in diameter.

is

is

(S„)

and

visible as a diffuse bright spot.

TELEVISION OBSERVATIONS

Table
craters

3-6.

Selenographic

used

Surveyor I

to

of

13

location

of

coordinates

determine

the

35
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than the other craters. These intercepts were

when drawing the

therefore ignored

grid.

The

coordinates of Surveyor I were determined by
simple interpolation from the enclosing latitudelongitude lines.

They

are:

2.45°

S±0.01°

On the traditional Saunder-Franz system, these
would be 43.23° W, 2.46° S. The probable
errors were not deduced mathematically, but
were based on the departure from linearity of
the grid intersects.
Location of Surveyor

The landed

location

of

III

the Surveyor

III

was pinpointed (ref. 3-14) on Lunar
Orbiter IV photograph H-125, as were the
following eight measured points: Mills 308,
Gambart R, Fra Mauro B, Saunder 233,
Lansberg /3, Euclides K, Arthur 3402511, and
Lansberg N. Adopting a similar procedure to
spacecraft

that used for Surveyor

I,

the following coordi-

nates were determined for Surveyor III:
23.34°

W±0.01°

2.97°

S±0.01°

On

the Saunder-Franz system, these would be
23.34° W, 2.99° S.
The Location of Surveyor

V

The landing point of Surveyor V was situated
some distance away from the nominal aiming
point. The coordinates of the landed position,
obtained from the prelanding tracking data,
were 23.19° E, 1.50° N. This location, according
to the ACTC charts, is situated at the western
extremity of Lunar Orbiter V photograph
H-78, the only high-resolution frame of the
entire

Lunar Orbiter

Because

1

.

photograph H-85 was used as a base. A local
was constructed on it, as described for
Surveyor I, using the five control points.
Sabine B, C, D, E, and Arago CA. The
tracked location was then pinpointed on this
frame and, by noting its position in relation to
nearby topographic features, transferred to
Lunar Orbiter V photograph M-74, the best
quality medium-resolution frame of the area.
The probable error ellipse was added, also the
boundaries of Lunar Orbiter V photograph H-78
(shown in fig. 3-11). All topographic details
visible in the Surveyor V panoramas are too
small to be visible in this photograph. This
grid

W± 0.01°

43.22°

1.42° NiO.01
To note this position
with respect to the western border of Lunar
Orbiter V photograph H-78, Lunar Orbiter IV

E±0.03°,

series to include

it.

landed in a small crater, Surveyor
V obtained a foreshortened view of the surrounding terrain. Although many terrain feait

V panorama appear
be too small to be seen in Lunar Orbiter
photograph H-78, this frame was searched

process revealed a systematic error amounting
to 0.1° in longitude

region

(RLC

7

and

on the

The landed

location

of

Surveyor VI was

pinpointed on Lunar Orbiter IV frame H-108,

were the following measured craters: Pallas
D, Flammarion A, Reaumur X, and Oppolzer
A. The Surveyor VI landing site fell close to
the edge of Lunar Orbiter photograph H-108,
which prevented the inclusion of control points
on the west side; it was therefore necessary to
use the overlapping frame H-102 on the west.
A number of fiducial points in the overlapping
portion was provided by pinpointing the craters
Oppolzer A, Bruce, Mills 449, Reaumur Y,
Blagg, Reaumur D, and Seeliger A on frame
H-102 and constructing an accurate coordinate
grid between these points and a number of grid
intersects pinpointed on H-108, using the local
topography for positioning. Using these intersects and the four craters already noted, it was
possible to construct an accurate grid enclosing
the Surveyor VI location. The coordinates were
measured to be:
as

1.40°

to

0.53°

The best postlanding tracking coordinates
available at the time of writing were 23.20°

charts of the

Location of Surveyor VI

tures seen in the Surveyor

extensively but unsuccessfully in the appropriate area for points of correlation (ref. 3-15).

ACIC

8).

On

W±0.01°
N±0.01°

the Saunder-Franz system, these would be
W, 0.51° N.

1.39°

F. B.

Winn

private communication, 1968.
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Figure 3-11.

— Part
V

of

and

of

Surveyor

of

Lunar Orbiter

V

Lunar Orbiter V photograph M-74 showing the estimated position
from postlanding tracking data. The boundary
photograph H-78 is also indicated.

error ellipse obtained
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tracking data represent a best estimate of

Location of Surveyor VII

The

methods used for obtaining the positions

of Surveyors

III,

I,

for determining

because:

The

lie

t

and VI could not be used
location of Surveyor VII

selenographic grid

Surveyor
2.45°

is, it assumes the Moon is spherical.
For points elevated above the mean sphere
and situated some distance from the center
of the moon's disk, measured coordinates are
greater than the true coordinates; and because,
at the latitude of Tycho, latitude circles are

detic; that

sufBcently curved to cause further difficulties
in

draw a grid.
The following method was therefore adopted
attempting

to

Surveyor VII.
A careful comparison was made with respect
to the local terrain between Lunar Orbiter V
frame M-128 and a photograph (123) taken
for determining the location of

with the 100-in. telescope at Mount Wilson,
which enabled the transference of the pinpointed Surveyor VII location from the former
a

basis

Atlas

for

As

D7a

sheet

3-3),

(ref.

it

photograph was used

this

in

was then

the

Orthographic-

The

coordi-

from the
xi-eta grid, were xi, —0.1500, and eta, —0.6550.
Next, it was necessary to check the accuracy
as read directly

of the grid in the general area.

known

features of

13

The

centers of

position were marked,

apparent positions read from the
These readings were then compared with
the Saunder catalog positions (ref. 3-2) and
the mean systematic errors noted. These
amounted to —0.00023 in xi, and +0.00007
Thus, the corrected position was
in eta.
-0.1502, -0.6549, or 11.46° W, 40.91° S.
If the Surveyor location is now assumed to
lie 1
km above the measured craters, then
these figures reduce to 11.45° W, 40.88° S
(Saunder-Franz system). Allowing for the systematic difference between this system and
that of Arthur in this region, the final resultis: 11.47° W±0.02° longitude, 40.86° S±0.03°

and

their

grid.

latitude.

2.97°

Table

lists

the

derived

As Surveyor
Orbiter

V

S±0.01°

0.53°

W±0.01°

longitude;

latitude

N±0.01°

Surveyor VII:

latitude

11.47°

W±0.02°

longitude;

40.86° S±0.03° latitude

The probable

errors refer to the precision of

the determinations with respect to the Arthur

and Mills triangulations, which show small systraditional
the
tematic
differences
from
Saunder-Franz network.
Orientation

of

the

and

Spacecraft

Television

Cameras
Rennilson and R. M. Batson

The spacecraft attitude, referenced to a local
selenographic system, can be determined from
three independent kinds of data telemetered
from the spacecraft: (1) gyro-error signals
and strain-gage deflections on the spacecraft
legs, (2) gimbal angles of the solar panel and
planar array antenna, and (3) star and planet
sightings with the television camera (ref. 3-16).
In addition, the attitude of the camera and the
spacecraft can be evaluated from observations
of the horizon; the east-west component of the
camera and spacecraft attitude can be accurately determined from measurement of the
position of the western horizon in camera coordinates and the time of sunset.
Gyro-Error Determination of Spacecraft Attitude

The

gyro-error signals are initiated by the

rotational changes from the spacecraft inertial
coordinate system to the final landed attitude.

The

reference coordinate system before these
orientais the "attitude hold"

changes occur
the

of

reference

selenographic

I, III, VI, and VII.
has not been located on Lunar
photographs, the coordinates from

coordinates for Surveyors

longitude;

Surveyor VI: 1.40° W±0.01° longitude;

tion

Summary

3-1

W±0.01°

43 22°

as

possible to transfer

the point accurately to this sheet.

nates of the point,

I:

S±0.01° latitude

Surveyor III: 23.34°

J. J.

to the latter.

its

coordinates of the four

located Surveyors are repeated here:

not seleno-

is

The derived

location.

about

13

is

spacecraft

established

during descent.

when

This

the spacecraft

meters above the surface. At

is

this

the spacecraft's Z-axis may not
altitude,
coincide with the local vertical: however, the

maximum

misalinement

is

seldom larger than

39
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.45°.

offer

Once on the surface, the leg strain gages
further corrections to this attitude de-

termination.
Antenna/Solar Panel Positioner (A/SPP) Determination of
Spacecraft Attitude

ment and

Another method of attitude determination of
the Surveyor spacecraft is through the use of the
solar panel and planar array gimbal positions.
Measured Sun and Earth sightings of the A/SPP
are transformed to agree with the local seleno-

graphic
of

the

is

They cause

the

angle

determine the magnitude of the errors involved
and their effect on the determination of the
spacecraft attitude. These
calibration

of

methods made use
the

errors

in the

gimbal angle positions and population studies
of the errors in the rotational matrices used in
tilt

of the spacecraft.

From

the many Sun/Earth sightings made during a
Surveyor mission, a final matrix was obtained
which minimized the errors in the determination
of the spacecraft attitude.

Television

Camera Determination of Spacecraft Attitude
From Star and Planetary Observations

and planetary observations with the
camera will yield an attitude matrixrelating camera coordinates to selenographic
coordinates. If the rotational matrix for camera
coordinates to spacecraft coordinates is known,
the attitude of the spacecraft can be found.
Star

television

Errors inherent in the television observations
the stars and planet are numerous. Some
errors can be determined accurately and thus

of

339-462 O

—

69

4

(4)

incomplete or no calibration was made include
optical axis/mechanical axis misalinement, lens
distortion,

and variations of

all

these errors as a

the following paragraphs.

minimized. Statistical methods were applied to

calculation of the

and

the dif-

matrix that defines the attitude of the spacecraft, the contribution of these errors must be

preflight

vidicon,

attitude

between the Earth and the Sun, as determined
by the A/SPP gimbal positions (the vector
dot product), to differ from the true selenographic angle. In computing the rotational

of

the

The

vectors.

the

imperfections.

trical

of

obtained from

Sun and Earth vectors
measured by the A/SPP and the true selenographic Sun and Earth vectors.
In practice, the measured gimbal angles of
the A/SPP must be corrected for many errors.
These errors arise from mechanical and elecference between

rotation

mirror-pointing inaccuracies. Errors for which

function of temperature. Corrections for errors
are usually performed in the order given in

Sun and Earth
spacecraft

a full correction can be made; other errors can
be only estimated. Those errors for which the
Surveyor cameras were calibrated are (1) image
nonlinearity, (2) departure of actual focal
length from nominal focal length, (3) misaline-

Image nonlinearity. The reseau, consisting of
by 5 matrix of dots deposited on the vidicon

a 5

faceplate, corrects for nonlinearity.

assumption made
reseau

is

The

basic

in this correction is that the

distorted linearly in the

same manner

image data. Programs used to correct the
image data consist of solving the equations
formed by the cross-ratios of the stellar
image coordinates and those of the surrounding
as the

four closest reseau marks.

Lens

Only one prototype lens

distortion.

of

the Surveyor cameras was measured for detailed
distortion characteristics; however, flight accept-

ance curves were obtained for radial or sagittal
on each flight lens. These curves
can be accurately described by a fourth-order

distortion

polynomial equation.
Departure of actual
jocal length.

The

focal length fro?n

nominal

calibrated focal length deter-

mines the angular scale of the picture. The
image coordinates are represented as angular
displacements in azimuth and elevation from
the coordinates of the center reseau.

Misalinement and rotation of the vidicon.
Misalinement errors of the camera optical
axis with the center reseau of the vidicon and
mirror azimuth axis are known to exist.
Because they were minimal, they are not
considered in the preliminary data reduction.

The

rotation

vidicon

the

of

mirror-pointing

angles

as

determine

well

the

as

the

stellar

vector in camera coordinates.

Mirror-pointing inaccuracies. Preflight photogrammetric tests of the Surveyor cameras
provided estimates of the mirror-pointing

inaccuracy of each
that of Surveyor

I.

Surveyor camera except

The

errors of mirror pointing

surveyor: program results
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were sufficiently small as to have a minor effect
on the attitude determination and therefore
were not considered.
Once the stellar vectors are determined in

more observed points on the horizon (differing
azimuth by 15° to 165°) would be sufficient to
determine the camera tilt and the azimuth of
camera tilt. The orientation of the camera
in

parameters can also be determined

camera coordinates, the camera coordinate to
spacecraft coordinate rotational matrix trans-

a camera displaced from

forms these vectors to spacecraft coordinates.

horizon

From

of the displacement are

this point, the reduction follows the

procedure as the

A/SPP

same

attitude determina-

rotational matrix of camera coordinates

one of the largest
determining the attitude of

to spacecraft coordinates

uncertainties

the

in

spacecraft.

Preflight

is

calibration

of

this

matrix were performed only on Surveyors V,
VI, and VII. Stationary points on the spacecraft
were observed by the camera, and corrections
to the camera/spacecraft matrix were made

if

in the case of

center of the

the magnitude and direction

known.

Errors inherent in computing the attitude of
the spacecraft

tions.

The

circle,

the

same

by horizon measurement

are the

as those listed for reduction of stellar obser-

no horizon viewed by Surveyor was perfectly smooth, and departure of
the observed horizon from the theoretical horizon may also lead to errors in attitude determination. At most Surveyor landing sites, howvations. In addition,

ever, the observed horizon

is

sufficiently close

to the theoretical horizon so that

numbers

when

large

graphic coordinates for each successful mission.

on the horizon were used in
several combinations, the standard deviations in
computed camera attitude were small.
Most of the observed horizon points used in
this kind of attitude computation are selected
by subjective interpretation, but the location of
the theoretical horizon in places can be determined more rigorously. For example, several
distant ridges of known height were visible along
the northern horizon at the Surveyor I landing
site. The vertical angles between the theoretical
horizon and the summits of these ridges, therefore, could be computed as a function of the
height and distance of the ridges relative to the
camera. The accuracy of this computation is
primarily a function of the accuracy with which

The

attitude

the heights of the ridges are

stars

it was about ±0.1°. Several data points were
added to the determinations of horizon position
for Surveyor I by this computation.

after landing.

Some

variation in the standard

deviation of

been
the best-fit attitude matrices have
the
attributed to slight changes in
attitude of
the spacecraft on the lunar surface. Operation
of the camera mirror and A/SPP stepping
motors caused large oscillations to be imparted
to the spacecraft. Flexibility of the legs of the

spacecraft, particularly in those cases

when

the

shock absorbers of the legs were not locked,
also caused movements of the spacecraft.
Monitoring of the horizon by the Surveyor VII

camera showed variations in position of objects
on the horizon up to 0.2° during the lunar day.
Table 3-7 lists the camera attitude in seleno-

the

was derived from observations of
and planets. Table 3-8 lists the

combined spacecraft attitudes for each mission
from the three sources of data, gyro error,
A/SPP position, and television camera observations.

The

relationship of the angles of space-

geometry are shown in the sketch.
Spacecraft attitudes were verified by an independent method of computing the position of
the horizon in camera coordinates. If the horizon
were a circle with the camera in the center, it
could be plotted on a cylindrical projection in
camera coordinates as a sinusoidal curve, the
amplitude of which (above or below the 0°
camera elevation) is equal to the magnitude of
camera tilt. The camera coordinates of two or

craft

A

of points

known;

in this case,

was added to the data set for
each Surveyor by computing the location of the
single point

theoretical western horizon as a function of the

time of sunset on the camera. Because of topographic prominences west of the spacecraft, sunset came earlier to most Surveyors than that
predicted from ephemeris data. The angular
height

of

these prominences above the theo-

retical horizon

could thus be computed as a

function of the time differential between actual
and predicted sunsets at each landing site. The
selenodetic landing site locations and the actual

TELEVISION OBSERVATIONS

Table

3-7.

Camera

attitudes in selenographic coordinates

Parameter

0i

b
c

4>2
cj> 3

tilt

.

deg

»

-58. 0±0.

Surveyor I
Surveyor III
Surveyor V
Surveyor VI:
Before hop
After hop
Surveyor VII during most of day
#1 = angle to the camera
and positive clockwise.

41

<t>2,

7

17.

5± 0.9
0± 0.7

22.

-19. 5±0. 2
-32. 3±0. 2

15.

5± 0.5

14.

228.
263.

196.

33.

12.

i>

«3.

deg'

1±0. 5
4±0. 7
5±0. 5

7±0.
0±0.
21.6±0.

3±0. 2
2±0. 2
0±0. 3

49.

56.

7

84.

9

58.
51.

6

5±0. 2
3±0. 2
6±0. 5

vector measured in the horizontal plane from lunar east, negative counterclockwise

= vertical angle of the camera tilt vector measured from local vertical.
= horizontal angle from the camera tilt vector to the camera 0° azimuth
Table

Spacecraft

deg

3-8.

Spacecraft attitudes

position.
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Table

3-9.

Camera

attitudes

from horizon measurements

Parameter

0i.

Surveyor I •
Surveyor III
Surveyor V (before Sept. 24, 1967)
Surveyor V (Sept. 24, 1967)
Surveyor VI before hop (before Nov.

17,

1967,

GMT).

An

angular misalinement of approximately 0.25°
camera tilt apparently existed in the
optical train of the Surveyor I camera.
b The horizon at the Surveyor VII landing site was
too irregular to make accurate measurements. Therefore, the attitude of the camera as listed in table 3-7
*

in the direction of

is

repeated here.

sunset

known

The

location

times for each

of

Surveyor mission are

the western horizon can be computed within
approximately ±0.15°.
Table 3-9 shows the camera attitudes determined from horizon measurements. Most of the
measurements agree within probable limits of
error with those made by the A/SPP and star
and planet sightings (table 3-7). The large discrepancy in the different solutions for the Surveyor V orientation is in a north-south direction
and cannot be resolved bv using the sunset data.

Topographic Mapping Methods

M. Batson

Topographic and planimetric maps have been
made from Surveyor television pictures by four
basic techniques: (1) focus ranging; (2) stereo-

shadow measurement; and (4) photographic trigonometry.
Focus ranging is a near-field (that is, within
10 meters of the camera) mapping method
based on the limited depth of field in pictures
taken in the narrow-angle mode of the Surveyor

scopic photogrammetry; (3)

lens.

Pictures are taken at nine or

settings at each

deg

03.

-63

±3

16.

227
271
271

±2

23. 5 ±0.2

±2
±2

31.

-22
-32

±3
±3

33.

1±0. 5

1±0. 2
0±0. 2

deg

52
83
30
30

±3
±2
±2
±2

196.
194.

15.4±0.3
6±0. 3
14. 0±0. 3
13. 8±0. 3

47

±3
±3

59

11.

5± 0.5
2± 0.5

51.

49.

6±0. 5
3±0. 5

horizon, as determined from the time of sunset, provided
an attitude determination consistent with the values
shown. The second orientation, relative to the first
orientation, was determined by measurements of the
shift in the position of the true horizon, as determined
from the attitudes listed in table 3-7.

the true western

accurately enough so that the location of

It.

$:•

10:32

GMT)
Surveyor VI after hop (after Nov. 17, 1967, 10:32
Surveyor VII b (before Jan. 19, 1968)
Surveyor VII (Jan. 19, 1968)

deg

more focus

camera elevation position along

a given azimuth. Small areas in best focus in

each picture are located on a mosaic of focusranging pictures taken at specific focus settings.

The camera azimuth and

elevation of the center

of the area of best focus for that focus setting

is

determined by graphical measurement. The
location of the point of best focus on the lunar
surface is then computed from azimuth, elevation,

and calibrated focus distance.

A

point 10

meters below the intersection of the camera
azimuth and elevation rotation axes is used as
the origin of the coordinate system, and the
z-y plane of the system is oriented parallel to
the lunar level plane. Contour lines are drawn

by interpolation between control points. Planimetric features, such as craters and rock fragments, are plotted by reference to a grid system
on the x-y plane consisting of lines of equal
camera azimuth and lines of equal camera elevation, as determined by focus ranging (figs. 3-12
and 3-13).
Topographic maps can be made by focus
ranging only
points
(i.e.,

is

if

a sufficient

available.

One

a survey along one

number

of control

focus-ranging survey

camera azimuth)

in 50 to 180 pictures, taken at 5 to 20

results

camera

elevation settings and 15 to 25 focus settings.

For each survey, 15 to 25 control points are
computed. A minimum of 10 focus-ranging surveys

is

required to provide a sufficient density
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—

Figure 3-12. Grid on an x-y plane consisting of lines of equal camera azimuth (radiating
lines) and lines of equal camera elevation (curved lines). This grid was used to make
preliminary planimetric maps of the Surveyor I landing site.

—

Trace of lines of equal camera azimuth and lines of equal camera elevation
on a natural lunar surface. Grids like this are used to plot positions of planimetric
features (blocks, craters, etc.) at Surveyor landing sites. This grid was made from
focus-ranging data taken at the Surveyor V landing site. Deviation of lines from
mathematical symmetry is caused by uneven topography.

Figure 3-13.
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of control points to

Surveyor landing

map

the near field at a

Stereoscopic photogrammetry

curate

method

for

Surveyor landing
pictures of the

is

the most ac-

mapping the near

sites.

Stereopsis

is

field of

present in

same surface taken from two

different locations. If the relative positions of

the two camera stations and the relative camera
orientations at the time the pictures were taken
are

all

accurately known, then the locations of

Figure 3-14.

the features in the pictures can be computed
Stereoplotting instruments provide a

—

moved

vertically or horizontally, the point of light at its center appears to float in

The horizontal position of the point of light is plotted on the
over which the platen carriage, or tracing table, moves. The vertical
position of the point of light can be read from a counter on the tracing table.
the stereoscopic model.

map manuscript

method

continuous analog triangulation. These instruments are used to re-create an optical, threedimensional model of the surface to be mapped,
which can be viewed and measured by the
stereoplotter operator. This is done with an
index mark in the form of a point of light or a
black dot, which appears to float in the threeof

Surveyor photoresti tutor. This instrument was originally designed to rectify
monoscopic Surveyor pictures, but has been modified for use as an anaglyphic stereoplotter. Each projector is a geometric analog of the television camera. Glass transparencies, or "diapositives," made from stereoscopic pairs of pictures are used at each
camera position. The projectors and projector mirrors are set in the same relative
orientations as the camera at the time each picture was taken. One picture is projected
with red light; the other is projected with blue light onto a white screen, or platen.
The operator wears spectacles with one red lens and one blue lens, enabling him to
see the overlapping images as a single three-dimensional picture or model. As the platen
is

by

triangulation.

site.
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dimensional model and which can be

moved

measurable
amounts by the operator. The mark is coupled
by a mechanical linkage to a pencil or stylus so
that maps or profiles can be traced directly
from the stereoscopic models.
Stereoscopic mapping instruments have been
in use for many years for terrestrial mapping,
but none of them were designed to meet the
unique requirements imposed by stereoscopic
pictures taken by Surveyor television cameras.
Measurements with these pictures must be made
analytically, one point at a time, or with a
stereoplotter specially designed for use with
horizontally

and

vertically

Surveyor television pictures

in

(fig.

3-14).

Shadow measurement is basically a technique
making a profile along an east-west line
through the spacecraft. Data from shadow

for

measurements do not have sufficient density for
contour mapping, but are valuable supplements
to other data from which the maps are compiled.
The method utilizes the known size and orientation of spacecraft parts to compute the size of
the shadows of these parts on the lunar surface.
From the size of the images of the shadows in
the television pictures, their distance from the
camera is computed. Camera azimuth, elevation, and distance to the shadow is then used to
compute the location of the shadow on the lunar
surface, with respect to the camera. The shadow
of the television camera is used in the near field,
because it is relatively small. The shadow of the
solar panel is used for distances between 5 and
100 meters. This shadow, which is approximately 1 meter wide, is too large to make any
but gross topographic measurements in the near
field. It has been found to be an accurate (±5
percent) way to measure distances as great as
100 meters from the camera.
Small-scale maps of the far field of Surveyor
landing sites are made by correlating features
visible on high-resolution Lunar Orbiter pictures with features recorded by the Surveyor
television pictures.

We

refer to this technique as photographic

trigonometry, or "photo-trig." The method is
based on the locations of the Surveyor space-

on Lunar Orbiter photographs. Heights of
Lunar Orbiter photographs
and Surveyor pictures are computed as a func-

craft

features visible on

tion of the distance of the feature

from the Sur-

veyor camera and its angular elevation with
respect to the Surveyor camera and the lunar
level. The former is measured on the Lunar
Orbiter photographs, the latter on Surveyor
pictures.

From

the set of heights thus computed,

contour lines are plotted by interpolation. The
accuracy of these contour lines is a function of
distance from the spacecraft and density of control points in

the immediate vicinity of the con-

tour lines.
It is difficult

to correlate features east or west

of the spacecraft.

During the lunar morning,

features east of the spacecraft are difficult to
see, because pictures are taken directly into the

Sun, and glare obliterates much of the image
area. As the Sun rises higher in the sky, contrast

drops and topographic features become difficult
to identify. In the lunar afternoon, features to
the east of the spacecraft cannot be easily
identified because the phase angle in this area is
low. Surface detail cannot be seen because the
contrast generally is low at low phase angles
unless

shadows are observed.

A

complementary

set of conditions applies to the area

west of the

spacecraft.

Landing

Site

Maps

R. M. Batson

A

topographic map of the landing site of Surveyor I, the only Surveyor photographed by a
Lunar Orbiter spacecraft (fig. 3-15 and ref.
is
being made by the photographictrigonometry method. The Air Force Chart ami
Information Center (ACIC) has compiled a
ma]) of the site by stereophotogrammetric methods (ref. 3-17) from the Lunar Orbiter photographs. The ACIC maps are being used in

3-13),

conjunction with the Surveyor pictures and the
Lunar Orbiter photographs to make accurate

and topographic measurements of
the Surveyor I landing site.
Only four focus-ranging surveys were taken
during the Surveyor I mission; consequently,
features near the Surveyor I spacecraft can be
located only approximately by assuming a
datum and plotting the location of the feature
as a function of its vertical angle from the
Surveyor camera and the height of the camera
correlations
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Figure 3-15.

— Part of a Lunar Orbiter III frame H-183. The arrow points to the Surveyor

I

spacecraft.

map made by

125 which was taken before the Surveyor III
landing. The spacecraft landed in a large crater

spacecraft

200 meters in diameter, and no features farther
than about 150 meters from the camera were
visible. The topographic measurements for the
map in figure 3-19 were based on a camera tilt
of 23.5° along the 83° camera azimuth (ref.
3-14). Focus-ranging profiles were not taken
during the Surveyor III mission, and no largescale, near-field maps of the site have been

above the datum. Figure 3-16 is a planimetric
this method. Focus-ranging data
were not incorporated into this map because
these data indicated that the surface was level
within the limits of error of the method. Figure
3-17 shows the profiles computed from focusranging measurements made during the Surveyor I mission. A shadow progression profile
was also made along a line to the east of the
(fig.

3-18).

The photographic-trigonometry method was
first used to make a preliminary topographic

map

of the

Whitaker

Surveyor III landing
(ref.

resection on

site (fig. 3-19).

3-14) located the spacecraft by

Lunar Orbiter IV photograph

H-

prepared.

The landing site of Surveyor V was the first
on which the focus-ranging method was used
extensively for detailed mapping (fig. 3-20).
Shadow measurements were also made; these
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— Focus-ranging

profiles
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— Profiles made from shadow progression surveys taken during the Surveyor
made from

100
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I

the shadow
of the television camera and solar panel as it moved eastward from the spacecraft
during the midafternoon. (b) Profile made from the shadow of the solar panel as it
mission. Horizontal-to-vertical scale ratio

moved eastward

is

1:1.
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measurements agreed with the focus-ranging
measurements and were incorporated into the

map

as control points.

Stereoscopic

Surveyor

V

measurement

of

part

of

the

may

be possible because of a shift in camera position near the end
of the first lunar day. The shock absorbers on
legs 2 and 3 contracted and the legs compressed.
Footpad 1 rotated about 1.4°, resulting in a
landing site

vertical separation of camera position of approximately 7.45 cm. This baseline should be
to make measurements of the near
with about the same accuracy as that of

sufficient
field

focus ranging.

Because Surveyor

V

has not been located on

Lunar Orbiter photographs, mapping by photographic trigonometry

is

not possible.

mapping methods are being used to
map the Surveyor VI landing site. A thorough
correlation of features on Lunar Orbiter photoAll four

graph H-121, framelets 264 through 272, has
been made with the Surveyor VI pictures. Many
features are as far away as 800 meters from the
Surveyor VI camera. At this distance, an
angular measurement error of ±0.2° results in
an error in height measurement of ±2.8 meters.
For this reason and because of a relatively low
density of control points, a 5-meter contour
interval was used (fig. 3-21). No features, with
the exception of the small crater designated

"B-l," could be located and identified east of
the spacecraft; therefore, no contour lines were

drawn

in this area. Areas obscured to the Surveyor camera have been removed from the
superimposed Lunar Orbiter mosaic. Most of
the features in the Lunar Orbiter photographs
should be visible in Surveyor pictures, but they
may not be identifiable because of Surveyor's
foreshortened view of the surface. The defiladed
areas probably are much more extensive than
shown on this illustration. Figure 3-22 is a
diagrammatic representation of the location of

these features in the Surveyor panorama.

The hop

Surveyor VI displaced the spacemeters horizontally, 2 —0.12 meter
vertically,
and rotated it counterclockwise
4.25 ±0.25°. The displacement was determined
2

of

2.54

craft

An

et al.

independent measurement made by Christensen
was obtained by a different method. (See ch. 4

of this report.)

"
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EXPLANATION

DEFILADE

H
SHADOW
"

115

CONTROL POINT
INFERRED CONTOUR LINE

VERTICAL SURFACE

OVERHANGING SURFACE
LINE OF CONTACT

BETWEEN

FRAGMENT AND SURFACE
APRIL

US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

SCALE

DATUM

1968

hi

CONTOUR INTERVAL 5 MILLIMETERS
2 METERS BELOW MIRROR ELEVATION AXIS

IS

—

Figure 3-26. Contour map of a small rock fragment at the Surveyor VII landing site.
The map was made by photogrammetric measurement of stereoscopically observed
control points in the stereomirror area.

Figure 3-27.

— Stereogram

of the fragment mapped in figure 3-26. The numbered points
were used to control the contour lines of figure 3-26.

TELEVISION OBSERVATIONS

Geology

the southern part of

mare material
Regional Setting
is

E. C.

The

first

Morris

four successful Surveyor spacecraft

landed on broad mare plains. Surveyor I landed
on a gently undulating mare surface partly enclosed by the rim of a large, nearly buried
crater about 100 km in diameter (fig. 3-28) in

Figure 3-28.

—

57
Oceanus Procellarum. The

in the eastern half of this crater

considerably darker than the more typical

mare material
Surveyor

of

Oceanus Procellarum, and the
on the dark mare material.

I site is

No large rays are found in full-Moon photographs of this area.
Surveyor III landed about halfway up the
inner northwest-facing slope of a 200-meter-

Lunar Orbiter IV photograph H-143 of the Surveyor I landing site. Hills
north of the landing site, which are part of the rim of the buried crater 100 km in
diameter, can be seen in Surveyor panoramas.

surveyor: program results
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Figure 3-29.— Small part

of

2Q&.

Lunar Orbiter

Surveyor III in a 200-meter-diameter
size and orientation of the spacecraft.

V

III

crater.

photograph H-154 showing location of

The small

triangle represents the true

%
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wide subdued crater

(fig.

3-29) located in the

eastern part of Oceanus Procellarum about 120
km southeast of the crater Lansberg (fig. 330(a)).

The Surveyor

III site

is

crossed

by

faint

rays from the large crater Copernicus (fig. 330(b)) 400 km to the north. About 20 km west of
the site, the mare surface is broken by rough,
of

the Fra

Tranquillitatis in the eastern part of

(fig. 3-31), about 70 km north of the
southern boundary of the mare. The region is
crossed by faint rays associated with the large
crater Theophilus 350 km to the south. The

Moon

Mauro formation

V

Imbrian sculpture. High-resolution Lunar Orbiter photographs of an area near the Surveyor
V site reveal many craters about 10 meters
across which are also alined in a northwest
direction. Some individual craters are markedly

terrain

rests.

Surveyor

Mare

the

highlands to the west of Mare Tranquillitatis
are characterized by prominent northwesttrending ridges and valleys which are part of a
system of ridges and valleys known as the

and numerous isolated hills
of Imbrian age
(ref. 3-18). Low mare ridges and hummocky
terrain form the eastern boundary of the smooth
patch of mare material on which Surveyor III

hummocky

of

59

landed in the southwestern part

the
(a) The crater Lansberg and region to
III landing site,
illumination
evening
low
The
circle).
(small
location
III
Surveyor
showing
the
southwest
the rough,
emphasizes the low mare ridge segments northeast of the landing site and
with the
taken
(Photograph
site.
landing
of
the
northwest
hummocky topography
figure 3-30(b).
82-in. reflector at McDonald Observatory.) See next page for

Figure 3-30.— The Surveyor
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elongate in this

may

same

direction.

These craters

be drainage or collapse craters that are

structurally controlled

by subsurface

fissures

and fractures that are related to the Imbrian
sculpture. Surveyor V came to rest in one of
these small, elongate, rimless craters.

The Sur-

veyor V crater is about 9 meters wide, 12 meters
and about 1 meter deep.
Surveyor VI landed in Sinus Medii, an isolated patch of mare material near the center of
the subearth side of the Moon (fig. 3-32). The
surface of Sinus Medii has a higher average
albedo than most of the maria. The detailed
shapes and trends of mare ridges, crater chains,
and small shallow trenches on Sinus Medii relong,

the dominant structural patterns that
occur in the highlands that surround the maria.

flect

The most conspicuous

structural pattern in the
the northwest-trending Imbrian

highlands

is

sculpture.

The second most prominent

linear structures

of scarps

and

is

ridges.

The most prominent topographic feature in
the vicinity of the landed Surveyor VI is a mare
ridge about 40
tern

km long that follows a zigzag

and trends generally east-west

(fig.

— Continued,

(b)

Same

pat-

3-33).

Individual elements of the ridge trend northwest and northeast. The ridge is somewhat
smaller than ridges that have been studied
through Earth-based telescopes, but it is the

(b)

Figure 3-30.

set of

a northeast-trending system

region as figure 3-30(a) with full-Moon illumination

showing relationship between Surveyor III location (small circle) and Copernicus rays.
(Photograph taken with a 40-in. refractor, Yerkes Observatory.)

—

Earth-based, telescopic photograph of Marc Tranquillitatis and the highlands to the west. Prominent northwest-trending ridges and valleys in the highlands
are part of Imbrian sculpture. (Photograph taken through 36-in. refractor telescope

Figure 3-31.

at Lick Observatory.)

Figure 3-32.

— Earth-based,

telescopic

photograph of the central region of the Moon. The
(Photograph taken through the

the location of Surveyor VI.
100-in. telescope at Mount Wilson Observatory.)

white

circle indicates

62
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—

Lunar Orbiter II photograph M-113 of Sinus Medii. The Surveyor VI
landing site is indicated by the white circle. A mare ridge, which passes just south of
the Surveyor VI landing site, can be seen extending across the center of the picture.

Figure 3-33.

Figure 3-34.

— Lunar
flank.

Orbiter

V photograph M-127

The arrow

of the crater

Tycho and

points to the Surveyor VII landing

site.

its

northern
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first

such feature to be studied from a landed

spacecraft.

Most

Surveyor VII, the only spacecraft sent to a
highland area, landed on the outer flank of the
rim of the crater Tycho, one of the most
prominent and well-known features in the lunar
highlands (fig. 3-34). The crater is surrounded
by the most conspicuous and extensive system
of bright rays on the subearth side of the Moon.
From the crest extending outward a distance
of 10 to 15 km, the rim of Tycho is composed
of irregular hills and intervening depressions.
From 15 km to a radial distance of about
35 to 40 km, the surface is marked by numerous
subradial ridges and valleys, typically 2 to 5
km in length and % to 1 km in width, superimposed on a broadly undulating surface.
Surveyor VII landed about 30 km north of
the rim crest of Tycho on the part of the rim

cm

marked by these
The rim of Tycho

flank

composed

of debris,

probably ejected from the crater during

its

formation, and a sequence of flows that form
mappable geologic units. The flows range in

form from hummocky, steep-fronted flows to
smooth-surfaced flows without marginal scarps.
The differences in form are attributed to
differences in viscosity of the flows at the time

they came to rest. Surveyor VII landing site is
on one of the flows whose surface is composed
of irregular, low hills and depressions ranging
from 100 meters to several hundred meters
across with scattered blocks, small craters, and
swarms of north-trending fissures that occur
on the flow's crest. The Surveyor VII landing
site is geologically more complex and contains
a greater variety of rock fragments than any
of the Surveyor landing sites on the maria.
Craters

E. C.

Morris and

E.

M. Shoemaker

Small craters are the most abundant of the
on the lunar
surface and account for the irregularities of
largest relief on the surface of the landing sites
topographic features observed

in

can

meters are cup shaped with
and subdued convex rims. They
are difficult to observe under high angles of
solar illumination, but are conspicuous at
low-illumination angles. A few percent of the
craters observed in the Surveyor pictures are
cup shaped, with sharp, raised rims. Most of
the cup-shaped craters probably are of impact
several

to

concave

floors

origin.

Rimless craters are prominent at the Surveyor
V site; Surveyor V came to rest with two of its
footpads in one of these craters. The rimless
craters

commonly

are alined in crater chains

and they are inferred to have been
(fig. 3-35)
formed by drainage of surficial debris into
subsurface fissures.
Irregular craters generally are lined with
,

clods of fine-grained material,

linear ridges.
is

and (4) irregular or asymmetric craters.
small craters in the diameter from 10

craters;

nearly

filled

with

clods

or

and some are

angular

rubble.

interpreted to

These craters (fig. 3-36) are
be secondary craters formed by low-velocity
impact of cohesive blocks or clods of weakly
cohesive, fine-grained material ejected from
nearby primary craters. An irregular crater
(fig. 3-37), near Surveyor VII about 3 meters
in diameter and filled with coarse blocks up to
60 cm across, is probably a secondary impact
crater formed by a large block of rock ejected
from a nearby primary crater.

The
craters,

size-frequency

distribution

of

a few centimeters to several

in diameter,

small

meters

was determined from the Surveyor

pictures for each of the Surveyor landing sites.
Pictures taken during low Sun illumination

were used for identification of the craters
because small craters are most easily identified
and measured under this condition of illumination. Craters smaller than a few centimeters,
however, are difficult to recognize at low Sunelevation angles because the shadows cast by
fragments and protuberances tend to hide them.
Another factor that tends to lower the observed

the maria. Several types of small craters

very small craters is the difficulty of
recognizing small craters in an oblique view of
the lunar surface, such as afforded by the

cup-shaped
cup-shaped

resolution of the pictures change from the fore-

be

recognized:

(1)

shallow,

with subdued rims; (2)
craters with sharp, raised rims;

craters

(3)

rimless

number

of

Surveyor pictures. The scale and the ground

ground

to the

background making

it difficult
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Figure

3-3.3.

— Wide-angle picture of the northwest

of small rimless craters 20 to 40

cm

in

of the picture (Sept. 23, 1967, 11:26:28

wall of the Surveyor V crater. Chain
diameter extends from the center to the bottom

GMT).

TELEVISION OBSERVATIONS

(a)

—

Secondary-impact craters, (a) Irregularly shaped crater at the Surveyor I
formed by low-velocity impact of relatively soft clots of material derived from a
small primary-impact crater nearby (June 10, 1966, 15:30:18 GMT), (b) Secondary
impact crater in moist sand, formed by a clot of weakly cohesive silty clay, ejected
from a missile impact crater at White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico. (H. J. Moore,
personal communication; photograph by courtesy of U.S. Army.)

Figure 3-36.
site

65
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—

Figure 3-37. Secondary-impact crater, about 3 meters in diameter near Surveyor VII,
was formed by a large block of fairly strong rock ejected from a nearby large primary
crater. The block}* material in the crater and strewn to the left of the crater was probably
formed by the breakup of the large block on impact. Fragments in the crater range up
to 60

cm

across (Catalog 7-SE-22).

V

to recognize small craters of a size that are

walls of the Surveyor

easily seen in the near field.

day made recognition

The

cm

size-frequency

distribution

of

craters

meters in diameter is shown in
Surveyor landing
sites
and is compared with a generalized
Ranger VII, VIII, and IX curve (ref. 3-19) for
craters on the mare plains extrapolated to
small sizes. At all landing sites, except Surveyor
V, the distribution of the small craters lies
close to the extrapolated Ranger VII, VIII,
and IX curve. The low frequency of small
craters observed at the Surveyor V site may be
because of the incompleteness of the observational data. The Surveyor V camera was inclined toward the floor and. far wall of the
2

to

of

the

small

craters

difficult.

4

figure 3-38 for each of the

crater during the lunar

If

most

impact

craters observed on the

origin,

Moon

are of

the size-frequency distribution

of craters a few meters in diameter and smaller
should correspond to that expected for a steady-

state population of craters produced

longed repetitive

and by fragments
3-20).

The

by pro-

bombardment by meteoroids
of

general

the

Moon

distribution

itself

for

(ref.

small

on the lunar plains, determined by
Trask from Ranger VII, VIII, and IX pictures,
is considered to be the steady-state distribution
craters

for level surfaces (ref. 3-19). This distribution

F=$c

where

is

a simple function of the form

crater in which the spacecraft landed; conse-

F

is

more than 80 percent of the field of
view below the horizon was occupied by parts
of the lunar surface that were not more than
6 meters from the camera. The low oblique
view of the lunar surface outside of the Surveyor
V crater and unfavorable illumination of the

diameter equal to and larger than c, and c is
the diameter of the craters. The exponent n
for craters from 1 meter to several hundred
meters in diameter was found to be —2, a
value predicted by the steady-state model
(ref. 3-21), and the constant $ was found by

quently,

the cumulative

number

11
,

of craters with a

TELEVISION OBSERVATIONS
designated

NUMBER OF
CRATERS COUNTED
(REVISED)
459

MISSION

SURVEYOR I
SURVEYOR
SURVEYOR Z
SURVEYOR ZL

m

SURVEYOR

145

609

m

.

In general, the functions

F=xc x

can be found that fit the crater distributions
observed on Lunar Orbiter photographs very
closely between c s and crater diameters of 1 km.
The magnitude of c, increases with increasing
cumulative number of craters with diameters
greater than c s both c s and the cumulative
number of craters at any diameter greater than
C can be used as a measure of the relative age
of the surface. At crater diameters less than c s

79
(REVISED)

cs

67

144

;

,

the cumulative
all

surfaces and

number
is,

of craters

is

the

same

for

therefore, independent of the

age of the surface.

Table

3-10. Constants and exponents of func-

tions of the
the

form F = xc\

served

from Lunar

Figure 3-38.

CRATER DIAMETER, m

— Size-frequency

distribution

craters on the lunar surface at Surveyor

I,

of

small

III, V, VI,

and VII landing sites compared with the sizefrequency distribution of craters on the lunar planes
determined from Ranger VII, VIII, and IX pictures
and extrapolated to small sizes.

Trask

to

tributions

be 10 10 -7rrr 2
craters

of

10"

a

km The
2

.

few

several meters in diameter,

size dis-

centimeters

to

determined from

Surveyor pictures, appear to fit this function
closely; they show that the function may be
extended from craters of 1 meter in diameter,
observed by Rangers VII and IX, to craters
smaller than 10 cm in diameter.
The upper limiting crater diameter for the
steady-state distribution of craters observed on
a

given surface

is a

function of the

large craters on the surface and,

by

number

of

inference, a

function of the age of the surface.

Above

a

certain crater diameter, the size-frequency dis-

tributions of the craters at the Surveyor landing

no longer adequately represented by
where $ and n have the steady-state
values but can be represented by other functions, F=\c x where X<//. The intersection of
F=xc x with F=$c>' is the upper limiting crater

sites are

F=^c,

,

diameter for the steady-state distribution, here

<c<

Orbiter or

graphs of the Surveyor
landing sites
L0G|

c8

1

km, fitted

to

size-frequency distributions of craters ob-

I,

Ranger photo-

V, VI, and

VII
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PATTERNED DEBRIS
PATTERNED FLOW
RIDGED LOBATE

FLOW
DIVERGENT FLOW

—

SMOOTH FLOW
LUNAR PLAYA

smooth patch of material north of the spacecraft. Block 6 is about 5 meters in diameter
and has nearly vertical sides more than 2
meters high. The fillet surrounding the block
is about 20 meters in diameter at the base and
about 1 meter high at the contact with the
block

SURVEYOR

(fig.

3^3).

It

possible this large

is

fillet

has a different origin than most of the fillets
observed.
Most fragments larger than 1 meter in
diameter on the lunar surface are relatively
rounded, except in a few cases where they are
part of strewn fields of blocks associated with

EZ7

3-44). For the most
(fig.
rounded fragments seem to be
fairly deeply embedded in the surface on which
they are found (ref. 3-14). Some smaller fragments, however, are resting on the fine-grained
matrix of the surface without being significantly

sharp-rim

craters

part, the large,
\

—F

--

$c*

SURVEYOR EZ7SITE \\\ \*
BASED ON
\Yv \
LUNAR ORBITER V »
PHOTOGRAPH H-128

embedded

in this material

Because

(fig.

3-45).

of the relatively large size

and num-

strewn fields of blocks at the
Surveyor III landing site, it has been possible
to conduct a preliminary statistical investigation of the roundness and degree of burial of
these blocks and the relationship of roundness
bei of blocks in

LOG|

Figure 3-41.

CRATER DIAMETER, m

— Cumulative size-frequency

distribution

on the lunar surface in the vicinity
of Surveyor VII, determined from Surveyor VII
pictures and Lunar Orbiter V photograph H-128.

of small craters

meter.

The

greatest

was observed

at

number

and burial to the characteristics of the principal
crater associated with each strewn field.

fragments
where
millimeter in diameter
of large

the Surveyor

VII

site

fragments larger than 1
occupy about 18 percent of the surface and
fragments coarser than 10 cm in diameter
occupy about 10 percent of the surface. Coarse
fragments are an order of magnitude more
abundant at the Surveyor VII site than fragments of similar size at the Surveyor V and
VI sites, which have the least number of coarse
fragments.

Many of the larger fragments observed at
each landing site are partly, or entirely, surrounded by a fillet or embankment of finegrained material (fig. 3-42). In general, the
best developed fillets occur around the largest
blocks. These fillets probably are formed by the
ballistic trapping of small particles sprayed
out from nearby parts of the lunar surface by
multiple small-impact events. An unusually
large and well-developed fillet occurs around
block G at the Surveyor VII landing site on a

'

Figure 3-42.— Part

of

a narrow-angle Surveyor III

showing an angular block close to the spaceagainst the
craft and fine-grained material banked
block is 7 cm
side of the block facing the camera. The
in diameter
Notice small particles 1 to 5

picture,

mm

across.

that
i

can

be

resolved

Apr. 28, 1967, 14:30:51

in

the

GMT).

fine-grained

debris
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I

Figure 3-43.

WM

— Mosaic of narrow-angle Surveyor VII pictures of an area 350 meters north-

showing a large block about 5 meters across (block G) and about
surrounding the block is about 20 meters in diameter and about
meter high at the contact with the block (Jan. 10, 196S, 06:54:33 and 06:58:12 GMT;

east of the spacecraft

2 meters high.
1

The

fillet

Jan. 11, 1968, 12:55:16

—

GMT).

Angular blocks, up to 2 meters in diameter, which form part of a strewn
blocks that surround a sharp-rim crater 13 meters in diameter, near Surveyor
III (Apr. 21, 1967, 05:59:43 GMT; computer processed).

Figure 3-44.
field of
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The coarsest blocks scattered about the
surface of the Surveyor III site occur primarily
two

in

One field (area B,
associated with a sharp, raised-rim
crater about 13 meters across on the northeast
rim of the main crater in which Surveyor III
fig.

distinct strewn fields.

3-46)

is

landed; the other field (area A, fig. 3-47) is
associated with two adjacent subdued craters
high on the southwest wall of the main crater.

—

Figure 3-46. Mosaic
pictures, showing a

—

Figure 3-45. Part of a wide-angle Surveyor III picture, showing rounded fragment 20 cm across lying
on top of the lunar surface (Apr.

GMT).

26, 1967, 09:07:06

associated strewn

of narrow-angle

Surveyor III
meters across and
of blocks on the northeast

crater

field

13

main crater, in which the spacecraft is
located. The outline shows the boundary of area B,
in which roundness factor and burial factor of blocks
wall of the

were measured (Catalog 88-SI).

—

Figure 3-47. Mosaic of narrow-angle Surveyor III pictures, showing part of southwest wall
of main crater and strewn field of blocks. Outline shows boundary of area A, in which
roundness factor and burial factor of blocks were measured. Two subdued rim craters
with which the blocks are associated are present, but difficult to discern in these pictures
because of high Sun illumination (Catalog 87-81).
;ii>-4G2

o

—69

G
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Most

of the blocks in the strewn field associated
with the crater to the northeast of the Surveyor
III spacecraft (area B, fig. 3-46) are clearly
related to the crater because there is a rapid

increase in spatial density of blocks toward the
crater.

The

The

crater

is

also occupied

blocks outside are inferred to

by blocks.
have been
have been

from this crater and to
derived from material that underlies the surface
at depths of only 2 or 3 meters. The observed
blocks are strikingly angular and range from a
few centimeters (the limit of resolution at this
distance from the camera) to more than 2
meters across. Blocks associated with the two
subdued craters to the southwest (area A,
fig. 3-47) show a similar range in size but are
more rounded. The larger of these two craters
is about 15 meters in diameter; it is inferred
that most of the blocks were ejected from the
ejected

larger crater.

To

obtain a measure of roundness that could

be used for

statistical

—

studies,

a

descriptive

parameter that

may

be obtained from pictures,

here called the roundness factor, was devised
as follows. Circles are fitted to

all

the corners

or curved parts of the outline of each block

scene
radii

(fig.

of

radius

3-48).

the

more

distant

lunar
of the

these circles
of

the

The geometric mean

against

silhouetted

circle

is

then divided by the
just encloses the

that

outline of the block. This ratio

is

the roundness

not deeply
vary between the
limits of
and 1. For very round fragments
whose tops are just exposed above the surface,
it is possible to obtain values for the roundness
factor larger than 1, although no values this
high were observed for the blocks measured in
the strewn fields.
The roundness factor was measured for 25
blocks located within a confined area in each
strewn field (fig. 3-49). Blocks associated with
the sharply formed crater to the northeast
(area B) exhibit a mean roundness of 0.17 with
factor

and,

for

blocks

buried in the surface,

that

are

it will

Mosaic of two narrow-angle Surveyor III pictures, showing block about 0.5
meter across close to the spacecraft and position and size of circles used in measuring
roundness factor. The largest circle encompasses the entire block. Smaller circles are
fitted to corners and rounded parts of the outline of block that occults the distant lunar
scene. The geometric mean of the radii of the small circles divided by the radius of the
large circle is defined as the roundness factor (Apr. 30, 1967, 14:54:23 and 14:52:22

Figure 3-4S.

GMT).
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lunar scene intersects the surface, and the
tangent to the outline of the block at this
point was measured on each side of each block
(fig.

The sum

3-50).

of

each block, divided by
defined

as

the

burial

these two angles for
radians,

2ir

factor;

values

is

here

of

this

parameter can vary between
and 1. Rounded
fragments whose tops just barely show above
the surface have burial factors that approach 1,
whereas rocks that sit on the surface and exhibit
overhanging sides have burial factors that
approach 0.

Measurement (fig. 3-51) of the burial factor
same 25 blocks in each strewn field

for the

that

were

studied

following results:

roundness

gave

the

burial factor of

blocks associated with the sharp-rim crater to
the northeast (area B) is 0.62 with a standard

SOUTHWEST STREWN
FIELD (AREA A)

NORTHEAST STREWN
FIELD (AREA

for

The mean

The blocks
more subdued, roundedthe southwest (area A) have a

deviation of burial factor of 0.09.

B)

associated with the

rim crater to

mean

burial

factor of 0.69

with a standard

0.07. The difmeans is significant at
the 0.995-probability level by Student's r-test.
No significant correlation was found between

deviation

of

burial

factor

of

ference between these

6

4

0.2

0.8

1.0

ROUNDNESS FACTOR

Figure 3-49.

—

Histograms showing frequency distriburoundness factors for 25 blocks in area A
and 25 blocks in area B. Blocks in area A, associated
with subdued rim craters, are significantly more
rounded than blocks in area B, associated with a
sharp-rim crater.
tion

of

a standard deviation of roundness of 0.11.

blocks

associated

with

the

The

more subdued,

rounded-rim crater to the southwest exhibit a
mean roundness of 0.33 and a standard deviation of roundness of 0.17. The difference in
roundness between these two samples of blocks
is

significant

by Student's

t-test at

the 0.999-

probability level.

A
in

measurement

the

lunar

surface

following method.
parallel

where

to
its

of degree of burial of blocks

The

was obtained by the
angle between a line

the horizon that meets the block
outline

against

the

more distant

roundness and burial of individual blocks within
each strewn field. The linear correlation coefficient between the roundness factor and burial
factor for the blocks in the strewn field around
the northwest crater is —0.07; for the blocks in
the strewn field associated with the southwest
crater, it is —0.16. Both these coefficients are
well below the 95-percent confidence level. If

the blocks in both the strewn fields are ex-

amined as a single sample, the linear correlation
coefficient between roundness factor and burial
factor is +0.13, which is also below the level of
significance. Examination of the scatter diagram (fig. 3-52) of burial factor versus roundness factor shows that, although there is no
significant

linear

correlation,

relatively

few

blocks in the strewn fields tend to have both

high roundness and a low burial factor.

Although there is no significant linear correlabetween roundness and burial for blocks in
a given strewn field presumably of one age,
there should be a correlation between the
roundness and degree of burial for fragments
generally mixed together in the debris layer, or
tion
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Mosaic of two narrow-angle Surveyor III pictures, showing block about 0.5
meter across close to spacecraft and angles measured to determine burial factor. Angles
are measured between lines parallel with the horizon and the tangents to the outline of
the block, where the outline of the block against the more distant lunar scene meets the
surface. The sum of the two angles divided by 2* radians is defined as the burial factor
(Apr. 30, 1967, 14:54:23 and 14:52:22 GMT).

Figure 3-50.

04

0.6

BURIAL FACTOR
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—

Part of narrow-angle Surveyor III picture, showing blocky fragments on
north wall of crater in which the spacecraft is located. Some of the largest blocks shown
are tabular in shape and appear to be laminated (Apr. 30, 1967, 14:52:35 GMT).

Figure 3-53.

regolith.

Further studies

will

be required to

confirm this hypothesis.
In summary, the blocks associated with the
more subdued craters have twice as high a mean
roundness factor as the blocks associated with
the crater with a sharp raised rim, and the
blocks around the subdued crater are signifi-

cantly more buried in the lunar surface than the
blocks around the crater with the sharp raised
rim. These results suggest that blocks freshly

exposed on the lunar surface tend in time to be
rounded off by solid particle bombardment and
possibly by evaporation of material by the solar
wind or other high-energy radiation. Initially,
the ejected blocks tend to be shallowly embedded in the lunar surface; but in time they

may become

partly or completely covered

ejecta arriving

from other parts

may

occur also as

movement

of the debris

Progressive burial of blocks
a result of downslope

by

of the surface.

or fracture surfaces. Tabular or platy fragments

were observed

at

some

of the

mare landing

sites

(fig. 3-53)
they resemble rock slabs derived
from flow-banded lavas.
The fragments exhibit a wide variety of surface textures and structures, but those at the
;

Surveyor VII landing site exhibit a far greater
variety than the fragments observed on any
single mare site. Some fragments are plain, but
others are spotted. Some fragments appear to
be massive, but others exhibit well-developed
linear structures on their surfaces, which probably correspond to internal planar or linear
structures. Most fragments appear to be relatively dense, but some are clearly vesicular.
Most of the fragments probably are pieces of
coherent rock, and the variety of observable
characteristics suggests a variety of lithology.

layer.

Fragments

planar surfaces with rectangular outlines, but
others are highly irregular in shape. Some fragments exhibit fresh-appearing conchoidal spall

few tens of
centimeters across exhibit a wide range of
shapes, and many are conspicuously angular,
especially at the Surveyor I, III, and VII sites.
Some of the smaller fragments seem to have
been broken along joint planes and tend to have
less

than

10 or

a

rounded fragments on the
lunar surface have a knobby, pitted surface
Nearly

all

bright,

3-54). The pitted texture is not
highly
angular, faceted blocks; it is
present on
produced
by some of the processes
inferred to be

texture

(fig.

that produce the rounding.

The

pits

probably
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about 2 meters from the camera at the
Surveyor VII site has spots ranging in size from
less than 1 millimeter to about 30 millimeters.
The spots occupy about 30 percent of the surlies

The

face of the fragment.
tribution

of

these spots

size-frequency dis-

(fig.

3-58)

suggests

may

they

which
matrix

be fragments, possibly xenoliths,
were partly assimilated in the dark
material.

The

slope

of

size-frequency function, however,

the
is

integral

somewhat

steeper than that expected for most fragmentation processes.

A

the light spots

is

more

likely explanation for

that they represent parts of

the fragment that differ from the matrix in
or

crystallinity,

— Broken block 30 to 40 cm across about

Figure 3-54.
214,

Knobby,

meters from Surveyor VII camera.

pitted surface texture is common on most rounded
blocks on the lunar surface. Note the large cracks

on the block. Separation of the pieces of the block
may be a result of thermal expansion and contraction
or to seismic events (Jan. 15, 1968, 11:51:36 GMT).

are produced

by the impact

of small particles.

Light spots, which occur on a large number
of fragments at the Surveyor VII site, are most
easily observed on relatively smooth, clean
fracture surfaces (fig. 3-55). In most cases, the

in

constituent crystals.

composition

Somewhat

or

size

similar

of

spots

occur in partially crystallized volcanic rocks

and

metamorphic rocks on Earth.

a variety of

Small, elongate spots, ranging from

1

to 10

were observed on a
conchoidal fracture on one fragment close to
Surveyor VII (fig. 3-59). They occupy a few
percent of the surface of the fragment, and the
long axes of the spots tend to be oriented
parallel with one another. Their orientation
millimeters

in

length,

spots on a given fragment have irregular, diffuse

margins and vary widely in size. In many cases,
the light material forms slight bumps, or protrusions, from the surfaces of the fragments;
the raised
it

is

relief of

more

occurring

the light material suggests

resistant

on

the

to

processes of

Moon's

surface.

A

erosion
large,

angular block near Surveyor I was also spotted,
or mottled, and the light material formed

marked bumps

or protrusions

block at the Surveyor

I site

(fig.

3-56).

The

has a pronounced

appear to intersect. These
resemble cleavage planes produced
during plastic flow of rock under moderately
high shock pressure. The block lies in a swarm
of similar smaller fragments that are strewn
in the direction of the long axis block. It appears
that the main piece has broken, perhaps on
impact with the surface, and that it has relatively low shear strength. Spotted, or mottled,
rocks were also observed at the Surveyor V site.
A densely spotted fragment (fig. 3-57) which

set of fractures that

fractures

—

m

meters
Spotted fragment about
Surveyor VII camera. Bright spots have
indistinct boundaries and vary from less than 1
across (Jan. 15, 1968, 11:51:05
to about 8

Figure 3-55.
from

mm

mm

GMT).

.
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Figure 3-57. Spotted rock 25 cm across, about 2
meters from Surveyor VII camera. The spots range
from less than 1 mm to 3 cm in size. Note the indistinct boundaries and irregular shapes of most
spots (Jan. 11, 1968, 06:29:29 GMT; computer
processed)

Figure 3-56.
Surveyor

I.

millimeters

— Mottled

rock about 50 cm long near
Lighter areas, which range from a few

up to

3

cm

across,

appear to stand out

as knobs, perhaps as a result of differential erosion.

Note intersecting fractures and swarm

of smaller

fragments to the left of the block (June
09:33:59 and 09:33:07 GMT).

Figure 3-58.

The dashed

of spots

10 3 Z)

and

2 6

D

-

,

is

size-frequency

distribu-

on spotted rock shown

in figure

mean

distribu-

line represents the

tion of the bright spots

A"=2X

1966,

— Cumulative

tion of bright spots

3-57.

3,

where

and

N

is
is

the plot of the function
the cumulative

number

the diameter of spots in millimeters.

I

2

4

8

16

SPOT SIZE,

32

mm

64

128
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Angular block about 18 cm across, about 2^£ meters from Surveyor VII
camera. Block has a conehoidal fracture surface and bright elongate spots that are
roughly parallel and range from 1 to 2
wide and up to 10
long (Jan. 13, 1968,
10:31:04 GMT).

Figure 3-59.

mm

suggests a flow lineation or flow foliation fabric;
their relatively high albedo suggests they

may

be rich

in

feldspar.

may

This suggestion

is

consistent with chemical analyses of both the
fine-grained matrix of the regolith and an in-

dividual rock at the Surveyor VII landing

site.

These analyses indicate the rocks at the
Surveyor VII landing site are rich in the elemental constituents of plagioclase feldspar.
Most angular fragments scattered over the
lunar surface are conspicuously brighter than
the fine-grained matrix of the regolith at nearly
all angles of solar illumination. A few angular
fragments, on the other hand, are nearly as
dark as the fine-grained material of the surface.

mm

These dark, angular fragments appear to be
pieces of rock and not aggregates of finegrained material; one small, dark fragment was
attracted to magnets on the surface sampler
at the Surveyor VII site. It is possible that
most of the dark, angular fragments are rock
rich in magnetite or other minerals of high
magnetic susceptibility, or that they are mineralogically different in other respects from
most of the other rock fragments on the surface.
Some fragments scattered about the Surveyor
sites exhibit one or more sets of linear ridges
and grooves on their surfaces. Many of the
same fragments also have nearly planar surfaces
with rectangular outlines (fig. 3-60). The low

TELEVISION OBSERVATIONS
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Angular block about 10 cm across,
about 9 meters from Surveyor VII, with two sets
of structures on the surface facing the camera.
One set consists of ridges parallel with the top
edge of the block; the other set consists of ridges
and grooves that intersect the first set at an angle
of about 70° (Jan. 11, 1968, 23:56:00 GMT).

Figure 3-60.

79

—

Angular block 10 cm across, about
3}^ meters from Surveyor VII camera. Two sets
of intersecting structures form a pattern on the

Figure 3-61.

surface

of the block.
with the edge

One

set

consists

of

ridges

one side of the block; the
other set consists of short, deep grooves that intersect
the first set at an angle estimated to be about 45°
parallel

of

(Jan. 11, 1968, 10:11:26

GMT).

and grooves tend to be parallel with the
edges of some of the larger planar surfaces

ridges

(fig. 3-60). These ridges and grooves probably
were developed by differential erosion along
the exposed edges of planar structures within
the blocks. The planar structures may be flow
banding, joints, rhythmic layering, or other
primary structures commonly found in igneous

rocks.

On

the surfaces of

some fragments,

secting sets of linear structures are visible

3-61 and 3-62).

The

—

Vesicular fragment about 35 cm across,
meters from Surveyor VII camera. Note the
slight banding caused by subdued ridges and grooves
that extend from the upper right to the lower left
of the block. The long axes of the vesicles are oriented
at an angle of about 70° to the banding (Jan. 15,

about

7

1968, 12:15:11

GMT).

(figs.

presence of intersecting

fragments have
been dynamically metamorphosed. One set of
structures probably corresponds to an original
or primary structure; the other set may correspond to a secondary structure produced by
metamorphism such as slaty cleavage.
Many fragments in the vicinity of the Surveyor VII spacecraft and some fragments near
sets of structures suggests these

Figure 3-62.

inter-
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—Vesicular

rock approximately 50 cm
Surveyor I. Elongate vesicles (dark
elliptical spots) range up to 8
long and have
their major axes roughly parallel.

Figure 3-63.
long

near

mm

—

Rounded, vesicular fragment 16 cm
about 3 meters from Surveyor VII camera.
The large vesicle near the bottom is about 1 cm

Figure 3-65.
across,

across.

The small

vesicles are

up

to

10

but are only a few millimeters across (Jan.
23:50:47

Figure 3-64.

—

Vesicular fragment about 10 cm across,
about 2>2 meters from Surveyor VII camera. Vesicles
are 3 to 5
of

the

oriented

mm

vesicles

across

are

and up to 10

approximately

(Jan. 18, 1968, 13:56:36

mm

long.

Most

with the long axes
parallel to one another

elongate

GMT).

long,

11, 1968,

GMT).

Figure 3-66.

— Vesicular

cm

about

15

mm

thick,

cm long and
meters from Surveyor VII

block about 50

4J/£

camera. Vesicles are up to 1 cm across and 2 cm
long. Note smooth, undulating, slightly concave
surface on the bottom side of the block and the
parallel band of elongate vesicles whose long axes
intersect the edge of the

smooth surface at a large

angle (Jan. 11, 1968, 14:04:59

GMT).
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I

and III have deep

pits

on their

81

a pile of fragments partially obscured

by the

3-66). This fragment has two

surfaces; these pits range from a fraction of a

spacecraft

millimeter to a centimeter across. They are
almost certainly vesicles produced by exsolution
of a volatile phase at the time the material was

One side is a smooth, unduconcave surface; the rest of the
surface is relatively rough or porous in texture
and is partly occupied by vesicles. A row of
vesicles parallel with the edges of the smooth
surface occurs along the side of the fragment
facing the camera. Some of the other vesicles
observed on this side of the fragment are elongate and oriented parallel to one another; the

molten. Examples of vesicular fragments are
in figures 3-63 to 3-66. The vesicles on

shown

these fragments are from 2 to 10 millimeters
long, with their long axes oriented parallel or

approximately parallel to one another. Parallel
orientation of the vesicles

the

observed

cases,

vesicular

is

a

common feature

fragments.

In

of

some

the vesicles are extremely elongate, as

shown

in a fragment illustrated in figure 3-65.
This fragment has fairly large, nearly equidimensional vesicles about a centimeter across
and smaller vesicles as much as 1 cm long, but
only 1 to 2 millimeters wide.
One of the most interesting fragments observed at the Surveyor VII landing site just
south of the spacecraft seems to be a member of

Figure 3-67.

—Vesicular, shock-melted

(fig.

kinds of surfaces:
lating, slightly

row
and the edge of the smooth surface
at a fairly large angle. Thus, in this fragment,
there is evidence both of melting and of interorientation of their long axes intersects the
of vesicles

secting structures.

Its structure is

of

the

Coconino sandstone fragment ejected from Meteor

Crater, Arizona. Elongate vesicles have formed along the relict slaty cleavage planes.

Note relict bedding that parallels the top of the fragment. Slaty cleavage produced in
the sandstone during plastic flow under high shock pressures intersects the relict bedding
at an angle of about 80°.

similar to

shock-metamorphosed fragment
from Meteor Crater, Arizona, shown in figure 367. The smooth, undulatory surface may be a
chilled margin, as found on the surfaces of
shock-melted ejecta from impact craters.
that
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Size-Frequency Distribution of Fragmental Debris
E.

M. Shoemaker and

E. C.

ured.

Morris

The data

probably

The

size-frequency distribution

of

the re-

solvable fragments on the lunar surface

was

studied at each landing site by choosing sample
areas near the spacecraft so that the resolution

and

covered would
spanning different

area

counts

provide

but

particle

overlapping

parts of the particle-size range. Studies were

made

of the parts of the surface undisturbed

at each site. Sample areas
were selected that appeared to be representative
of the areas surrounding the spacecraft; areas
that appeared to have anomalously high or
anomalously low particle abundances were
avoided. The fragmental material, disturbed
by the footpads of the spacecraft during landing
also was studied at some sites, and special
studies were made at the Surveyor III landing
site of the size distribution of the fragmental
debris in the strewn fields of blocks surrounding
craters with raised rims.
About 1000 to 2800 particles, ranging in
size from 1 or 2 millimeters to about 10 cm to
1
meter, were counted on the undisturbed
parts of the surface at each landing site. The
counts were made from pictures taken at high

by the spacecraft

Sun

angles.

In these pictures,

and meas-

in general, are easily distinguished

the low-relief

contain

investigator
of

for

bias

these

fragments

coarser

relatively

attributable

error

little

to

or

difficulties

fragment recognition. Significant investigator

bias probably enters into the count of small
particles,

however, particularly where the size

of the particles counted approaches the limit
of resolution of the television pictures.

Although

the effective ground resolution in pictures taken
near the spacecraft is about 0.5 millimeter in

optimum

cases,

a practical cutoff in particle

counts at each landing site was about 1millimeter particle diameter. All counts were
made by one investigator (Morris) thus, the
investigator bias for small particles probably
is consistent for the data from each landing
;

site.

Variations exist in the accuracy of the
counts at different landing sites. These variations are caused primarily by variation in
quality of the pictures and, in part,

completeness

to

the

coverage of the surface at
Sun angles appropriate for particle studies.
The data for the Surveyor III landing site are
the least accurate from the standpoint of
both picture quality and picture coverage.
The particle counts from individual sample
areas from each landing site show an approxiof

features of the surface, such as small craters

and lumps or aggregates
not

generally

of fine particles, are

observable;

only

features

of

sharp, or abrupt, relief can be detected. Thus,

counted were selected on the
basis of sharpness of relief. In addition, nearly
the particles counted were significantly
all
brighter than the unresolved fine-grained matrix. Sharpness of relief and brightness are the
criteria used to distinguish objects judged to
be individual rocky chips of fragments from
weakly coherent aggregates of fine-grained
particles.
The weakly coherent aggregates
generally exhibit low relief and are photometrically indistinguishable from the unresolved
fine-grained matrix of the regolith. The size
distribution of weakly coherent, dark aggregates
in the footpad ejecta was studied at the
Surveyor I and V landing sites (refs. 3-10 and
3-15), but these data are not discussed here.
Larger rocky fragments on the lunar surface,
the

particles

Table 3—11.
of the form

Constants and exponents of functions
Uy
1 millimeter

N = KD\

<D<K'

,

fitted to observed size-frequency distributions of

surface particles at the Surveyor landing sites

Landing

site
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Figure 3-68.

— Cumulative size-frequency distributions

of surface particles at the

Surveyor landing

sites.

Solid lines are distributions observed in individual

sample

areas.

Dashed

lines are

power functions

2

4

8

16

mm

fitted

3.2

6.4

12.5

25.6

cm

PARTICLE SIZE

to the observed size-frequency distributions at each
landing site: (a) Surveyor I, (b) Surveyor III,
(c) Surveyor V, (d) Surveyor VI, and (e) Surveyor

VII.

mately linear relationship, between the log of
the cumulative particle counts and the log of
the particle size

(fig.

3-68).

The

general trend

each landing site, for
sample areas combined, shows a similar
linear relationship. A power function, therefore,
was fitted to the data from each landing site to
represent the general form of the particle-size
distribution. A best fit was made by eye; no
attempt was made to fit the observations to a

of the particle counts at
all

given function by least-squares or other statistical methods, inasmuch as the data are

preliminary and do not warrant more sophisticated analysis. Final studies of particle sizes

be based on a much more comprehensive
count of the particles observed at each site.
Constants and the exponents of functions of
will

the form

N=KD\

1

mm<J5<r"',

where

N

with

the cumulative number of
2
per 100
diameter equal to or larger than
and D is the diameter of particles in millimeters,
fitted by eye to the data at each landing site,
are shown in table 3-11; the functions are
shown in figures 3-69 and 3-70.

is

particles

D

m

,
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Figure 3-68.

— Concluded,

(e)

Figure 3-69.

Surveyor VII.

— Power

size-frequency

pictures.

Particle-size

Surveyor

III,

essentially

estimation.

the

V,

distributions

and VI landing

same

within

The observed

the

at

the

sites

are

errors

of

distributions at these

three sites, however, are significantly different
from the distributions observed at the Surveyor
I site and at the Surveyor VII site. The distributions observed at the Surveyor I and Surveyor VII sites not only differ from those

observed

at

the other localities but probably

from one another. The particle-size
distribution at the Surveyor VII site, which is
based on a large number of fairly coarse particles, probably is the most accurate of the
observed distributions. Fragments 10 cm and
also differ

functions

distributions

the Surveyor landing

fitted

of surface

to

observed

particles

at

sites.

larger in diameter occur

more frequently by

an order of magnitude at the Surveyor VII
landing site than at the Surveyor III, V, and
VI landing sites. Similarly, there are more
coarse fragments at the Surveyor I landing site
than at the other mare landing sites, although
the fragments are not nearly as abundant at
the Surveyor I landing site as at Surveyor VII.
Although the observed particle counts are
useful for comparing one landing site with
another, the primary interest in these data is
their use in estimating particle-size distribution

by volume

of the lunar regolith. Particle counts
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may

on the surface

be used

estimate the

to

particle-size distribution in the regolith,

if it is

distribution

particle

variation

vertical

the lunar regolith

of

porosity.

in

Results

is

ob-

particles exposed at the sur-

tained from studies of the mechanical properties

face are representative of the particles in the
subsurface. In this case, the Rosiwal principle

3-27 to 3-30) suggest
more porous in the
upper few millimeters than at greater depths.
With such a vertical variation in porosity,
coarse fragments will tend to be more abundant
at the surface in proportion to the fine-grained
matrix than they are at depth. A qualitative
assessment of the importance of porosity will
be made by calculating volumetric particlesize distribution on the basis of different as-

assumed that the

may

be applied: the ratio of the
area occupied by the particles of a given size
3-23)

(ref.

to the total area studied is equal to the ratio
of the

volume

of the particles of this size to the

total volume.
In a rigorous application of Rosiwal analysis

estimation

to

of

grain-size

distribution,

it

must be taken into account that the full size
of most particles is not revealed along a given

The

about half
the particles on the lunar surface will be underestimated, and a range of sizes will be observed

surface or cross section.

for grains that actually

size of

have the same mean

diameter. Corrections required for this effect
(refs. 3-24 and 3-25) are large if the actual

range of particle size
tion

is

small

if

but the correc-

small,

the actual range of grain size

The

very large.

is

of the lunar surface (refs.

that the lunar regolith

sumed

is

porosities.

To apply

the Rosiwal principle, the cumula-

tive areas occupied

by the particles, as a funcmust be calculated from

tion of particle size,

the cumulative particle-frequency distribution.
of particles per unit

The cumulative number

area at each landing site has been represented

by the function

is

N=KDy

corrections will be ignored in

(1)

the analysis presented here.

We

have tested in the laboratory the application of the Rosiwal principle to surface
particle counts of the type made from the
Surveyor pictures by comparing the counts
of particles from pictures of the surface of a
layer

fragmental

of

debris

with

volumetric

same layer carried out
by standard sieving methods. These tests
show that if there is no vertical variation in
particle analysis of the

grain-size
vertical
particle

distribution

variation

in

within

the

porosity,

layer

the

dN yKDy

(2)

dD'

The

area of individual fragments on the surface

can be estimated by

(3)

or

surface

counts can be used to estimate

differentiation of equation (1) gives

the

volumetric particle-size-frequency distribution
with good precision. The assumption that the

where a

is

fragments.

ments

of

the cross-sectional area of individual
If
is the cumulative area of frag-

A

diameter equal to or larger than D,

then

particle-size distribution of the lunar regolith

dA_ adN

does not vary vertically has been challenged

by Scott and Roberson

(ref.

3-26).

We

dD

believe

that there are minor vertical variations in the
which will cause small

grain-size distribution,

errors in the application of the Rosiwal

Combining equations

in

the subsurface.

more

Of equal concern

in

We

shall

(3),

dA = ywK ny+1
4
dD

but that there are no major differences
between the particles on the surface and the
to this question in

(2),

and

(4),

prin-

ciple,

particles

(4)

dD

(5)

return

detail at a later point.

the application of the

Rosiwal principle to estimating the volumetric

Integration of equation (5) between the limits
xh
and
of the maximum-size fragment, K~

D

yields

TELEVISION OBSERVATIONS
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yirK
Z> +1
4

1/7

Table

dD=aDy +2 -p

(6)

where a =yTrK/A(y+2) and p = 77r^- 2/ V4(7+2).
A choice must now be made of the reference
area with which A is to be compared. This
percent
choice is a function of porosity. For
area

the reference

porosity,

unit area to which TV

equal to the

is

referred. In the case

is

table 3-11 and
3-69 and 3-70, the reference
2
2
For values of poor 10 8
area is 100
rosity equal to P, oidy 100 (1 — P) percent of
the surface can be occupied by particles. For
50 percent porosity, for example, the reference

the distributions given in

of

shown

in figures

mm

m

area

m

50

is

2

0.5X10 8

or

The volumetric

.

mm

2
.

particle-size-frequency

dis-

cumugiven by

tribution, expressed as the percentage of

volume

lative

as a function of D,

V= 100.-l_100(aZ>
A
A,

+2

is

-p)
(7)

T

V

where

ume

the percentage of cumulative vol-

is

and A,

larger than D,

10 8

with diameter equal to or

particles

of

mm

(1— P)

equation

2

the

using

(7),

distributions

is

the reference

area=

Solutions for the constants in

.

shown

surface

particle-size

in table 3-11, are listed in

table 3-12; the volumetric particle-size distri-

butions are shown in figures 3-70, 3-71, and
3-72. Two different values of porosity,
and
50 percent, have been adopted for the distributions shown. Observations of the mechanical
properties of the upper part of the lunar regolith suggest it

near

the

has about 50 percent porosity

surface

regolith, in

most

3-27

(refs.

places,

to

3-30).

probably has a

The

signifi-

cantly lower porosity at depths greater than 5
to 10

cm.

may

be seen from figures 3-70, 3-71, and
3-72 that a relatively small fraction of the total
It

volume
ticles

composed of parbe resolved by the Sur-

of the lunar regolith is

coarse enough to

veyor cameras.

On

the basis of the 0-percent

porosity model, between 3.7 and 18 percent of

the regolith

than

1

is

composed

of

particles coarser

mUlimeter; on the basis of the 50-percent

porosity model, 7.3 to 36 percent of the regolith
339-462

O

— 69

7

87

3-12. Constants and exponents of volumetric particle-size-frequency distribution functions of the lunar regolith based

surface particle-size distributions
Landing

site

on observed
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at all of the Surveyor landing sites

consists of submillimeter particles; only a very

small part of the distribution of particles, in

terms of percent volume,

is

in the size range of

resolvable particles. Small errors in the esti-

mated values

y for the observed parts of
distributions have a strong
effect on the results obtained from extrapolation
of the observed distributions to small particle
the

of

particle-size

sizes.

By

selecting revised values of y, however,

new power

functions can be found

for

the

surface particle distributions which correspond
to volumetric particle distributions that

go to

100 percent volume for any arbitrarily defined

lower limiting particle size.
Several lines of evidence suggest that a
significant fraction of the particles in the lunar
regolith is near 1 micron in diameter, but that
only a relatively small fraction of the particles
is

much

finer

than

1

micron.

The

general

polarimetric and photometric properties of the
lunar surface can be simulated closely in the

laboratory with certain irradiated rock powders, if all of the powdered material is ground

PARTICLE SIZE

so as to pass a 20-micron
3-72.

Figure

distributions
porosity.

— Volumetric
of

Distributions are the

figure 3-71; however,

volume

is

particle-size-frequency

the lunar regolith

V= percentage

percent

for

same

shown

as
of

in

cumulative

shown with arithmetic instead

of

loga-

rithmic scale in order to illustrate the forms of the
distributions. Below D 1 mm, the distributions are
extrapolations of the functions listed in table 3-12.

Table

The low degree

sieve (ref.

3-31).

of polarization of light scattered

from the lunar surface indicates that many
particles have diameters not much above the
limits set by diffraction; that is, about 1 micron
(ref. 3-32). Size analyses of fragmental material
produced by impact and explosive cratering
show that particles as small as 1 micron are

3-13. Volumetric particle-size-frequency distribution oj lunar regolith by quartiles, based on
functions listed in table 3-12 extrapolated to 100 percent volume

A

:

90
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produced. 3 Most rock-forming silicate minerals
do not crush readily to particles much smaller
than 1 micron, however.

The number

a'

The

= y'tcKI±(y' + 2).

solution for y'

by reorga-

facilitated

is

nizing equation (8) in the form

of interplanetary particles that

Moon's

strike the

where

and which are here
most of the fragmen-

surface,

assumed responsible

for

with decreasing size,
but there is a definite lower limit to their size.
Particles with densities such as those of ordinary rock-forming silicates are not stable in the
solar system if their diameters are much smaller
than about 1 micron. Particles much smaller
than 1 micron are ejected from the solar system

'"K^r+O

,

log 10

tation, increases rapidly

by radiation pressure

3-33).

(ref.

particles in the size range of

1

D

(9)

Introducing the boundary conditions,

A D <\=A,— Ai
equation

(9)

Z>=10~ 3 millimeters

at

becomes

Abundant
lo gl

to 10 microns

o(^^+l)
(10)

tend to be produced by impact of small inter-

but submicron particles
probably are produced only in small quantity.
If 1 micron is adopted as a lower limit of
planetary

size

particles,

the

for

tions

particle-size-frequency

distribu-

truncated power
functions can be found to represent the particlethe lunar regolith,

of

between

micron and 1 millimeter that will permit the cumulative volume to
go to 100 percent at 1-micron particle diameter
at each Surveyor landing site. The total sizefrequency distribution of particles at each site
can then be represented by two power functions

size distribution

the function,

N=KDi,

1

fitted to the

distribution in the particle-size range

D<K=

observed
1

mm<

and a second function N=KDy',
the particle-size range 1 micron < D < 1

in

ll

->,

millimeter.

The value

of y' will

be uniquely

which is solvable for t'< — 2. The area Ai at
each Surveyor landing site is found by solving

D=\

millimeter in equation (6). If specific
values of the reference area A T are adopted,
for

corresponding to specific values of porosity P,
then equation (10) can be solved explicitly for
y'

by

y' at

successive approximation. Solutions for
each landing site, for
and 50 percent

porosity, are listed in table 3-14.

The

derived total size-frequency distribution

Surveyor landing site
3-73 for the 0-percent porosity model of the lunar regolith, and in figure 374 for the 50-percent porosity model. At each
site and for each model of porosity, the derived
frequency distribution comprises the two funcof surface particles at each

is

shown

in figure

N—KD->,

determined under the conditions:

tions

That the total area of particles between
1 micron and 1 millimeter diameter is equal to
A — u where Ai is the cumulative area of
particles equal to and larger than 1 millimeter
(obtained from the observed distribution).
(2) That A^ is identical for both N=KD^ and
N=KD~<' at Z?=l millimeter, or, in other

3-11, and

(1)

r

words, that

By
area,

K

is

identical for both functions.

analogy with equation

A D<1

of particles

of

or larger than D, but less

the cumulative
diameter equal to
than 1 millimeter,
(6),

can be expressed by

A D<1 =
'E.

77™7

1

mm<D<K-

N=KDi,

1

l

'y,

listed in table

n<D<\ mm,

listed in

table 3-14.
It

may

be seen from figures 3-73 and 3-74

that the general trend of the derived particle-

below

size distributions

1

millimeter

is

similar

to the general trend of the

observed distributions above 1 millimeter in both the 0- and 50percent porosity models. If only mare sites are
considered, the mean value of y' for the 0-percent porosity model is — 2.3 9 as compared with
a mean value for y of — 2.4 8 for the 50-percent
porosity model, the mean value of y' is — 2.2 3
,

;

.

—

dD=a'(Dy' +2 -l)

M. Shoemaker, unpublished

data.

(8)

The mean

of

mare sites
model and

is

all

the values of y and y' for the
2.4 4 for the 0-percent porosity

—
— 2.3

6

model. Functions

for the 50-percent porosity

N=KD~>,

fitted

by eye

to
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Table

3-14.

derived
sites;

Constants and exponents of truncated power functions

from

91

(N = KD)'»',

/

/z<D</ mm)

observed size-frequency distributions of surface particles at the Surveyor

cumulative volume of particles =100 percent at

D=l

micron

landing

=

'
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3-15. Constants and exponents of truncated volumetric particle-size-frequency distribution
functions derived from observed size-frequency distributions of surface particles at the Surveyor
l micron
landing sites; cumulative volume of particles 100 percent at

Table

=

D=

percent porosity model

Landing

mm-v'

a',

Surveyor
Surveyor
Surveyor
Surveyor
Surveyor

>'+2

»

I_.

1.

7 5 X10»

III.

2.

7 3 X107

V__

5.

6„X10«

1.

O7XIO7

3.

2„X10«

VI_
VII

V=
where

50 percent porosity

model

site

1

a',

-0.58
-.21

mm-i'

2. 1 4

-.42
-.33
-.47

y'+2

»

X 10
X 10

9

s

3.

8

8.

27

X10«

9UX107
4. 84 X 10«

1.

00[a (£)>'+2-i mm->' + »)+Ai]
1

0.

•

45

3.

67X10*

1.

14X107

-.017
-.27

3.

89X10"

-. 17

7.

00X

-.29

1.78X10'

10"

u<D<l mm

volume of particles with diameter equal to or larger than D, D is the diameter
the cumulative area of surface occupied by particles with D > 1 mm, and A, is the

V is the percentage of cumulative

of particles in millimeters,

A\

is

reference area
|10 8

mm

2

[0.5X 10 8

Table

,

percent porosity.

for

mm

2
,

for 50 percent porosity

3-16. Volumetric particle-size-frequency distribution of lunar regolith by quartiles, based on
and truncated power functions derived
1

observed distributions in the particle-size range above

from

the observed distributions in the size

100 percent

at

D=l

micron

range

1

mm

micron

to 1

mm;

cumulative volume of particles
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100

90
80
70
60
50

—Volumetric

Figure 3-75.

size-frequeney

the lunar regolith for

of

percent

constrained

porosity,

particle-

distributions

so

that

cumulative volume goes to 100
percent 1-micron particle diameter. Solid lines, based on power
functions fitted to observed sizefrequency distribution of surface
particles

mm

1

and

larger

in

5

111

>

h-

diameter, are listed in table 3-12.

<

Dashed

5

functions

than

1

lines,

for

based on power
particles

mm in diameter,

in table 3-15.

smaller

z>
z>

are listed

o
LlJ
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grained, as indicated in table 3-16,
also

somewhat compressible

particles, therefore,

fine-grained matrix

and

it is

3-30). Coarse

(ref.

tend to be pressed into the

by the

action of the surface

sampler and spacecraft footpads and are obscured by the fine-grained material. Simulation
of the action of the surface sampler and footpads
in a soil model with grain-size distributions
like those shown in figures 3-75 and 3-76
would be desirable for further investigation of
this problem, but we have not seen convincing
evidence that the size distribution of particles
in

shallow

the

subsurface

significantly

is

from that on the surface.

different

Thickness of the Regolith

E.

M. Shoemaker and

E. C.

(ref.

3-36)

low cohesion that overlies a more coherent
substratum. It covers nearly all parts of the
lunar surface observed on the maria by Surveyors I III V and VI it is inferred to have
been derived primarily by a process of repetitive bombardment, which also produced
the majority of small craters observed nearly
everywhere on the lunar surface. In most
places on the maria, the regolith is very fine
grained; 90 percent or more of the regolith
consists of fragments finer than 1 millimeter.
The thickness of the regolith may be estimated from a variety of observational data.
One of the most direct estimates is provided by
the observed depths, or the estimated original
depths, of craters with blocky rims. These
craters have been excavated partly in more
coherent

,

or

;

,

coarser

grained

underlies the regolith;

exceed

therefore,
regolith.

their

the local

The estimated

site,

crater

for

material
original

example,

was found

At the Surveyor
the

smallest

I landing
blocky-rim

to be 9 meters in diameter, 4

whereas the largest crater with a smooth,
was 3.3 meters in diameter. The
depth-to-diameter ratio of newly formed craters
of this size and type is close to 1:3. The estimated depth of the regolith at the Surveyor 1
site, therefore, is between 1 and 3 meters.
At the Surveyor 111 site, the smallest blockyrim crater observed along the walls of the main
crater in which Surveyor III landed is 13
meters in diameter; the largest observed crater
with a smooth raised rim is about 3 meters in

raised rim

The

thickness of the regolith along

is thus estimated to be
between 1 and 4 meters. On the mare plain at
the Surveyor VI site, no blocky-rim craters
were observable from the Surveyor camera;
smooth, raised-rim craters as much as 30
meters in diameter were observed however.
Thus, we concluded that on the plain the

the main crater walls

as a layer of fragmental debris of relatively

,

sarily approximate.

diameter.

Morris

The lunar regolith has been defined

observable in the size range of interest. Thus,
the estimates of regolith thickness are neces-

that

depths,

thickness of

the

thickness of the reg-

olith at a given Surveyor landing site is
bracketed by the original depths of the smallest
craters with blocky rims and the original depths
of the largest, sharp, raised-rim craters with-

thickness of the regolith locally exceeds 10
meters (ref. 3-37). On the mare ridge at the

Surveyor VI site, the smallest blocky-rim
crater observed is 30 meters in diameter and
the largest smooth-rim crater is 22 meters in
diameter; there the regolith is estimated to be

between 8 and 10 meters thick.
Another estimate of the thickness of the
regolith may be obtained from the inferred
original depth of craters believed to have been
formed by drainage of the regolith material
into

subregolith

fissures.

Rimless,

elongate

craters observed in the vicinity of the Surveyor
V landing site are believed to have been formed
by drainage, and the small crater in which the
spacecraft landed appears to be a member of
this class. The original depths of the largest
craters formed by drainage represent the
local thicknesses of the regolith. As
the angle of repose on the walls of these craters

minimum

about 35°, the original depths of the drainage
craters were probably about one-third the
is

out blocks.

The actual thickness of the regolith probably
varies considerably at a given site, and generally only a limited number of craters is

Revised estimate based on distance from Surveyor
on Lunar Orbiter III highresolution photographs.
*

I

to this crater observed
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widths or minor axes of the craters. The
axis of the Surveyor V crater is 9 meters;
the minimum estimated thickness of the regolith

minor

The maximum

therefore, 3 meters.

is,

the

of

regolith

thickness

from one-third

derived

the

diameter of the smallest blocky-rim crater at
the Surveyor V landing site is 5 meters.
A dimple crater with a minor axis of 20
meters was observed in the floor of the main
crater at the Surveyor 111 landing site. If the
dimple crater has been formed by drainage, as

we

believe,

of the

indicates the regolith in the floor

it

main

crater

about

is

7

meters or more

thick.

At the Surveyor VII landing
rim flank of Tycho, there
in prior definition

and

is

on the
an ambiguity both
site,

in observational evidence

may

be used to interpret the presence,
and characteristics of the regolith.
The difficulty arises from the fact that possibly
several, and at least one, of the geologic units
that make up the rim of the crater are fragmental debris. In the case of the patterned
debris, one of the most widespread units on
that

thickness,

the

Tycho

unit

also

rim, the material of this geologic

appears

have

to

relatively

low

cohesion.

We do not intend to apply the term "regolith"
to

such

widespread

blankets

of

fragmental

ejecta associated with large, individual craters

on the Moon. These units, inferred to be
formed by a single event or by a sequence of
a small number of events during a well-defined,
short interval of time in lunar history, are

more

appropriately

treated

regional geologic units.

mappable,

as

They may be expected

to have certain internal consistencies of structure and to exhibit systematic lateral variations
in grain size,

shock metamorphism, and other

characteristics.

The regolith, on the other hand, is conceived
here as a thin layer of material that forms and
progressively evolves over a longer period of
time as a result of an extremely large number
of individual events,
of interaction of a

The
that

regolith

is

conceals

and possibly

number

as the result

of different processes.

a strictly surficial layer of debris

underlying

most places on the Moon.

geologic

units

in

Its thickness and
other characteristics are a function of total
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exposure time of the different parts of the lunar
surface to a

new

number

of surface

surface freshly formed

processes.

A

by a volcanic flow

by

a deposition of an extensive
around a new crater has no
regolith; the process of its development, however, begins almost immediately, and the regolith
gradually becomes thicker with the passage of
time. In this respect, we consider the regolith
as a surficial layer analogous to soils on the

or ash

fall

or

ejecta blanket

Earth.

Where a regolith has developed on a fragmental geologic unit such as a regional ejecta
blanket or a debris flow, the practical distinction
between the regolith and the underlying fragmental material must be based on differences
in grain size and aspects of physical and chemical alteration that can be recognized through
the data at hand. In particular, the presence of
numerous, small craters; a photometrically

observable

alteration

rinds

alteration

or

profile

coatings

or

on individual fragments; or

a grain-size distribution of the surficial material

that observed elsewhere on the
can be used as evidence for its presence.
At the Surveyor VII landing site, there is
good evidence for the presence of a thin regolith.
The most important evidence is the presence
of abundant craters smaller than 3 meters in
diameter; the size frequency distribution of
the small craters corresponds to the steadystate distribution. This suggests that the surface
has been repeatedly cratered by very small
craters. Material excavated by the surface
sampler is, for the most part, very fine grained
and is similar in mechanical properties and in
similar

to

regolith,

general

optical

properties

to

the

regolith

observed on the maria. Furthermore, as on the
maria, an abrupt change in albedo was found
at shallow depth. We conclude that this material is

part of a regolith similar in origin to that

observed on the maria. In some places, much
more coherent material or much coarser
fragmental material was encountered by the
surface sampler at depths less than 2.5 cm;
elsewhere, fine-grained material of low cohesion

was found

cm
the

(ref.

depth of at least 15
These depths may represent

to extend to a

3-26).

approximate range of thickness
at the Surveyor VII site.

regolith

of

the

_.

:
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Table

3-17. Apparent thickness of the lunar regolith at the Surveyor landing sites

Diameter of

Landing

largest crater

site

with smooth,
raised rim.

Surveyor I
Surveyor III:
Wall of main crater.

m

Diameter of
smallest crater
with blocky
rim,

m

3.3

Minor axis of
largest crater
inferred to have

9
13

3

15

22
30
60

ridge
plain

Surveyor VII

None

probability

of trenches

9

1

to 4

3 to 5

30

8 to 10

3

2 to 15

>10

(»)

excavated by the surface sampler

that

individual

smaller

craters

intersect very coarse blocks in the fragmental

unit that underlies the regolith; blocky crater

rims would be expected only where such coarse
blocks were encountered (ref. 3-36).
The estimated thickness of the regolith at
the five Surveyor landing sites is summarized
table

to 3

cm

t

observed.

Estimated from the depth

The smallest crater with a conspicuously
blocky rim observed at the Surveyor VII
landing site is about 3 meters in diameter.
We believe smaller blocky-rim craters were
not observed because there is only a low

in

1

m

>7

20

Surveyor V
Surveyor VI

b

regolith,

m

Floor of main crater

Mare
Mare

Estimated
thickness of

been produced
by drainage,

3-17.

The

thickest

regolith

(ref.

3-26).

(ref. 3-14) that the subsurface maexposed by landing of the Surveyor
spacecraft and by manipulation of the surface,
is dark because the subsurface particles are
coated with a dark substance called lunar
varnish. Under this hypothesis, the rocky
fragments are generally brighter than the finegrained particles on the surface and conspicuously brighter than the subsurface fine-grained
material because they are devoid of varnish. It
is supposed that if the varnish at one time had

advanced
terial,

was

observed at the Surveyor VI site and the thinnest
regolith at the Surveyor VII site.

Disturbances of the Surface

E.

At each

M. Shoemaker and

E. C.

Morris

Surveyor landing

sites,

wher-

ever the lunar surface was disturbed,

dark,

of the

fine-grained material
light

surface

layer

was exposed beneath a
(refs.

3-10,

3-14,

3-36, and 3-37). Material ejected

3-15,

by footpad

impacts consisted primarily of dark clods or
aggregates of fine-grained particles

The

(fig.

3-77).

surface sampler exposed dark material at

depths as shallow as a few millimeters.
On the basis of observations at the Surveyor
I and III landing sites, the hypothesis was

Figure 3-77.

— Wide-angle

picture

of

footpad 2 of

showing raylike deposits of dark subsurface material extending to almost 1 meter from
the edge of the footpad. The dark subsurface material
was kicked out onto a light surface layer by the footpad during landing of the spacecraft (June 5, 1966,
Surveyor

11:29:49

I

GMT).
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been deposited on these fragments, it has
subsequently been scrubbed off by the same
processes of erosion that produce rounding of

A

the fragments.

thin layer of fine particles

on

the undisturbed parts of the lunar surface is
lighter than the subsurface material because
these particles also tend to be scrubbed, but

the surface layer of fine particles is darker than
the exposed surfaces of the rocks because the

scrubbing is incomplete, owing to relatively
rapid turnover of the particles. Under this
hypothesis, the deposition of varnish must take
place on the surfaces of fragments at depths as
shallow as a few millimeters, or the abrupt
decrease of albedo with depth would not persist
in the face of repetitive cratering. It

may

be

the lunar-varnish
expected, on the basis
undersides of the
buried
hypothesis, that the
with the varnish.
coated
coarser fragments are
of

—

Small fragment, about 6 cm across,
turned over by surface sampler on Survej-or VII,
exposing the dark underside. Part of the dark coating
has been scraped away by the surface sampler (Jan.
18, 1968, 06:03:17 GMT).

Figure 3-78.

A

hypothesis was provided at the
Surveyor VII site by the overturning of a number of coarse fragments by the surface sampler.
test of the

Two

of the overturned fragments are

shown

in

figures 3-78 and 3-79 in both cases, the undersides of these objects proved to be dark. On the
object shown in figure 3-78, most of the dark
material may simply be dark, fine-grained par;

adhering to the rock. The coating was
partly scraped away by the surface sampler
which exposed material of much higher albedo
beneath the coating. On the rounded, rocklike
object shown in figure 3-79, the coating eviticles

very thin; however, it proved to be
resistant to abrasion and scraping by the surface
sampler. This coating may be the postulated
dently

is

layer of varnish.

Origin of the Lunar Regolith

E.

— Small,

rounded fragment, about 5 cm
up and turned over by Surveyor VII
surface sampler. Contact between a dark coating on
underside of fragment that has been turned up and
the bright top surface that has been turned down
can be seen along the front surface of the fragment
in shadow, which is partly illuminated by sunlight
scattered from the spacecraft. The contact between
the bright and dark surfaces can also be seen along

Figure 3-79.

across, picked

the sides of the fragment (Jan.

GMT).

19,

1968, 06:47:40

M. Shoemaker and

E. C.

Morris

A

simple ballistic model for the origin of the
lunar regolith is presented here to account for
the size-frequency distribution and variation in distribution of craters on the surface of
(1)

the regolith,
thickness

of

the thickness and variation of
the regolith, and (3) the size-

(2)

frequency distribution and variation of distribution of the fragmental debris of which the
regolith is composed. We recognize that high-
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energy radiation, mass wasting, and probably

observed

other processes have played

craters

a role

in

pro-

distribution

size-frequency

on the basis

the

of

of the following simplified

F= xc

x

ducing the observed features of the regolith,
but we believe the effects of these other proc-

model. Functions

esses are subordinate to the effects of solid-

steady-state limit), are assumed to represent

particle

bombardment

of the lunar surface.

For

simplicity of statement, the subordinate proc-

be considered in

esses will not

The

this discussion.

large majority of craters observed

lunar surface in

all size

classes

is

on the

here interpreted

be of impact origin. At present, it is not possible to determine the ratio of primary to secondary impact craters. Some very low-velocity,
secondary-impact craters appear to be recognizable in Surveyor pictures from the presence
of projectile fragments lining the craters.
Higher velocity, secondary-impact craters probably cannot be distinguished from primaryimpact craters. On the basis of the probable
rate of production of secondary-impact craters
during primary cratering events (ref. 3-20), we
believe that most craters, in the size range
observed in the Surveyor pictures, probably are
secondary craters.
Regardless of whether the observed craters
are predominantly primary or secondary in
to

origin,

the size distribution of small craters

appears to be a time invariant or steady-state
distribution.

Below a

size-frequency

same

certain size limit,

distribution

of

craters

is

the
the

Surveyor landing sites despite differences in the abundance of larger craters and
probable differences in age of the surfaces. This
is

at

all

shown most dramatically

in the case of the

Surveyor VII landing site on the rim of Tycho,
where the observed distribution of craters
smaller than 3 meters in diameter is closely
similar to the distribution observed on the
maria, even though the abundance of craters
larger than 1 00 meters in diameter is more than
an order of magnitude smaller on the rim of
Tycho than it is on the maria. The upper crater

the size distribution of

observed
than c s (the

fitted to the

,

size distribution of craters larger

the small craters that

all

have actually been formed. At any crater diameter below c s the difference between F=\c x and
,

F=^C
by

represents the

number

of craters lost

erosion or burial as a result of repetitive

cratering and other processes of crater destruc-

The diameter of the largest crater that has
been lost or has become unrecognizable is c
The loss of craters with diameters close to c s
tion.

s

occurs partly by erosion of the rim of the crater

and partly by filling of the crater by debris
derived from other craters both near and far.
In terms of crater depth, most of the change in
these craters occurs as a result of filling, and the
thickness of the deposit filling an old crater of
diameter c s which has just disappeared, is
given by the original depth of the crater minus
,

the original rim height. Tins thickness

one-fourth

cs

and represents the

is

about

maximum

thickness of the regolith in a sample area of
10"

km

2
.

The minimum

thickness of the regolith

the

is

depth of the smallest crater, now filled, whose
forms a local part of the base of the regolith. The approximate size of this crater can be
obtained from the solution for the cumulative
floor

area of

all

the

filled craters,

when connected

the floors of which,

form the entire base

together,

or lower contact of the regolith. If

F= xc

y

(13)

represents the cumulative frequency distribution of all the craters smaller than c s that have
been formed on a given surface, and

a <=4 C

(14)

size limit for the steady-state distribution of

craters varies as a function of the

number

of

and the age of the surface. It ranges
from about 3 meters at the Surveyor VII landing
site to about 50 to 200 meters at the mare

large craters

landing

represents the area of craters of diameter

c,

then

dA

sites.

The range in thickness of the regolith for a
surface of a given age can be predicted from the

.

dc

where

A

c

is

dF

c
c

(15)

dc

the cumulative

area

of

craters
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equal

or larger than, c

to,

whose

floors consti-

¥

>•-/.:

* = 4(XT2) (cX+2_CsX+2)

cX+I

simplicity, however, let each concave element

composing the base of the regolith be approximately represented by a flat surface of a
characteristic depth h, where

and

tute part of the base of the regolith

101

° 6)
h=qc

In addition,

(18)

the craters were uniformly

if

A

is a constant of proportionality between
the diameter of a crater and the thickness of
the regolith that subsequently develops where

=10 ( km
spread over the surface so that at
C
the surface was completely occupied by craters
equal in diameter to, or larger than, the cor-

and q

responding value of c, and if at ^4 C =2X10
km 2 every place on the surface had been
occupied twice by craters equal in diameter to,
or larger than, the value of c corresponding to
A C =2X 10 6 km 2 then a critical value c mln would

this crater was once formed. The constant g is
somewhat smaller than the depth-to-diameter

2

'

6

,

and

ratio of the original craters

is

close to 1/4.

On

the basis of equations (16) and (18), an
approximate frequency distribution for the

,

such that the floors of craters smaller
than c m n could not be part of the base of the
regolith, but must lie above the base of the
regolith. The depth of the craters with diameter equal to this critical value of c is taken as
exist

depth
form

the regolith

of

may

be written in the

i

the

minimum

the spatial distribution of

area

for

words,

~~

fhm n

For
craters that would

the critical value of

= 2X10 km

/1 C

C

thickness of the regolith.

give the least variance in the thickness of the
regolith,

x+2

= 10QXirX(l/g)
H= 100A
4(\+2)A m
Am

6

2

the

distribution

,

reached at

is

surface

F=xcX
has

In other
been covered

H= cumulative

about twice over with craters, the floors of
may be considered in the
integration indicated in equation (16) do not
contribute significantly to the base of the
regolith. On the basis of equation (16), we may
write

equal
2c m m

^min=

to,

percentage of the surface
a regolith of thickness

or greater than, h

= minimum

thickness

of

the

regolith

h s =qc s

= maximum

thickness of the regolith

thickness of the regolith, h meA is
obtained from the solution for equation (19)
50 percent.
at
Solutions for /^m, h s and h mei for the Surveyor I, V, VI, and VII landing sites are listed
in table 3-18, together with our best estimates

The median

,

H=

,

Cmin :

4(X+2)A ']'

{'

(17)

XirX

of the thickness of the regolith at these four
sites.

where

The

solutions

observed values of

c m in=the critical

of

value of

c

or the diameter

the smallest crater whose floor

is

part of the regolith

A m = total

area of craters whose connected

floors constitute the

= 2X10 km
6

floors of

base of the regolith

2

actual craters are concave up-

ward and those parts of the floors of intersecting craters that form the base of the regolith are each a part of a concave surface. For

shown are based on the

x, X,

and

cs

at each of the

No data are
site because
landing
III
Surveyor
listed for the
III
Surveyor
made
from
observations
all the
crater;
200-meter
inside
of
a
pertain to the
four sites

The

(19)

by

underlain

-

smaller craters that

s

where

or about twice the reference

the

after

c

<h<h

listed

in

table 3-10.

the observed thicknesses of the regolith there
should be compared with a more complex

model than the one we have described.
It may be seen from table 3-18 that our
best estimates of the thickness of the regolith,
in general, lie within the

and are
landing

to A med
our best estimate of the thickness

close
site,

range of hmiD to h s
the Surveyor VI

At

.
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Table

3-18. Predicted thicknesses of the lunar regolith, based on eqs. (17) to (19) and the functions
listed in table 8-10, compared with best estimates of the thicknesses of the lunar regolith

F = xc x

Landing

site
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je = cumulative number

assumed condition that the cumulative volume
of the regolith goes to 100 percent at D=\ii.
The regolith will be assumed to be composed
primarily of the cumulative ejecta from craters
with

a

distribution

size-frequency

The diameter

s.

F=xc

per 10 6
771,,=

=*(0m

f

= the

= mass

From

l)

i
e

from a

of particles ejected

a variety of empirical data, 5

the
to 1/3

for

v to be constant, equations (13) and
be combined to give

l

m

F=xc x

—

(24)

where
/P =cumulative number of projectiles equal to,
or greater in mass than, m v per 10 6 km 2

— 0.8, estimated
— 1.44<o/< — 0.75.

is

—2.94. For

r= 1/3, a good

empirical

value for small craters formed in coherent rock
(ref. 3-38), the mean value of 77 is —0.98. Most

be secondary
fragments of the Moon. For primary projectiles
striking the Moon, estimates of e', based on
meteor photographs and on masses of meteorites
recovered on Earth, range from —0.8 to —1.34
of these projectiles are believed to

3-38).

and Moore (ref. 3-38)
have shown that the cumulative frequency of
particles ejected from craters formed in coherent targets by projectiles with the mass frequency distribution /„=ii»ip' can be expressed
in the form
Gault, Shoemaker,

fe =k k2 me'"
l

(25)

craters,

volume

and the ejecta from

of craters c

t

^c^c

order of 10 microns or

mation, however,
to

339-462

the

where

s,

less.

To

c

;

is

exponent

shoidd be

u>

repeated

The

is

to grind the regolith finer

of

effect

principal

of the

a first approxi-

and

to

coarse frag-

may be seen that 01 is slightly greater
1.1 4
1.1«) but that
than e(o>=— 0.98, e=
Considering
e.
0.75
brackets
1.45^ u'^—
the uncertainties introduced by the approximations used, the agreement is perhaps as good

ments. It

—

—

,

—

be expected.
size-frequency distribution of resolvable

as could

The

fragments at the Surveyor III, V, and VI landing
sites was found to be the same, within the errors
of estimation, but at the Surveyor I and VII
landing sites, coarse fragments are more numerous. At the Surveyor VII site, the spatial
frequency of coarse fragments is close to that
observed in the fields of coarse blocks around
blocky-rim craters. It

is

significant that coarse

fragments are most abundant

at the sites

the thinnest regolith. Considering

strong inverse

correlation

of coarse blocks

exists

with

all five sites,

a

between the

and the thickness
may be ex-

of the regolith. This correlation

0—69-

craters of

t.

abundance
where

primary

less

increase the proportion of fine to
for the four estimates of X listed in

for

than cmln do not add to the volume
of the regolith. Thus, the volume of the regolith
is only a very small fraction of the cumulative

cratering

?7=\t

= — .098;

In reality, the ejecta are repeatedly reworked

by small

close

The mean

found to

co

distributions of craters,

34<7?'<

1.

diameter

t

is

range from 1.0 for small craters to about 0.8
for large craters. For r;=— 0.98, derived from

of the projectile

fp =F=k

(ref.

m =k3M

of the function

the largest particle

mass

total

projectiles,

table 3-10

exponent

771;,= mass of

M=

of the projectile

0=a scaling constant
r=an exponent close
may

(26)

where

(23)

energy of the projectile

v= velocity

(23)

-1

crater

E= kinetic

Assuming

of ejected particle

v+l

where

p

e

2

and

e

77)

m

mass than,

km

,

c of

5

BE-

mass

of ejected particles

or greater in

to,

x

each impact crater is
related to the kinetic energy and mass of the
projectile which formed it by the scaling relation

c<c

equal
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plained in terms of the probability that the
Surveyor touchdown points, or the sample areas
studied, are close to blocky-rim craters. Where

the regolith

is

thick, only relatively large craters

have blocky rims, and these are widely spaced;
where the regolith is thin, smaller, more closely
spaced craters have blocky rims, and there is a
higher probability that the sample areas studied

photometric targets mounted on the spacecraft
and photometric control in the ground recording
system, were used in the reduction of lunar
photometric data acquired from each landed
Surveyor.
Undisturbed Material

At each landing

site,

the photometric prop-

for particle-size distribution will contain coarse

erties of the undisturbed, fine-grained material

blocks from these craters.

are remarkably similar and closely correspond

Direct evidence suggests that the occurrence
of coarse blocks in anomalous abundance is

the photometric properties of local areas
observed telescopically. It was possible to
make measurements of the surface luminance
at the mare landing sites along the Equator
over a much wider range of photometric
geometry than could be obtained from the
Earth-based observations, which are restricted
to east-west phase planes (Earth-Moon-Sun
plane). Surveyors I, V, and VI viewed rather
flat, but undulating, cratered plains, and as
the Sun passed almost directly over the spacecraft,
relatively complete goniophotometric
measurements were obtained. Surveyor III
landed within, and on the east side of, a
subdued, 200-meter-diameter crater, which restricted the photometric geometry; a dustcoated camera mirror compromised the quality
of the photometric data. Surveyor VII viewed
a rolling-to-hilly terrain within the lunar
highlands, where the Sun did not rise more than
48° above the northern horizon; this restricted
the photometric geometry.
Terrain areas were selected for photometric
measurement on the basis of surface flatness,
homogeneity, and relative direction from the
camera. Photometric data were collected, when
possible, along lunar azimuths of 0°, 45°, 135°,
180°, 225°, 270°, and 315° to test the symmetry
of the local photometric function. The photometric sample areas ranged from 2 meters to
approximately 100 meters from the camera.
Uniform-appearing areas near the camera did
not contain unresolved fragments larger than
a few millimeters, while uniform-appearing
areas 75 to 100 meters away could contain
fragments up to several centimeters in diameter. Surface flatness was judged by studying
pictures taken at low Sun elevations areas that
exhibited little relief under grazing illumination
were selected for photometric study.

related to the proximity to blocky-rim craters.

At

the Surveyor I site, for example, a prominent 27-meter-diameter, blocky-rim crater lies
about 60 meters from the spacecraft; many
coarse blocks observed nearby

may have

been

The Surveyor VII site
Tycho, and the great number of

derived from this crater.
is

on the rim

coarse

of

fragments observed

there

is

probably

related to the fact that the regolith has been

formed on relatively coarse fragmental debris
of the

30

cm

Tycho

rim.

Most fragments

larger than

(diameters greater than twice the thick-

ness of the regolith) are probably part of the

fragmental, patterned flow material that directly
underlies the regolith at the Surveyor

VII

site.

Photometry of the Lunar Regolith, as Observed by
Surveyor Cameras
H. E. Holt and

J. J.

Rennilson

Photometric data provided by the Surveyor
pictures have been used to (1) determine the
photometric function of the surface in the vicinity of the spacecraft, (2)

textures of

the

compare macroscopic

surface with

the observable
photometric function, (3) test for symmetry or
degeneracy of the photometric function, and
(4) investigate the effect of scale on the photometric properties of the lunar surface. The
photometric characteristics of lunar materials
observed around each of the Surveyor spacecraft and their variation or pattern of variation
from place to place can be used to distinguish

different lunar materials.

Preflight calibrations of each Surveyor television camera system response, combined with
frequent calibrations on the lunar surface using

to

;
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data were reduced by both
analog magnetic-tape recordings of
the picture data and measuring the film record
by a densitometer. Photometric control be-

Photometric

digitizing

tween pictures was maintained by an eight-step
gray scale recorded with each picture. The film
densities of the selected areas were first compared to the gray scale of that frame, and the
luminances were calculated from the transfer
characteristic determined from the picture closest in time of the photometric target on the spacecraft. The luminances from the gray steps of
the photometric target were computed from
the preflight goniophotometric calibration, the
lunar photometric angles existing at that time,
and an assumed solar illuminance of 13 000
lumens. Corrections for iris and filter differences were applied to the luminance values

computed

for the selected areas.

Surveyor photometric data reveal that the
luminance of the fine-grained surface increases
gradually with decreasing phase angle, and a
rapid increase occurs between 10° and 1° phase
angles. Among the various sample areas of finegrained material at any given phase angle, only
a small variation in luminance as a result of the
change in angle between the surface normal
projected into the phase plane and the reflected,
or emergent, light rays

was observed. The

sur-

face luminance gradually increases as this angle
increases

when

occurs on the
vector

the projected surface normal

Sun

(negative

side of the reflected light
a).

A

rapid

decrease

in

luminance occurs as the angle increases when
the projected surface normal appears on the
reflected ray side of the phase plane (positive a).
These angles are shown in figure 3-80.
The general photometric properties of the
uniform, fine-grained material viewed by all
Surveyor cameras did not reveal any variations
dependent on lunar azimuth. The photometric
function of the fine-grained material appears
symmetrical and similar to the terrestrially
measured lunar photometric function which
was based on measurements restricted to eastwest phase planes (Earth-Moon-Sim plane).
The Surveyor data also indicate that the lunar
function is essentially scale independent down
to resolutions of

1

cm; topographic irregularities
have little effect on

larger than this appear to

Figure 3-80.

—

Lunar photometric geometry as viewed
from Surveyor camera on the lunar surface. Symbols:
O, Sun; £, camera line of sight; g, phase angle; i,
angle of incidence; N, surface normal; a, luminance
longitude (negative toward Sun side of camera line
of sight)

;

t,

angle of emittance.

the telescopically measured function. The lunar
photometric function of N. N. Sytinskaya and
V. V. Sharonov (ref. 3-39), compiled and improved by D. Willingham (ref. 3-40), can be
used in photometric data analysis of images
from Ranger, Lunar Orbiter, and Surveyor
with resolutions as small as a few millimeters
(fig.

3-81) as well as for telescopic resolutions

of one-half

km

or more. Local concentrations

of rock fragments larger than a few centimeters,

however, can cause local variations of the
photometric function because the rocks have a
different photometric function.
Luminance measurements made at phase
angles of less than 5° were extrapolated to the
peak luminance of 0° phase angle. Homogeneous
lunar-surface

areas

exhibit

their

maximum

luminance at 0° phase angle, regardless of the
emittance angle and orientation of the surface
element. The peak luminance divided by the
solar illuminance is called the normal luminance
factor, or normal albedo. Estimates of the
normal albedo were made of the undisturbed,
fine-grained material at each landing site. These
estimates ranged from 7.3 to 8.5 percent at the
mare sites; the estimated normal albedo was
13.4 percent at the Tycho
highlands (table 3-19).

site

in the lunar
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Figure 3-81.

— Normalized

lunar re-

flectance versus luminance (brightness) longitude based on terrestrial

observations

by

Sytinskaya and
Surveyor
photometric
measurements from
+ 20° to -89° phase angles were
similar to the Earth-based telescope
measurements, which indicates that
the lunar photometric functions
were essentially similar to scale
independent to resolutions of a

Sharonov

-90-80

-70

-

-40

-30

-20

-10

O

10

20

centimeter.
3C

ALPHA (BRIGHTNESS LONGITUDE)

Table

3-19. Albedo of Surveyor landing

Landing

site

sites

(ref.

3-39).
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reference to the

more

measured func-

precisely

tion of the undisturbed, fine-grained material
(fig.

The derived photometric function

3-82).

appears to be very similar to that of the undisturbed material. Lack of available photometric data at phase angles from 0° to 20° does
not allow determination of the complete nature
of this function for undisturbed material,

however.

V

landing

sites,

the ratio of albedos was

much

measured surfaces slope 14°
or more. Pictures from Surveyor III provide
evidence that mass wasting or surface creep
is actively occurring on lunar slopes (ref.3-14).
The creep movement may be caused by seismic
shocks from meteoroid impacts or internal readjustments or by thermal expansion and contraction. This movement would tend to mix
smaller; there the

the lighter surface material with darker suband there the ratio would
be low as a consequence of the high rate of
surface material

mixing.

The lowest ratio, or contrast between surface
and subsurface materials, was observed at the
Surveyor V crater where the steepest slopes
were observed. This crater probably was formed
by drainage

of the

fragmental material of the

a subsurface cavity, or fissure,
which would cause mixing of material along the
crater wall. Continued creep inside the crater
may prevent the formation of a light surface

regolith into
40
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layer equal in albedo to that formed outside
the crater. The estimates of normal albedo
support this concept; the level surface near the
crater exhibits an albedo of 8.4 percent; inside
the crater, the albedo is 7.9 percent.
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Ratios of luminances observed from
undisturbed and disturbed fine-grained,
lunar-surface materials are shown on the upper
diagram; the dashed line delineates the average
ratio. In the lower diagram the reflectance function
of the disturbed material is plotted with respect to
the function of the undisturbed fine-grained material.
The lack of available data from 0° to 20° phase angle
does not permit determination of the complete func-

Figure 3-82.
adjacent

Fragments and Blocks

All coarse rock fragments and blocks that
protrude above the general level of the surface
are brighter at low angles of solar illumination
and large phase angles than the fine-grained
material. At small phase angles, most fragments
and blocks are brighter than the fine-grained
material, but the contrast is much less, and a

a very thin, easily de-

few rocks are darker than the matrix material.
The normal albedo of the larger measured
fragments ranges from 9 to 22 percent. The
photometric function of the measured rocks

most
surprising observations made with the Surveyor
television cameras. The ratio of the normal

markedly from that of the fine-grained
it resembles more closely that of a
Lambertian scattering surface than the function

albedo of undisturbed surface material to the
normal albedo of disturbed subsurface material
at the various Surveyor sites (table 3-19) may

for fine-grained material.

tion for the disturbed material.

The occurrence

of

stroyed, light surface layer

was one

of the

provide a clue to processes affecting the light
surface layer. At the Surveyor 1, VI, and VII
landing sites, about the same ratio was found
for nearly flat areas. At the Surveyor III and

differs

material;

A few rock fragments at the Surveyor V
and VII landing sites showed small, bright
areas, which varied in position as a function of
illumination angle. These transient bright spots
may be caused by specular reflections from
crystals or glassy material.
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Most rock

surfaces are essentially dust free;

a coating of dust, even as

little as 0.1

milli-

meter thick, would significantly alter their
photometric function. The fact that some rocks
exhibit spots and other forms of albedo differences, as well as exhibiting specular reflections,

indicative of nearly clean rock surfaces.
Several rocks have irregular surfaces, or pockets,
is

where fine-grained material has accumulated;
recognized by the contrasting
photometric properties of the fine-grained material. Also, the polarimetric function of the
larger blocks is markedly different from the
adjacent fine-grained surface material, another
this

indication of essentially dust-free surfaces.

Measurements of rock luminances by the
Surveyor cameras were made under limited
geometric conditions. The calculated absolute
luminances showed greater variations than
measurements for the fine-grained material,
partly because of less accurate photometric

but chiefly because

control,

of the effects of

diverse orientation of the surfaces.

Ratios of

the luminances of the rocks to the luminances
the

of

adjacent

accurately

fine-grained

material

more

between the
photometric function of the rocks and that of
illustrate

differences

the fine-grained material (fig. 3-83). The derived
function for the rocks appears nearly Lam-

may occur on the
photometric function around zero-phase angle.
bertian: a small distinct peak

Colorimetric

Observations
J. J.

of

the

Lunar Surface

Rennilson

Color filters were incorporated in the Surveyor I, III, and V television cameras in
anticipation that color might be an aid in
discriminating between lunar-surface materials.
Because only a limited number of filters could
be used in the television camera, three-color
colorimetry was selected as the best method
for measuring and describing the colors observed with the camera (ref. 3-41).

The
for

40

color filters in the camera-filter wheel

Surveyor

I

were selected so that the overall

camera-filter spectral response

duplicate

the

(fig. 3-84) would
standard color-matching func-

tions of colorimetry as well as possibly using

60
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Figure 3-84.

— Spectral-response curve of the Surveyor

I television

wheel.

camera at the

clear position of the filter
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Polarimetric

Observations of the Lunar Regolith
H. E. Holt

Polarizing filters were installed in the Surveyor VI and VII television cameras to serve as
analyzers for detection and measurement of the
linearly polarized component of light reflected
from the lunar surface. Areas around Surveyors
VI and VII were selected for polarimetric study

according to their geometric orientation relative
to the camera and Sun. Sample areas were
selected along the east-west

Sun line

to

compare

low-resolution telescopic measurements of polarized moonlight,

km

2
,

made

more than 100

of areas

to high-resolution Surveyor measurements,

covering areas from

1

cm

2

to

1

m

2
.

Other sample

areas were selected northwest, north, northeast,

southeast, and south of the spacecraft to pro-

vide coverage to test for

symmetry

in the lunar

polarization functions. Additional areas containing large rock fragments, disturbed material,
600

500

WAVELENGTH, nm

Figure 3-87.

— Camera-filter

tions of the Surveyor

V

spectral-response

func-

camera compared with CIE

color-matching functions. Camera-filter spectralresponse functions are shown with solid lines and
the CIE color-matching functions shown with dashed

and footpad imprints were selected for special
examination. After lunar sunset, pictures were
taken of the lunar surface illuminated by
earthlight to measure the depolarization of
earthlight reflected from the lunar surface.
Method

lines.

of Polarimetric Measurements

Pictures of the lunar terrain were taken with
Sets of pictures for colorimetric measurement

were taken of various parts of the lunar surface
at the Surveyor I, III, and V landing sites.
Some of the larger blocks and the material
disturbed by the surface sampler on Surveyor
III were of special interest. Preliminary attempts to look for color differences have been

made by preparing color pictures, by color
reconstitution methods, using the preflight calibration for control. The preliminary results
show the disturbed and undisturbed surface
material at the Surveyor I and III sites to be
uniform dark gray. However, the
preliminary colorimetric reduction of the Surveyor V data indicates the lunar surface at the
relatively

Surveyor

V

of the sites

site is slightly olive gray.

At none

were demonstrable differences

color observed on

any

in

of the coarse blocks so far

examined, which are all gray, but lighter gray
than the fine-grained matrix of the surface.

three polarizing filters rotated sequentially in
front of the

camera

lens,

while the aperture and

other camera conditions were held constant.
Variation in the apparent radiance of the same
image element contained in the three pictures is

caused by a polarized component in the light
filters. The greater the degree of
polarization, or percentage of linearly polarized
light in the light scattered from the lunar surface, the greater the variation in apparent
radiance of image elements in pictures taken
through the three filters. Laboratory tests with
incident on the

a slow-scan television camera and three polarizing filters have

shown that

as little as 5 percent

linearly polarized light can be

moderate precision and as

measured with
percent can

little as 3

be detected.

The

orientation of the polarizing filters re-

mains fixed with respect to the camera mirror
and rotates with respect to the picture format.

TELEVISION OBSERVATIONS

The Surveyor VI camera was
from the lunar

tilted

about 16°

toward the lunar azimuth 60° before the hop, and 13° toward 56°
azimuth after the hop; the Surveyor VII
camera was tilted about 16° from the lunar
vertical toward the lunar azimuth 290°. Pictures
taken in the direction ot the camera tilt plane
will have the polarization axis of filter 2 parallel
to the horizon and the axis of filter 4 normal to
the horizon. At other camera viewing positions,
the axes of filters 2 and 4 are inclined to the left
or right of these positions, reaching the maximum inclination of 16° at viewing positions at
right angles to the camera tilt plane.
For a first approximate analysis, the degree of
polarization

vertical

was computed by dividing the

dif-

between the luminances observed
through filters 2 and 4 by the sums of the lumi-

ference

nances.

The percentage

mined by

of polarized light deter-

this preliminary

method of analysis
by the camera
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was observed from 35°

to 90°

phase
and as much as 19 percent polarization
between 90° to 110° phase angles. The degree of
polarization decreases at larger phase angles,
declining to 8 to 11 percent at 155° phase angle.
polarization
angles,

Differences in the degree of polarization at a
given phase angle in light scattered from surfaces north and south of the camera were within
the scatter of the data; there is no evidence for

lack of

symmetry

in the polarization function.

Light scattered from the fine-grained material
observed by Surveyor VII in the lunar highlands was also partially plane polarized, but the
maximum degree of polarization was less than
half that observed on the mare site. A smooth
curve through the data points shows less than
4 percent polarization below 60° phase angle,
4 percent polarization at 60° phase angle, and a
maximum of 7 percent at 100° phase angle,
followed by gradually decreasing polarization

The degree

includes polarization introduced

at larger phase angles.

mirror. Final corrections for the polarization

tion did not vary significantly as a function of

introduced by the mirror will be based on further tests of mirrors of the type used in the

the lunar azimuth of observation.

Surveyor camera. Preliminary polarimetric calibrations of Surveyor camera mirrors has shown
that a linearly polarized component of light will

be partially changed to an elliptically polarized
component. Both the aluminum oxide mirror
surface and the silicon monoxide overcoat are
involved in introducing polarimetric errors; the
errors do not appear to exceed a few percent.
Polarimetry of Fine-Grained Materials

to the scattering surface.

The degree

polarization measurements
from the undisturbed, finegrained lunar surface material at the Surveyor
VI and VII sites indicate that the polarimetric
functions at resolutions of about 1 cm are

The preliminary

of light scattered

similar to the telescopically observed

functions

metric
areas of

3-88)

(fig.

more than 100

km

2

polari-

determined for
of lunar surface.

polarimetric function obtained from Surveyor observations and at the telescope is

The

also similar to that obtained in the laboratory

Light scattered from the lunar surface is
partially plane polarized at most phase angles.
The degree of polarization of sunlight scattered
from fine-grained areas of the lunar surface was
found to depend principally on the phase angle.
The orientation of the scattering surface has a
negligible effect on the degree of polarization,
although the plane of polarization of the linearly
polarized light, in most cases, tends to be parallel

of polariza-

of polarization of light scattered

for

powders

of basic

and basaltic rocks

(fig.

3-42 and 3-43). Thus, the polarimetric results are consistent with elemental
analyses from the alpha-scattering experiment

3-89;

refs.

conducted on Surveyors V, VI, and VII

(ref.

3-44).
Polarimetry of Rock Fragments

surfaces observed on the maria and
highlands exhibited a greater variation of

Rock

properties

polarizing

A

than

the

fine-grained

few rock surfaces are similar in

from the fine-grained lunar surface on both the
maria (Surveyor VI) and highlands (Surveyor

material.

VII)

grained material, while others produce a maximum polarization of the scattered light; that
is, two or more times greater than that produced

is

similar to that observed telescopically.

Below phase angles

of 35°, the polarization

was

low to undetectable; an increasing degree

of

their polarizing properties to the adjacent fine-
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The rock

surfaces again exhibited a

lar polarization function

material

of

more

lunar

the

scattered from

more

irregu-

than the fine-grained
highlands.

The

some rocks showed only

light

slightly

polarization than that of the fine-grained

materials;

other rocks caused

times

greater

light

scattered

polarization

to

four

3-90).

The

three

(fig.

at 6 to 9 percent and going to 25 to 34 percent,
over the interval from 70° to 125° phase angles.
Maximum degree of polarization caused by

individual rocks occurred between phase angles of
114° to 128°. The measurements were obtained

only at 8° to 13° phase-angle intervals, however,
and the peak degree of polarization from rocks
causing strong polarization of light scattered
occurs between 120° to 122° phase angles. The

among

producing

high-peak

polarization

are

observed on the
lunar surface and have an estimated normal
albedo nearly twice that of the fine-grained
the brightest rocks

Rocks causing

less polarization also

have a

lower albedo, and peak polarization occurs at
a phase angle nearer that observed for the

or

<

o
a.

fine-grained material.
Depolarization of Earthlight Reflected From the Lunar
Surface

During the lunar day, polarimetric measurements were made of an area on the fine-grained
material of the highland surface about 3.1
meters northeast (44° selenographic azimuth)
of the Surveyor VII spacecraft. The highland
area exhibited an average polarimetric function
with about 6% percent polarization at a
phase angle of 95°. Pictures were also taken
through the polarizing filters of this fine-grained
material about 12 hours after sunset, when the
lunar surface was illuminated by earthlight.
The phase angle of the polarimetric observations under earthlight was about 92°. The
degree of polarization of the incident-integrated
earthlight w as estimated to be 15 ±2 percent
from a series of pictures of the Earth taken
through polarizing filters within a few minutes
of the pictures taken of the lunar surface.
r

material.

35

material.
The combination of
lower albedo and an intermediate photometric
function suggests that some of these rocks may
consist of shock-altered rock or shock-lithified,

fine-grained

from some rocks exhibits a

rapid increase in degree of polarization, starting

rocks

113
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Preliminary reduction of the polarimetric data
that the polarization of earthlight
scattered from the lunar surface is about
10±2 percent at a phase angle of 92°. The
observed depolarization of the scattered earthlight is probably caused by multiple scattering
indicates

from the surfaces

composing the

grains

of

very porous lunar surface.

observed

lunar

rock

fragments

have

been

disturbed by cratering events, the fragments

have undergone varying degrees of shock alteration and comminution of crystals. The polarization function of these rock fragments might
be expected, therefore, to be intermediate between the function of essentially uncrushed
crystalline material and the function of finely
fractured material.

Summary

Preliminary

of Polarimetric Measurements

reduction

the

of

Sunset Observations

polarization
J. J.

measurements

Surveyor VI

from

pictures indicates that the polarimetric func-

the fine-grained part of the regolith

tion of

maximum

reaches a

of 7 to 9 percent in the

highlands and 16 to 19 percent on the maria.

These

polarimetric

areas of

1

cm 2

to

functions,
1

m

2
,

measured

for

are similar to those

measured at the telescope for areas of more
than 100 km 2 thus, the polarimetric functions
are nearly independent of scale. The polariza;

tion

function

lunar material

fine-grained

of

matches the polarization function of
basalt and gabbro powders (fig. 3-89). The
closely

polarization function for the

matches that

closely

mare

of basalt

sites

more

powders about

75 microns in mean size; the polarization
function for the highland site is similar to
basalt powders ground
in

diameter

The

(fig.

to

about 30 microns

3-89).

polarimetric function of the lunar rocks

varies from

nearly the same as that of the

fine-grained surface material to functions with

maxima more than

twice the

maxima observed
The rocks

for the fine-grained surface material.

producing strong polarization effects also have
high estimated albedos. Rocks that produce
polarization

grained

albedo
grained

somewhat

material

may

to

the

fine-

and have an intermediate

consist

material,

similar

of

or

shock-lithified,

strongly

fine-

shock-altered,

coarse crystalline rock.

The

overall observed polarimetric function

of lunar rocks

is

more

like that of terrestrial

and gabbros than any other common
rock type; it is intermediate between the
functions of fresh fracture surfaces; and basalt
crushed to grains several hundred microns in
diameter (figs. 3-89 and 3-90). As most
basalts

Rennilson

and VII
During observations

of the

western horizon

shortly after sunset, an unexpected

phenomenon

Surveyor missions. A bright
line with several bright beads was observed
along the western horizon as late as 1 hour
after the upper limb of the Sun had set. The
beads disappeared by groups as the Sun
dropped lower behind the local horizon. Although first recorded by Surveyor I, the
phenomenon was first recognized during the
Surveyor VI mission. It was again observed
during the Surveyor VII mission, but polarithe phenomenon
metric measurements of
were taken only with Surveyor VII. To date,
only the Surveyor VI data have been reduced
to photometric units.
The Surveyor VI data consisted of a total of
seven narrow-angle frames, spanning about
30 minutes in time. Frames numbered 1, 2, 4, 5,
and 6 were reduced using the mission analog
magnetic tapes and the data processed for
absolute luminances (ref. 3-37); frames 3 and
7 were omitted from the final reduction beacuse
of
inconsistencies in their exposure data.
Figure 3-91 shows the location of the photo-

was noticed

metric

in the

data

significant

in

picture

processed frames. All
elements were plotted in

the

terms of their television line and position
along that line. The heavy line in figure 3-91
represents the apparent path of the Sun as it
traversed the western horizon. Dots on this
line are positions of the Sun's center in each
of the usable frames. The dots, designated 18
reseau marks on the vidicon.
separation of these dots is 1.383°.
Notice that the distribution of picture elements
in this illustration is for the first frame only.

and

19,

are

The angular

TELEVISION OBSERVATIONS

—

Location of photometric data used to determine the luminance of the bright
on the western horizon after sunset at the Surveyor VI site on Nov. 24, 1967, 14:15:26
GMT. All significant picture elements (pixels) are plotted according to position on the
television scan lines. The heavy line is the apparent path of the Sun; the numbered

Figure 3-91.
line

positions

18

s

1

to 7 are the centers of the Sun's disk in the pictures.
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GMT

elevation step, and wide-angle pictures of the

on January 22, 1968, and terminating at 19:37
on January 23, 1968. The pictures taken

were obtained. The image of the Earth
from very near the upper edge of
the mirror. During the eclipse, two series of
pictures (20 pictures total) were obtained
through the color filters. The first series of
pictures was obtained at approximately 11:24
GMT; the second set was obtained approximately 37 minutes later. The pictures were
taken at two iris positions, and multiple pictures were taken through each filter.
During the eclipse, the Sun passed behind
the Earth along a path that brought the position
of the center of the Sun, as seen from the Moon,
to within 15 minutes of the sublunar point on
the Earth (fig. 3-97) At the time the Sun was
most nearly centered behind the Earth, the
projected center of he Sun lay northeast of
the sublunar point. The sublunar point was at
longitude and 12.5° S latitude at
about 172°
the time the first series of pictures was taken,
and at about 179° E longitude and 12.5° S latitude at the time the second series of pictures
was taken. These positions are in the southwest
Pacific. The limb of the Earth lay along western
North America, the eastern Pacific, eastern
Antarctica, the central Indian Ocean, south-

2 or 3 hours

(fig.

3-96) starting at 17:11

GMT

during the 26-hour period provide the information for studying the variation in reflectance of
Earth as a function of rotation and changing
cloud distribution during a single day. The
Earth's reflectance observed from the Surveyor
VII pictures was about 15 to 20 percent higher

than expected, and variation in reflectance of
11 ±3 percent occurred between 10:11 and 12:13
on January 23.
Preliminary polarization measurements indi-

GMT

cate that the polarized

component

of the earth-

light varies as a function of cloud cover

and the

changing patterns of oceans and continents
during rotation. Specular polarization appears
6
to occur over an area of about 2X 10 km 2 in the
approximate geometric center of the Earth's

The degree

of polarization

from the specular

reflection area

illuminated crescent.
of earthlight

varied from 26 to 30 percent over clear parts of

the oceans, 12 to 16 percent over clear parts of
the continents, and 4 to 8 percent over clouds.
Thus, the cloud distribution over the area of
specular reflection has a strong effect on the

degree of polarization of earthlight.
of polarization of earthlight

areas

beyond the zone

is

The degree

much

less

from

of specular reflection.

data-processing procedures are being
conducted to determine more accurately the

eclipse

was

.

t

W

east Asia, central China, eastern Siberia,

Eclipse of Sun

by

Earth, as

Seen From Surveyor

III

M. Shoemaker, J. J. Rennilson, and
E. A. Whitaker

E.

and

a short arc across the western Arctic Ocean.

Digital

polarimetric function of the Earth.

reflected

In the

Earth

first

series

of

eclipse

pictures,

the

by

a halo of refracted light that varies greatly in brightness
from one position to another along the limb
is

partly surrounded

(fig. 3-98). A very bright region, approximately
60° in arc length, lies along the northern part
of the limb, nearest the position of the Sun.

In the majority of pictures taken, parts of the
of the halo in this region are saturated.
On either side of this bright region, the halo

In late morning of the first lunar day of the
Surveyor III mission, an unusual opportunity
occurred to observe an eclipse of the Sun by the
Earth; this eclipse took place on April 24, 1967.

has a beaded appearance; small bright areas of
short arc length are separated from other

Were

bright

tilted

it

not for the fact that the spacecraft was

as

much

as 14.7° to the west

and was

oriented favorably
it

with respect to azimuth,
would not have been possible to observe the

Earth from a landing

W

site at 23°
longitude
because of the limited range of elevation angles
through which the mirror can be stepped. To
observe the Earth, the mirror was pointed up-

ward and positioned
339-462

O— 60—

at its highest permissible

image

areas

by

relatively faint.

sectors of the halo that are

Most

of these bright areas or

beads are only a few degrees in length, but one
relatively bright sector, about 20° long, is
present that cannot be resolved into separate
beads. At least 12 beads can be distinguished
in

the halo.

A
90°

gap ranging from about 50° to more than
is present in the images of the halo along
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I

124 GMT

1201

GMT

ORIENTATION OF BOTTOM EDGE OF TELEVISION PICTURE OF ECLIPSE

Figure 3-97.
the

— Diagrams showing orientation

Moon

on Apr. 26, 1967, at 11:24

of

Earth and position

GMT and

12:01

GMT. A

of the Sun, as seen

from

series of pictures of the

Sun by the Earth was taken by the Surveyor III television camera at
approximately each of the times illustrated.
eclipse of the

—

Figure 3-98. Superimposed Surveyor III pictures showing distribution of light in the refraction halo of the Earth at the time the first
series of eclipse pictures was taken and at the
time the second series was taken. An eclipse
image taken from the first series of pictures
has been reduced in size and is shown nested
within an eclipse image taken from the second
series of eclipse pictures. The angular orientation of both images is the same. Line marked
N-S shows projection of Earth's axis on plane
of pictures.
Eighteen beads, identified by
letters, can be distinguished. Note that the
angular position of beads in the refraction halo
tends to remain the same; the bright region
nearest the Sun changes position between the
time of the first series of pictures and the time
of the second, following the Sun.

TELEVISION OBSERVATIONS
the eastern limb of the Earth. Over most of the
is too faint to be

The

video

121
on

recorded

voltage

magnetic

detected with the exposures used, but over a
short sector of the gap, the image of the Earth
may have been cut off by the edge of the camera

was divided into 64 equally spaced
levels. For calibration, the preflight recording
of the 3X3 filter matrix was also digitized.
Equations for computing tristimulus values

mirror.

were derived from the digital printout of the

In the second series of eclipse pictures, the
very bright region in the halo shifts to the
northeastern part of the limb, following the
Sun (fig. 3-98). More of the eastern limb was
bright enough to be detected in the second
series of television pictures than in the first
series, and the gap was reduced to an arc
length no greater than 40°. At least 18 beads

preflight calibration tape.

arc length of the gap, the halo

tape

The

digitization procedure adopted for the

television pictures generates a larger
digital picture

is

a rectangular matrix

elements. In the

first

series

image of the refraction halo

is

of

The

beads observed in the first series of pictures.
The beads are clearly related to features in
the Earth's atmosphere, in contrast to the
brightest region in the halo, which is related
to the position of the Sun.
To identify the atmospheric features controlling the distribution of the beads, each bead's
position in the second series of pictures was
measured relative to the projection of the
Earth's axis. These positions were plotted on
the trace of the limb on stereographic projections of the Northern and Southern Hemi-

picture elements were calculated,

The

compared

stereographic mosaics of

plotted positions of

ESSA

directly with

3 pictures of the

Earth taken on the day before the eclipse (fig.
3-99 (a) and (b)). Even though there was some
shift in cloud patterns between the time the
ESSA 3 pictures were taken and the time of the
eclipse, it can be seen that the beads occur
predominantly over clear or largely clear regions between the clouds. Clouds tend to occult
the refracted rays of the Sun, most of which
pass through the low atmosphere at the limb;
the beads occur at depressions in the optical

of

600X684

pictures,

the

54 lines high and

61 picture elements wide.

the beads were then

of

there are scan lines in the picture; the digital
picture

can be distinguished in the halo in the best
exposed pictures. Many of these beads occur
at nearly the same angular position, relative
to the projection of the Earth's axis, as the

spheres of the Earth.

number

elements along a scan line than

total

number

of

picture elements yielding, colorimetric data in

each of the digitized pictures from this series
644. Chromaticity coordinates for selected

was

by means

of

the tristimulus value equations, from the digital
voltages of corresponding elements in pictures

taken through each of the three color filters.
Because of present uncertainties about the preflight calibration tapes and because of possible
other displacement of image points in
corresponding pictures, the calculated chroma-

jitter or

ticity coordinates

may have an

error of as

much

x and y.
Chromaticity coordinates were calculated for
18 points on the images in the first series of
eclipse pictures and were plotted on a chromaticity diagram (fig. 3-101). The location of
these colorimetric measurements with respect to
the eclipse images is shown in figure 3-102. Also
plotted on the chromaticity diagram are the
locus of color temperatures for a body that obeys
as 0.03 in

Planck's law (a blackbody) and the locus of
color temperatures for natural daylight as far

K. Loci of correlated color temperature
3-45) are shown crossing the Planckian
locus in figure 3-101.
as 4800°
(ref.

Most

colorimetric

measurements were made

in the bright region of the halo controlled

by the

Most measurements

in this

silhouette of the Earth.

position of the Sun.

Preliminary reduction of the colorimetric information contained in the pictures has begun.
Six pictures, one taken through each of the three
color filters during each of the two periods of
observation (fig. 3-100), were digitized using

region have a correlated color temperature close
to 4800° K. Beads in the halo exhibit lower

equipment at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

correlated color

temperatures.

The

center of

bead G, close to the bright region, has a correlated color temperature of about 4000° K,
and the center of bead A, which lies over
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NIGHT

DA^

—

Stereographic mosaics of ESSA 3 pictures of the Earth, taken the day before
the eclipse, (a) Northern Hemisphere, (b) Southern Hemisphere. Bright areas arc
clouds and, in mountainous regions and the Arctic, snowfields; dark areas are clear.
Note position of African continent which may be seen in the clear areas on right-hand
side of (a). Trace of limb of Earth, as seen from the Moon, and positions of beads and
the bright region in the refraction halo of the Earth observed in the second series of
eclipse pictures taken by Surveyor III are shown by the white circles and lines that
extend from 90°
to 90° E. Beads occur in areas that are largely clear. Letters beside
symbols for beads correspond to letter identification of beads in figure 3-9S (mosaic
provided by Dr. D. S. Johnson, National Environmental Satellite Center, ESSA).

Figure 3-99.

W

TELEVISION OBSERVATIONS
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DAY

GHT

Figure 3-99.

— Continued,

Antarctica, farthest from the projected position
of the Sun, has a correlated color temperature

approximately 2850° K. The correlated color
temperature tends to decrease in directions
away from the projected position of the Sun
and also tends to decrease toward the inner edge

(b)

Southern Hemisphere.

tion.

had

Most

of the colors present in the

images

purities less than 50 percent.

of

of the halo.

As would be
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Figure 3-100.

—

Wide-angle Surveyor III pictures showing eclipse of Sun by Earth as observed on Apr. 24, 1967, through the filters indicated, (a) x' (red), 11:31:40 GMT;
(green), 11:23:06 GMT; (c) S' (blue), 11:24:01 GMT; (d) £', 12:02:10 GMT;
(b)
(e) y', 12:03:10 GMT; (f) z', 12:02:44 GMT. First set of figures includes parts (a),
(b), and (c); second set of figures includes parts (d), (e), and (f).
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Figure 3-101.

— Chromaticity coordinates

of selected points from the first series of Surveyor
For purposes of comparison, the Planckian locus with correlated color
temperature lines is shown with the locus of natural daylight, as measured by Y. Nayatin
and G. Wyszecki (ref. 3-41).

eclipse pictures.
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Lunar Surface Mechanical Properties

R. Choate, S. A. Batterson, E. M. Christensen (Chairman), R. E. Hutton, L. D. Jajfe, R. H. Jones,
H. Y. Ko, R. F. Scott, R. L. Spencer, F. B. Sperling, and G. H. Sutton

Significant

new knowledge on

the Surveyor series of spacecraft
report

Surveyor. At each

the mechanical

properties of the lunar soil has been provided
(fig.

by

the

soil is

granular and
fine

grained, the soil contains a small percentage of

4-1). This

rock fragments in a wide range of

summarizes the mechanical properties

sections of the Surveyor Mission Reports

site,

Although predominately

slightly cohesive.

sizes.

(refs.

4-1 to 4-5), which contain information on

Spacecraft Landings

soil

cohesion, adhesion, permeability, compressibility, particle-size distribution,

Description

bearing strength,

Surveyors

and light reflectance characMechanical property estimates pre-

elasticity, frictional
teristics.

small crater with an inner slope of about 20°.
For these spacecraft, vernier-engine shutdown

and crushable block landing imprints, alphasea ttering-instrument imprints, tracks made by
rolling stones, and rock fragments lying on the
surface. The surface sampler, flown on Surveyors
III and VII (see ch. 5 of this report), also
obtained data on mechanical properties.
To study lunar soil erosion effects and to
determine soil properties, Surveyor vernier
engines and attitude control jets were operated
after the landings. Erosion effects were observed
when: (1) Surveyor V vernier engines were fired
at low thrust, without spacecraft movement;
(2) Surveyor VI vernier engines were fired at
higher thrust, resulting in a hop of 2.4 meters
(ref. 4-4); and (3) Surveyor VI attitude control
gas jets were operated.
Soil at the five landing sites was found to be
remarkably similar in many of its physical
properties, much more similar than would be

occurred at 4.3
spacecraft

engine thrust by Earth

for each

command)

the third and

Surveyor mission are summarized in

table 4-1.

The

spacecraft landing system

(fig.

4-2) con-

sisted of three legs with crushable footpads (fig.
4-3) and three cylindrical crushable blocks
mounted under the frame near the leg attach-

ments. During landing, the legs rotated upward
around their hinge axes, and energy was
absorbed by compressing the shock absorbers.
When leg rotation was sufficiently great, the

;

=

the

with

10° (average) inner slope of the large crater in
which it landed (ref. 4-2). Landing conditions

Values are given in centimeter-gram-second units.
To convert to foot-pound-second units, the following
factors apply: 1 m=3.2S ft; 1 cm = 0.394 in.; 1 N
(newton) = 10s dynes = 0.225 lb; 1 N/cm 2 =1.45 lb/in. 2
1

when

horizontal,

final touchdown occurred. During this landing
sequence, the spacecraft progressed down the

1

;

altitude,

±0.5 m/sec and horizonthan 1 m/sec. Surveyor III
made an unplanned triple landing because the
vernier engines continued to fire during the first
two touchdowns. The second touchdown occurred 24 seconds after the first touchdown;
12 seconds later (% sec after termination of

similar to those of

dyne/cm 2 = 10- 5 N/cm 2 = 1.45X 10- 5 lb/in. 2
1 dyne sec/cm 2 = 2.089 X 10" 3 lb sec/ft 2

essentially

tal velocities less

expected at five widely separated terrestrial

1

± 1.4-meter

were

vertical velocities of 1.5

1

manner

and VII made nominal

V

sented are results of interpretations of landing
telemetry data and television pictures of footpad

sites selected in a

VI,

I,

landings on relatively flat surfaces; Surveyor
landed at close to nominal conditions, but in a

contacted the surface and provided
additional energy-absorption capability. After

blocks

poise

.
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SHOCK
ABSORBERS

.

level view of a Surveyor spacecraft. Each spacecraft has three symand
metrically located footpads, shock absorbers, crushable blocks, vernier engines,
three attitude control jets.

Figure 4-1.— Ground

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Table

4-1.

Summary

131

oj landing conditions
Mission

Surveyor VI

Surveyor III

Parameter

Tolerance

Surveyor V

Surveyor

Surveyor
VII

I

Hop

Touch-

Touch-

Touch-

down

down

2

down

3

1.

4

1.

5

4.2

0.9
9.2

19.5

0.9

1

Initial

Vertical landing velocity,

3.4

3.8

3.8

3

0.5

0. 1

m/sec
Horizontal landing
velocity, m/sec

3.6
3

0.2

Angle

1.0

11.5

14.

6190

2970

1420

3860

5620

7000

absorber load (leg 2), N_
axial shock-

7110

3060

2800

2440

7280

N_

6220

3680

2350

4120

294.5

305.7

0.

of surface slope, deg.

Maximum

8

0.8

±0.4

3. 1

±0.2
±0.5

14 900

7330

±5%

8000

7800

7800

±5%

7300

7000

8600

6540

±5%

303.7

300.5

299. 8

0.

3

0.

axial shock-

absorber load

Maximum

1.

(leg 1), N_.

axial shock-

Maximum

absorber load (leg

Mass

3),

of spacecraft at

landing, kg

Depth

of

cm

penetration,

Depth

of

footpad 3

3

2

4±2

6

6

4

±1

2

4

4±2

3

3

4

±1

50

70

80

50

90

40

±5

travel distance

of ejecta,

cm

listed are the estimated depths of the footpads below the undisturbed surface in their
depths of penetration correlating to times at peak shock-absorber loads were generally different
depths; see table 4-2.

The footpad depths

final position;

than the

±0.5

306.

»

cm

penetration,

Maximum

»

299.

footpad 2

final

43 cm
(MAXIMUM
DEFLECTION!

v\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\v\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\v\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
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— Dimensions of landing gear assembly.
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(b)

6000

—

Figure 4-3. Surveyor footpad, (a) Side view, (b)
Bottom view, showing waffle pattern in aluminum
foil covering formed by internal honeycomb structure.
The footpad diameter is 30.5 cm at the top and 20.3

cm

at the bottom.

landing, the shock absorbers reextended to their
original nndeflected lengths.

A temperature-compensated strain-gage bridge
was mounted on each shock absorber to monitor its axial load history, which was telemetered to Earth in the form of a continuous
analog signal. Initial strain-gage histories for
each landing are shown in figure 4-4. Except for
the first two landings of Surveyor III, all
recordings indicate zero-force level before touchdown because the spacecraft were in a free-fall

Figure 4-4.

—

Telemetry data showing initial shockabsorber axial load histories during Surveyor landings.
In most cases, oscillations continue beyond the 2.5
seconds shown, (a) Surveyor I: landing, (b) Surveyor
III: first touchdown, (c) Surveyor III: second touch-

down, (d) Surveyor III: final landing, (e) Surveyor
V: landing, (f) Surveyor VI: initial landing, (g)
Surveyor VI: hop landing, (h) Surveyor VII: landing.
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4-7.
Lunar surface areas disturbed during footpad 3 landing impacts, (a) Surveyor
(June 12, 1966, Catalog l-SE-5). (b) Surveyor III: wide-angle pictures showing
imprint below antenna boom made during first impact of the final landing (Apr. 30
and May 1, 1967). (c) Surveyor V: wide-angle pictures showing far wall of trench
(below shock absorber) formed as spacecraft slid downslope (Sept. 20, 1967, Catalog
5-MP-33). (d) Surveyor VI: after initial landing (Nov. 17, 1967, Catalog 6-SE-19).
(e) Surveyor VI: after hop (Nov. IS, 1967, Catalog 6-SE-24). (f) Surveyor VII: one
of the numerous rocks in the landing area made a hole in the crushable footpad behind

Figure
I

the magnet bracket (Jan.

17,

1968, Catalog

7-SE-20E).
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Figure

—

4-8.
Mosaic showing soil disturbance, about 11 meters from the television camera,
caused by second landing event of Surveyor III. Footpad imprints are indicated by
numerals and vernier engine 3 disturbance by a V. A second footpad 2 imprint formed
during a short bounce is indicated by the symbol 2' (Apr. 26, 1967, Catalog 3-MP-l).

during the slide, with their outboard edges
tipped downward, and lunar soil was deposited

on

the

footpad

tops

(fig.

4-6 (c)). Footpad
and 4-7 (d) were

figures 4-6 (d)
impact during the initial landing of
Surveyor VI; other pictures of these same imprints were obtained after the hop (fig. 4-9)
Figures 4-6 (e) and 4-7 (e) show the footpad
imprints made visible because of the spacecraft
bounce after the hop. Because of the substantial

imprints in

made

at first

horizontal velocity acquired during the hop, a

amount of soil was ejected and was
thrown further by the footpads than during any

greater

other landing except for the downhill slide of

Surveyor V (fig. 4- 6(d)). Footpad 3 of Surveyor
VII came to rest in its initial imprint on top of a
small rock (fig. 4-7 (f)). A rock, about 18 cm
long and at least 10 cm high, near the final
position of footpad 2, appears to have been
moved during landing (fig. 4-6 (f)).
Pictures of the areas disturbed

by the

foot-

pads show clearly that the lunar surface material
is granular. Many fragments are visible in the
television pictures. However, as shown in the
smoothed walls and bottoms of imprints and
trenches made by the footpads, the surface
sampler, and the sensor head of the alphascattering instrument, most of the soil is

composed

of particles finer

than the resolution

mm

at
camera (approximately 1
footpad distances). Fragments larger than a-few
millimeters in diameter are more abundant in
material ejected by the footpads than on the
nearby undisturbed surface. This observation
has been confirmed by particle count (see fig.
of the television

3-23 of ref. 4-6). Thus, many of the larger
fragments in the disturbed material must be aggregates of fine soil displaced during footpad
impacts. Most of the fragments in the ridges
formed by the footpads are dark; similar dark
fragments are visible on the undisturbed surface.
Lighter fragments are visible on the undisturbed
surface and occasionally on the disturbed surface; they probably are rock fragments

much more abundant

at

and are
VII

the Surveyor

site than at the mare sites.
Imprints formed by the crushable blocks
mounted under the spaceframe were observed
in Surveyor I, VI, and VII pictures (fig. 4-10).
On all spacecraft except Surveyor I, flat or
curved auxiliary mirrors were attached below
the spaceframe to improve the view of the

highland

crushable blocks and of the area directly under
them. Some soil particles could be seen adhering
to the bottom of a Surveyor V crushable block.

Some

of

the footpad imprint pictures

show

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

(a)

(b)
Figure

—

4-9.
Surveyor VI footpad imprints made during initial landing, as seen from
posthop position, (a) Footpad 2 imprint (Nov. 17, 1967, Catalog 6-SE-39). (b) Footpad
3 imprint (Nov. 22, 1967, Catalog 6-SE-38).
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Figure 4-10.

— Imprints on lunar surface made by erushable blocks,

(a)

Surveyor

able block 3 imprint. Imprint walls are almost vertical; depth of penetration
2

cm

(June

3,

1966, 06:34:09

GMT,

computer processed),

(b)

I:

crush-

about
Surveyor VI: erushable
is

block 3 imprint, made during first landing, as seen through auxiliary mirror. The mound
of soil in the center of the imprint was left when the aluminum foil that covers the
bottom of the cored block ruptured during landing (Nov. 12, 1967, 07:08:08 GMT).
(c) Surveyor VI: erushable block 3 imprint made during first landing, as seen from
posthop position. This imprint is the same imprint seen in figure 4-10(b) (Nov. 17-18,
1967, Catalog 6-SE-23). (d) Surveyor VII: erushable block 2 imprint, as seen through
auxiliary mirror (Jan. 10, 1968, 05:45:23 GMT, computer processed).
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clearly that the soil

is

inelastically compressible.

For example, the second impact of footpads 2
and 3 on the Surveyor VI initial landing, overlapping the flat bottoms of the first imprints,
produced sharp indentations without raised rims
(fig. 4-9). This indicates that, even after the
compaction caused by the first impact, the soil
underwent additional anelastic compression.
Further evidence of the compressibility of the
top few centimeters of the soil is provided by
the doughnut-shaped imprints of the crushable
blocks (fig. 4-10). In the center of each imprint
is a mound of soil, which was formed during

landing

when

the

aluminum sheet that covers

the bottom of the cored block collapsed. The
crushable block imprints have sharp outer edges
and show no raised rim or disturbed soil outside
the depressions, again indicating that the soil

compressible. Soil clumps, which

fell

is

from the

crushable block assemblies as they retracted
after landing, cover the imprint bottoms.

Evidence of soil cohesion may be seen in many
Surveyor television pictures (fig. 4-11). A
soil clump thrown 30 cm by a Surveyor V footpad had sufficient strength to resist crumbling
when it landed. Another soil clump fractured on
impact without disintegrating after being
ejected by a Surveyor VII footpad (fig. 4-ll(i)).
Footpad imprints have steep walls with open
fractures; soil clumps overhang a Surveyor VI
of the

imprint

in

cantilever

fashion

(fig.

4-1 1(f)).

Cracks in surface material that had been moderately disturbed were also visible near Surveyor
VII crushable block 3 imprint (ref. 4-5). The
surface samplers on Surveyors III and VII dug
trenches which retained vertical walls 10 to 15
cm high. These examples show that the lunar
surface material

The

is

the covering

of thin

aluminum

foil,

the alu-

bottoms
and conical sides of the footpads. Laboratory
tests of a Surveyor footpad (fig. 4-3) indicated
that the ridges on the footpad bottom were
probably 40 to 80 microns high. Thus, it is
pattern of the

although it was somewhat less at the
Surveyor V site. Also, the smooth bottoms of
footpad imprints are brighter than undisturbed
soil (figs. 4-6, 4-7, and 4-9), except at small
phase angles, that is, when the angle is small
between the camera line of sight and the Sun
direction. These photometric changes indicate
sites,

that the fine structure of the soil surface is
changed by physical disturbance; apparently,
reflectivit}7 decreases

with increase in porosity

and surface roughness.

With the exception of Surveyor VII, when
some local deformation and tearing of footpad
material occurred (fig. 4-12), there was no evidence of crushing of the footpad aluminum
honeycomb or crushable blocks on landing.
2
Crushing strengths were 7 N/cm for footpad
2
bottoms, 14 N/cm for the footpad tops, and
28 N/cm 2 for the crushable blocks. Two small,
very bright objects, which were noted on the
surface near Surveyor VII, may be pieces torn
from the aluminum honeycomb by a rock. One

of these objects

No

is

shown

settling of the

flat

hypothesized that a large percentage of the
surface material is composed of particles smaller
than 60 microns in diameter (ref. 4-2).

in figure 4-13.

Surveyor spacecraft after

landing was detected,

except in response to

commands and

to compression of
shock absorbers during the lunar night. No
changes or movements, except those caused by
spacecraft operations, were noticed in disturbed
or undisturbed lunar surface material over

spacecraft

periods of observation of

up

to 6 weeks.

Simulations of Landings

Computer simulations

cohesive.

and bottoms of footpad imprints,
in many cases, are smooth. These smooth surfaces sometimes clearly reproduced, through
sides

minum honeycomb

Disturbed soil outside the imprints is darker
than nearby undisturbed soil. The contrast in
brightness between the disturbed and undisturbed soil was quite pronounced at all landing

and Hop

of the landings

have

mechanical
properties of the lunar surface material at each
landing site. The estimates were based on comparisons of the simulated landing data with

been performed

to

estimate

the

shock-absorber force histories obtained from
flight data and with footpad and crushable
block surface penetration depths estimated from
television pictures. Landing simulations were

performed using both rigid and soft-surface
models. In addition, simulations of the first two
Surveyor III landings and of the Surveyor VI
hop were performed to obtain estimates of
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Figure 4-11.

— Textural

detail of footpad imprints, (a)
Ejected soil clumps (which, for
the most part, are larger than naturally occurring
fragments adjacent to the footpad) demonstrate that
the soil is cohesive (June 4, 1966, 06 :55 :26 GMT, computer processed), (b) Surveyor III footpad 2 imprint
made during final landing has a waffle pattern impressed
by the bottom of the footpad; low Sun angle illumination (Apr. 20, 1967, 09:05:17 GMT), (c) Surveyor
III footpad 2 imprint as seen with high Sun angle illumination. Walls and bottom of imprint have higher
reflectivity than natural undisturbed lunar surface.
Flat surfaces and shapes of many fragments on near
side of imprint indicate that the fragments have been
only slightly displaced (Apr. 26, 1967, 06:05:55
GMT), (d) Surveyor V part of trench wall formed by
footpad 2; cohesion permits soil to stand at angles
greater than the angle of repose of loose material
(Sept. 14, 1967, 04:42:06 GMT), (e) Surveyor VI
footpad 2 imprint made during initial landing,
showing compressed soil in imprint wall and floor
(Nov. 16, 1967, 03:35:09 GMT), (f) Surveyor VI
footpad 2 imprint made during hop. The smoothness
of the imprint wall demonstrates the fine-grained
nature of lunar soil. Particles are smaller than the

Surveyor

I

footpad

2.

145
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mm

camera can resolve (approximately 1
footpad distance). Note the soil clumps that
overhang the imprint rim and the lineations in the
imprint wall impressed by the conical side of the
footpad (Nov. 20, 1967, Catalog 6-SE-42). (g)

television

at

Surveyor VII footpad 2 imprint; smoothness of wall
surfaces shows that the soil

is

fine grained (Jan. 11,

1968, 12:28:52 GMT), (h) Surveyor
imprint; the 45° wall of the imprint

VII footpad 2
shows that the

Note impression of the footpad
is cohesive.
honeycomb structure left in the imprint wall (Jan. 13,
1968, 10:18:45 GMT), (i) Surveyor VII footpad 2
imprint and ejecta. Soil clumps, fractured on impact
after they were ejected by the footpad at landing,

soil

can be seen at lower

left

(Jan.

13,

1968,

10:21:44

GMT).

vernier-engine thrust histories and heights of

engine nozzles above the lunar surface. These
estimates have been used for surface erosion
analysis.

A
until

Surveyor footpad will not begin to crush
2
the pressure on it exceeds 7 N/cm
.

Therefore, the leg force histories (for up to 5 cm
of crushing of the footpad bottoms) are the same
for

landings

on surfaces with

any

bearing

N/cm The honeycomb blocks
Thus, any surface with a
crush at 28 N/cm
bearing strength greater than 28 N/cm is es2

strength above 7

.

2

.

2

sentially rigid, as far as the response of the entire

landing gear is concerned. Rigid
simulations have produced
shock-absorber force histories which agree
spacecraft

surface

landing

reasonably well (peak forces generally higher,
but deviations less than 20 percent) with
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calculations.

The

assumed

be the product of a friction co-

to

surface horizontal force

was

and the vertical resistance to penetraAfter a preliminary investigation, a friction
coefficient of 0.7 was adopted for the remaining
efficient
tion.

The

analyses.

—

Figure 4-12. Surveyor VII footpad 3 showing hole in
crushable honeycomb behind magnet bracket; the
hole was caused by impact on a rock during landing
(Jan. 20, 1968, 20:25:20

GMT).

results indicated that at the Sur-

veyor I landing site and on the scale of the
Surveyor footpad the uppermost portion of the
lunar soil has a bearing strength of less than 1.4
N/cm 2 and bearing strength increases with
depth with an increasing rate and reaches a value
in the range of 4.2 to 5.6 N/cm 2 at a depth of 5
cm. The residts indicated that simulated penetrations of Surveyor I into such a surface would
be approximately 4.1 cm and 3.8 cm for footpads 2 and 3, respectively. An extension of the
,

investigation

of reference 4-7, using revised
penetration estimates (table 4-2), indicates that
the lunar surface bearing strength reaches the

range of 4.2 to 5.6
mately 4 cm.

N/cm 2

The compressible
Surveyor

soil

at a depth of approxi-

model defined

in the

V

Mission Report (ref. 4-3) and used
in preparing all Mission Reports considers a
bearing strength variation expressed by

p=p (l+cs)+-^s*
Pi— Pi

Figure 4-13.— Unidentified bright object on lunar
surface to right of Surveyor VII footpad 2, which
probably is a piece of aluminum torn from footpad
or crushable block
honeycomb during landing
(Jan. 19, 1968, 19:42:37 GMT, computer processed).

where

p= pressure

exerted on the penetrating ob-

ject

^o= static

bearing pressure

= depth-proportionality constant
P! = initial density of the soil
p = compressed density of the soil
s = penetration
c

corresponding flight data. These results indicated that force histories are relatively insensi-

2

hardness— a fact that has been
confirmed by soft-surface simulations with surface hardnesses as low as 2 to 3 N/cm 2 There-

A small depth-proportionality factor (c=
0.0328/cm) was used; i.e., the static bearing

consideration of force histories alone is not
sufficient; penetration data also must be considered to determine surface mechanical properties

proximately 16 percent for each 5-cm surface
penetration. Consequently, this study provided
values of effective average bearing strength for
a depth corresponding to the maximum penetration for each landing. On this basis, a p of

tive to surface

.

fore,

by use

of soft-surface

mathematical models such
4-7 and 4-3.
reference 4-7 considers a

as described in references

The

soil

model

of

bearing strength versus penetration depth given
by tr = a px, where a and are coefficients and
x is the vertical penetration. A third term (75c),

+

shown by

analysis to have a negligible effect for
Surveyor landings, was not included in the

pressure,

3.4

p

,

was assumed

N/cm gave
2

to increase

by ap-

consistently good correlation

between

analyses

landings

of

and

Surveyors

flight
I,

III,

data for the
VI, and VII

and 4-9). (The
Surveyor VI is shown in fig.
4-14.) However, for the Surveyor V landing, it
(refs.

4-1, 4-2, 4-4, 4-5, 4-8,

correlation

for

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
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Table

4-2. Footpad 2 penetrations calculated jrom computer compressible surface landing simulations.

These values are compared with penetrations measured from television observations
Footpad
Bearing strength used in
simulations, N/cm*
Pt =

Spacecraft

Surveyor

Surveyor III

(final

landing event)

Surveyor V
Surveyor VI (initial landing)
Surveyor VII

b 2.

3.

4.9 (penetration

b

the

aluminum

foil.

With the compressible soil
it was calculated that

the static bearing strength of the lunar

cm

soil

at

about 1.8 N/cm 2
The first two Surveyor III touchdowns and
the hop of Surveyor VI were simulated using
a landing dynamics computer program that
incorporated a mathematical model of the
Surveyor flight control system. The Surveyor
III landing analysis (refs. 4-10 and 4-11)
produced the estimated touchdown velocities
a depth of

shown
levels

1

to 2

is

.

in table 4-1. Variations of engine thrust

and engine height above the surface

for

the second landing are shown in reference 4-2.
Simulations of the Surveyor VI hop were also
made (ref. 4-4) to provide data on engine
thrust levels and engine height above the surface.

Engine thrust data are shown

in figure

4-15.

<2.5 em)
>2.5 cm)

12±2

±2
4±1

available.

surface slope.

were disturbed, or completely obscured, by
subsequent impacts.
Two methods were used to determine the
depths of footpad penetrations. The first
method consisted of reconstructing footpad
landing imprints in the laboratory by using a
Surveyor footpad and a soil of crushed basalt.

Lighting angles of a collimated light were admatch the Sun's position during the

justed to

lunar

observations;

camera on a

a

full-scale

prototype television
Surveyor model was

used to view the results.
The second method was an analysis of spacecraft shadows as described in reference 4-12.

In this approach, estimates relative to footpad
dimensions were made of the distance and
height of lunar soil features around a footpad
using lengths of shadows of Surveyor television

By
Soil Penetrations

5±1

3.5

pictures taken at different
Depth of Footpad

2.

6.9
8.4

4

television

3±1

12

8

cm

observations

4.7
3.7
5.0
2.5

Work is being performed on improving these values and will be published as soon as
Low bearing strength value of Surveyor V site is at least partially caused by the 20°

model described above,

penetrations,

From

landing
simulations

3.4
2.0 (penetration

a

From

3.4
4.9
3.4
4.9

I

2 initial

Sun

combining the results

angles.

of

both methods,

the general features of footpad imprints and

rims were reconstructed and vertical
dimensions of the imprints were determined.
The average footpad penetration values
listed in table 4-1 are the estimated final depths
ejecta

Estimating footpad penetration during first
impact for each Surveyor landing is difficult
since

the television pictures obtained after
landing show only the final position of the
footpads, not their position at maximum penetration during first impact. During all the
landings, the footpads experienced two or more
impacts because of spacecraft rebound; imprints caused by the first impact generally

below the natural lunar surface

of the center

of the footpads in their present position. Local

lunar

surface

variations

and

differences

in

the way soil was ejected during impact caused
significant variations in the depths of soil
around each footpad. Estimates of initial
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Figure 4-15.

—Variation

of

Surveyor VI vernier-engine thrust with time during the hop.

footpad 2 penetrations, made during mission
operations, are given in table 4-2. Improvements in these estimates are being made;
results will be published as soon as available.

For a

single mass-spring

damping, the

(velocity)

the form

(f(t)

/(f)
Elastic Properties of the

Damped

oscillations

were observed on the

impacts of Surveyors I, III, and VI, and the
hop made by Surveyor VI. The oscillations
were most clearly recorded from the initial
landing and from the hop of Surveyor VI.
Clear oscillations were not observed for Surveyors V and VII.
The frequency of these oscillations can be

combined elastic properties
the spacecraft and the lunar soil; estimates

related to the

of

of

the elastic properties of the lunar soil can be
craft are

that the constants for the space-

known. In addition, the rate

of the oscillations provides

of

decay

data for an estimate

of the dissipative (anelastic) properties of the

Laboratory tests have been conducted to
determine the elastic and dissipative constants

soil.

the spacecraft; analysis of these tests
presently in progress.

of

= deflection)

= Ce-Wsin

[wjKl-y

2

)]^

Lunar Soil

strain-gage records following the final landing

made provided

system with viscous

free oscillations are of

is

where y
is

o)

is

the fraction of critical

undamped,

the

angular

Q

quency. The quality factor

system

Q=^-- For

is

damped

27
frequency

is

large Q,

damping and

resonant freof a resonant

i.e.,

small

y,

the

approximately equal to

For a spacecraft on the lunar surface,
and 7 depend on the stiffness and damping

o>

.

o>

of

the lunar surface material, as well as those of
the spacecraft.

The

oscillations in each leg

were of the same

frequency and in phase, indicating a vertical
mode of vibration. During the oscillations, the

developed in each leg was
about 620 N, which is equivalent to about
1-mm displacement of the spacecraft center of
gravity. For such a small motion, linear approximations for the spacecraft motion appear

maximum

justified.

force

However, there

is

some dispersion

in

the oscillations, with the frequency increasing
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slightly with decreasing amplitude.

The reason

which is neglected in the
present analysis, is not known. It may be
for this dispersion,

caused by nonlinearities in the system.
For the initial landing of Surveyor VI, the
average frequency of the observed oscillations

K

frequency was 6.5 Hz, which results in
m=
4.9X10 8 dynes/cm. This implies a rigidity
modulus range from 3.9X10 8 to 7.8X10 6
dynes/cm 2 for v varying from 0.5 to 0, re,

spectively,

and a shear wave velocity

of 16 to

pads, had greater stiffness and contributed less

28 m/sec for a bulk density of 1.0 to 1.5 g/cm3
For Poisson's ratio less than 0.45 and the same
range of density, a compressional wave velocity
of 33 to 70 m/sec is obtained (ref. 4-2).
By using the frequencies from the Surveyor
VI landing, the value of m correlating with the
oscillation frequency of 6.3 Hz would be reduced by about 10 percent from that given
above and increased by about 60 percent for the
oscillation frequency of 6.9 Hz. Corresponding
changes in the velocities would be —5 percent

damping

at the second landing location than

and +30 percent,

For Surveyors I
the observed frequency was about

The estimated

Hz and Q

about 9; for the posthop
landing, the frequency is 6.9 Hz and Q about
12. An approximate analysis indicates that a
spacecraft sitting on a rigid surface would have
an oscillation frequency of 8.0 Hz ± 10 percent.
Provided that the constants of the spacecraft
were essentially the same in both cases, this
6.3

is

is

observation indicates that the lunar surface
by the Surveyor VI foot-

material, as loaded

at the first landing location.

and
6.5

III,

Hz; an estimate

Q

of

has not yet been

obtained.

Km

4tt

MJ %

2

Jm
Jf2_f

results

G

rigidity

modulus

can

estimated

for the

using

lunar

the

ma-

relation

preliminary

(engine

cutoff

at

about

4-meter

altitude),

the vernier-engine exhaust gas forces acting

on the lunar surface are so small that little, if
any, surface erosion occurs. During the Surveyor III landing, the vernier engines continued
to fire until after the spacecraft made two
first indication of the effects of
rocket gases impinging on the lunar surface.

7TV

To
the radius of the loaded area, and v
Poisson's ratio. Since v lies between
and 0.5
r is

common

all

as

provided the

G--

for

be considered

contacts with the lunar surface. This landing

2Km (l-v)

is

should

estimates only.

During a nominal Surveyor lunar landing

M

be

on the
model spacecraft have been evaluated, these

Lunar Soil Erosion

4-13)

where

with other mechanical properties

2

is one-third of the spacecraft mass,
the resonant frequency for the spacecraft
on a rigid surface, and /',„ is the observed
frequency.

(ref.

restrial soils

2

/, is

The

respectively.

seismic velocities are considerably lower than those expected for ter-

s

s

terial

K

as described in this report. Until tests

In the absence of damping, the effective
stiffness of the lunar surface material under one
footpad is approximately

where

.

materials,

this

relationship

the

investigate the effects of the gas

lunar

surface,

engines were fired

plume on

Surveyor V vernier
for 0.55 second about 2
the

provides an estimate of G. Then, the shear
wave velocity of the lunar soil, V„ can be
estimated for a given value of G and various

Earth days after landing at a thrust level less
than the spacecraft lunar weight. A second
erosion test was performed 6 Earth days after
Surveyor VI landed. Its engines were fired for

assumed values

2.5 seconds at thrust levels sufficient to cause

of bulk density, p, since V,=
In addition, the compressional wave
velocity, V P can be obtained from the relation

(G/p)

1 '2

.

,

y
V = 2F/(l1—
2

)

I

and

III,

thereby providing good views of the effects
on the lunar surface. On Surveyors
I and VI, the attitude control jets, which exert
much lower forces than the vernier engines,
of the firing

2k

For Surveyors

the spacecraft to rise about 3.5 meters and
land 2.4 meters from the initial landing point,

the

oscillation

:

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
were operated to investigate their
the lunar surface.

effects

on

Types of Lunar Soil Erosion

have demonstrated that the
and horizontal shear forces exerted
by rocket gases impinging on a horizontal soil
Terrestrial tests

vertical

surface could cause lunar surface erosion or
cratering
(1)

by three

basic processes:

Viscous erosion. Entrainment of soil parthe exhaust gases flow over the surface
4-14 and 4-15, theoretical studies;

ticles as
(refs.
ref.

4-16, an experimental study).

(2) Diffused gas erosion. Movement of soil
caused by the outward and upward flow of gas
through the pores of the soil (ref. 4-17). An
eruption of the soil could occur if an engine is
rapidly shut down.
(3) Bearing load cratering (also called explosive cratering). Rapid cratering caused when
the exhaust gas pressure on a surface exceeds

the bearing capacity of the surface

(ref.

4-18).

expansion of Surveyor exhaust
environment, this type of
the
lunar
plumes in
likely
to occur.
not
erosion was

With the

full

Vernier-Engine Firings

Surveyor III provided the

first

indication of

the erosion effects of rocket gases on the lunar
surface.

The

firing of the vernier engines

the Surveyor

V

during

mission was intended primarily

to determine the diffused-gas eruption effects

resulting from rapid engine shutdown. Surveyor

VI engines were
and

fired at a higher thrust level,

for a longer period of time, to increase the

viscous erosion effects.
Observations

Surveyor

III.

The

veyor III continued
two touchdowns. The

down was

during the

fire

site of

first

the second touch-

camera from the final
approximately 11 meters away.

visible to the

landed position,

As seen

vernier engines of Surto

in figure 4-8, not only are the imprints

but also a light
can be seen with adjacent dark
soil; both light and dark soil are attributed to
the firing of vernier engine 3. However, other
than the indication that the vernier engines

of the three footpads visible,

streak of

151

probably caused soil erosion, little additional
information could be obtained.

Surveyor V. On September 13, 1967, 53
hours after landing, the Surveyor V vernier
engines were fired at low thrust for 0.55 second.
Engines 1 and 3 were fired at thrusts of 120 N;
engine 2 was fired at 76 N. Study of Surveyor
television pictures has shown that even though
the spacecraft was resting on the inner slope of
a small crater at an angle of about 20° (fig.
4-16), the firing caused no downslope motion
of the spaceframe. The firing, however, did

move

the sensor head of the alpha-scattering
instrument, which was resting on the lunar
surface. During the firing, the sensor head
rotated 15°, and its center of gravity moved 10
cm in a direction 45° from the direction of

maximum

slope.

The lunar weight

head was 4.4 N.

Two

of the sensor

types of

soil

erosion

occurred
(1)

Viscous erosion.

A

thin layer of soil

removed from beneath and adjacent
vernier

engines

(fig.

4-17).

Erosion

was

to

the

of

soil

during the firing extended to distances at least
up to 1.9 meters from the engines. As shown in
the controlled 3 mosaics (fig. 4-18), the soil
layer near vernier engine 3 and adjacent to the
sensor head was substantially disturbed by the
firing. Some of the soil and rock fragments

moved by

the firing are identified on these
annotated mosaics. The largest fragment known
to have been moved is 4.4 cm in diameter.

Television pictures indicate that, at least in
places, soil was disturbed by viscous

some

erosion to depths probably greater than
for distances

up

to 60

1

cm

cm from

engine 3. As
at E, beside rock a,

shown in figure 4-18, soil
was eroded to a depth of about
(fig. 4-18 (a)) left by rock H as

1

it

cm. The
rolled

trail

down-

is no longer visible (fig. 4-18(b)). Figure
4-19 shows the relative distance that fragments
of different sizes can be moved by gases striking
the lunar surface with surface pressures equiva-

slope

those of vernier engine 3 (ref. 4-3).
This figure shows that fragments up to 4 or 5

lent to

soil

!i.39—162

O—«!)

11

3 The
controlled mosaics are composed of narrowangle television frames mounted on a spherical surface;
the center and orientation of each frame are correct
relative to all other frames.

'

'
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cm

SOLAR PANEL

PLANAR ARRAY ANTENNA

in diameter were moved at distances up to
approximately 20 cm; whereas, at distances of
200 cm, only fragments up to 0.4 cm in diameter
were moved.
(2)

Diffused

gas

Exhaust

erosion.

which had diffused into the
firing,

down
CRUSHABLE BLOCK

I—

CRUSHA8LE BLOCK 2

—

(fig. 4-17(b)). The crater is 20 cm in
diameter and 0.8 to 1.3 cm deep; the height of
the vernier engine above the surface was 39
cm, and the maximum static pressure of the
exhaust gases on the surface directly below the

crater

VERNIER ENGINE 2

Figure 4-16.

gases,

during the
caused the soil to erupt at engine shutand form a shallow, crescent-shaped
soil

—

Profile of

which

Surveyor
it

V and

the crater in

landed.

N/cm

engine was 0.29

2
.

Prefiring

and

postfiring

pictures of the lunar surface below engine 3 are

shown in figure 4-17.
Surveyor VI. On November

17, 1967, 177
hours after landing, the Surveyor VI vernier
engines were fired for 2.5 seconds in order to
lift the spacecraft from the lunar surface and
to move it a short distance from the original
landing site. This maneuver subjected the
lunar surface to greater erosional forces from
the vernier-engine exhaust gases than that
exerted during the Surveyor V static firing. To
achieve horizontal motion during the hop, the
spacecraft's flight control system had been
preset by Earth command such that the spacecraft acquired a tilt of 7° immediately following
liftoff (fig. 4-20). This 7° tilt of the vernier
engines caused soil eroded by the exhaust
gases to be preferentially ejected to the east,

away from

the

Figure 4-22

tilt

is

direction

a mosaic of

(fig.

4-21).

computer-enhanced

pictures of the first landing site identifying

by the footpads

the double imprints formed

and the

single imprints

formed by the crushable

blocks during the original landing; the locations
of the vernier engines before liftoff for the

hop are
areas

also

of

exhaust
letters.

On

shown.

erosion

gases

Areas

figure 4-22, the

caused

are

by

identified

A-E represent

— Lunar

vernier engine

surface

beneath Surveyor VI

as seen through an auxiliary mirror,
(a) Prefiring picture, (b) Postfiring picture, showing
the shallow crater caused by diffused gas eruption
at engine shutdown.

with

capital

erosion principally

attributed to vernier engine

2,

areas

G-I

to

and areas K-N to engine 1 (ref.
4-4). Enlargements of the main erosion areas
for each engine are shown in figures 4-23
engine

Figure 4-17.

major

vernier-engine

3,

3,

through 4-25.

Some
features,

of

the

more

formed by the

pronounced erosion
and visible in

firing

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

TO VERN
ENGINE

—

Figure 4-18. (a) Prefiring, annotated mosaic of alpha-scattering-instrument area. Rock
and soil fragments not moved by the firing are outlined; fragments shown by postfiring
pictures to have been moved by the firing are marked with an X (Sept. 10, 1967). (b)
not.
Postfiring, annotated mosaic of alpha-scattering-instrument area. Fragments
moved by the firing are outlined; fragments that moved are marked with an X
(Sept. 12, 1967).
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-PROBABLE RANGE OF DISTANCE EROM yERNiER ENGINE 3
FOR FRAGMENTS 2S AND 27 SEEN IN POST-FIRING MOSAIC.
ORIGIN POINTS NOT KNOWN
ENO OF POREHEO Flight

BOUNDARY OF DIAMETER rt
MAXIMUM DISTANCE FROM
VERNIER ENGINE 3 FOR
ACEO FRAGMENTS

•

FRAGMENT MOVED Br FIRING

DISTANCE OF FRAGMENT ORIGIN POINT FROM VERNIER ENGINE i.em

—

Graph of diameter versus distance for
fragments moved by the Surveyor V vernier engine
3 static firing. The dashed line represents the probable
maximum sizes for fragments that could be moved
by the firing at distances ranging from 10 to 200 cm.

Figure 4-19.

Figure 4-20.

— Time

sequence of vernier-engine posihop during the Surveyor
perpendicular to direction of hop.

tions during liftoff for the

VI mission. View

is

COARSE FRAGMENTS EJECTED
INTO BALLISTIC TRAJECTORIES

VERNIER ENGINE
(SHORTLY AFTER LIFTOFF)

SHOCK FRONT

T

'

,J^,

•-•°-,

/*•<>

.,

AREA OF EROSION

>^*

.-.

AREA OF DEPOSITION

TURBIDITY-LIKE CURRENT OF EXHAUST GASES AND
ENTRAPPED FINE SOIL PARTICLES TRAVELING
HORIZONTALLY ALONG THE SURFACE

Figure 4-21.

— Probable history of erosion in Surveyor VI vernier engine 2 area during hop.

metric target on one of the omnidirectional
antennas and left a thick coating of soil adhering to the target (fig. 4-26).
Simulations
and analyses. The vernierengine firing data and surface-pressure data

—

for Surveyors III, V,
in

table

4-3.

The

and VI are summarized
levels listed were

thrust

obtained from analytical simulations (Surveyors
III and VI) and from strain gages on the
vernier-engine support structure (Surveyor V).

The minimum

nozzle height listed for Surveyor
was estimated from the analytical simulations; those for Surveyors V and VI were
obtained from comparisons of Surveyor pictures
and photographs of laboratory simulations
using a full-scale spacecraft (refs. 4-3 and 4-4).
III

The lunar

surface

areas

in

the

vicinity

of

Surveyor III engines 1 and 2 could not be
viewed directly; therefore, their minimum
nozzle heights are not included.
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Figure 4-22.

— Mosaic

of posthop,

computer-processed pictures showing the

and vernier engines before

(1)

approximate

the hop; (2) the
images of footpads above their final imprints made during the original landing; and the
principal areas of erosion caused by the vernier engines during liftoff for the hop as
indicated by capital letters (Nov. 15 and 16, 1967, Catalog 6-SE-22).

locations of the crushable blocks

liftoff for

""•*

—

Figure 4-23. Mosaic of computer-processed pictures,
showing rays of fine, dark soil deposited by Surveyor
V vernier engine 2 during the hop (Nov. 15 and 16,
1967, Catalog 6-SE-43C).

—

a^~

-

Figure 4-24. Mosaic of computer-processed pictures,
showing imprints of footpad 3 and crushable block
3 made during the initial landing and soil disturbance
caused by Surveyor VI vernier engine 3 during
the hop (Nov. 15 and 16, 1967, Catalog 6-SE-43B).

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

—

Figure 4-25. Mosaic of computer-processed pictures, showing crushable block 1 impact
area and soil disturbance caused by Surveyor VI vernier engine 1 during the hop (Nov.
15 and 16, 1967, Catalog 6-SE-43A).

Table

4-3.

157
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3X10 -4 poise,
From this, the

as explained in reference 4-17.
permeability of the soil was cal-8
8
cm 2
culated to be between 1 X 10" and 7X 10
.

159

.
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about

0.2,

which

is

the value

For the irregular, undulating
surface existing at the Surveyor VI landing
higher
site, the friction coefficient should be
made
estimate
than 0.2. For the upper-bound
in reference 4-15.

here, C, is taken as 0.4. According to table
4-3, the peak dynamic pressures under vernier
engines 1, 2, and 3 were 0.30, 0.39, and 0.56

N/cm

respectively. Thus, for a friction coeffi-

2
,

cient of 0.4, the lunar surface
to maximum shearing stresses

was subjected
of

0.12,

0.16,

exhaust gases from vernier

and 0.23 N/cm by
engines 1,2, and 3, respectively.
2

resistance of the soil surface

The

provided by the friction
grains

negligible

is

erosion

result,

hesion;

is

therefore,

soil

small-diameter
landing site. As a

the

Surveyor VI

particles at the

between

forces

for

essentially

Observations.

resisted

by

co-

estimates

upper-bound

of

cohesion are equal to the maximum values
of applied shearing stresses. Because each
vernier engine caused some soil erosion, the
minimum value for an upper-bound soil co-

—Attitude

control

gas

jets

mounted on all Surveyor legs provided attitude
stabilization during the flights. After landing,
Surveyor I attitude control jets were operated
to produce short pulses of 20-msec durations
with a 30-msec pause between pulses (ref. 4-1).
Pictures taken after operation of the jets revealed the presence of a small dimple crater
near the attitude control jet 2 area of impingement. However, results of this test are inconclusive because no suitable prefiring pictures
of the

Also, according to the theory in references
4-14 and 4-15, the viscous shear stresses are
resisted by the frictional and cohesional forces
of the soil.

Attitude Control Jet Operations

recommended

impingement area are

available.

The attitude control jets on Surveyor VI
were commanded to operate for a continuous
burst of 4 seconds and for another burst of 60

seconds

(ref.

television coverage of

Good

4-4).

the jet impingement area on the lunar surface
before, during, and after jet operation afforded
clear observations of the surface erosion caused

by attitude control jet 2. The nozzle of this jet
was about 10.4 cm above the surface and was
from the spacecraft vertical axis.
Comparisons of pictures taken before and

soil

inclined 24°

hesion estimate is the shear stress caused by
2
vernier engine 1. This value is 0.12 N/cm
2
The maximum surface loading (1.35 N/cm )
occurred under vernier engine 3. Under the

each burst (fig. 4-29) show that the
disturbance of the lunar surface caused by the
jet operations was minor and that no crater was
formed. Some small soil fragments up to 25 cm
from the impingement area were moved by the
jet operation. The most conspicuous effect con-

.

theory

(ref.

surface

Terzaghi's

that

assumption

4-19)

the

minimum

to

prevent

value of

An

soil

can be

soil

type of

made

cohesion

for

needed

failure

for

density and internal

fric-

bearing-capacity

a

various values of
tion angle.

is applicable for this

estimates

loading,

bearing-capacity

application of this theory,

conjunction with

pressure

the

in

loading from

Roberts' theory, indicates that a

soil with
-3

an

N/cm3
assumed weight density of 2.4 X10
3
(1.5-g/cm mass density) and a soil cohesion
2
greater than 0.0073 N/cm would be sufficient
to prevent a bearing-capacity failure for a soil

after

two lunar surface
protrusions, probably soil clumps, which were
12 to 15 cm from the center of jet impingement

sisted of the

movement

A

of

and B, fig. 4-29)
Simulations and analyses. Laboratory tests
were performed in which an attitude control
(fragments

jet

—

was operated over

soil

beds in vacuum. The

the jet was of the viscous
type; no eruption caused by diffused gas was

soil

erosion caused

by

observed.

was found that erosion occurred if the soil
cohesion was below a limiting value. For the
sandy silts used in these tests, the limiting value
2
of the cohesion was 0.17 N/cm However, these
It

.

with a 35° internal friction angle. For a friction
angle of 30°, the required value of cohesion is
0.020

N/cm

failure

2
.

Since a bearing capacity type of

was not observed during the hop,

procedure indicates that the

bound

is

0.0073

N/cm 2

.

soil

this

cohesion lower

were conducted at a pressure of approx3
Hg and full expansion of
imately 50X10"
the jet plume probably did not occur. Therefore,
tests

mm

on the soil surface in the vacuum
chamber probably was greater than on the lunar
surface beneath the jet.

static pressure

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Figure 4-29.

161

—

(a) Mosaic of narrow-angle pictures taken shortly before the 4-second
operation of the attitude control jets. Representative fragments, shown by postoperation pictures to have moved or to have been partially eroded by the firing, are circled.

The dark area cutting diagonally across each picture is the camera housing. A line
extending through the center of the attitude control jet is shown by the arrow. The
approximate point where this line intercepts the lunar surface is shown by an
(Nov. 9,
1967, Catalog 6-MP-l).

X
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— Continued,

of pictures taken immediately after the 4-second
Representative fragments that arrived at their present
because of the firing are circled (Nov. 9, 1967, Catalog 6-MP-2).

Figure 4-29.

(b)

Mosaic

firing of the attitude control jets.
sites

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
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—

Concluded, (d) Mosaic of pictures taken after the 60-second attitude
control jet firing. Fragments circled arrived at their present sites after the 60-second

Figure 4-29.
firing

(Nov.

9,

1967, Catalog

6-MP-3).
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Spacecraft Contamination

During

all

missions,

some spacecraft con-

tamination, caused primarily by the landing
impact or by vernier-engine firings, was observed (figs. 4-30 through 4-32).

Some fine material was observed on the
thermal compartments of Surveyor I (fig.
4-30) however, these particles could have been
deposited before the spacecraft landed.
Glare on Surveyor III pictures probably was
caused by a thin layer of lunar soil deposited
on the television mirror when the vernier
engines were fired during the first two touch;

downs.
Although Surveyor V landed on a 20°
slope, no obvious contamination of the spacecraft was produced, except that the footpads
plowed into the lunar surface, causing soil to
be deposited on the footpad tops. Following
the vernier-engine firing, a splatter of soil

was

Figure 4-30.

— Surveyor

I

electronic

compartment top

after landing. Relative lack of soil contamination

shown by the small number

of soil particles.

—

Figure 4-31. Top of Surveyor V compartment B. A clump of soil ejected onto the compartment top during the firing splattered in a direction away from vernier engine 1. (a) Prefiring picture (Sept.

05:48:58

GMT).

10,

1967, 02:29:29

GMT),

(b)

Postfiring picture (Sept. 20, 1967,

is
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Figure 4-32.

— Relative

vernier-engine
1967, 04:51:01

VI spacecraft after the
a few soil particles lie along the top edge (Nov. 17,
Top of footpad 3 (Nov. 15, 1967, 12:23:13 GMT), (c) Top of
(Nov. 18, 1967, 06:04:56 GMT).

lack of soil contamination on Surveyor

firing, (a)

GMT),

Footpad

(b)

compartment

electronic

A

2;

observed on top of one of the electronic compartments (fig. 4-31). This contamination was
caused by impact of a soil clump, probably
ejected by diffused gas eruption from beneath
vernier engine 1. The soil clump must have
followed a near- vertical trajectory to reach
the compartment top. The firing also coated
the vertical face of the sensor head of the
alpha-scattering instrument with soil, destroying the reflectivity of

its

mirror

finish.

During the hop made by Surveyor VI, some
soil impacted and adhered to the photometric target on one of the omnidirectional
antenna booms (fig. 4-26). It is estimated
that the lunar soil adhesion in this case was
between 250 and 1000 dynes/cm 2 The minimum
value of 250 dynes/cm 2 is based on the soil
withstanding an acceleration of about 48
m/sec 2 which is the estimated minimum value
of peak acceleration exerted on the photometric target during the hop landing. This
value differs from that given in reference 4-4.
A layer of fine lunar soil and small soil
clumps was deposited on one of the Surveyor
VII auxiliary mirrors.
lunar

.

,

339-^62

O

—69

12
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Summary and Conclusions
Evaluations of television and telemetry data,
aided by analytical and laboratory simulations,

have provided the following conclusions

to

date:
(1)

The

nately

soil at all

fine

grained,

landing sites is predomigranular, and slightly

cohesive.
(2)

At

all

craft landings

undisturbed

sites,

soil

whereas,

soil;

during spacedarker than

ejected

and operations

is

smoothed

and

is brighter than undisturbed soil.
Imprints of footpads and crushable

flattened soil
(3)

blocks indicate that the
least in its
(4)

soil is

compressible, at

upper few centimeters.

Static bearing strength of the lunar soil

increases with depth. Bearing strengths calculated for various size penetrators are as follows:

approximately the upper millimeter:
than 0.1 N/cm 2 (from imprints of small
rolling fragments)
(b) at a depth of 1 to 2
mm: 0.2 N/cm 2 (from imprints of the sensor
head of the alpha-scattering instrument on
Surveyor VII, ref. 4-5); (c) at a depth of 1 to
(a)

In

less

;
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2

cm:

N/cm

1.8

2

(from Surveyor

crushable block imprints)
4

and
the Surveyor

cm: between

extension of

;

of

N/cm2

(from an
footpad penetration

5.6

4.2

VI and VII

at a depth

(d)

I

(e) to a depth of 6 cm:
and 6 N/cm 2 (average bearing
strength from analyses of Surveyor footpad 2
penetrations using the compressible soil model

analysis of ref. 4-7);

between

4

defined in

ref.

4-3).

Dynamic bearing

stress developed on a
exceeded 2.4 N/cm 2 during
penetration to a depth of 3 cm.
(6) Estimates of the soil shear wave velocity
are between 15 and 35 m/sec and of the compressional wave velocity between 30 and 90
m/sec. These estimates, based on oscillations in
the spacecraft landing leg forces, are lower than
those expected for terrestrial soils with other
mechanical properties as reported in this section.
(5)

block

crushable

(7) Viscous soil erosion, i.e., erosion by the
entrainment of soil particles as gas flows over
the surface, occurred during the vernier-engine
firings and attitude control jet operations. Fine
soil eroded during the Surveyor VI vernierengine firing was picked up by exhaust gases

moving

Surveyor V:

head

was redeposited at distances up to
Some soil clumps and fragments
ejected from the exhaust gas impingement areas
rose at least 1 meter above the lunar surface
and traveled at least 4 meters.
(8) During the Surveyor V vernier-engine

cm

wide and 0.8

Surveyor VI

dynamic

to 1.3

(9)

did

firing

diffused gas eruption of the

deep.

not

Based on the Surveyor

bearing strength of the
(13)

the permeability of the

V

larger than 20

(10)

Soil

cohesion

is

4-1.

4-2.

engine

vernier-engine

4-4.

(11)

Lunar

soil,

eroded by impingement of

vernier-engine exhaust gases, adhered to the

The most conspicuous examples

are:

Surveyor III: Dust on the mirrors;

(b)

spacecraft.
(a)

by

cm

(ref.

4-5).
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;

;
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in the 2- to 60-

firings).

covered by rocks

Report. Part II: Scientific Results, Tech.
Rept. 32-1177, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
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estimated to be be-

soil.
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5. Soil

Mechanics Surface Sampler

R. F. Scott (Principal Investigator) and F.

tests

were

performed successfully on both
flawless performance of Surveyor

temperature sensors, attached directly to the
retraction and elevation motors, was one

The

VII allowed more discrimination in the performance of lunar tests, and the more quantitative data obtained also provided a means for

reflection

is presented here, and some condrawn regarding the difference in
the characteristics of the two landing sites.

the missions
clusions are

The Subsystem

current pulse

;

Mechanism

The Surveyor VII surface-sampler mechanism
identical to that flown

5-3), with the exception of

on Surveyor 111
two magnets,

which were placed in the bearing plate
scoop door (ref. 5-4).

of the

Electronics

The electronics auxiliary for the Surveyor
VII surface sampler incorporated a 7.5-watt
heater, larger than the 5-watt unit for the
Surveyor III electronics. The design of the
electronics was the same for both missions.
Figure 5-1.

increased

capability.

The

4400 bits/second, a potential (depending on
the random start and stop time of a pulse)
maximum of 40 motor-current samples for a
2-second motion. This 50-msec sampling rate
provided an excellent envelope of the motor-

mechanics instrument (fig.
study and incorporation of sensors for direct
measurements of position, force, and deceleration (ref. 5-1). The evolution of the Surveyor
program and schedule led to a change in subsystem design (ref. 5-2) a modified surface
sampler was flown on Surveyor III and,
following further changes in the surface sampler/spacecraft interface, on Surveyor VII.

(ref.

this

provided, at the highest spacecraft bit rate of

sampler as a soil
5-1) involved the

of the surface

was

of

motor-current readout on Surveyor III was
assigned to a single commutator frame, which
yielded a maximum of eight motor-current
samples for a 2-second motor actuation. More
commutator frames were available on Surveyor
VII, and the motor-current signal was fed to
five symmetrically spaced commutator frames
on the mode 4 engineering commutator. This

further interpretation of Surveyor III data. A
discussion of the physical differences between

Development

Roberson

Because Surveyor VII was a later-generation
spacecraft, more telemetry channels were available to the surface sampler. The addition of two

The soil mechanics surface-sampler experiment was conducted on Surveyors III and VII
missions.

I.

— Surface sampler onstand, partly extended.
171

(fig.

5-2)

and led

to

a

more

172
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similarity of the elevation motors on the
surface samplers on both missions can be seen

The

173

by the surface samplers were nearly equal under
stall conditions.

Thus, direct comparisons could

it is

made of the soil at both landing sites.
The surface-sampler subsystem was operated

clearly evident that the bearing forces applied

during the second lunar day, thus demonstrat-

from the curves

shown

\7

in figure 5-9.

IMPACT

BEARING

O

of force versus

CONTACT

From

motor current

these curves,

A

be
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ing that the unit and auxiliary had survived the

lunar night.

The Operations: Comparison
Surveyor

of Tests

III

-'i^Zj

demonstrated that the lunar surface was composed
of a granular, soillike material and gave some

The landing

of

Surveyor

I (ref. 5-3)

indication of the properties of the

soil.

The Sur-

veyor III surface sampler had been arranged
and calibrated so that measurements of the current supplied to its motors would give an indication of the force applied to the lunar surface in
testing operations. The state of the spacecraft

telemetry following landing on the lunar surhowever, precluded any measurements of

Figure

5-4.

— Locations

of bearing

and impact

performed on Surveyor VII.

face,

•

V;

•.

t

V
-

4.

i k

j

tests

SOIL

MECHANICS SURFACE SAMPLER

the motor currents and, therefore, the forces,
during subsequent operations. The maximum

by the elevation and retraction
conditions had been measured in terrestrial tests and related to temperatures. Since the motor temperatures could be
forces exerted

motors under

stall

estimated during Surveyor III operations, the
surface tests were conducted until deliberate
stalling of the
ner, it

was

motor was achieved. In

this

man-

possible to estimate the forces ap-

From this information and
conducted with Surveyor III,
the properties of the lunar surface soil were
plied to the surface.

from various

tests

estimated.

The lunar

surface material appears to have

Figure

5-6.
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the properties and behavior of a fine-grained,
terrestrial soil possessing a small amount of
cohesion and an angle of internal friction cor-

responding to a medium-dense soil. The density
apparently within the range of ordinary ter-

is

Most of the lunar tests,
with the exception of the bearing tests, indicated a relatively homogeneous soil material in
lateral extent, but one that increased somewhat
in strength as a function of depth. This was
observed by the greater difficulty of deepening
trenches as the depth exceeded a few centimeters.
Relatively few rocks were accessible to the
surface sampler on Surveyor III, and only one
of these rocks was picked up for a closer examirestrial soil (ref. 5-2).

— Surface sampler holding the alpha-scattering instrument during deployment

to third lunar sample on the Surveyor VII mission (day 022, 11:21:12

GMT).
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thinner than that encountered by Surveyor III.
This soil cover probably constitutes only the
upper few centimeters of the fragmental debris

Tycho ejecta blanketIn one of the trenches formed by Surveyor

layer that constitutes the

Vll, a depth of 20 to 24

cm was

attained in

successive passes; subsequent analysis of the

motor-current data indicated relatively little
increase of strength with depth in this excavation. In fact, from the trenching information, the soil seems to be relatively uniform to
the maximum depth. This difference in behavior
from Surveyor III may be because of the different chemical nature of the soil at the two
sites, a different age of the material since its
deposition, or to other factors (ref. 5-10).

—

5-7.
Plan view of Surveyor VII surfacesampler operations showing locations of trenches,

Figure

rocks,

and positions

Compariion of Mare and Highland

of alpha-scattering instrument.

Qualitatively,

hibited

however, were too
small to permit the weight of the rock to
be determined.
Impact tests were performed on Surveyor
111; however, the relatively small spring constant of the torque spring precluded the
determination of density from these tests.
nation.

Its

dimensions,

Surveyor VII

certain

behavior. In the

the soil at the two sites exdifferences

mare

measurement

motor currents during subsequent surface operations. As
a consequence, it was possible to determine the
extensively for the

of

The

soil

deformational

the lunar surface caused cracking and splitting
it was pushed up by
by the surface sampler. Although this cracking was manifested to some
small extent at the Surveyor VII site, the
process of deformation was much more one of
plastic working of the soil. It can be concluded,

of the surface material as

the

soil

displaced

Surveyor III

site

exhibits a brittleness lacking in the soil in the
vicinity of Tycho. That is to say, the soil at the
Surveyor III site possesses some cohesion among
the individual surface grains, which can be
FORCE, dynes x

force versus depth of penetrations during bear-

ing tests

in

area, a penetration test of

therefore, that the soil at the

Surveyor VII landed on an ejecta blanket
north of the rim of Tycho. Telemetry was used

Sites

(ref. 5-9) and trenching operations.
behaved qualitatively and quantita-

I

2

I0

6
3

«

tively in a fashion similar to that observed at

the Surveyor III

site; relatively

minor

differ-

ences were observed. Results from bearing tests

show that the mechanical properties cited for
the mare material can be applied to the Tycho

o

blanket material.

or

During Surveyor VII operations, obstructions
were encountered in the trenches. A large fragment of rock, which could not be moved with

w

3

—

the force available to the surface sampler in

was encountered at a depth of
about 3 cm. Therefore, it appeared that the
soil cover at the Surveyor VII site was generally

retraction,

Figure

5-8.

— Force versus penetration, bearing test

2.

SOIL
o.e
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by the end

surface-sampler scoop

of

lunar

operations.

The adhesion was not strong

parently, as

it

was observed that

on the mirror surface

soil

ap-

deposited

of the alpha-scattering

sensor head slid fairly readily across the surface
after 24-hour contact with the sensor head.

On

Surveyor VII, the surface sampler carried
two magnets embedded in the scoop door;
some of the operations conducted were performed for the purpose of studying the interaction of the magnets with the lunar material.
Magnetic material in granular form and one
apparently magnetic fragment were picked up
during these tests.

No

alpha-scattering instrument

was

carried

on Surveyor III; therefore, all of the surfacesampler time was devoted to lunar-surface
tests. On the Surveyor VII mission, a large
amount of time was devoted to interaction with
the alpha-scattering instrument to insure that
it successfully sampled the lunar surface.

Summary and Conclusions
surface sampler,

a

versatile

and ex-

tremely useful apparatus for performing a
variety of mechanical functions, also proved
its

value as a remote manipulation

tool.

Although relatively complex operations plans
had been established before the launch and
touchdown of Surveyors III and VII, it was
found that successful surface-sampler operations were conducted by evaluating in real time
the obstacles and tasks to be performed, and
by operating the surface sampler in conj unction
with the television camera to accomplish the
required tasks. The use of motor current proved
a useful addition to the process of manipulating
the surface sampler, which responded correctly
to all

The

commands transmitted during
mechanism and
was more than adequate

design of the

auxiliary

operations.

its

electronic

for all lunar-

surface operations.

Data acquired from the soil mechanics surface-sampler experiment on the Surveyor III
and VII missions provided significant information on the mechanical properties of the lunar
soil. The range of properties has been reduced
greatly from the ranges postulated before

which

of soil parameters,

are presented and discussed in reference 5-9,

is

given below:
(1) The lunar surface at the Surveyor VII
landing site is covered with a fine-grained soil
whose depth over rock, or rock fragments,

cm to at least 15 cm. Many
rock fragments ranging in size to 10 cm lie on
the surface within the surface-sampler operavaries from

or 2

1

tions area. This differs

from the Surveyor III

site principally in the rock distribution, as only

small fragments, partially buried, were found
there.
(2)

The

surface

similar properties.

depth

soil at

the two sites exhibits

The behavior

of several centimeters

is,

of the soil at a

therefore, con-

sistent with a material possessing a cohesion

on

the order of 0.35 to 0.7 X 10 4 dynes/cm 2 an angle
of friction of 35° to 37°, and a density of about
,

g/cm 3

1.5

.

The

(3)

resistance of the soil to penetration

and,

therefore,

depth

in the

To

(4)

The

A summary

Surveyor.

its

top

1

strength,

with

increases

or 2 cm.

a depth of several millimeters at the

lunar surface, the soil appears less dense, softer,
and more compressible than the underlying
material.

The bearing capacity

(5)

of the lunar soil to

the 2.54-cm-wide area of the closed scoop of
the surface sampler

cm

2

2.1

X10

5

dynes/

at a penetration of about 3 cm.

,

(6)

VII

was about

Qualitatively,

site

was

the soil at the Surveyor

less brittle

was

than at the Surveyor

and
and trenching operations provided smaller
lumps or aggregates of lunar soil.
(7) The density of a single rock, which was
picked up and weighed during the Surveyor VII
3
mission, was in the range 2.4 to 3.1 g/cm
buried
(8) The excavation of one partially
rock during Surveyor VII operations revealed
that the subsurface part was angular in contrast to the rounded visible part.
(9) One apparently intact rock was fractured
by a blow from the Surveyor VII surface
III site; there

less general cracking,

tests

.

sampler.
(10)

The adhesion

of lunar soil to the surface-

sampler scoop appeared

on the lunar surface.

to increase

with time

SOIL
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6.

Lunar Surface Temperatures and Thermal Characteristics

W. Lucas (Chairman), W. A. Hagemeyer,

J.

J.

M.

Saari, L. D. Stimpson,

and

J.

M.

F. Vickers

1

landed Surveyor spacecraft

seconds. Liftoff also occurred after the second

transmitted data back to Earth for at least
2 weeks. The Surveyor landing sites are shown
in figure 6-1; table 6-1 lists the selenographic

touchdown, the spacecraft remaining aloft for
12 seconds before third touchdown. At the time
of second touchdown, all analog telemetry signals (which included all but two of the temperature telemetry channels, both associated with
the television camera) became erroneous. The

Each

of the five

and Sun
landing.
horizon
at
above
the
eastern
elevation

location, time of landing, local slope,

to the selenographic location
the
local terrain on which each of
differences,

In

addition

the spacecraft landed was different. Surveyor I
landed on a relatively smooth, nearly level
surface, encircled by hills and low mountains.
Surveyor III landed about halfway down the
slope of a crater about 200 meters in diameter

and 15 meters deep. The local slope was about
I2}i° from the lunar horizontal. Surveyor V
landed with one leg on the rimless edge of a
9- x 12-meter crater, which was 1.5 meters
deep, and the other two legs within the crater.
The local slope was about 20° from the lunar
horizontal. Surveyor VI landed on a relatively
smooth, nearly level, flat surface. The local
slope was less than 1° from the lunar horizontal,
but after the hop made by the spacecraft, the
local slope on the new site was about 4°. Surveyor VII landed in extremely rough terrain,
but with a local slope of only about 3°.
The behavior of the various spacecraft on the
lunar surface varied. Surveyor I gave excellent
data for two successive lunar days, and partial
data were obtained as late as the fifth and sixth
lunar days. The spacecraft operated for 48
hours into the first lunar night.
Surveyor III landed with the vernier propulsion system still at a thrust level almost equal
to the lunar weight. It lifted off after initial

touchdown and remained
1

affiliated

about 24

of J. M. Saari of the Boeing
Research Laboratories, the authors are
with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

With the exception

Scientific

aloft for

anomaly was

localized in the signal-processing

analog-digital converters,

most
rate

and

it

was found that

of the analog data obtained in the lowest

mode

(17.2 bit/sec)

was

fairly reliable

and

could be corrected with simple calibration factors. However, the overall accuracy of telem-

temperatures from Surveyor III was
compared with that for the
estimated at ± 6°
±4° K. Surveyor III exof
other spacecraft
eclipse
(by the Earth) during
solar
perienced a
April
24, offering the first
its first lunar day on
an event from the
observe
such
opportunity to
etered

K
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Table

6-1

.

Positional characteristics of Surveyor spacecraft

TEMPERATURES AND THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS

km

(14 or 18

The

at the disk center).

error of

matching Earth-based infrared maps with
lunar photographs is 4 to 8 km based on a
least-squares approximation using 30 to 50
identifiable hot spots. The location of the
Surveyor spacecraft, relative to nearby features
on Lunar Orbiter photographs, is known to 1
meter. The Surveyor spacecraft provided estimates of surface temperature out to about 18
meters from the compartments. Thus, compared with the best previous infrared telescopic
observations, this is an improvement in ground

by

resolution

a factor of 1000.

The derived

temperatures after sunset, and during the two
were used to estimate the thermal
characteristics of the lunar surface at each site.
eclipses,

this chapter, the

lunar surface exhibits direcit has
been found that the Lambertian temperature
provides a useful comparison to the spacecraft
tional effects in its emission; however,

data.

In order to calculate TL the bolometric
albedo of each site must be known. For this
purpose, the simultaneous infrared and photometric scan data of reference 6-1 were used. Of
,

particular interest was the scan at full Moon
2° phase angle) just prior to the Decem(

—

The data show the brightchanges with the photometric brightness on adjacent regions. This

ber

ness

19, 1964, eclipse.
2

temperature

allows

the

calculation

Now, because

surface temperatures calculated from
the spacecraft thermal data were compared
with Earth-based measurements and theo-

thermophysical models. In the following
paragraphs, a summary is given of the pertinent
Earth-based measurements of the various
landing site regions.

With regard

by

of the directional emission of

T (+)=D(+)TL

(2)

b

which defines the directional factor D(\p). For
the full-Moon scan, if the bolometric albedo A
is
assumed proportional to the measured

it is

can be
energy
conducted in or out of the surface during
illumination is ignored, then the Lambertian
temperature (with unit surface emissivity
assumed) TL is defined by the expression.
the small

If

this

photometric brightness B, then
to the theoretical models,

absorbed

calculated.

relationship

perature T„ differs from the Lambertian temperature because of the angle of view so that

A=KB

necessary to know the bolometric albedo so
that during illumination the amount of solar
radiation

the

the lunar surface, the observed brightness tem-

retical

Albedo

of

between the photometric brightness on
scan and the bolometric albedo.

Earth-Based Thermophysical Observations

The
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the

surface

amount

of

cTL =(\-A) Ssm^

where

K

is

a constant, which

A

(3)

if

known

allows

any point. To determine K, measurements were made on two
areas, 1 and 2, of differing brightness at the
same \p, so from equations (1) and (2)
the determination of

for

i

(1)

where
o-=Stefan-Boltzmann constant, W/nr °K 4
.4

or total solar albedo, dimensionless

= elevation

angle

W/m
of

ff

the

Sun

to

the

this definition, the Lambertian temperature
that which a perfectly diffuse blackbody
surface would have to radiate the same energy

absorbed, Actually, as discussed later in

O

-

69

-

13

t

D(\f/) between these two equations
and solving for K, we find

K-

is

339-462

' KB2)Ssm

Eliminating

By

is

[ml ={1

2

surface

as

(4)

= bolometric

(5= solar irradiation,
i^

and

2

With

B.T^-BiT^

unit surface emissivity assumed.

(5)
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was thought that

K

could possibly be a
pairs of points of
\f/,
different brightness were measured over the
was essentially
disk. The results showed that
It

function

of

so

many

K

independent of yp.
For each landing site region, B was measured
from the scan data and the bolometric albedo
determined
calculated with the value of
above (see table 6-2). Because the measurements were made with a resolution of 10
seconds of arc (18 km at the center of the disk)
and with a location accuracy of 4 to 8 km, the
albedo of the region in the immediate vicinity of
a spacecraft could depart considerably from
the quoted values.

K

Thermophysical Properties of the Surveyor Landing Sites

The thermophysical

properties can be deter-

mined only from postsunset eclipse or lunation
cooling curves. The most extensive eclipse
measurements are those of references 6-2 and
6-3 made during the December 19, 1964,
eclipse. Data on isotherms during totality for
the equatorial region have been published
(ref. 6-4)
the measurements revealed anoma-

South

Figure 6-2.

—Isothermal

;

lous cooling of

features of a wide

range of

to
varying from kilometer-size
entire maria. It would not, therefore, be surprising if thermal heterogeneity were found to
dimensions much smaller than possible to
measure by the Earth-based eclipse measure-

sizes,

region

of

Surveyor

I

contours for landing site
obtained during totality of

lunar eclipse.

craters

ments; for example, any local areas strewn
with sizable boulders should cool more slowly
than unstrewn areas.
Isotherms in the region of the Surveyor I
landing site have been transferred to the lunar
aeronautical chart (fig. 6-2). In that region,

the craters Flams teed and Flams teed B are
prominent hot spots. It can be seen that the
area in which Surveyor I landed is one with
small horizontal thermal gradients; thus, it

contains the highly insulating properties that
typify the general lunar surface.
Isothermal contours in the region

of

the

Surveyor III site during totality of the December 19, 1964, eclipse (ref. 6-2) are shown in
figure 6-3.

The

region

is

relatively bland. Iso-
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thermal contours for the Surveyor V and VI
site regions from the same eclipse data
are shown in figures 6-4 and 6-5, respectively.

landing

Again both regions appear

to

be relatively bland

at the limit of resolution of the Earth-based

measurements.

The crater Tycho is an outstanding thermal
anomaly on the lunar surface from the standpoint of the temperature difference over

its

environs and the size of the area affected. Isotherms of the region from reference 6-3 are

shown
three

in figure 6-6

maxima

and indicate that there are

in the temperature distribution

within the crater and that the anomaly extends
about one crater diameter beyond the rim. The

Figure 6-3.

— Isothermal

contours

for

landing site

region of Surveyor III obtained during totality of

Surveyor VII landing site is within the anomalous area surrounding the crater. During eclipse
totality, the central peak is about 62° K warmer
than the environs, whereas the Surveyor VII
landing site area is only 14° K warmer.

lunar eclipse.

North

20*E

Figure

21

6-4.

— Isothermal contours

for landing site region of

totality of lunar eclipse.

Surveyor

V

obtained during
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NORTH

Figure

6-5.

— Isothermal

contours for landing site region of Surveyor VI obtained during
totality of lunar eclipse.

Earth-Based Predictions of Lunar Surface Temperatures of
the Surveyor Landing Sites

The spacecraft data were compared with
Earth-based measurements of the illuminated
lunar surface made during the December 19,
1964, eclipse. The latter measurements, it is to
be noted, are influenced by the directional
effects of infrared emission determined by the
direction from which the site regions were
observed on Earth. Lunation calculations
(ref.
6-5) of the homogeneous model were
used assuming constant thermophysical properties. These properties are characterized by the
thermal parameter y=(kpc)~ -, where k is
thermal conductivity, p is density, and c is
specific heat. This constant y model, however,
1

can not adequately represent the Earth-based
measurements during both eclipse and postsunset, since the former requires a much larger
constant y than the latter. During illumination,
the model predicts temperatures essentially in
agreement with equation (1) if 7 is greater than
500. Recently a particulate model of the lunar
soil has been proposed (ref. 6-6) which agrees
with both the eclipse and postsunset cooling.
The bolometric albedos used in the following
calculations are those given in table 6-2 for
each landing site. The temperatures were
corrected for the appropriate
tance. Also, the

normal

Moon/Sun

to each surface

was assumed coincident with the

A

y value of 800

(ref.

6-5)

is

dis-

element

local vertical.

typical for the
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io°w

Figure

6-6.

— Isothermal contours for landing

site region of

Surveyor VII obtained during

totality of lunar eclipse.

lunation of the equatorial Surveyor sites and
was derived from Earth-based postsunset
measurements of maria in the eastern sector

The larger y values given in the
paragraphs resulted from Earthbased eclipse measurements. The difference in
7 is thought to be a consequence of heat exchange from only the uppermost millimeters of
soil during an eclipse, whereas a different type
of soil at a lower depth is involved during the
(ref.

6-7).

following

warming and cooling phases.
lunar surface Lambertian
temperatures (ref. 6-5) 3 for the homogeneous
lunation

The

3

calculated

B. P. Jones calculated the Lambertian curves for

the different Surveyor sites including postsunset where

the differentiation due to 7

is

significant.

model
in

at the

figure

Surveyor

6-7.

The

I

landing site are shown

specific

values for

solar

constant and lunar reflectivity (albedo) used
for each mission are given in table 6-2. The

time scale was fixed assuming a flat Moon
at sunset. The 7=800 intermediate
curve in figure 6-7 is considered most represurface

sentative of the site. It is of some interest to
note that a y value of 1350 had been inferred
for the Surveyor I site from Earth-based
eclipse

measurements. Temperatures calculated

for the Surveyor III site are

shown

in figure

6-8.

Thermal measurements were made of the
Surveyor III site during the April 24, 1967,
eclipse. Figure 6-9 shows a predicted cooling
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a homogeneous model

for

(ref.

possible to infer a value for
of

y

y

6-8),

it

was

of 1400.

Values

from

eclipse

in this range, as determined

calculations, are representative of the insulating

much

material that characterizes
surface.

The warming curve

of the lunar

in figure 6-9 repre-

sents calculated equilibrium surface temperatures corresponding to the insolation at each
time.

The

calculated Lambertian temperature for

the Surveyor

V

landing site

6-10. Figure 6-11

Figure 6-7.

— Calculated
Surveyor

Lambertian temperature for
I

landing

site.

is

shown

in figure

a predicted eclipse cooling
from Earth-based measure-

is

curve for the site,
ments. By using the theoretical eclipse cooling
curves for a homogeneous model (ref. 6-8),
a 7 of 1350 was obtained for the lunar surface
material.

The calculated Lambertian temperatures and
Earth-based temperatures (ref. 6-1) at the Surveyor VI landing site are shown in figure 6-12.
Each value has been plotted at that time in November 1967 when the elevation angle of the Sun
was the same as when the measurement was
made. These Earth-based measurements show
20 30 40

50

60

70

80 90

100 110

lEO ISO

WO

150 160 (TO

180 190 300 210

SUN ANGLE, deg

Figure 6-8.

— Calculated

Lambertian temperature for

Surveyor III landing

site.

the directionality of lunar infrared emission;
near local noon, when the surface was observed

from the same general direction as the Sun
(i.e., when the phase
angle was small), the
measured temperatures were higher than the
calculated Lambertian temperatures. Earthbased eclipse observations show cooling during

START
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Figure 6-9.

— Predicted

eclipse

Lambertian tempera-

ture for Surveyor III landing site.

GMT DATE {SEPTEMBER

(9671

curve for the site from Earth-based measurements obtained during the December 19, 1964,

When this curve was compared with the theoretical eclipse cooling curves

eclipse (ref. 6-2).

Figure 6-10.

— Calculated Lambertian temperature for
Surveyor

V

landing

site.
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made measurements

of Tycho to a 9-seconds-ofup to a few minutes before the
end of totality. These eclipse observational data
fit the cooling curve for a homogeneous model
with 7=450 inside the crater and with 7=1100
outside the crater by 30 seconds of arc. It
should be noted that a 7=1091 was erroneously

arc resolution

used in reference 6-10 for postsunset temperatures outside the crater instead of 800 from
actual postsunset measurements (ref. 6-7).
Although no Earth-based measurements of
the Surveyor VII landing site region were made
during the lunar night, it was possible to obtain
a postsunset cooling curve by interpolation in
the following manner:

20 40

OB 00

20 40

09 00

20 40

20 40
10

MOO

00

GMT (OCTOBER

Figure

6-11.

18,

20 40
12

00

13

00

1967)

— Predicted

eclipse

V

landing

Surveyor

(1) Earth-based eclipse cooling curves were
obtained from the data of reference 6-2 for the
crater itself, the landing site region, and the
environs outside the anomalous region surrounding the crater. These curves showed the
landing site region had a temperature difference
over the environs only 0.27 as large as that for

temperature

for

the crater

itself.

Postsunset cooling curves were available
for the crater (ref. 6-1); for the environs, a
theoretical curve for the homogeneous model
with 7=800 was assumed.
(3) A postsunset curve for the landing site
(2)

site.

region
of the

was determined by interpolating 0.27

way from

the environs curve to the crater

X curve shown
This postsunset curve corresponds to a 7 of 550 for the landing site region.
curve, resulting in the predicted
in figure 6-13.
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Figure 6-12.

— Earth-based

tures for Surveyor

and calculated temperaVI landing site.

comparable to that for a homogeneous
model with a 7 of 1100.
The calculated Lambertian temperatures for
the Surveyor VII landing site are shown in
figure 6-13. Also shown are the Earth-based
measured temperatures, which again show a
totality

directional

effect

distributed

over

a

GMT DATE (JANUARY

X

30

!M

120 230 240

Sun angle. a«s

larger

portion of the lunar day. During the December 19, 1964, eclipse, Ingrao et al. (ref. 6-9)

I9fc8l

«

—

Earth-based, calculated, and predicted
temperatures for Surveyor VII landing site.

Figure 6-13.
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Directional Effects

has been determined that when the lunar
is illuminated by the Sun the observed
brightness temperature is not constant for
It

AZIMUTH ANGLE

surface

different angles of observation, i.e., the surface
does not behave like a Lambertian surface
(ref.
6-11). This effect, ascribed to surface
roughness, causes the brightness temperature

when the phase angle is small (i.e.,
when the Sun/surface/observer angle is small)
than when it is large. (Qualitatively, the emission is greater when viewing the lunar surface
with the Sun over one's shoulder.) Such directo be higher

tionality will

received

have an

effect

on the radiation

by the compartments on the Surveyor

spacecraft to a degree depending on the scale
of the local surface roughness.

To

correct the calculations for directional

effects,

Earth-based measurements over the
Sun angles were

entire lunar disk for three

For a Sun elevation angle of 90°, the
measurements of Sin ton (ref. 6-12) were taken
which show the variation in radiance from the

Figure

6-14.

— Contours

used.

subsolar point as a function of the angle of
observation. For two other Sun angles of 30°
and 60°, the infrared scan data for different
phases made by Shorthill and Saari were used.

Albedo corrections for each point were made
from the full-Moon photometric data. The
directional factor was determined from equation (2) by using a calculated Lambertian
temperature at each point.
Directional factors obtained in this manner
were referenced to a lunar surface element by a
coordinate system with azimuth and elevation
angles for the direction of observation defined
as follows. Azimuth angles were measured from
the normal projection of the Sun direction onto
the surface. Elevation angles were measured
from the surface in the plane of observation.
Directional factors obtained over the globe
were referenced to this azimuth/elevation angle
system. A least-squares spherical harmonic fit,
symmetrical with respect to plus and minus
azimuth angles, was then computed for the
data. A contour plot of the directional factor
for a

Sun

elevation angle of 60° is shown in
figure 6-14. Directional factors were, of necessity,

obtained from global measurements

on a variety

of features. It

is

made

possible, therefore,

of directionality
elevation angle of 60°.

for a small area such as a

to

have

Sun

for

Surveyor landing

site

different directional effects than the

average surface
configuration

if

the local roughness or surface

differed

significantly

from the

average.
Spacecraft Thermal Measurements
Spacecraft Description

The Surveyor

spacecraft

(fig.

6-15) had a

basic structural frame of tubular

aluminum

which served as a tetrahedral mounting structure for the electronic gear and propulsion
system. The three spacecraft legs were attached
at the three corners of the base.

The planar

array antenna and solar panel, mounted on a
mast about 1 meter above the apex of the
structure, cast varying shadow patterns on the
spacecraft and on the lunar surface throughout
the lunar day. Changes in shadow patterns

occurred as a result of the commanded repositionings of the planar array antenna and solar
panel and from the apparent movement of the

Sun (about

0.5°/hr).

Generally, the spacecraft components in the
Sun-illuminated areas had white painted surfaces that provided a low-solar-absorptance and

high-infrared-emittance

thermal

finish.

The

;
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outboard face, i.e., the surface facing the
blanket of each compartment (see figs. 6-16
and 6-17). The blanket isolated the panels
from the inside of the compartments. Because

SPACECRAFT COORDINATES

;=,-

S< ^C

the outboard faces of the compartments had a
strong radiative coupling to the lunar surface,
but were virtually shielded from view of other

SOLAR PANEL

components, an analysis of lunar
surface brightness temperatures was possible.
Some differences existed in the thermal
blanket design (75 layers of aluminized Mylar)
spacecraft

THERMAL COMPARTMENT A

THERMAL COMPORTMENT 8

Figure 6-15.

— Surveyor spacecraft configuration.

polished-aluminum

underside

thermally

iso-

lated the spacecraft from the lunar surface.

The temperature data

of various points in

were provided by platinum
resistance temperature sensors. Each sensor
was calibrated individually to ±2° K; other
nominal system inaccuracies degraded the
overall accuracy to ±4° K. 4 Most of the 75
sensors measured internal spacecraft temperatures. Some, however, were externally located
and were responsive to the lunar surface radiation; four were located on the outside panels of
the two main electronic components, on the
solar panel, and on the planar array antenna.
Compartment canisters. Compartments A and
B housed the spacecraft electronics and battery.
the

spacecraft

Figure 6-16.

— Surveyor model, compartment

A.

A

thermal blanket of multilayer insulation
surrounded the components in each compartment and, in turn, was covered with an aluminum panel. A temperature sensor was bonded
to the polished-aluminum inner surface of the
' These
temperature sensors were low resolution
other sensors, critical for spacecraft performance assess-

ment, were calibrated to ± 1° C with an overall accuracy
of ± 3° C over a narrow temperature range.

Figure 6-17.

— Surveyor model, compartment B.
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on the different missions. Surveyors I and III
had a blanket that was integral (taped and
interleaved) to the compartment wall. Surveyors V, VI, and VII had a new blanket
design installed as a separate item. Both

The
provided excellent insulation.
parameters needed to obtain lunar
surface temperatures from the compartment
temperature data are given in references 6-10
and 6-13 through 6-16.
Solar panel and planar array antenna. The
solar panel and planar array antenna were
designs

specific

relatively

low-heat-capacity

planar

Surveyor

I.

The assumed landed

of Surveyor I

azimuth
of

of leg

west;

is
1,

the

Y axis,

orientation

figure

in
is

6-19.

The

given as 1° south

the vertical spacecraft

—Z

axis

is

taken to be tilted 0.5° toward the west. To
insure early-morning coverage, the
science

bay (television camera) was directed eastward,
which resulted in compartment A viewing
southwest and compartment B viewing northwest. The normal to the outer canister face of
SUPvetOR ill (i.99*S. 21 S4**l
MARiA 20O-m CRATER

SURVFrURi (2 4S-S.43S3-W
MARIA LEVEL

surfaces.

data measured by these two
surfaces also may be used to derive lunar surface
brightness temperatures. Additional complexity
introduced in the analysis, since these
is
subsystems thermally interact with some spacecraft equipment.
Two different solar panel designs were used;
one for Surveyors I and III and another for
Surveyors V, VI, and VII. The specific parameters needed to obtain lunar surface temperatures from the solar panel and planar array
antenna temperatures are given in references
6-10 and 6-13 through 6-16. The planar array
antenna as a source of temperature data is not
now considered very practical because of the
additional support structure attached to it.

shown

©

©

Temperature

SufrvErOBV

Mima

and shadowing
spacecraft.

of

J

N

."3
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— Spacecraft landed orientations.
LOCAL VERTICAL

I

LUNAR SURFACE

NORTH
PLANE OF OUTBOARD
FACE OF EACH
CANISTER MAKES 21 ±1
ANGLE WITH
SPACECRAFT Z-Z AXIS

EAST

WEST

+JTAXIS

terrain features

the lunar surface

10 S'-N.

SPACECRAFT Z- Z AXIS

LEG

The landed orientations for the different
Surveyor spacecraft are compared in figure
6-18. The surface views from the compartments are depicted along with local downslope
tilt. It shoidd be noted that preliminary values
were used for calculation purposes as shown
and were based on solar panel and planar
array antenna positional data.
The lunar surface temperatures were found
to be dependent primarily on the Sun elevation
angle to the local lunar surface slope. Thus, for
Surveyors III and V which landed on sloping
surfaces, simple time translations of the lunar
noon to a local zenith resulted in improved
temperature distributions. The lunar surface
temperature measured by each compartment
by

I

i2-mC«ATEA

Figure 6-18.

Surface Views

sensor also was influenced

9- t

1

SOUTH

by the
Figure 6-19.

— Surveyor

I

landed orientation.
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each compartment made an angle of 69 ±1°
with the spacecraft
Z (vertical) axis. The
view factors from compartments A and B to
the lunar surface (defined later in eq. 6 as Fi2
plus F13 ) were approximately 0.28 and 0.29,
respectively. The temperature data measured
by thermal sensors on the outboard faces of the
compartments were given in reference 6-13.
The solar panel was stepped throughout the

—

lunar day so that

Sun

the

vector.

it

woidd be nearly normal

The

to

solar panel temperature

data are presented in figure 6-20, since they
are planned for future use and were not presented earlier in reference 6-13.
Surveyor III. The assumed orientation of
Surveyor III with respect to lunar coordinates
is

given in figure 6-21.

compartment

A

The normal

to

the

outer canister face was lying

azimuth 9° east of south
and was inclined at an angle of 65° to the local
vertical. The normal to the compartment B
outer canister face had an azimuth 16° north
of west and was inclined at an angle of 81° to

in a vertical plane of

the

local

vertical.

The

spacecraft

—Z

axis

approximated the direction of the local surface
normal; both compartment normals were inclined at 69° to this direction.

The Surveyor III landing site (about 45
meters southeast of the crater center) is shown
in figure 6-22. The surface area viewed by
each compartment was limited by the canister

and crater rim. On this basis,
viewed a maximum projected
surface area of 1.3X10 4 m 2 and compartment
B an area of 2.6X10 4 m 2 The resulting view
face orientation

compartment

A

,

.

SECTION AiONG LINE
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factors from compartments A and B to the
lunar surface were 0.31 and 0.41, respectively.
The compartment, solar panel, and planar

array temperature data are given in reference
6-14.

(9

Surveyor V. Surveyor V landed in a small
x 12 m) crater, with leg 1 positioned near

the crater rim and legs 2 and 3 downslope

Z AXIS

on

the southwest wall of the crater. Figure 6-23
LOCAL VERTICAL

AFTER LANDING
AFTER THE HOP; 4
I

shows the assumed orientation of Surveyor V
with respect to the lunar coordinates after
landing and after sunset of the first lunar day.

deg
deg

At approximately sunset
X-Y PLANE

of the first lunar day,

the shock absorbers on legs 2 and 3 compressed,
placing the spacecraft even more downslope.
During the second lunar day, the spacecraft
assumed the orientation it had during the first

lunar day.
COMPARTMENT B

The
AFTER LANDING 60
AFTER THE HOP 67

+ Y AXIS

location

of

the spacecraft within

deg
deg

crater

profile

partment

A

is

shown

in figure 6-24.

the

Com-

primarily viewed the east side of

the crater, the surface beyond the crater, and
space, with an overall view factor of 0.247 to

the lunar surface.
DIRECTION OF

B

viewed the

beyond the
view
and
space,
with
an
overall
crater rim,
to
the
lunar
surface.
The
comfactor of 0.255
partment, solar panel, and planar array tem-

TILT

AFTER THE HOP

Compartment

west side of the crater, the surface
42

'

perature data are given in reference 6-15.

DIRECTION OF TILT

AFTER LANDING

Figure 6-23.

Surveyor VI. Surveyor VI, after the

— Surveyor V landed orientation.

Figure 6-24.

—

initial

landing and later after the hop, was situated

Profile of crater in

which Surveyor

V

landed.
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SPACECRAFT

LOCAL
VERTICAL

LUNAR CRATER RIM
SURFACE

ORIENTATION ANGLES
-Z AXIS

As
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with a view factor of 0.337 to the lunar surface.
area to the southwest, with a view factor of 0.333 to the lunar
surface. During the lunar night, shock absorber
2 compressed, resulting in a slope of the
spacecraft vertical axis about 6° with respect
to the local vertical during the second lunar
day. The compartment, solar panel, and planar
array temperature data are given in reference

LOCAL VERTICAL

Compartment B viewed the

DOWNHILL

TILT

DIRECTION

6-10.
Surface Temperature Calculations

The lunar surface brightness temperatures
were determined from the spacecraft compartment outboard face temperatures. This
was accomplished by evaluating the radiative
heat balance required between the compartment face and the lunar surface viewed using
the following equation (depicted in
rT, 4
COMPARTMENT 6

e2

F

?U

fig.

6-28)

rrii

CI3

F12

l2

ais

Fn p2 sin

\p

+

cos

(6)

18

«l«2-fl2

Figure

6-27.

— Surveyor VII landed orientation.
where

Ti= compartment

T — lunar
2

surface temperature,

in sunlight,

T = lunar
3

°K

surface

tempera-

brightness

shadow
was used in the

ture in

ALBEDO

= 200° K

11

calculations

W/m

S=solar irradiation constant,

F = geometric
12

®

view factors
partments to sunlit

from comportion

of

view factors from compartments to shadowed portion of

7^13= geometric
=

a ls Scos

+Fl2 e

t

t2<rT

(SOLAR RADIATION)
(RADIATION

\

FROM

SUNLIT LUNAR SURFACE)

lunar surface, dimensionless
flux from inside to outside of

2= heat

*F\Z c e z<rT \

(RADIATION FROM

*fr

(ALBEDO FROM LUNAR SURFACE)

\

l

+

Z

SHADED LUNAR SURFACE)

a l% p z Ssin +

(HEAT FLOW OUT OF COMPARTMENT)

<7

VIEW FACTOR

T-L
Figure

2

lunar surface, dimensionless

HEAT BALANCE
e|Cr7"?

°K

surface brightness temperature

6-28.

COS U| COS

c

i/a,

— Heat

;

•

i

wall,

W/m

2

o-=Stefan-Boltzmann constant

=5.675 X10- 8 W/m2 °K4
«,= compartment surface emittance,

di-

mensionless

2. 3

exchange for
outboard face.

compartment

a

compartment

= 0.87±0.02
€2= lunar surface emittance, dimensionless
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= 1.0

(brightness temperature assump-

tion)

a IS =compartment surface solar
tance, dimensionless

absorp-

= 0.20±0.02
0= angle

between direction of Sun and
normal to compartment surface,
deg

^= elevation

angle of

Sun

the

to

when
was unshaded, with small
changes resulting when either the RADVS
antenna or the compartment top was exposed.
the greatest temperature change occurred

the

outer

The

results, while encouraging,

face

clusive because of the high

time of the

p

=A=lunar
tion,

Preliminary Results

dimensionless
the

Shading Test

A differential shading test was performed on
Surveyor III compartment B to try to establish the degree of thermal isolation of the compartment outboard face from the Vycor mirrors
and the radar and doppler velocity sensor
(RADVS) antenna. The top of the compartment on all Surveyor spacecraft was covered
with Vycor mirrors which had a low a/t
(=0.12/0.79) permitting heat flow out of the
compartment during the high lunar day temperatures. (Thermal switches internal to the
compartment isolated the interior from the
mirrors during the lunar night.)

The

RADVS

antenna was located under the outer compartment face.
At the beginning of the shading test, all

components were unshaded, including the
compartment outboard face, the Vycor mirrors,
and the RADVS antenna. Next, with all the
components shaded from the direct Sun by
the solar panel, the outboard face temperature
dropped 6.7° K (12° F). Subsequently, each
component was unshaded in succession: the
first was the RADVS antenna, which resulted

AT=0.6° K (1° F); the outboard face,
which resulted in a A7 =6.1° K (11° F); and
the Vycor mirrors, which resulted in a AT
= 0.8° K (1.5° F). (The sum is greater than the
original 6.7° K (12° F) drop because of the

in a

1

increasing

Temperature

data

by

measured

thermal

sensors located on the outboard panels of the

parameter
values used in the lunar-surface temperature
calculations for each mission. Other parameters
used, such as view factors and Sun angles,
and the detailed results of these calculations,
are given in references 6-10 and 6-13 to 6-16.
of

at the

Data Analysis

the

reflectivity to solar irradia-

Table 6-2 shows some

were not con-

Sun angle

test.

lunar surface, deg
2
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Sun angle during the

test.)

By

far

compartments, on the
and on the planar array antenna,
electronic

part, are presented in references

solar panel,
for the

most

6-10 and 6-13

(Figs. 6-20 and 6-26 contain solar
temperature data not previously reported.) Included are data taken during the
first lunar day, during eclipses, after sunset,
and on some subsequent lunar days; auxiliary

to 6-16.

panel

Sun/panel/spacecraft relative positional infor-

mation

is

also included.

Lunar surface brightness temperatures were
calculated using the compartment outboard
panel temperatures and equation (6), depicted
essentially as a radiation balance relationship
in figure 6-28.

These preliminary results were

presented in references 6-10 and 6-13 through
6-16 shortly after each Surveyor mission. In
some cases, lunar surface brightness temperatures were calculated using the solar panel

temperatures; however, they were not presented
because of the incomplete effort.
The lunar surface temperatures derived
from the Surveyor I compartment data using
equation (6) were found to differ from Earthbased predictions. Higher morning tempera-

and lower values of y refrom Surveyor. Similar discrepancies
occurred on the subsequent Surveyor missions,
and especially large differences were noted
during the eclipses on the Surveyor III and V
missions. These Surveyor-based eclipse lunar
surface temperatures were found to be higher
than Earth-based predictions by 50° and 80° K,
tures were evident

sulted

respectively.

Another discrepancy also appeared when
lunar surface temperatures derived from the
solar

found

panel

temperature measurements were
from the results obtained from

to differ
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compartment data. In

fact,

the solar panel

were closer to Earth-based predictions.
This comparison is shown in figure 6-29 during
the Surveyor III eclipse.
Under the early conviction that compartment data were more reliable, efforts were
concentrated on reducing these data, as well
as attempting to explain the above discrepancies. During some of the missions, the compartment-based results were as much as 25° K
higher during the lunar morning or afternoon
than Earth-based predictions. At night, the
compartment-based lunar surface temperatures
also were higher, resulting in y values near 500,
compared with Earth-based eclipse predictions
Recent Earth-based
for 7 of about 1350.
measurements taken during the lunar night by
Wildey, Murray, and Westphal (ref. 6-7)
results

400

cc

have resulted in y values less than 1000,
compared with the earlier Earth-based measurements taken during eclipses by Saari and
Shorthill (refs. 6-2 through 6-4), which resulted in 7 values averaging about 1350.
Several effects have been considered in
modeling the lunar surface characteristics in
order to explain the difference between eclipse
and postsunset measurements. Effects given
serious consideration are directional thermal
emission, variation of thermal conductivity
with soil depth, and variation of density with
depth. Winter and Saari (ref. 6-6) have developed a "cube" model that varies thermal
conductivity with depth, and they have been
able to match the Wildey, Murray, and Westphal lunar postsunset data as well as eclipse
measurements with this model. Jones (ref.
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6-17) recently suggested a model that includes

postsunset surface temperature derived from

density variation with depth and conductivity
as a function of depth and temperature.

compartment data on Surveyor

efforts

matched the
by

using a value of q 80 percent of its nominal.
Attention was then given to the solar panel

Error Analyses

Early

V

slope of Earth-based surface temperatures

were made during the mission

operations time period to explain the discrepancies in lunar surface temperatures derived

by varying the initial errors,
one could possibly make it more nearly match
the compartment results. Heat conduction from
the mast, where there were thermal sensors on
two of the drive motors, increased the difference
between the two spacecraft predictions of the
lunar surface temperatures. Allowing for change
of emittance of the back surface paint at
cryogenic temperatures produced a slightly
to see whether,

from compartment, solar panel, and Earthbased data. These included the possible effects
that could result from dust, paint degradation,
crater cavities, heat capacity of rocks, and
directionality. Of these, only the last two
effects were found to be of interest; rocks may
have had the effect of maintaining a higher
postsunset temperature for compartment B on
Surveyor VII, and directionality partially explained some of the higher morning or afternoon temperatures (ref 6-14) Additional efforts
to discretize the lunar surface into many nodes
to obtain more accuracy were of limited value.
Further discretization efforts should be restricted to the immediate foreground, particularly where craters or rocks exist.
Efforts subsequent to the mission operations
time period were devoted to searching for
other possible errors and determining their
influence on the calculated lunar surface temperatures. The first errors investigated were
those within equation (6), where it was confirmed that the temperature sensor inaccuracy
and the view factor uncertainty were the

energy received by the solar panel, which
further separated the two results.
Later, it was realized that since the compartment side faces were nearly vertical they would
view approximately one-half of the lunar surface and one-half of the cold space, whereas an
outboard face containing the temperature
sensor was tilted back about 20° and would
view more cold space than warm lunar surface.
The importance of this effect was estimated
for Surveyor V during the lunar night, where
data were available for 200 hours after sunset
and where transient effects were at a minimum.
Simplified calculations were made, assuming
that the sides and outboard face were isolated
from each other but were conductively coupled

significant error contributors during the lunar

to

.

day;

also,

the

.

uncertainty

internal heat loss,

was

q,

The inaccuracy

in

compartment

significant after sun-

measurement
was established as being the most significant
error source with a possible error of ±2° K by
itself and ±4° K including other telemetry
set.

in the sensor

system inaccuracies.
Relative errors, which were due to the
various uncertainties, were separately calcu-

many different times during both the
lunar day and the lunar night. When these
lated at

were applied as error bands to the compartment and solar panel data, the resulting
lunar surface temperatures from these two
sources still could not be made to overlap
without assuming some unreasonably large
initial error sources. However, the slope of the
339-462 0—69
14
results

favorable reduction in this difference.

Most

of

the other possible contributors increased the

the interior of the compartment via the
for q as that previously used for

same value

the outboard face. These calculations showed
that the side faces could be 10°
warmer than

K

the outboard face and thus could significantly
affect the outboard face temperature.
Then, using nominal lunar surface tempera-

7=500 and 7=750, the temperature
outboard face was computed including
conduction from the side faces and nominal q
from the interior. These computed temperatures were compared with the actual Surveyor
tures for

of the

V

as shown in figure
Agreement was good between the outer
face temperatures computed assuming a 7 = 500
and the actual flight data; without the side

canister temperatures,

6-30.

face conduction, a 7 of about 400 previously

had been obtained.
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Based on
O

O CALCULATED

INCLUDING

CONDUCTION, y

A

A

~-

this

agreement between actual and

calculated outer face temperatures, the

500

com-

parison of results from different data sources

CALCULATED INCLUDING
CONDUCTION, y 750

shown in figure 6-31 was made. The error
band derived previously for the compartments
was placed around a lunar surface 7=500

--

ACTUAL DATA FROM
COMPARTMENT A

temperature curve, recognizing that the error
band may be larger than that shown when the
conductive effect is included. Note that lunar
surface temperatures calculated from the solar
panel fall just below this error band. If an
error band were placed on the solar panel
results, these

bands would overlap, particularly

well late into the lunar night. Also

the results of the

new cube model

shown

(ref.

are

6-6) for

the lunar surface during the night, which has
210

220

230

SUN ANGLE (SUNSET

240
=

250

180), deg

—

Surveyor V outboard face postsunset
temperature with conduction from sides.

Figure 6-30.

an average y value of about 850. The cube
model had been adjusted to fit the Wildey,
Murray, and Westphal data (ref. 6-7) also

shown

in the figure. This lies within the prob-

able error

band

temperature

for the solar panel lunar surface

results,

and

lies

between the solar

panel and the compartment results until well

w

120

220

230

240

SUN ANGLE (SUNSET

Figure 6-31.

=

180),

250
deg

— Lunar surface postsunset temperatures for Surveyor V.
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into the night. Figure 6-31

also presents the
curve for 7= 1350, originally predicted from
Earth-based eclipse measurements, which indi-

cates that this value of 7

is

much
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Lunar Surface Electromagnetic Properties

D. 0. Muhleman, W. E. Brown,
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Radar Data and Data Reduction

W. H. Peake

D. 0.
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Muhleman
L.
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geometry was

surface material are discussed here.

The

text

is

Methods

of reduction

and presentation

of

the initial orientations of the radar

the

the radar data obtained for the various Surveyor

beam

A

Analysis and interpretation of the magnet

data.

(RADVS)

for approximately the final 3 minutes
Surveyor flights I, III, V, VI, and VII.
Identical systems were used on each flight;
these systems consisted of four narrow beams,
three of which were oriented at angles of 25°
with respect to the roll axis (at a wavelength of
2.3 cm) and the fourth along the roll axis. Beam
4 was frequency modulated to obtain slantrange information. The sole design criterion for
the RADVS system was determined by guidance and control requirements. Nevertheless,

excited

100 to

velocity

is

beams divide

radar

by the transmitter

signal,

converting

80 000

about
Hz. The doppler signals are

matched pairs of preamplifiers that
employ automatic gain control, each in three
discrete gain states differing by about 25 dB.
The preamplifier outputs are processed by
frequency trackers, which provide estimates
amplified in

of the center frequency of each doppler spec-

trum. The three doppler frequencies are combined in frequency converters to give three
orthogonal velocity components in spacecraft
coordinates as analog voltages.
from
The altimeter transmits about 250
modulated
is
frequency
klystron,
which
reflex
a
at the repeller with a sawtooth waveform. The
return signal is processed in the same way as in

reflection

properties of the lunar surface in the various

MW

landing regions.
Data from each flight were obtained during
the final 2 to 3 minutes before touchdown.
this time, the

The

to the doppler frequencies in the range of

telemetered values of the various signal
strengths have yielded unique and significant

to 20

very brief description of the radars

three beams. The antennas are divided by
septums into receiving and transmitting sections. The return signals are detected in quadrature by pairs of microwave mixers that are

of

the

and

the output of a 7-watt, two-cavity klystron,
by two parabolic antennas in the

signal-strength data were taken with

concerning

surface,

radiated

the radar altimeter and doppler velocity sensor

information

mean

4 was approximately at normal incidence.

given in this report.
Radar System

During

lunar surface and with essentially zero

velocity.

incidence angle of 25° to the

Interpretation of the radar data in terms

Radar

beams were

Consequently, during this
time period, three of the beams remained at an

of lunar properties.
(3)

mean

lateral

spacecraft during the landing phase.
(2)

km. Since the approach

slightly different for each flight,

correspondingly different; in each case, the final
minute of descent was performed with the
spacecraft roll axis essentially perpendicular to

in three parts:
(1)

1

laterally along the lunar surface to

distances of up to 20

Analysis and interpretation of the Surveyor
data on electromagnetic properties of the lunar

beam surface
km; the beam

of 60° off normal, the

intercept radius from about

range varied from about
of incidence from a

the velocity beams

km, the beam angles
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by microwave

mixers, pre-

/
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and a frequency tracker. The signal
frequency consists of the sum of a component
proportional to range (arising from the frequency modulation) and a doppler component.
amplifiers,

The doppler component

is subtracted in the
derived
converter, using data
from the velocity
voltage
proportional
beams. An analog
to slant

provided at the output.
instrumentation
for signal strength conThe
and
filter
amplifiers in each
sists of rectifiers
The
preamplifier
outputs are
frequency tracker.
single-sideband
modulators,
which
processed by
driven
the
frequency
where/,,
is a
by
are
c +/o,
frequency
kHz)
and
is
the
reference
(600
/
estimate
of
the
input
signal
frequency.
tracker
The modulators are designed to produce the
lower sideband, causing the signal spectrum to
occur at about /„. The translated spectrum is
amplified in an IF amplifier with a center frequency of 600 kHz and a bandwidth of 10 kHz.
The signal-strength instrumentation is at the

range

is

output

The

of this amplifier.
rectifier is a

half-wave diode

rectifier

op-

erating at a sufficiently high level to provide

reasonably linear performance. The output is
filtered by a single-section RC filter with an
0.05-second time constant. The output is scaled
to provide a full-scale voltage of 5-V dc.

Unambiguous

interpretation of the signal-

strength analogs requires knowledge of the preamplifier gain state, indicated by discrete
outputs provided for each beam, and signal
frequency, which is necessary because the pre-

employ low-frequency rolloff. The
frequencies are computed by the inverse of the
amplifiers

transformation in the converter of the radar,
using telemetered radar velocity and range output data. In the case of the altimeter, the range-

frequency scale factor undergoes a discrete
change at 304.8 meters (1000 ft) this event being
indicated by a 304.8-meter (1000 ft) mark.
This particular design, which was entirely adequate for its guidance and control function,
caused certain difficulties in the interpretation
of the signal-strength data for scientific purposes, particularly the use of discrete gain states.
,

During periods

in

which a beam was normal

to

the lunar surface (usually beam 4), the radar
echo apparently contained two components intermittently: a (strong) coherent return and a

(nominal) incoherent component. The receiver
systems attempted to follow these signal variations, thus causing rapid gain-state switching.
This effect was particularly common during the
last 30 seconds of flight when the nominal signal
strength also rapidly increases with time.
The radar data reduction consists of converting the telemetered signal-strength voltages to

the actual signal strengths in watts (accomplished

by using the telemetry calibrations and
and by computing a

gain-state information)

radar cross section with a "radar equation" that
removes the range effect and includes the measured numerical values of the radar parameters,
i.e., the antenna gains and transmitter powers.
The accuracy of this process is difficult to estimate. Errors will arise from the uncertainties
in the telemetry calibrations, the numerical
values of gains and transmitter powers, incorrect
gain-state decisions, and

any possible

in the theoretical radar equation. In

difficulty

all,

we

are

concerned with 20 nearly independent radar
systems, all of which can only be preflight
calibrated under a tight time schedule. This situation should be contrasted to that for an Earth-

based radar system where many months are
available for antenna pattern and gain measurements and where the transmitter power can be
continuously monitored during the experiments.
Nevertheless, the Surveyor signal-strength data
are highly consistent

among

the various

beams

on each flight, strongly suggesting that a corresponding flight-to-flight consistency exists. In
the worst case, one beam was found to differ by
2 dB from the other three beams; in all other
cases, the various beams appear to be consistent
to better than 1 dB.
Trajectory Reconstruction

A necessary requirement for
tion of lunar radar data

is

accurate evalua-

a complete knowledge

of the terminal-descent trajectory.

With

this

knowledge, a time history of the slant range to
the

surface,

incidence

angle,

and

relative

velocity of the individual radar beam(s) may
be determined. In addition, where the precise

touchdown point can be determined by using
Lunar Orbiter photographs or by other means,
then the trace of beam incidence points on the
lunar surface can be reconstructed as a function

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES

By

means, both geometric and
removed from the telemetered radar signal-strength measurements.
While the reconstructed trajectory is necesof time.

this

terrain effects could be

sary

for

analysis

lunar surface

of

electrical

properties, the primary purpose of the Surveyor
postflight, terminal-descent trajectory-analysis
effort

was

anomalous spacecraft

to recognize

behavior, discover the source (s), and suggest

appropriate system modifications for succeed-

The

ing spacecraft.

accuracies of trajectory re-

were based on these
engineering requirements rather than on the

By
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was launched, the
program had been developed to
the point that all telemetry-error sources had
been modeled and initial work had begun on
modeling the spacecraft system errors. During
program checkout, it was found that large
system errors (out of specification errors) would
cause the program to diverge from the solution,
the time Surveyor I

least-squares

while small errors were resolved with high accuracy. To achieve convergence in the first
case, it

was necessary

to

modify the model so

scientific recpiirements of lunar surface analysis.

became a small
which, of course, negated the
reason for such a program. Lack of convergence

However, the reconstruction accuracies proved

resulted primarily from a highly nonlinear rela-

adequate for both purposes.
In preparation for terminal-descent, postflight analysis, the development of a set of
computer programs was initiated based on the
concept of obtaining a least-squares best fit of

tion
between spacecraft-system parameters
and trajectory characteristics and high correlation between available telemetry data. At this
same time, it was found from Surveyor I postflight work that the 6DOF program could be
perturbed by hand with very quick convergence
and matching of the telemetry data.
Since, in either case, the basic system model
required modification for large system errors,
the least-squares best-fit approach was dropped

construction,

therefore,

telemetry data.
to solve for

The program was

also designed

both system and telemetry

The technique required
dimensional,

a base,

as

simulation

six-degree-of-freedom

of the terminal descent.

An

errors.

a three-

existing six-degree-

of-freedom computer program (6DOF), which
contained radar and flight-control subsystem
models, including weight and moment of inertia
changes, was used for this purpose. Figure 7-1
presents a functional block diagram of the
6DOF program. The integration of rigid-body
rotational and translational
are

performed

merical
tional

using

integration.

accuracies

dynamic equations

simple

The

obtained

trapezoidal

resulting

have,

in

nu-

computageneral,

been several times better than the most severe
requirements.

The

mand

model consists of the
and range/velocity com-

control system

altitude, acceleration,

descent control loops.

The radar sub-

system serves as the navigational sensor in the
latter control loop and must provide continuous
and accurate data on range and velocity so
that the spacecraft may successfully negotiate
a soft landing. Also included in this block is
a model of the propulsion system. Although it

not required for an accurate trajectory reconthe subsystem dynamics included
time constants of at least 0.1 second in
magnitude.
is

struction,

that the large system error

relative error,

in

favor of the

much

simpler

technique of

manual perturbation. To support this approach,
effort was expended on increasing the flexibility
of the 6DOF program and developing analysis
techniques utilizing the comparison of telemetered descent time events (burnout, segment

_
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intercept, segment acquisition, etc.) to determine system errors. This avenue of postflight
analysis was used with success and, in the case

Surveyor V with its highly nonstandard
descent, it probably was the only reasonable
method.
In practice, the 6DOF trajectory reconstruc-

rapidly during this period. These errors were
larger during the final 10 seconds of the Sur-

tion

was required

to

match

V

veyor

The

of

descent.

details of the data-reduction procedures

and programs are given in reference 7-1. The
radar equation used in all of the reductions is

P G \ 1[t(^)
7 («)
'(4ir) £
]

the expected accuracy of the radar system) the
best postmission estimates of range, velocity

touchdown was required

t

1.0

An

second of the known total time.

tion of the goodness of

was the subject

fit

percent in
velocity,
(1

<r).

beam

and

The

l-o-

1

beam

in

0.3°.

dB

is

mean lunar

the angularly dependent radar

is

beam

axis. For a gaussian approximation for the
antenna pattern, it can be shown that

6750/

2
<t>

G

''

7T

V

\W

(rad) 2

(2)

eters given in table 7-1.

is

in the tra-

to realize that the

way

are rela-

surface. Errors during

the short steering phase following retro burnout
(about 2 min before touchdown) may be some-

what

Clearly, A(0)

cross section projected perpendicularly to the

angle

incidence angles obtained in this
tive to the

cm)

beam

These errors

important

(23

half-angle

incidence

or less in the radar signal-strength

calculations. It

<£=beam

percent in

jectory reconstruction cause errors on the order
of 0.5

of incidence

= wavelength

have
been reduced from the measured signal strengths
P„ using equations (1) and (2), and the param-

error in spacecraft roll attitude

estimated to be

A

indica-

to the actual tra-

of a

range,

1°

0= angle

from

study which showed
that independent errors of approximately 1
percent in range and velocity would cause from
0.5- to 1.0-second errors in the time interval of
a descent segment and even greater variance in
total descent time. Based on this analysis, the
errors between the 6DOF simulation trajectory
and the true trajectory are estimated to be 2
jectory

R= range along beam center

be within

to

(1)

4

T

spent in any discrete phase such as the descent
segments were required to be within 0.5 second
ignition to

2

3

P = power received
P = power transmitted
Q= antenna gain

The times

of the actual time; the total descent time

2

t

where

(from telemetry data), and incidence angle for
the entire terminal-descent phase.

2

Pr =

closely (to at least

larger since trajectory parameters change

Table

All the data in this section of this report

angle

about

is

received

is

3°.

The half-power beam

In principle, the actual power

the integral of the

beam

pattern over

the illuminated surface. Strictly speaking, equation (1)

is

correct only

scattering law

is flat.

if

the actual lunar angular

This error

is

negligible for

angles of incidence greater than, say, 5°.

actual scattering law apparently

The

sufficiently

is

peaked near normal incidence to cause an
approximate 25 percent error at normal incidence by using equation (1).

7-1. Surveyor radar parameters
Gain,

dB

Transmitter power,

dBW

Spacecraft

Beam
Surveyor
Surveyor
Surveyor
Surveyor
Surveyor

I__.
III.

IV.
VI
VII

1

28.00
28.90
28. 55
28. 20
28.27

Beam

28.

2

05

28. 10

28.45
28.

10

27.87

Beam

3

28.55
28. 40
28.50
27.70
27.66

Beam

29.

4

20

10
28. 05
29.

28.50
28.44

Beam

1

33.55
33.96
33.79
34.70
34.02

Beam

2

31.85
33.29
34.35
33.60
34.92

Beam

3

33.44
33.82
33.87
33.05
34.

07

Beam

4

97
07
24.64
25.05
24. 32
24.
25.
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The approach geometry for this
was such that beam 4 was almost always
normal and beams 1, 2, and 3 were at an incidence angle of 25°. Thus, we would expect the
gamma values for these beams to be nearly conin figure 7-2.
flight

All signal-strength data

have been reduced

to

the cross section y(8), expressed variously as a
function of time to touchdown, height above the

mean

and distance along the lunar surtouchdown point. Complete sets of

surface,

face to the

such curves for Surveyor I may be found in
reference 7—1, Surveyor III in reference 7-2,
and Surveyor VII in reference 7-3. The quantity of data is far too great to present in this
report;

therefore,

typical

examples only are

presented here.

The gamma radar
I

are

shown

cross sections for Surveyor

as a function of time to

touchdown

stant except for real variations in the lunar surface.

show

The beam 4 data
the

in figure

normal-incidence,

numerical mean is about 0.4 ( — 4 dB).
The same data representation for Surveyor
III is shown in figure 7-3. In this case, the beam
incidence angles do not reach the final touch-

CO

o
a:

re

TIME TO TOUCHDOWN,
7-2.

—-Radar cross section for Surveyor

I as

sec

a function of time to touchdown.

100

50

TIME TO TOUCHDOWN, sec

Figure

7-3.

signal-

strength variations over an approximate 10-dB
range. It is impossible to estimate a meaningful
average value of the beam 4 data, but a straight

en

Figure

7-2 clearly

rapid

— Radar cross section for Surveyor III as a function of time to touchdown.
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down

configuration

before touchdown;

until

about 100 seconds

some evidence

gamma

of the angular

can be seen before this
time in figure 7-3. After 100 seconds, beams 1,
2, and 3 are in close agreement and with nearly
variation in

rr

<

constant

7.

Beam

4 actually approached normal

6=2° at 60
seconds where, again, fading becomes noticeable.
Figure 7-4 shows the time variations for
incidence quite slowly, reaching

Surveyor V beams which had continuously vary-

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES
ing incidence angles that did not reach

can be seen in figure 7-4. This flight
the weakest echos of all Surveyor
flights (compare fig. 7-4 with figs. 7-2 and 7-3).
The cross-section data for Surveyor VI are

the

of fading

few seconds
before the touchdown. Beam 4 did not reach
6=2° until about 10 seconds; very little evidence

exhibited

touchdown configuration

until a

209

o
a.
a.

<
<
a.

8,000

ALTITUDE, m

Figuke

7-6.

— Radar cross section for Surveyor as a function

of altitude.
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shown in figure 7-5. The landing configuration
was reached rapidly for this flight (by 120
sec).

A

significant dip,

which probably can be

obtain a determination of true angular dependence of y. Clearly, the use of the mean-plane
incidence angle data assumes that the surface

over the entire region covered by the
If a given landing region has a general

explained by a terrain variation, can be seen

is

around 100 seconds for beam 2. Strong fading
occurs on beam 4 after 80 seconds. The significant decrease in y for beams 1, 2, and 3 between
approximately 30 and 20 seconds occurred on
all flights and appears to be associated with
gain-state switching; i.e., the dip probably is a

beams.

characteristic of the radar system.

slopes

and

of y(6)

is

An

dependence of y
is shown in figure 7-5 with the Surveyor VII
data. Except for the last 1000 meters of the
flight (time, 30 sec to 0) where the system is
strongly affected by gain switching and a rapid
increase in signal strength, no altitude effects
are in evidence. The variations in y above 10 km
are explained easily in terms of the known
changes in the incidence angles. Considerable
real structure is evident with beam 3 data,
which show strong returns when that beam
crossed a group of mountains and a crater
shortly before touchdown (see ref. 7-3). Figure
7-6 shows a strong beam 3 echo between the
altitudes of 10 to 5 km; this echo is caused by
the local terrain, which is oriented more perpendicularly to the beam than the mean surface.
The altitudes have nothing to do with this

example

of the altitude

phenomenon; altitude was selected as the independent variable in figure 7-6. The rise in

gamma
beam

at 2.0

km is

the typical response

when

a

crossed a crater that appears "fresh" in

the associated Lunar Orbiter photograph. This
be discussed more fully below.

will

flat

slope

of,

say, 1° or 2°,

it will

significantly affect

for data
taken near normal incidence where the backscattering law is peaked. However, in most
cases, the Surveyor landing sites are free of

interpretation

exception

of

particularly

y(d),

"rolling hUls"

and the interpretation

relatively straightforward.

the Surveyor VII

is

A

beam

notable

3,

which

did pass over "hills" that were large compared

beam

to the

A

size.

possible explanation of the flight-to-flight

variation of the degree of fading on

(near normal incidence)

beam

4

may be formulated from

these ideas. If the intermittent strong echoes

observed on

beam

4 data are coherent returns

(truly specular), they

would be absent

if

the

local surface covered by the beam were sloped
1° or 2° from the horizontal. In this case, the

specular scattering direction would not be back
toward the radar and only noncoherent echoes

would be detected.
cross-section data y{8) are shown
through 7-12 where the values of
the independent variable 8 were taken from the
6DOF program. Most of the data occur at 6 of
about 25° and, to a lesser extent, near 0°. (All
Surveyor I radar data are at these two angles
and will not be shown here; however, it can be
inferred from fig. 7-2.) The Surveyor III data
are shown in figure 7-7 with all of the beams

The angular

in figures 7-7

Radar Cross-Section Dependence on Incidence Angle

The quantity

of particidar interest that

be estimated from the data

is

may

the variation in

the radar cross section, either y or a, as a
function of the angle of incidence 8. The values
of y

plotted in figures 7-2 through 7-6 are

functions of the incidence
local surface illuminated

angle relative

to

by a given beam. The

incidence angles relative to the

mean lunar

sur-

face as a function of time have been obtained

with the

6DOF

computer program. Only

if

we

10

cross-plot the y versus 8 data to

20

30

Figure

7-7.

— Radar

50

40

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE,

the

local-plane incidence angle data were available
to us could

O

8,

deg

cross section for

Surveyor III

as a function of incidence angle.

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES
superimposed. It can be seen that at any given
e.g., 40°, the values of 7 are widely
spread. This variation may be caused by any of
angle,

the following factors:
(1)

Beam

is

illuminating different regions of

may have varying local
and true differences in electric reflectivity.
Signal may be strongly fading at any

the lunar surface, which
slopes
(2)

given time.
(3)

Receiver

lock.

1

BEAM

2

may be

instantaneously out of

211
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composite in figure 7—11. A double clustering of
data near normal incidence is evident, but not
understood. It does not appear possible to interpret the two clusters as coherent and incoherent,
since they should differ by about 18 dB. Furthermore, it is not at all clear which group, if
any, represents the "normal incidence cross
section."

The Surveyor VII composite data

are

shown

7-12 with evidence of two clusters near
normal incidence. The most notable characteristic of these data is that the cross sections are
in figure

significantly higher at

nearly

+2

all angles of incidence (by
dB). This, apparently, represents a

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES
reference 7—1. In most cases,
clear

from inspection

certain crater

sponse and

The

of the

was detectable

why

it

is

intuitively

photographs

why

a

in the radar re-

others were not.

correlations of the

lunar surface with

beam

traces on the

the corresponding

Orbiter photographs are

shown

Lunar

in figures 7-13

granulated material, and higher intrinsic dielectric constant.

The Surveyor III region is shown in figure
7-15 along with a cross-section graph. The
only detectable event occurs on beam 1, which
rises

vertically along the center. Clearly, the

crater that

through 7-18. The cartesian coordinates of the
interception of the beam center with the mean
lunar surface were computed with the 6DOF
program. The beam patterns for Surveyor I
are shown in figure 7-13 (recall that beam 4 is
always normal for this flight). A close inspection
of this Lunar Orbiter photograph indicates that

spacecraft

beam

(from

(to the left) crossed two anomalous
craters, whereas the other beams (2, 3, and 4)
crossed nothing so prominent. Figure 7-14
shows an enlargement of the beam 1 trace with
a scaled graph of the y cross section. The
correlations between the craters of interest and
the cross sections are clear, and no significant
correlations with other craters can be defended.
These effects cannot be explained in a quantitative way, but we can say that they probably
arise from a combination of focusing toward
the radar, more compacted material or less
1

Figure 7-13.

— Lunar

Orbiter photograph

Surveyor I landing
antenna beam coverage.

of the

site,

showing

213

lies

is

about 1200 meters from the

responsible for the radar feature.

The very complex beam traces for Surveyor V
are shown in figure 7-16. Even though many
craters are traversed, no events can be seen

on

the cross-section data.

The Surveyor VII photograph
figure 7-17

where

it

left to right)

is

shown

can be seen that

beam

in

3

crossed a significant crater

about 700 meters from the touchdown point.
The effect on the radar cross section is easily
seen in figure 7-6 (beam 3) at the altitude
coordinate of 2000 meters. Figure 7-18 shows a
larger view of the Surveyor VII landing site
(again with beam 3 to the left). Beam 3 traversed a "hill" tilted in the direction toward
the Sun (to the right) which created the broad
and very strong feature seen in figure 7-6
during the altitude range from 9 to 5 km. This
event occurred about 5 km from the touchdown
point.
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2000

3000

2500

DISTANCE FROM LANDING SITE,

Figure 7-14.

— Correlation between Surveyor

I,

beam

section.

1,

m

radar coverage and the radar cross
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2000

o
<

2000

-1500

-1000

•

500

500

DISTANCE, m

2

O
Figure 7-15.

—

Lunar Orbiter photograph of the Surveyor III landing
site, showing radar beam traces

c/)

o
or
o
or
<
a
<

and radar

or

1000

2000

3000

4000

DISTANCE FROM LANDING SITE, m
339^162

O— 69

15

cross section for

beam

1.
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o
z

-4000

""» 15

-10000

-8000

-6000

-4000

2000

-?000

6000

4000

8000

DISTANCE, m

Figure 7-16.

— Lunar

Orbiter photograph of the Surveyor

beam

traces.

V

landing

site,

showing radar

10000
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-2000

-1500

Figure 7-17.

-1000

—Lunar Orbiter photograph
beam

traces,

of the Surveyor VII landing site, showing radar
with beam 3 crossing the radar-anomalous crater.
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uj

o

z
<
—

-2000

-1500

1000

-500

1500

DISTANCE, m

Figure 7-18.

— Total beam coverage

for

Surveyor VII.
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Interpretation of Surveyor

D. 0.
principle, the

Iii

Moon. If the Moon were a perfectly conductsmooth sphere, the power received would

Radar Data

ing

MUHLEMAN

measurement

219

be

P,6A

of the radar

Pr.

cross section for the complete range of incidence

angles can be interpreted in terms of the elec-

parameters of the surface materials (assuming that they are homogeneous to several
skin depths) and surface topographic statistics.
In practice, these two effects are very difficult to
separate even with "perfect" measurements. In
trical

measurements of terrestrial surfaces, it is
possible to measure the electrical parameters
from laboratory samples and to carry out topographic surveys. Although many such tests have
been conducted, relatively little theoretical insight concerning the radar-scattering behavior
for such test regions has been obtained.
In lunar or planetary radar tests, all the
information must be extracted from the reflectivity data; consequently, one must adopt some
theoretical scattering theory to remove the
effects of surface roughness in order to estimate
the surface electrical parameters; in particular,
the dielectric constant.

the

of

fairly

lunar

well

The

backscatter

characteristics

is

from the Earth.

We

will assume, a priori, that
the backscatter law for a local region on the
lunar surface is the same as that for the average
lunar disk as seen from the Earth.

We defined

the function F (0) and the paramsuch that the power backscattered per
unit solid angle (per watt of power per square
square meter illuminated) is
eter

t)

Pr(6)
=

Pr,

We

a surface

P

P CA

T? 2

'®=^TT mcose

(3)

where G is the antenna gain, A, the effective
antenna area, r the distance from the radar to
the lunar surface, and R the radius of the

(3),

<r(6)=2 n F(6) cose

7

gamma

203-218)

(pp.

cross

is

(5)

section of

related

to

a{6)

by the relationship
,7(0)

If

we

the

call

Moon

=7(0) COS0

(6)

the total observed cross section of
p,

2ij

then

•I

it

must be that

F(S) cos

sin

d

0=p

(7)

which supplies the normalization condition for
the backscattering functions F(6) or F(6) cos

We

0.

must now consider the case where a

local (flat) region of the

Moon

is

illuminated

by a radar beam of known pattern G(4>),
where
is the angle measured from the electrical axis and the beam is assumed to be
symmetrical in azimuth about this axis. Assuming that the beam is gaussian with small
half-power angle (~3°), the power received
from a surface element is
</>

Pr(0)-

Thus,

element at angle
(measured from the subEarth point for the case of illumination from
the Earth) is

(4)

to normalize equation

notice that the

chapter

F(6)

Then the power backscattered from

TrR-

yields the angular radar cross section a{8):

general structure

known from radar measurements

when used

which,

r

(4ir)V

if

we know

2
\ r,F(6)

(8)

that angular behavior of

the scattering law, F(6), and use equation (7),
we may estimate -q from measured values of

P

i.e., the Surveyor radar data.
(6)
There are two scattering theories available
that represent the Earth-based lunar radar data
well. The first theory, which we will call
derived by Hagfors, Beckmann, and
7^(0),
others (see ref. 7-1), is based on an approximate application of exact Huygens' theory
and assumes that the surface autocorrelation
function is exponential (really linear) and that
r

;

surface-height variations are gaussianly distrib-
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uted about sonie

mean

K

F,(0) cos0=

where

C

rect,
x

0+Csin 2

(cos 4

they are equal, which cannot be far from corand treat y as the Fresnel reflection co-

In this case

level.

(9)

3/

0)

K

zation constant

use of equation

x

The normali-

must be found with the

The second

(7).

theoretical

derived by Muhleman (see ref.
7-2), assumes that the echo power is incoherent
and that surface-height variations from some
expression,

level are distributed exponentially.

scattering function

F

2

(0)

is

is

K

2

cos 0=

cos

0+a

cos

0)

3

wavelength-dependent

also a

The

then

(sin

where a

(10)

statis-

parameter. Although equation
(10) represents lunar echoes all the way to the
lunar limb, equation (9) overestimates the
tical

surface

limb power, and a correction derived by Beckmann is usually applied to fit lunar data.
However, this correction will not seriously
affect our normalization (eq. (7)) and will
not be applied.
If we use either Fi(6) or ^2(0) in equation (7),
and 2 can be computed only if we know the

K

x

K

relation

The

a wavelength-dependent parameter

is

related to the surface statistics.

mean

efficient for

between

?j

and

p.

We

will

normal incidence. This should be

recognized as a serious assumption.

assume that

similar

functions

and,

and

7^(0)

apparently,

F (0)
2

^2(0)

x

o
1o
</>

o
IT
O
cr

<
<

a.

20

30

40

— Radar

60

SO

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE,
Figure 7-19.

0,

deq

cross section versus angle of incidence for

model, with

quite

is that Fi (0) is based on gaussian and
on exponential surface-height statistics.
The practical difference in the two functions is
that -^2(0) is more peaked at normal incidence.
One could hope to resolve this question with
the Surveyor data, but the lack of normalincidence cross-section data prevents it, as will
be seen below.
The cross-section data for Surveyor V versus
incidence angle are shown in figure 7-19 along
with equation (9) with C=8. The theory fits
the data well from 0° to 30°. The agreement
for larger angles can be improved by using a
smaller value of O, but then the curve will fall
well below the data for small angles. The use
of several values of C seems theoretically
unreasonable. The same data are shown in
figure 7-20 along with F2 (6) for a=0.38 and
0.42. In this case, most of the (poor) nearnormal incidence data fall below the curves.
The situation is even more complex for Surveyor VII, as shown in figure 7-21 along with
F {e) for C=6 and F2 {6) for a=0.46. These

difference

2"

10

are

the only significant

C=8.

Surveyor V.

Fi(fi)

scattering

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES
parameter estimates imply that the Surveyor
VII region (Tycho rim) is somewhat "rougher"
than the mare landing sites. A larger value of a
could be chosen such that F2 (6) would pass

V

through

roughness.

the

incidence data;

lower
i.e.,

rougher. Apparently,

mine which

near-normal
the surface assumed even
cluster

it is

of

impossible to deter-

cluster truly represents the

Moon
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and VII. See table 7-1

for formal results.
values listed in table 7-2 represent our
estimates of the surface reflectivities where we

The

have attempted

The

to

remove the

two scattering

theories agree to within the estimated errors.

Consistent with the above assumptions, particularly the interpretation of t] as the Fresnel

in this region.

reflection coefficient,

data were treated in this way
to obtain estimates of C and a and then to
estimate
with the use of ecjuations (7) to
(10). The data for Surveyors I, III, and VI
are even more difficult to treat than those for

electric constants

All the 7(0)

effects of surface

results for the

the estimates of the di-

can be computed from the

Fresnel equation for normal incidence

r\

z.

o

to

o
a.

<J
a.

<

o
<r
<r

/ 1 + V /2 Y
\i-v U2 J

(11)
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We

have taken the unweighted average of
from the two theories (and for their uncertainrj

ties) for

then

each case. Application of equation (11)

yields

the results

of

table

7-3.

These

an estimate
about
average
Moon
of
e=2.7 from
for the
from
Earth(Earth
based)
and
2.0
to
2.5
radar
results are quite consistent with

based, radio-emission polarization effects.
Finally, in a far

we can estimate

more speculative

calculation,

a range of material densities

Table

7-2. Reflectivities

using

the

well-known relation

between

the

dielectric

constant of a material in a solid form

and that

for a granulated form;

in

i.e.,

assume that the density
"solid" form

is

2.90

The

latter

factor

unknown! These

we

will

of the material in the

g/cm 3 and that the lunar
,

basalt has a dielectric constant of
7.

variation

with packing factor. Furthermore,

e

is

es

actually

results are

shown

=4,

5, 6,

or

completely
in table 7-4.
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Magnet Data

reflectance studies using black-and-white photo-

Negus de Wys

J.

Before the Surveyor program, no direct data
were available on the composition of lunar
surface materials. Surface models consisting of
materials quite different from terrestrial surface
rocks and soils were defended theoretically in
were models based on
the literature,
as
terrestrial analogs.

For several centuries, lunar albedo differences
the mare and highland areas, which were
observed from the Earth, had been interpreted
in

graphs also showed distinct areas of different
reflectance within the maria. Figure 7-22 shows
the Surveyor landing sites on a slightly gibbous

Moon.

and roughness. Color-reflectance phototaken with red and green filters,
showed differences within mare areas some
parts appeared redder, some greener (ref. 7-4).
Highland areas appeared much lighter, with
many craters and rays resulting in near-white
tion

graphs,

—

around

similar to

landing

is

the

interesting to note that the area

crater

Tycho appeared

many mare

site

was within

Figure 7-22.
areas.

A

reddish,

areas; the Surveyor
this reddish halo.

— Slightly

comparison

of

VII

Later

1

Although the Lunar Orbiter photographs
showed detailed surface morphology and indicated abundant craters as well as structures
suggestive of flow, nothing definite could be

determined concerning the composition of the
surface. However, from some of the
surface features, an internal source for some

lunar

surface material seemed a possibility.

Radar returns showed

as indicative of possible differences in composi-

images. It

223

from cratered

greater

reflectivity

This could be related to
possible compositional differences in terms of
areas.

and dielectric properties, but could
be related to slope in terms of reflectance
planes and rock distribution. Thus, these data
also could not result in definite conclusions
regarding composition. However, it should be
noted that the loss tangent-to-density ratio
derived from the landing radar (RADVS echo
densities
also

1

E. A. Whitaker, private communication, 1967.

t>

TRANSIENT EVENTS

•

INFRARED ANOMALIES

(REF. 7-5)

gibbous Moon showing reflectance differences within the mare
Surveyor landing sites shows a similarity in reflectance properties.

—
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data) on Surveyor III

7-2)

(ref.

was suggestive

Infrared scanning of the

Moon

at a

wave-

microns resulted in the
identification of over 1000 "hot spots," or
thermally anomalous areas. Of 300 anomalies
analyzed, 80 percent were found to coincide
with craters. 2 Figure 7-22 shows the distribution

length of

10

to

12

thermal anomalies observed in 10- to 12micron scanning. Thermal parameter (7) values
of 20 to about 1400 have been suggested. The
Tycho area is the brightest anomaly observed
(ref. 7-5). This range of values is comparable
with values for solid terrestrial rock at one
extreme and fine powder on the other. Analysis
has not shown evidence for an internal heat
source, but has not excluded such a possibility. 3
Compositional deductions cannot be made from
of

these data.

Nearly 600 lunar transient events 4 ranging
from obscure hazes to lightninglike streaks,
which have been reported during the last 300
years, have been collected and evaluated (ref.
7-6) over 200 of these events occurred in one
the Herodotus-Shroeter Valley-Cobra
area,
Head complex. Such repetitious activity is
suggestive of volcanism or outgassing; Kosyrev
;

(ref. 7-7) has reported obtaining a spectrographic plate of the crater Alphonsus during a
gaseous emission from the central peak. From
preliminary comparisons, about 20 of the lunar

event

sites

appear

to coincide

ing thermal anomalies.
tion

of

these

A

with areas show-

volcanic interpreta-

events would suggest basaltic

composition. (See

fig.

7-22 for a comparison

of

areas showing thermal anomalies at 10 to 12

microns and areas from which visual events
have been reported.)
Besides the problem of composition, the
origin of lunar craters has long been a subject

On the one extreme, meteoritic impact and accretion of the lunar surface are
suggested; on the other extreme, volcanic
activity and associated phenomena are considered dominant in the formation of lunar
surface material and surface morphology.

of debate.

2
3
*

This controversy over causative agents of
also involves composition. If the
surface material were primarily the result of
volcanism and the craters predominantly the
result of endogenic processes, then, by analogy
with the Earth, the expected composition over
most of the lunar surface might be basaltic,
since the volume of terrestrial basalt equals

morphology

of basalt.

private communication, 1968.
D. F. Winter, private communication, 1968.
B. M. Middlehurst, private communication, 1968.

five times the volume of all other extrucombined on Earth (ref. 7-8). Such a
lunar model assumes a similar basic gabbroic
parental magma and a similar degree, or less,

about

sives

of differentiation in resultant melts.

However,

if

the surface material and water-

ing were results of impact and accretion, the

some

surface composition would reflect
tion

toward the composition

altera-

of the meteoritic

some addition of meteoritic nickel-iron
would be expected (93 percent of observed falls
are chondrites, about 6 percent irons). Further-

flux;

more,

pulverization

of

material

surface

impact should produce a
particles and fragments

size distribution

in

the

by
of

particulate

lunar surface covering to some depth rather

than a purely fine-grained homogeneous ma5
terial (ref. 7-9)
overlain by material with a
,

rock and particle distribution of considerable
heterogeneity.

Magnetite, the magnetic material found in
usually ranges from about 5 to 12
percent in terrestrial basalts and is usually
finely disseminated throughout the rock. Metebasalt,

oritic

nickel-iron

in

the

form

of

kamacite

(about 5 percent Ni) or taenite (13 to 65
percent Ni) might be expected to occur on the
lunar surface as separate small particles or
fragments resulting from impact. Churning of
the upper lunar surface layer might be expected
to mix thoroughly these fragments with surface
material to some depth. These magnetic particles would be free particles, rather than
embedded in silicates as is the magnetite in
basalt. Laboratory studies show a considerable
difference between the results of magnet contact with powdered basalt and results of
contact with powders to which separate pure
powdered iron has been added. Thus, a magnet
test could

J. Saari,

'<

J. A.

O'Keefe, private communication, 1968.

—

.

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES
10

(1)

Suggest a rock type.

(2)

Indicate addition of free magnetic frag-

1

IRON METEORITES

Give some indication

genic or exogenic agents

_

whether endohave been domi-

of

may

nant on the lunar surface.
It should be noted that, in considering the obfalls as a model meteoritic flux, the
assumption is made that the flux was relatively
constant during a large period of geologic time
(about 4.5 billion years). Such an assumption
may or may not be valid.

served

Magnet

Tests

magnet

test

Purpose of

The purpose

of the

was

to deter-

O

:

Z>

<

mine
Presence and amount of magnetic mateon the lunar surface.

(1)
rial

(2)
rial in

Differences in

amount

of

Differences in

amount

of

Presence of larger magnetic fragments on
if any (on Surveyor VII)
Data derived from operations of the alphascattering instrument indicate the elemental
percent in the Fe-Ni-Co group; the determina(4)

the lunar surface,

0"

magnetic mate-

the maria and in the highlands.

magnetic material between the surface tests and the subsurface tests (to a depth of about 20 cm).
(3)

1

OBSERVED FALLS

ments.
(3)
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~5%

STONY IRONS: ~l.5%
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tion of whether the iron content occurs in
pyroxenes, hornblendes, or in a magnetic form

involved a meter-long slide through the
lunar surface material, at a depth of about

(Fe, Fe 3 4
or Fe-Ni combinations)
derived only from the magnet data.

7 to 12

cm on

crater.

The magnet assembly on Surveyor

can be

,

Magnetic

susceptibility

of

most

terrestrial

proportional to the magnetite content
(ref 7-10) see figure 7-23, where the abscissa
is

;

.

based largely on information found in
reference 7—11. Thus, magnetic data may suggest a rock type on the basis of magnetite
content and may indicate an anomalous addition of magnetic material to a normal terrestrial
rock type.
Footpad magnet assemblies. The footpad
magnet assemblies, attached to footpad 2 on
Surveyors V, VI, and VII (also on footpad 3 of
Surveyor VII) consisted of a magnetized Alnico
V bar, 5 x 1.27 x 0.32 cm, and a similar-size, unmagnetized bar of Inconel X-750. Figure 7-24
shows the footpad 2 magnet assembly on Surveyor V before launch at Cape Kennedy.
Magnetic flux readings along pole edges
ranged from about 300 to 800 gauss. Plots of
120 readings on each bar were made to assist
scale

V

contacted material through most, if not all,
of this slide (refs. 7-12 and 7-13). In sunset

Magnet-Assembly Design

rocks

the inner slope of a 9- x 12-meter

is

—

,

lighting, the

amount and

mag-

distribution of

netic material were clearly visible.

A

relatively

amount

of magnetic material, with a
below camera resolution (1 mm),
was observed to be present on the lunar surface

small

particle size

in

Mare Tranquillitatis (see fig. 7-26).
The second magnet landing in a mare area

(Sinus Medii) achieved a successful test follow-

ing the hop performed

by Surveyor VI

7-14). During the landing,

(ref.

the lower seven-

eighths of the bar magnet made momentary
contact with the lunar surface material. A
small amount of magnetic material, less than
that on the Surveyor V magnet, was observed
to

be present. The

lesser

amount was probably

the result of the difference in landing modes.

Again, the particles were smaller than camera
resolution (see

fig.

7-27).

Surveyor VII made the
in a highland area. It

first and only landing
was anticipated that this

Magnets

area might show a difference in the extent of

with this strength strongly attract the common
ferrimagnetic mineral, magnetite (FesCX), and
the ferromagnetic metals, nickel, iron, and

A more
would contain considerably less
magnetite; this would be quite obvious in a
magnet test. On the other hand, a higher contribution of magnetic material from meteoritic
impact woidd also be obvious. Neither footpad
(2 or 3), to which magnets were attached, penetrated the surface sufficiently (more than 6 cm)
to provide a magnet test (see fig. 7-28). However, the magnets on the surface sampler

in the interpretation of the

results.

cobalt.

Surface-sampler magnets.

—In addition

magnets on footpads 2 and

to the

two rectangular
horseshoe magnets, 1.9 x 0.96 x 0.32 cm, were
embedded side by side in the back of the surfacesampler door in Surveyor VII. Magnetic flux
readings at the pole faces were about 700 gauss;
the south poles were adjacent (see fig. 7-25).

On

the

Moon,

3,

this configuration

is

capable of

differentiation in the surface material.
acidic

rock

provided an opportunity for surface tests as
(ref. 7-15). Figures 7-29

well as for depth tests

attracting and picking up a fragment of nickeliron meteorite, or magnetite about 12 cm in

through 7-31 show the results after the

diameter. Thus, a test of magnetic material at
trench depths was possible on Surveyor VII, as

sampler.

two bearing strength

A

small

tests

amount

of

is

and testing larger fragments.

after

the

first

bearing strength

slight increase following the

Surveyors

Mare
tively.

V

and VI landed in mare areas,
and Sinus Medii, respec-

Tranquillitatis

In

Mare

Tranquillitatis,

the landing

with the surface

magnetic material

observed to outline the horseshoe magnets

well as the capability of choosing the test area

Data

first

test,

second

with a

test.

After

trenching at a depth of up to 20 cm (fig. 7-32),
an obvious increase in the amount of magnetic
material was observed. Figure 7-33 shows the
area before and after trenching efforts.

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES

0.32

cm/

96 cm

720

680

450

520

330

390

200

440

370

1.6

cm-

/

710
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(a)

-3P-

—

(a) Meter-long slide in surface material was performed by footpad 2 in the
Surveyor V landing (Sept. 12, 1967, 00:18:35 GMT; Sept. 11, 1967, 23:38:23 GMT),
(b) Surveyor V magnet assembly in sunset lighting shows a relatively small amount of
magnetic material adhering to the magnet (Sept. 23, 1967, 09:54:20 GMT).

Figure 7-26.

.

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES
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Figure 7-27.
Surveyor

—

VI

follow this

(a)

Hop performed by

caused

trajectory.

footpad
In

short bounce occurred, and

2

landing,

to

a

momentary

contact with the lunar surface material
was made by the magnet. The strain-

gage data shown at the bottom indicate
movement from b to c was a
bounce rather than a slide, (b) After
the hop, the Surveyor VI magnet
assembly shows a small amount of
fine material collected on the magnet
(Nov. 19, 1967, 04:59:57 GMT, computer processed)
that the

i:,l'!iilfci!|'!

51

230
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~

1
*.

^t

Figure 7-28.

—

Surveyor VII footpads after landing north of Tycho. (a) Footpad 2 (Catalog
7-SE-7). (b) Footpad 3. Because the penetration depths of the footpads were less than
6 em, neither magnet contacted lunar surface material.

339-462

O

-

69

-

16

A
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—

Views of the surface-sampler magnets, before, during, and after the first
bearing strength test. The depth of the test was about 5 cm. Some magnetic material
can be seen around the magnetic pole ends. (See fig. 7-33 for test area.)

Figure 7-29.

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES

—

Figure 7-30. Second bearing strength test showing surface-sampler magnets
during, and after test. The depth of the test was about 5 cm. A small increase
in the amount of magnetic material that outlines the magnetic pole ends.

233

before,
is

seen

234
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—

Figure 7-32. After trenching at depths up to 20 cm, an obvious increase in magnetic
material was observed on the surface-sampler magnets (Jan. 20, 1968, 15:08:28 GMT).
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An

object, selected to be tested for magnetic

was chosen on the basis of shape,
gray tone, and luster in comparison with other
attraction,

rocks in the area (fig. 7-34). The object is
about 1.2 cm in diameter, appears to be dense,
fairly

smooth, and shows a slight

luster.

The

surface sampler was dragged on the surface

toward the object, which was attracted and
picked up by the horseshoe magnets (fig. 735). From the motions of the surface sampler
and the relative positions of the object, it
was concluded that the object was adhering to
the scoop door because of magnetic attraction.
The morphology of the object is not in disagreement with that of a nickel-iron meteor6
ite,
or of a nodular magnetite fragment.
Whatever the actual composition of the fragment and its source, it is evidence of possible
availability of iron on the Moon, since only
ore-grade material would be attracted by the
magnet assembly used.
Laboratory Studies

Various laboratory studies have been conducted for comparison with the results of the

magnet

The

tests

on the lunar surface.

distance from which a magnet with a

magnetic flux of about 500 gauss will attract
powdered iron or magnetite on the Earth is
about 1.9 cm (refs. 7-12 and 7-13).
The bar magnets and horseshoe magnets on
the surface sampler were recorded photographically following contact with rock powders
with a wide range of compositions powdered
CaOH with additions of iron and powdered
basalt with additions of iron. Tests conducted
_6
in a 10 -torr vacuum included impact in
rock-powder samples as well as jet-exhaust

—

Landing modes were simulated in the laboratory using 37- to 50-micron basalt powder.
These tests assisted in determining the depth
and dynamics

of con-

tact with the lunar surface material (refs. 7-12

and 7-13).
Following the successful pickup of a magfragment north of the crater Tycho, the

netic

6

GMT).

motions of the surface sampler were reproduced
and basaltic fragments were used. The only objects that
could be attracted and picked up by the surfacesampler magnets were magnetite and meteoritic
fragments of nickel-iron. Figure 7-36
shows some of the laboratory tests in rock
powders. Two landing-mode simulations, with
their lunar counterparts and simulations of
surface-sampler motions during fragment pickup, are also shown.
in the laboratory. Various meteorite

Discuss/on

Two

H. Brown, private communication, 1968.

different categories of

magnetic particles

are points of concern in the lunar
sults

magnet

re-

mode

of

and the laboratory studies:

(1) The magnetite content and
occurrence in a rock type.

(2)

tests.

of footpad penetration

—

Figure 7-34. Object selected for magnetic-attraction
test. Note luster, dark appearance, smooth shape,
and apparent dense quality (Jan. 13, 1968, 02:06:28

The amount

particles

added

of free

to a rock

kamacite or taenite

powder by meteoritic

impact.

magnetic susceptibility of a rock can be plotted versus magnetite
content, with a resultant grouping of rock
types. Granites, gneisses, and sedimentary
rocks are usually low in magnetic susceptibility
because of the low magnetite content (<0.1
percent). Although basalts have a wide range
4
of magnetic susceptibility above 10~ -cgs units,
is more
fall
in
most
basalts
the range
which

As shown

in figure 7-23,

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES

Figure 7-35.
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— Object attracted and picked up

by the adjacent magnetic south pole ends
magnets was about 1.2 cm in diameter, fairly smooth, with some
that appear suggestive of exfoliation (Jan. 20, 1968, 14:58:39 GMT).

of the surface-sampler
irregularities

restricted.

Magnetic susceptibility

somewhat with a change only
occurrence of the magnetite,

and grouping
of

pure Fe 3

of iron (see

4

of particles,

may

in the

i.e.,

vary

mode

of

particle size

and with the amount

relative to titanium replacement

fig. 7-37). Both chondritic meteorand the Little Lake basalt fall in the
upper part of the magnetic susceptibility

ites

range

for

basalts.

Pure magnetite

falls

at

unity, or higher, as do taenite, kamacite, and
pure iron which may fall much higher. Particle
size

and grouping

the magnetic susIn Little Lake basalt,

affects

ceptibility of a rock.

the magnetite occurs as particles, 10 to 25
microns in diameter, which are disseminated
throughout the rock (fig. 7-38).
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BASALT +

SCORIACEOUS BASALT

^

BASALT

BASALT +
Figure 7-36.

I

% Fe

— Laboratory

studies,

(a)

2% Fe

II

BASALT +

3%

BASALT +

4% Fe

Fe

Magnet-assembly contact with rock powders

atmosphere.

BiCmj

in

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES

37-50/1

50-150/1

RHYOLITE

37-50,

50-150/x

DACITE

37-50/1

50-150/i

BASALT

37-50/

50-150/1

PERIDOTITE
Figure 7-36.

— Continued,

(b)

Magnet-assembly contact with powdered basalt with added
powdered iron in atmosphere.
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Figure 7-36.

—

Continued, (d) Magnet-assembly contact with powdered basalt in atmosphere. Top: 37 microns; middle: 37 to 50 microns; bottom: 50 to 150 microns.
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0% Fe

0.25% Fe

Fe

3%

Fe

10% Fe

0.5% Fe
Figure 7-36.

%

I

— Continued,

(e)

Magnet-assembly contact with powdered
powdered iron in atmosphere.

ditions of

CaOH

with ad-

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES

00% BASALT

BASALT + 1%
Figure 7-36.

Fe

— Continued,

245

BASALT +

2%

Fe

BASALT +

5%

Fe

Magnet-assembly contact with powdered basalt (37 to 50
(f)
microns) with additions of powdered iron in 10~ 6 -torr vacuum.

246
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—

Fig ore 7-36. Continued, (g) Results of firing the attitude-control jet into 37 to 50 microns
basalt with varying percentages of iron in 10- 6-torr vacuum. Top, before firing; middle,
after firing into 37 to 50 microns basalt with 1 percent added iron; bottom, after firing
into 37 to 50 microns basalt with 4 percent added iron.
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NO CONTACT

RHYOLITE

PERIDOTITE

i

DACITE
Figure 7-36. — Continued,
339-462

O— 69

17

SERPENTINE
(h)

Surface-sampler magnets after contact with various powdered rocks in atmosphere.
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n

IRON FILINGS

IRON POWDER

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES

(o)

(b)

—

249

(c)

Figure 7-36. Concluded, (j) Laboratory simulation of angular relationships of surfacesampler magnets to the lunar surface during pickup of magnetic fragment. Note plumb
bob.
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Ti02

MOLECULAR PERCENT

Figure 7-37.

— Phase diagram showing FeO-Fe

2
3 -Ti0 2
Only material on the lower Fe 2 -Ti0 Fe 3 0, composition line would be attracted by the
Surveyor magnets. Curie temperatures are indicated

relationships.

for various compositions.

0.10

0LU

o
to
10

o

4

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES

Figure

—

7-39.
Accelerometer attached to surface
sampler to determine forces exerted on rock.

—

Figure 7-40. Movement of surface sampler, (a)
During rock pickup operation, (b) Subsequent move-

ment that caused the object to be dislodged. The
numbers indicate the sequence of command. Movements are quite jerky.
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A

comparison to surface passes.

in

difference in packing probably

10-percent

necessary to
cause a difference in power requirements. 7
The effects of particle-packing differences
is

are under laboratory study using basaltic
powders with magnetite contents spanning the
range of magnetic susceptibility for basalts.
Finer fractions of iron-powder additions and
powder additions of assumed meteoritic flux

compositions also are being studied.

Magnetic attraction of vapor deposits of
on silicate particles has been investigated
with iron thicknesses of a few angstroms on
iron

attraction
of such a

microns

25

grains

silicate

in

No

diameter.

was observed. Thus, the presence
deposition presumably could not be

by the Surveyor magnets.
rock form, rather than powder, the
magnets will attract material with magnetic
susceptibilities approaching unity or higher;
i.e.,
magnetite, nickel-iron
meteorites, and
pure iron. On the Moon, objects up to approximately 12 cm could be attracted and
suspended by the two small horseshoe magnets
on the surface sampler. The object picked up
by the surface sampler at the Surveyor VII
landing site was about 1.2 cm in diameter;
tested

In

was suspended by the two adjacent south

it

poles at an angle of about 35° to the horizon,

and was thrown

off

by a

From

surface sampler.

side

movement

tests

of the

conducted with

all mare landing sites are in areas that
appear reddish. The Surveyor VI landing site
is more mottled than that of Surveyor V, but
distinctly shows higher reflectance in the red.
The Surveyor VII site, north of Tycho, is in
a reddish halo around that crater, suggesting
that the surface material there may not be
typical of highlands. Most lunar highlands are
very light to white in the composite photograph
referenced. Thus, from this reflectance work
alone, a similarity in material at all Surveyor

7-4),

landing sites

suggested.

is

Panoramas of the mare landing sites and the
Tycho rim (fig. 7-41) show an apparent increase in rock distribution in the Tycho area,
and a perceptible increase in rolling hills and
steeper slopes. However, the gross morphology
appears to be somewhat similar.
Rock shapes in the maria as well as on the
Tycho rim range from rounded and porous
to blocky, dense, and angular. Light and dark
rocks are seen in both types of areas, with
lighter rocks predominant.

Rock shapes

of volcanic activity are seen in

all

typical

locations

Such shapes range from those
and lappilli to densely
crystalline igneous rocks, which would be
expected as throwout material at some depth
with volcanic activity. Experiments with magma in a high vacuum suggest that any magma
extruded on the lunar surface would be ex(see

fig.

7-42).

suggestive

of

ash

an accelerometer attached to the surface
sampler, the force that dislodged the fragment

tremely porous

was concluded

and subsurface cross sections is pertinent. All
footpad imprints and trenches reveal a very
fine-grained, homogeneous material with no

to

be about

5X10 dynes
2

(see

7-39 and 7-40). The force needed to
suspend it was about 1.8X10 dynes. Thus, the
magnetic susceptibility lies between 3X10 -1
figs.

and 8X10" cgs
1

meteoritic

units. Studies

fragments,

rocks,

conducted with

and

minerals

that the susceptibility must be
suggesting that the object could be

also indicate

about

1,

composed

of

magnetite

or meteoritic nickel-

iron.

A

comparison of the lunar-magnet
with other data from the landing

results

test
sites

of geologic interest in the interpretation of

is

magnet

As observed from photographs taken with red and green filters (ref.
the

data.

A

particles larger than
tion.

No

F.

I.

Roberson, private communication, 1968.

7-16).

1

mm;

i.e.,

camera

perceptible packing difference

resoluis

ob-

served in the bottoms of trenches (see footnote
7). Rock fragments are distributed over the
surface in

all

states of burial,

from balanced

perch positions to near burial. It might be expected that this areal distribution would be
similar at near-surface depths, or that its density would diminish with depth. However, no
rocks appear to be present below the surface to
the depths viewed (fig. 7-42). This is more suggestive of depositions of volcanic ash
of rocks, rather

7

(ref.

consideration of surface-rock distribution

tion

and

later

than of churning and pulveriza-

by bombardment.
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—

Figure 7-41. The panoramas of the mare areas were quite similar. Although more rocks,
hills, and steeper slopes occur north of Tycho, the general morphology is similar to
that of the maria.

(a)

Surveyor

I.

253
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Figure 7-41.

— Continued,

(b)

Surveyor

III.

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES

-

V

Figure 7-41.

— Continued,

(c)

Surveyor V.
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Figure 7-41.

— Continued,

(d)

Surveyor VI.
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Figure 7-41.
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— Continued,

(e)
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.
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Surveyor VII.

-
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Figure 7-42.
veyor

I.

— Rocks with morphology were present at

all Surveyor landing sites, (a) SurTop: note the vesicular structure; bottom: note the lavalike structure, basalt-

like pattern of breakage, tubelike fragments.
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Figure 7-42.

— Continued,

(b)

Surveyor

III.

Note the vesicular structure

in

both rocks.

1

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES

20

—

Figure 7-42. Continued, (c) Surveyor V.
Both of these rocks may be vesicular.

Figure 7-42.

— Continued,

(d) Surveyor VI. The picture at the right
Both of these rocks may be vesicular.

is

computer processed.
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,

-

4
iv
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Figure 7-42.

—

Concluded, (e) Surveyor VII. Top left: note the light flecks that may be
phenocrysts in a darker matrix; bottom left: note the fracture typical of igneous
rocks; above: rock rubble showng morphology typical of terrestrial basalt.

339-462

0—69-

-18
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From

the

mare

sites,

the

alpha-scattering

instruments produced data that were compatible with basaltic composition (refs. 7-17 and

A

7-18).

decrease

by about a

factor of 2 in

heavy elements and a slight increase in alumiwere observed at the Surveyor VII site
(ref. 7-19). Such a decrease in heavy elements,

num
if

because of iron content,

is

not observable in

the magnetic iron data. Alpha-scattering data

may

be reflecting contamination of one rock
type (basalt) with another more acidic-rock
type. The numerous rocks scattered on the surface are predominantly lighter than the surface
layer on which they rest. Dust from these rocks
is undoubtedly present and would probably
show much lower iron content. Rocks turned
over by the surface sampler evidence rounding
and weathering only on exposed rock tops.
The depth to which the surface sampler penetrated in bearing strength tests was about 5 cm.
All the material subsurface appears to be homogeneous, fine-grained, darker material (see fig.
7-43). The Surveyor VII magnet contacts
represent tests of this dark subsurface material,
and are very similar to the tests from the maria
and to laboratory tests in basalt.
Hapke (ref. 7-20) has compared the optical
characteristics of the lunar surface with those
of rocks and meteorite powders. Intensity,
polarization, spectrum, and albedo of the Moon
were matched only by those of basic rocks containing lattice iron, but little or no free iron.
These studies are consistent with extrapolation
of conclusions from the Surveyor mare landing
sites to the

mare areas

by volume; magnetite disseminated

cent

in

grains about 25 microns in diameter. Studies in

various powder sizes of basalt

show that

slight

differences in particle sizes at the landing sites

and

in landing

modes

are sufficient to explain

the relatively slight differences in the
of magnetic

material observed

amount

on the lunar

magnets.

The

(3)

attracted

object

magnets

sampler

is

by the

probably

surface-

magnetite

or

meteoritic nickel-iron.
It

the author's opinion that a volcanic

is

source

suggested for the lunar surface

is

ma-

Because of the lack of an indication of
any powdered meteoritic nickel-iron and beterial.

cause

of

uniform,

the

fine-grained

surface

both in footpad imprints
and trench walls, the surface material probably
does not represent a meteoritic pulverization
product. This suggests that the material was
either fine grained at the time of deposition,
i.e., ash, or was pulverized by a process not
yet identified. The thermal regime and solar
wind are possible contributors to this process.
Meteoritic impact undoubtedly occurs on
the Moon. However, any addition of meteoritic
nickel-iron that may be present at the Surveyor
landing sites must be less than amounts
perceivable by the methods employed.
material in

all

areas,

in general.

Conclusions

From comparison

of the lunar results with

lato-atory studies, the following conclusions are
possible:

A

(1)

pre?ent

(Mare

small
at

all

amount

of magnetic material

Surveyor landing

sites

Tranquillitatis, Sinus Medii,

is

W"

tested

and north

Tycho) (fig. 7-38). The amount of
magnetic material, if existing as free particles, is
less than 0.25 percent by volume.
are consistent with
(2) All lunar results

of the crater

laboratory stur'ie u ing finely powdered basalts.

The

Little

Lake

laboratory studies,

which was used in
contains about 10 to 12 per-

basalt,

—

Figure 7-43. Comparison of material in imprints,
trenches, and slide walls show that the subsurface
material is fine grained and homogeneous, with no
large

fragments,

processed

footpad

2.

picture

Surveyor I. This computershows the imprint made by

(a)

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES
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Figure 7-43.

— Continued,

(c)

Surveyor V. Note the smooth imprint and
see figure 7-26 (a).

slide wall. Also

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES

Figure 7-43.

— Continued,

(d) Surveyor VI. Top: imprint of footpad 2 made during initial
landing; bottom: imprint of footpad 2 made during the hop.
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Figure 7-43.— Concluded,

(e)

Surveyor VII. Top: imprint

of a trench wall. All trench walls

of

footpad

showed a similar smooth texture

2;

bottom: closeup

(see fig. 7-33).

:

:
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8. The Alpha-Scattering

Chemical Analysis Experiment on the

Surveyor Lunar Missions
A. L. Turkevich (Principal Investigator) W. A. Anderson, T. E. Economou, E. J. Franzgrote, H. E.
,

Griffin, S. L.

Grotch, J.

H. Patterson, and K. P. Sowinski

The phenomenon of large-angle scattering
by matter was first reported
by Geiger and Marsden in 1909 (ref. 8-4).

Surveyors V, VI, and VII carried alphainstruments to obtain chemical
analyses of lunar surface material. The lunar

of alpha particles

scattering
locations

of

these

analyses

indicated

are

Rutherford (ref. 8-5) showed that this behavior could not be explained by the atomic
theories of that time, and used it as a basis for

in

At the Surveyor V landing site
(Mare Tranquillitatis) two samples were analyzed one sample was analyzed at the Surveyor
VI site (Sinus Medii), another mare region.
With the cooperation of the soil mechanics
figure

8-1.

,

his nuclear

;

present,

represent

the

first

the

The

alpha-scattering

method

of

surface

of

analysis

scattering,

at rest. This relation
'4

Zk_r

cos

From equation

relation of

Tm /T

,

ysis

is

obvious.

8,

is:

- 16 sin eyn
A+4

0+(^

(1),

2

1

2

(i)

the theoretical possibility

phenomenon

of applying this

to chemical anal-

However, the lack

of

high-

monoenergetic alpha
particles and of convenient methods for alphaintensity

sources

particle-energy

of

measurement made application
decades

these

impractical

for

discoveries.

Starting in 1950, several investi-

several

after

gators suggested the use of charged particles

from an accelerator for chemical analysis (ref.
8-7). Rubin and coworkers (ref. 8-8) developed
a method of analyzing thin samples using accelerated alpha particles and protons, with a

History

makes use

angle

direct

lunar

The

and the mass
number of the nucleus, A, was derived by
Darwin (ref. 8-6) on the assumptions that
kinetic energy and momentum are conserved
and that the scattering nucleus is initially
the

to

chemical analyses of an extraterrestrial body,
permitting significant conclusions to be drawn
concerning the nature of
material and its history.

of the atom.

with the alpha particle after impact,

sampler experiment, three samples
were analyzed at the Surveyor VII terra landing site (near the crater Tycho). Values derived from analyses of the first sample on each
of these missions have been reported in references 8-1 through 8-3. The preliminary
results given in these references were obtained
from portions of the data received by Teletype.
These data were analyzed by computers programed for real-time mission support using a
library of only eight elements. These preliminary analyses permitted only partial temperature and gain-shift corrections, and made no
provision for nonstandard sample geometry.
The results, though assigned rather large
at

model

the fraction of the kinetic energy remaining

surface

errors

i

of the characteristic energy spectra

The

affiliations of A. Turkevich, E. Franzgrote,
Patterson are listed in app. C of this report.
With the exception of H. Griffin of the Argonno
National Laboratory and S. Grotch of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, the remaining authors are from
the University of Chicago.

alpha particles rebounding at nearly 180°
with atomic nuclei. The energy
spectra of protons, produced by nuclear reactions of alpha particles with some light elements, are also used.
of

1

and

after collision
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Figure 8-1.— Earth-based

telescopic

photograph

of the

Moon showing

locations of the

three Surveyor chemical-analysis sites.

magnetic spectrometer for energy analysis. In
1960 one of the present authors, at the suggestion of the late Prof. Samuel K. Allison of the
University of Chicago, found, in a preliminary
investigation, that an alpha-scattering method
of analysis using isotopic alpha-particle sources

was

feasible (ref. 8-9).

On

the basis of these

development of an analytical instruSurveyor program was started. A
research apparatus containing one curium-242
alpha source and one silicon semiconductor
detector was designed and used to obtain much
fundamental data on the alpha-scattering response of elements and compounds (ref. 8-10).
results, the

ment

for the

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
These data showed that the minimum
tivity of the method was for elements

sensi-

capability of the instrument to function prop-

in the

under mission conditions. Shortly before the
Surveyor V mission, P-3 was used for a practice
loading of sources and testing at Cape Kennedy.
Prototype 4 (P-4) eventually became the instrument used on Surveyor V, while flight
instruments 1 and 2 (F-l and F-2) were used
on Surveyors VI and VII, respectively. Flight
instrument 3 (F-3) was used as the backup or
spare instrument for all three flights. More
details on the instrument development and

sodium. The measurement of the
energy spectra of protons, which are obtained
from nuclear interactions of alpha particles with
elements in this region, was therefore introduced
region

of

to improve the sensitivity for these geologically
important elements. These (a, p) reactions are
also associated with the name of Rutherford,
who reported the first artificial transmutation
of an element by such a reaction with nitrogen
(ref.

273

erly

history are given in reference 8-14.

8-11).

A

breadboard model of an instrument for a
lunar mission was built for further study of the
characteristics of the alpha and proton spectra
(refs. 8-10 and 8-12). Then a prototype instrument was designed to be compatible with a
sample-preparation system on a lunar softlanding spacecraft. This prototype was not
tested extensively because of a change in the
Surveyor program, which required direct deployment of an instrument to the Moon's
surface instead of the analysis of prepared
samples.

A

prototypes of a deployby four flight models,
was originally planned. These (actually only
seven instruments were built) were designed
and built at the University of Chicago's Laboratory of Applied Science and later by that
series of four flight

able instrument, followed

university's Laboratory of Astrophysics and
Space Research (ref. 8-13). Prototypes 1 and 2
(P-l and P-2) were used for developmental
work on the instrument and on the method of
analysis. On the basis of results from the program at this stage, postponements in the launch
schedule and a clearer identification of the
hazards to the experiment under lunar conditions, significant improvements in the experiment were made. These improvements included

the introduction of a

commandable

electronic-

pulse generator that could be used to calibrate

the energy scale of the instrument, the introduction of a crude ratemeter to monitor the
solar and cosmic-ray proton background during
a mission,
of

and a redesign

of the outer

envelope

the deployable part of the instrument to

provide better temperature control. Prototype
3 (P-3), which incorporated these changes, was
used as a type-approval model to insure the

Methods
In an elemental sample only a few atoms
spectrum of alpha particles scattered

thick, the

backward in a vacuum would consist of a narrow
peak, whose energy, Tm is determined by
equation (1). For a thicker sample, alpha
,

particles scattered at various depths

below the

surface suffer a loss of energy in the material

before

and

after

the

scattering

event.

The

relationship of thin and thick target spectra is
shown in figure 8-2. The energy distribution of

alpha particles scattered from thick samples,
then, is a continuous spectrum, terminating
sharply at the energy, Tm determined by the
,

mass number

of the

element

(eq. 1).

Figure 8-3 shows a series of plots of TJT as
a function of scattering angle for various mass

THIN

SCATTERER
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mission calibrations with the Surveyor flight
instruments.

The typical shape of the scattered-alpha
spectrum of an element heavier than calcium
(fig. 8-4 (e)) is a relatively flat plateau terminating in a sharp dropoff to zero intensity at
Tm as determined by equation (1). The intensity at a given channel number in the spectrum
is determined by the scattering cross section
for alpha particles of the nuclei of the material
and the energy loss of the alpha particles
caused by ionization in the sample (ref. 8-10).
The fact that the plateau for a heavy element
has very nearly a constant intensity indicates
,

that the effects of the variation of these prop-

with energy are very nearly balanced
over a range of several million electron volts.
Because the spectra of the heavier elements are
nearly identical in shape, only a few representative spectra are included in this library.
Figure 8-5 shows the variation of intensity
erties

of alpha scattering (near T m ) with atomic
number, both plotted on logarithmic scales.
The units of the ordinate are the same as
shown in figure 8-4. The solid points are values
obtained directly from spectra of elemental
samples, while the open points are derived

from spectra of simple compounds of the element. The line drawn with a slope of 3/2
through the points for elements of higher
atomic number shows the approximate power
dependence of intensity on atomic number,
predicted by simple theory

In figure 8-5,
scattering

power
This

is

it is

(ref.

8

Figure

8-5.

40

20

10

ATOMIC

NUMBER,

60

80100

Z

— Dependence of intensity of alpha scatter-

ing on atomic

number

in a Surveyor-type instrument.
the intensity of scattering near
the high-energy endpoint by the various elements

The ordinate

is

included in the library of figure 8-4. Solid circles
indicate intensities of scattering from elemental
samples.
certain

Intensities

elements

dicated by open

using compounds of
example, O, Na) are in-

derived

(for

circles.

would be very poor for these elements
3 2
law.
if the intensity had followed the Z
In elements that undergo (a, p) reactions,
some of the structure in the spectra from the
tivity

'

seen that the intensity of

greatly enhanced above the 3/2

line for elements lighter

is

8-10).

6

than sodium.

associated with direct interaction of

alpha particles with nuclei of low charge. This
interaction has very high scattering cross sections at characteristic resonance-energy regions.

For this reason, the spectra of these light elements are not only greatly increased in intensity
but also show more structure than in the cases
where Rutherford scattering predominates. The

alpha detectors (for example, fig. 8-4 (b), (c),
and (d)) is caused by the protons. Because the
range of the protons is often greater than the
sensitive depth of the silicon semiconductor
detectors used for alpha particles, the peaks
that appear in the alpha spectra do not always
represent the total energy of the protons, but
merely the amount deposited in the alpha

intensities of scattering are often very strongly

For this reason, variation of the
sensitive depth of the detectors can cause

dependent on scattering angle, with the

shifts in

especially large at

resonance-scattering

method

effect

angles close to 180°. This

phenomenon

gives

the

very high sensitivity for carbon
and oxygen (fig. 8-4 (a)), whereas the sensi339-462 0—69
19
a

detector.

the positions of the peaks that are

caused by the
The proton
obtained with
with gold foil

protons.

spectra of figure 8-4 have been
semiconductor detectors covered
of a thickness just sufficient to
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was

absorb the scattered alpha particles. This also

cross section of the element. It

reduces the energy of the protons, completely
absorbing those with energy less than 1.5 MeV.

experimentally, that assuming the energy-loss

The proton

roots of the atomic

enough

detectors had sensitive depths great

measure the fidl energy of the entering proton. Because the cross sections for the
(a,

to

p) reactions are usually

much

lower than

for alpha scattering, the total active area of

the proton detectors had to be greater to obtain
adequate intensities for the proton spectra.
Because the protons are produced by nuclear
interactions, the proton spectra consist of a
series of peaks corresponding to resonance
interactions of alpha particles with the nuclei
of elements emitting protons. The peaks are
usually greatly broadened, however, by the

adequate
dependence of the energy-loss cross section on the
atomic number, rather than on the mass
number, seems to be more justified theoretically.)
Thus, for each energy channel j of the alpha
and proton spectra, an equation may be set up
of the form

)

The spectrum

for

8-4 (c)) extends to the highest energy of all
proton-producing elements; its presence in sig-

spectrum

A

i,2
t

<.<4

1/2

> = Sz .4

to

j

allow resolution

of

k=i actor

the

8-10) to be proportional to

ment

in

as

(2)

nized,

a pure element

(3)

1/2
,

I

of

average square root of the

to

of the elements in the

take into account differ-

different

slightly

and proton modes and the

effect

of

effect of

(the

spectra are ignored at this stage of
analysis.

Equation

(2)

may

be rearranged into the

form:
o
j=i:.fi, i

(3)

t

.mere

kx

t

A

in
t

fi= <A l/2

(1) its

(4)

>

library

the atomic fraction of the ele-

the sample, and

number

i

distance on the shapes of the proton

C, and SiC. In such a complex system, the
contribution of an individual element has been

spectrum),

i

distance on the response in the alpha

the various ele-

ticles,
to quite a good approximation, the
composite spectra have the shapes of the individual elemental spectra additively combined.
Figure 8-6 illustrates this for the system Si,

contribution

element

sample distances) under which the
library spectra and the sample measurements were obtained. The recog-

In the analysis of spectra from samples that
contain more than one element, use is made of
the fact that for both protons and alpha par-

(ref.

(2)

ences in the conditions (for example,
the effective source strengths and

ments that produce protons.

shown

of

root of the mass

mass numbers
sample

differences in the characteristic shapes of the
spectra,

I
i

i

phosphorus, and potassium. Elements such as
nitrogen, magnesium, silicon, and sulfur produce
protons whose highest energy is less than 3.5
addition

= square

element

spectrum. Other elements that produce highenergy protons include sodium, fluorine, boron,

in

2

sample

amounts in a sample can be readily
detected by a cursory examination of the proton

properties,

= (fc/<i" »Sxn°/,4

i°It= intensity in channel j of the library

nificant

MeV. These

7

jl— total intensity of the sample spectrum in channel j
.Ti= atom fraction of an element i in the

aluminum

(fig.

is

where

instrument to the
various parts of the sample where the protons
are produced. The elements producing protons
include boron, nitrogen, fluorine, sodium, magnesium, aluminum, silicon, phosphorus, sulfur,
chlorine, potassium, and titanium (see fig. 8-4
(d)).

mass numbers

for preliminary analysis. (A functional

of the proton detectors in the

and

shown,

cross sections to be proportional to the square

large variation in the geometrical relationships

(b), (c),

also

the energy-loss

The

ft

values are the factors

by which

library spectra are multiplied to obtain a

the

com-
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posite spectrum that best corresponds to the
observed sample spectrum. They are obtained
by a least-squares treatment of the data by
means of equation (3).
From equation (4), it is seen that the values
of jilAi' 2 for a given sample are proportional
to the atomic fractions z, in the sample.
Thus, considering only chemical elements
represented in the library, the fraction of the
atoms that are of element i is given by

x/ =

ft/Ai

1

£/,AV'

(5)

2

Because hydrogen, helium, and lithium are not
determined by this method, the analytical
results are in terms of fractions of atoms heavier
than lithium.
Thus, it is seen that a library of elemental
spectra, such as that in figure 8-4, is essential
to

the analysis of the alpha-scattering data.

For elements that are not readily available in
their pure solid state, the library spectra may
be derived from spectra of their compounds.
This is best accomplished using the spectrum
of a simple compound containing only one
element for which the library spectrum is not
known. Equation (2) may then be solved for

ard

deviations

between the alpha-scattering

method and the conventional analyses
most abundant elements

(ref.

8-15).

for the

The

less

than 1-atomic-percent standard deviations for
sodium and aluminum depend strongly on the
data from the proton mode, which indicates its
importance in the analysis of these elements.
In interpreting the results from this analytical
technique, certain inherent characteristics must
be kept in mind. The inability to determine directly elements lighter than beryllium and, in
particular, hydrogen, has already been mentioned. Another characteristic is that the penetration of alpha particles into the material is so
small (at least with 6.1-MeV alpha particles)
that the results apply strictly to the surface of
the sample. Moreover, the depth to which the
particles penetrate before interacting depends
on the nucleus and processes involved in the interaction. The lack of resolution for the heavier
elements has also been mentioned, as well as
the only moderate sensitivity and accuracy of
the results in practical situations. In addition,
the interpretation depends on whether the aver-

age atomic stopping power of the material investigated is essentially constant over the sample

j°I t of this

examined. However, the technique, because of
relative comprehensiveness and the lightness
and ruggedness of the equipment, together with

this is the

the low-power requirements,

element for each energy channel, as
only quantity in the equation that is
unknown. In figure 8-4, the spectra of carbon,
nitrogen, oxygen, fluorine, sodium, potassium,
and calcium were derived using this technique.
Some systematic errors are apparent below
channel 30 in the alpha spectra of sodium,
potassium, and calcium. They were introduced
in these examples by the method of derivation
using spectra from carbonates.

This method of chemical analysis by use of
alpha particles was tested on a variety of rocks.
Table 8-1 shows the results obtained using the

P-l instrument on eight rocks of a reasonable
range in composition (ref. 8-15). The data are
presented in terms of atomic percent, together
with a measure of the uncertainty. The uncertainty is derived from the statistical errors
of

the

analysis.

analysis

measurement

and

The table also
by conventional

Table 8-2

lists,

in

the

least-squares

presents

results

of

techniques.

atomic percent, the stand-

its

able

for

early

is

particularly suit-

chemical-analysis

missions

to

extraterrestrial bodies.
Instrument

The instrument

for

the

Surveyor

alpha-

scattering experiment consists of a sensor head,

which is deployed directly to the lunar surface,
and an electronics package, which is housed in a
thermally controlled compartment on the spacecraft. Figure 8-7 shows the alpha-scattering
sensor head, electronics, and the mechanism for
attaching the sensor head to the spacecraft and
deploying

it

to

the lunar surface.

The

alpha-

scattering instrument delivers to the spacecraft,
for transmission to the Earth, information

number and energy

on

alpha particles
scattered back from a sample and on the number
the

of

and energy of protons produced

by

(a,

in the

sample

p) reactions.

Figure 8-8 shows the Surveyor VII spacecraft
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Table

8-2. Statistical

summary

of comparison

between alpha and conventional analyses, show-

ing standard deviations between the results of
the

two types of analyses
Rock element

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Figure

—

Photograph of the Surveyor VII spacecraft showing the location of the
alpha-scattering instrument relative to other parts of the spacecraft.

8-8.

During the flight and lunar touchdown, the
was attached to the spacecraft by
means of the deployment mechanism. This
mechanism consisted of a platform that held
the sensor head and a device that could lower
the sensor head to the lunar surface on command from Earth.
The total weight of the instrument and associated equipment (deployment mechanism, supporting substructure, thermally insulating compartment, spacecraft interfacing, and cabling)
on the spacecraft is 13 kilograms. The operating
power is less than 2 watts. An additional 15
watts are consumed by heaters in the sensor
head and in the electronics compartment when
sensor head

285

both are operating. The power for the electronics is supplied at 29 volts by the spacecraft
power for the heaters is supplied at 22 volts.

;

Sensor

The

sensor head

Head

is

shaped

cm

high,

like a box,

17.1

with a 30.5-cmdiameter plate on the bottom. (See fig. 8-7 for
an overall view of the sensor head.) It contains
provide the alpha
six source capsules that

by

15.8

by

13.3

two detectors to register the number
and energy of the scattered alpha particles,
four detector systems for the protons, and part
of the instrument electroi.ics. Figure 8-9 shows
a view of the bottom of the sensor head. The
particles,
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Figure 8-9

— Bottom view

of sources

of the alpha-scattering sensor head showing the relative position
and detectors and the port through which the lunar surface was examined.

10.8-cm circular opening

analyzed; the sources and

operable alpha detectors was thought to be
necessary. To maintain instrument delivery

detectors can be seen through the sample port.

schedules and to avoid developmental prob-

Figure 8-10

lems, the

which the sample
is

is

is

the port

through

a cutaway view of the sensor

head showing the operational relationships of
these components.
The geometrical arrangement of sources and
detectors, as seen in figures 8-9 and 8-10, was
chosen to satisfy several requirements. The
sources and alpha detectors were mounted as
close

together

as

practical

so

that

particles

scattered from the sample could be measured
at the desirable large angles. (See "Method"

and

fig.

8-3.)

A minimum

of

two independently

same types

of source capsules

and

alpha detectors used in earlier versions of the
instrument were retained. Thus, the choice of
the number and geometry of these components
was reduced to a compromise between their
most compact arrangement and the highest
total intensity of sources.

The number,

size,

and location

of the

proton

detectors were chosen to maximize reliability

and the measured event
of protons of the

rate.

Because the range
is larger than

same energy
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ALPHA DETECTORS (2) IDENTIFY LUNAR SURFACE
ATOMS BY MEASURING ENERGY OF ALPHA PARTICLES
REFLECTED FROM NUCLEI OF ATOMS

PROTON DETECTORS (4)
IDENTIFY LUNAR SURFACE
ATOMS BY MEASURING ENERGY
OF PROTONS SPLIT OFF
NUCLEI OF ATOMS BY
ALPHA PARTICLES

ALPHA PARTICLES PENETRATE SURFACE -25^

Figure 8-10.

— Diagrammatic

view

of the internal configuration of the alpha-scattering

sensor head.

that of alpha particles, and because the proton

spectra do not vary as seriously with angle as
do the alpha spectra, it was possible to locate
the proton detectors at a lower angle, closer
to the sample, and to make them much larger
than the alpha detectors.
The structure and external surfaces of the
sensor head were designed for passive thermal
control

(ref.

The

8-16).

sides

and bottom

the sensor head are gold plated; on the top

is

of

a

second-surface Vycor-aluminum mirror to pro-

mote the radiation

of heat

from the

interior of

the sensor head to cold space.

A

used in the deployment is
fastened to an eyebolt on the center of the top
of the sensor head. On Surveyor VII, the eyebolt was redesigned as a knob to be grasped
nylon

by the

cord

surface sampler for redeployment

the sensor head
electrical

to

successive samples.

connection to the spacecraft

a flexible,

flat

is

of

The

through

cable attached to the inboard

To maintain an inert,
dry atmosphere inside the sensor head, dry
nitrogen was introduced through a short tube
on the outboard side of the sensor head during
the prelaunch period. The large plate attached
side of the sensor head.

circular, with a segment cut
the deployment mechtoward
out on
purposes
of this plate were to
anism. The main
stabilize the deployment of the sensor head
onto irregular or inclined surfaces and to
minimize the sinking of the sensor head if the
lunar surface were covered with a deep layer
of fine dust. The circular segments shown in
figure 8-9 are the lugs by which the sensor
head was held on the spacecraft during flight.
In addition to the parts already mentioned,
the sensor head includes a platinum-resistance
thermometer, a 5-watt heater, and an elec-

to the

bottom

is

the side

tronic pulse generator for calibration

of

the

instrument.
Sources.

Curium-242

is

used as the source of

alpha particles for the analysis. Its half-life,
163 days, is short enough to allow sources to
be prepared with the necessary high activity
per unit area and narrow energy distributions,
yet long enough that the sources have adequate
lifetimes. The main energy of the alpha par242
is 6.115 MeV, with about
ticles from
one-fourth of the particles 44 keV lower in
energy. However, because of internal conver-

Cm

sion

of

this

energy,

the

number

of

44-keV

,
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gamma

photons

tion. Other,

only

is

Most

4

per disintegra-

6X10 -5

of these are of 102-

Cm

per disintegration.

and 158-keV energy.

emits 1.6X10" 7 neutrons per
disintegration because of spontaneous fission.
The disintegration rate of the daughter prod-

In addition,

Pu

uct,

longer

23s

242

builds

,

CONNECTOR
CLAMP

higher energy, photons are emitted

the extent of

to

4X10~

up slowly because of

much

its

ALPHA
DETECTOR -

\

/

MASK

-GOLD-VYNS

SPRING

half-life.

FILM

ALPHA DETECTOR

handled in solution and in
242
is readily prepared in
its oxide deposit.
241
with
irradiation
of Am
curie quantities by
followed
by
neutrons in a nuclear reactor,
from
amerchemical separation of the curium
icium and fission products (ref. 8-17). Excessive
exposure of the Am 241 to neutrons is to be
avoided to minimize the amount of long-lived
Cm 243 and Cm 244 produced.

Curium

is

easily

Cm

sources

Flight

plates.

prepared

by vacuum

curium onto

stainless-steel

are

volatilization of the

mm

steel

PROTON DETECTOR

Each 3.2-millimeter-diameter

tains 20 to 70 millicuries of
6.6

2
.

Each

plate

is

CONNECTOR
CLAMP

plate con-

curium in an area

PROTON AND GUARD DETECTORS

enclosed in a stainless-

capsule with a collimator opening that

restricts the egress of the

RETAINER SCREW

alpha particles from

the plate to those that pass through the sample

port

(about 2.2

percent of

the

total

SOURCE PLATE

alpha

(CURIUM 242)

particles emitted). Details of the construction

of the capsule are

shown

collimator opening

is

aluminum oxide

plus

in figure 8-11.

The

covered with a film of

VYNS

SOURCE HOLDER

(polyvinylstyrene)
COLLIMATOR

with a total thickness of about 1000 A, to prevent the contamination of the sample and the
interior of the sensor head with radioactive
material. A secondary film, mounted on a perforated plate, is placed over the six source
openings to prevent contamination in case of
failure of one of the primary films. This plate,
barely discernible in figure 8-9,

fills

the area

between the alpha detectors. These protective
films are thin enough so that the energy of alpha
particles passing through them is not seriously

—

\

THIN FILM

ALPHA SOURCE

CENTIMETERS

Figure 8-11.

— Diagram

of the source

showing some of the
and detector assemblies used

details
in the

alpha-scattering sensor head.

reduced.

possible contamination, the source capsides are

The

loaded into the source block from above, with
the secondary film in place.
It was discovered after the Surveyor V mission that sufficient curium can collect on the

source capsides contain breather holes in

the sides to permit equalization of the pressure

on the two
larly

sides of the collimator films, particu-

during

launch.

The passageways from

by aggregate recod

become

these breather holes lead to the upper part of

collimator films

the sensor head to prevent contamination of the
sample chamber. Also, as a precaution against

a secondary source of alpha particles. Because
these are not collimated, some of them are

to
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scattered

bottom

by the gold

of

the

plating on

sensor head.

The

the inside
residt

is

a

background for the experiment, one
which gradually increases, thus reducing the
sensitivity of the technique for heavy elements.
This effect was quite small in the Surveyor V
spectrum, but was considerably larger on
Surveyor VI. (See "Background Measurements"
in "Results.") For the Surveyor VII mission,
the sources were coated with carbon by sputtering from a carbon arc before installation into
their capsules. The set for instrument F-3,
higher

used as a backup, was the more heavily coated,
and showed very little aggregate recoil in preIn the flight
flight tests at Cape Kennedy.

F-2 instrument on
Surveyor VII, more aggregate recoil was found
than in the spare sources, but it was considerably less than would be expected without the
carbon coating.
In the course of the development of the
alpha-scattering method, it was found that
sources with activity densities greater than 0.1
sources actually used in the

curie/cm 2 undergo rapid degradation

when

ex-

posed to atmospheric moisture. The width at
half the maximum height of the peaks in the

energy spectra of the

flight sources is

on the

order of 2 percent of the total energy. This

width is doubled if the sources are stored in an
atmosphere of low humidity for about 1 week.
The sources degrade this amount in less than 1
day at high relative humidity. In the laboratory, the sources are stored in desiccators

and

are shipped in a closed container filled with dry

nitrogen and surrounded with
cldorate, a desiccant.
also

had

to

The

magnesium

per-

quality of the sources

be preserved during the prelaunch

Cape Kennedy (up to 2 weeks) when
instrument was on the spacecraft. It was

period at
the

found, in a series of tests with the instrument in

simulated prelaunch conditions, that the sources
could be protected by a continuous purge of the
sensor head, at a rate of 0.3

m /hr, with nitrogen
3

than 25 ppm water. To actubing leading from the supply
of dry nitrogen was arranged to go to the top
of the launch vehicle, through the aerodynamic
shroud, and into the instrument sensor head via

launch.
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The connection between the shroud and
when the

the short tube was broken after launch

shroud separated.
The scheduling of source preparation for the
Surveyor missions had to be properly fitted into
the flight schedules of Surveyors V, VI, and
VII, which were launched at 2-month intervals.
The first step in source fabrication, the prepara241
oxide for neutron irradiation
tion of the Am
by pressing with aluminum powder and encapsulation, could be carried out well in advance,
because the half-life of the isotope is relatively
241
long (458 years). The irradiation of the
(about 3 weeks) and the chemical separation
and purification of the curium, however, had to

Am

be performed not too long before sources were
needed for Surveyor V if the curium from one
irradiation were to suffice for all three missions.
Otherwise, loss of curium caused by decay would
be great, and extensive repurification of the
material would be required because of the

growth of Pu 238 activity and the increase of
nonradioactive impurities from radiation damage of the containing vessel. Too early preparation of the actual flight sources would result in
an undesirable loss in source strength, since the
source plates were loaded with as much curium
as compatible with the required narrow spectral
242
energy peak. On the other
width of the

Cm

hand, source plates for a mission were required
to be prepared about 2 months before launch
to allow adequate time for qualification of the
sources, instrument calibration with the sources,
and tests involving the complete instrument,

and rocket. An additional complicawas the requirement of two sets of sources

spacecraft,
tion

for each mission,

The typical sequence of events for each
source of a set was as follows: Chemically puricurium was volatilized

fied

complish

filament

at

for each

set.

the short tube on the outboard side.

The tubing

was disconnected from the shroud

just before

flight in-

sary.

containing less
this,

one for the actual

strument, the other for a backup instrument
(F-3) which was prepared on each mission to
substitute for the primary instrument if neces-

in

vacuum from

a

white heat onto a stainless-steel
plate mounted behind a mask about 1 millimeter
from the filament. Seven sources were prepared
Preliminary assays of intensity

and quality were obtained on these plates. The
plates, on Surveyor VII only, were then coated
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with carbon from a carbon arc in vacuum and
assayed again. The assays of the quality of these
sources yielded a detailed energy distribution
of the alpha particles emitted by the source.
They were obtained by measuring the sources
with high-resolution silicon detectors and 512channel pulse-height analyzers.
The source plates were enclosed in their capsules, collimators with films whose thickness
had been measured were installed, and then
final certification of the sources was performed.
This involved a final assay of the intensity and
pulse-height analyses of the energy distribution
of the particles from each source. Two of these
pulse-height analyses were at normal direction
from the source, but covered different energy
regions to provide detailed information, not only
of the characteristics of the main groups of
alpha particles from Cm 242 but also data on the
tiny

amounts

of other radioactive species pres-

on the relatively low-energy,
continuous distribution always present in small
amounts in such sources. Two other pulseheight analyses were made 18° away from the
normal direction to obtain this same informaent,

as well as

tion in at least one off-normal direction.
set of sources

Cape Kennedy

to

The

was vibration tested and shipped
for

installation

into

the

This procedure took about 2% weeks per set
and because two sets were needed
per mission, about 5 weeks per mission. The
sources were installed into the spare instrument
3 or 4 weeks before the launch; they were
installed into the flight instrument 2 or 3 weeks
before the launch. Thus, the 2-month interval
between launches was barely sufficient for the
source preparation schedule.
of sources,

All the particle detectors

were developed, built, and tested especially
for the Surveyor instruments (ref. 8-18). Two
of the detectors were designed to register and
measure the energy of alpha particles scattered
back from the sample. These alpha detectors
very close to the sources (see
8-9 and 8-10), 7.0 cm above the sample
port. The average scattering angle for alpha
particles is 172° ±4°.
are

are

shown

located

figs.

These alpha detectors are of the silicon
surface-barrier type, with an evaporated-gold

Removable masks

in figure 8-11.

with 0.2-cm 2 openings are placed in front of
the detectors so that alpha particles will be
registered only in the central, uniformly sensitive,

part of the detector.

VYNS

thin

mounted

The

On

sputtered

films

these masks,

with

gold

are

from radio-

to protect the detectors

active contamination, dust,

and excessive

light.

detectors were reverse biased (4 to 7 volts)

to produce a sensitive depth of approximately
50 microns. (These detectors have some sensitivity at greater depths.) This is large enough

an 8.2-MeV alpha
but only a fraction of that of most

to register the full energy of
particle,

protons or electrons.

The protons from (a, p) reactions in the
sample are detected at smaller angles (about
135°)
than the scattered alpha particles.
Figure 8-10 shows a diagrammatic view of
the source-sample-detector relationships in this

There are four proton detector assemblies
symmetrically about the centerline
of the instrument, as can be seen through the
sample port in figure 8-9.
case.

situated

The proton

detectors

are

the lithium-

of

drifted silicon type (ref. 8-18) operated with

The

a collection voltage of 15 volts.

sensitive

approximately 350 microns, sufficient
to register the full energy of a 6.4-MeV proton.
Figure 8-11 shows some details of the assembly
of these detectors. The detection area of each
system is defined by a mask in front with an
opening of 1.18 cm 2 Gold foils, approximately
11
microns thick (about 21 mg/cm 2 ), are
mounted on these masks and completely absorb any scattered alpha particles, allowing
protons of energy greater than 1.5 MeV,

depth

instruments.

Particle detectors.

front surface. Details of the detector assembly

is

.

entering normally, to get through.
Isotopic

alpha sources (Pu 239

,

Cm

244
)

were

used continually to check the characteristics
of the detectors. In the case of proton detectors

covered with gold foils, a Th 228 source, in
equilibrium with its decay products that include an 8.78-MeV alpha emitter, was used for
this purpose.

Very small amounts (about one disintegration/min) of einsteinium (Es 254

ra = 6.44 MeV)
the gold

foil

of

,

< 1/2

=276

days,

are placed on the inside of
each proton detector and on
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film over each alpha detector. The
the
high-energy alpha particles from this nuclide
are used as an internal standard for the energy
calibration of both alpha and proton systems
of the instrument. They appear in the spectra
as peaks at approximately channel

"Background Measurements"

The event
also

as

in

110.

(See

"Results.")

rate of these alpha particles served

crude

a

live-time

monitor

for

the

instrument.

Because

it

was expected that the rate

of

proton events from a sample would be relatively
low and that the contribution of solar and
cosmic-ray protons on the Moon to the background would be high, the proton detectors

were backed by guard detectors. (See fig. 811.) These are also lithium-drifted silicon de2
tectors, somewhat larger (3.08 cm ) than the
close
as posplaced
as
and
detectors,
proton
of
these
sensitive
depth
The
them.
sible above
at
are
operated
microns;
they
400
detectors is
(Three of these detectors
were biased at 20 volts.)
instrument
on the P-4
such (refs. 8-13 and
circuit
is
The electrical
events that are
proton
detector
8-14) that
events
are
not registered
coincident with guard
the
output
of
the instruas proton events in
cuts
down
the backment. This appreciably
protons
coming
ground caused by high-energy
from above, although not affecting the detection of protons from the sample unless the
guard event rate is inordinately high. The
total event rate in the guard detectors is
measured by a ratemeter whose response in
volts, as a function of event rate, is shown in
a bias of

10 volts.

table 8-3.

Table

8-3.

Guard ratemeter response

Events per second
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command

decoding, signal proc-

thermally coupled to the interior of the sensor
head. It is designed to reflect radiation in the

that provides

from the Sun and to radiate
infrared from the instrument to cold space. A

circuits that interface directly

with the sensor

head and

are

commandable 5-watt heater is used for control
at low temperatures. Isothermal conditions

signal processor,

region

visible

for

the interior of the instrument,

including

and electronics, were
the detectors,
gaskets. More
of
indium
use
promoted by
thermal
design
and tests can
on
the
details
8-16.
in
reference
be found
sources,

essing,

and power management. Basic spacecraft
digital

the central

which provides signals at 2200
bits per second and 550 bits per second for synchronization of instrument clocks; and the
engineering signal processor, which provides
temperature-sensor excitation current and commutation of engineering data outputs. The operating temperature range specified for the
electronic auxiliary

Package of the Instrument

Electronics

electronics

The

is

—20°

to

+55°

electronic auxiliary provides

C.

two data

scattering instrument (other than that in the

channels for the alpha-scattering instrument.
The separate alpha and proton channels are

sensor head) consist of the digital electronics
unit and the electronic auxiliary. They are con-

implemented using two subcarrier oscillators
with center frequencies of 70 000 and 5 400

The

electronics associated with

the alpha-

tained in an insulated box (compartment C),
which is attached to the upper part of the space-

frame.

(See

8-8.)

fig.

For passive control

of

temperatures at high Sun angles, the top of this
compartment is painted white to promote
radiation to space. A 10-watt heater, commandable from Earth, provides some control
at low temperatures.
The digital electronics unit (see fig. 8-12)
converts the time-analog signals from the sensor
head into nine-bit binary words. Separate
signals identify the energies of alpha

events. Seven bits of each

word

the registered

event.

Two

identify the

extra bits are

added before transmission, one to identify the
start of the word and one at the end of each
word, as a parity check on transmission errors.
Buffer registers provide temporary storage of
the energy information for readout into
spacecraft telemetry system.

The

the

transmission

rates are 2200 bits per second for the alpha

mode and 550

second for the proton
energy greater than the range
128-channel analyzers are routed to

mode. Events
of

the

channel

126

bits per

of

(overflow channel).

electronic unit also contains

The

power

digital

supplies, a

temperature sensor, and the logical electronic
interfaces between the instrument and the
spacecraft.

The

required electrical interfaces

among

the

sensor head, digital electronic, and spacecraft
circuits are

In summary, the output of the alpha-scatteris science data (the data stream
giving the channel numbers of the alpha and
proton events), and engineering data (tempering instrument

ature of the sensor head and the digital electronics unit, voltage on the guard-detector
ratemeter, voltages at two points on the

instrument, and information on the combination of detectors used)
Test

and Calibration of the

Instruments

and proton

channel (out of 128) that represents the energy
of

hertz, respectively.

provided by an electronic auxiliary

Each

flight

instrument was extensively tested

and calibrated
establish

its

to

insure

its

characteristics.

quality

The

and to
was

testing

performed under more severe conditions in the
type approval model (P-3) to insure that no
component in the units was near the threshold
of failure at the limits of the normal conditions.

The

first of

these flight-instrument tests

was

normally performed on completion of construction. Their characteristics (position of pulser
peaks and response to standard sources) were

under thermal-vacuum conditions
+50° C, with the sensor head and
unit at the same and different
electronics
digital
approximate instrument
The
temperatures.
established

from —40°

to

temperature coefficients, used to correct the
data obtained in near real time during the Surveyor missions, were derived from these tests.
Typical data on the Surveyor instruments gave
a few percent change in overall gain over a 90° C

temperature range.
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The units then were subjected to the thermalvacuum part of the flight-acceptance test at the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. This was similar

units then

the pulse-generator peaks), this detector or (in

to,

the case of the proton and guard detectors) the

conducted on

detector system could be replaced with tested

went into a science-calibration

jected to a penalty test to insure that the change

but less extensive than, the
completion of construction.

The

denced by low channel noise or a broadening of

test

spares.

The instrument was then

stage. Here, using flight-intensity sources, the

had

response of the instruments to about 15

reliability.

dif-

ferent samples (pure elements as well as simple

compounds)

chemical

was

established.

This

science calibration provided the library of ele-

mental responses. (See fig. 8-4.)
The sources were then removed and the
instruments were exposed to 50- to 150-MeV protons at the University of Chicago synchrocyclotron (cyclotron tests). The purpose of this test
was to verify the proper behavior of the guard
detectors and of the instrument in rejecting
events in the proton detectors that were caused
by energetic particles coming from above the
instrument (solar and cosmic rays). The units
were then subjected to the shock and vibration

not

affected

The deployment mechanism provided stowage of the sensor head during flight and after
landing on the Moon. It also provided deploy-

tandem Van de Graaff machine

the deployment

detailed characteristics of the detectors.

The

instruments were then delivered to the Hughes
Aircraft Co. for further testing, mating to the
spacecraft, and checking of the entire spacecraft
(including the instruments).

Soon

after arrival

at

Cape Kennedy, the

sensor head was put through an additional check

temperature range
were then
installed, and a selected set of samples was
measured before reinstalling the sensor head on
the spacecraft for final, prelaunch tests. During
the time that flight sources were in the instrument and it was not in vacuum, dry nitrogen
was flushed through the unit to prevent deof its characteristics over a

of 0° to

+40° C. The

flight sources

'

terioration of the sources.

In

all

instrument

tests

that involved

spacecraft, the calibrating pulser

the

was invaluable

in providing relatively quick, almost

complete

checks of the state of the instrument.

Because the

were important
were subsevere qualification tests even before
silicon detectors

to the success of the experiment, they

jected to

installation in the instruments. (See ref. 8-18.)
If a detector

became

unreliable (usually as evi-

or

Deployment Mechanism

ment

study the

characteristics

The extensive precautions and tests of the
instruments and detectors resulted in more than
150 hours of lunar-surface operation under
nominal conditions of 3 alpha-scattering instruments (each with 10 detectors). Although two
detectors became temporarily noisy at a temperature close to the upper limit for which they
had been qualified, the instruments performed
well in all other respects.

part of the flight-acceptance test. Several of the
instruments were also tested at the Caltech
to

other

usually sub-

to

the background position and to the

lunar surface.

support lugs

The

sensor head is mounted to
mechanism by means of three
on the bottom plate (fig. 8-9).

Clamps that engage

these lugs

are released

deployment operation.
Figure 8-13 shows the two stages of this
operation. The sensor head is first released
from the stowed position to a suspended
position 56 cm above the nominal lunar surface.
At this time, the mounting platform falls away
on the activation of an explosive pinpuller by
command from Earth. From the background
position, the sensor head is then lowered
directly to the lunar surface on command by
in the first stage of the

activation of another explosive pinpuller de-

The deployment velocity is controlled
by an escapement.
A sample of known composition is attached
vice.

on which the sensor head is
stowed position. This standardsample assembly covers the circular opening
in the bottom of the sensor head during spacecraft flight and landing to minimize the entrance of dust and light. It also provides a
means of assessing instrument performance
after landing by an analysis of a relatively
complex substance under lunar conditions. The
to the platform

mounted

in the

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
during the

NYLON
CORD

BACKGROUND

I

Cape Kennedy

phase, the measure-

ments were repeated on similar samples.
ATTACHED TO
SPACEFRAME

POSITION^ "
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CABLE FEED

Detailed Characteristics of Various Instruments

Although all the flight instruments were
constructed to be essentially identical, there
were some small differences among them. Some

ELECTRICAL

the important, detailed characteristics of
the instruments and the extent to which they
following
in
the
discussed
are
differed

of

CONNECTOR
MOUNTING
PLATFORM AND
STANDARD
SAMPLE

paragraphs.

PULLER

PIN

Table 8-4 lists the dates of completion of
various phases of construction and tests of the

.jL__

instruments. Instrument F-3 was not carried
through engineering systems tests in conjunction with a spacecraft as were the other three
flight instruments.

sources and

LUNAR SURFACE

tests

Figure 8-13.

— Operation

of the alpha-scattering de-

at

was loaded with

Cape Kennedy

three Surveyor

Detailed

ployment mechanism.

It

flight

carried through final calibration

records

instruments'

for each

flights as a

of

of the last

backup instrument.

the

characteristics

over

the

of

stability

the

many

standard

sample was a piece of glass, the
principal constituents of which were oxygen,
silicon, magnesium, sodium, and iron. It was

months of testing are given in reference 8-14.
These records indicate that during the missions
the channel number corresponding to a given

by a polypropylene grid to provide a response from
carbon. Measurements on the actual sample
carried on the mission were made by each

energy event in either the alpha or proton
system should be known to better than 0.3
channel at a given temperature of the sensor
and electronics unit. It was expected that the

instrument

calibrating

(20 to 25 percent) covered

partly

in

the

science-calibration

Table

stage;

pulser

and the Es 254 would give

8-4. Instrument development events

Instrument construction completed
Acceptance test completed
Science calibration completed
Cyclotron tests
Unit delivered to Hughes Aircraft Co
Solar-thermal-vacuum tests on spacecraft
Combined system test
Radioactive sources installed and final
started at Cape Kennedy.

tests

F-3

F-2

P-4

1966
1966
Nov. 22, 1966
Nov. 22, 1966
Jan. 18, 1967
May 13, 1967
June 21, 1967
Aug. 24, 1967
Oct.

1,

Dec.

19,

Oct.

29,

Jan.

23,

Feb.

16,

Feb.

1,

Mar.

7,

July

14,

1966
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967

Mar.

19,

Apr.
Apr.

4,

20,

4,

May

17,

Aug.

4,

1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967

1967

Mar.

1967
1967
2, 1967
29, 1967
July
7, 1967

May
May
May

Sept.

Total hours of operation at launch

*

b

Thermal-vacuum part
Not applicable.
839-462

0—69

20

of flight acceptance test.

8,

925

1967

Nov.

7,

1309

1967

Dec. 20, 1967

Jan.

7,

798

13,

NA b
Aug.

17,

Oct.

10,

Dec.

Launch

30,

NA»

NA»

NA>>
Oct.

6,

Apr.

1968

6,

NA
NA b
1-

1967
1967
1967
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more

direct,

confirming

on

evidence

the

characteristics during the mission.

Table 8-5 gives the characteristics of the
242
sources that were used on the three lunar

Cm

missions.

The

total

intensity

(in

terms

of

disintegrations/min) of the six sources on the

date of lunar touchdown was calculated from
the last assay of the sources shortly before

shipment to Cape Kennedy (a half-life of 163
days was used to correct for decay during the
intervening period). The intensities were almost
the same on Surveyors V and VI, but were
about 70 percent higher on Surveyor VII. The
mean peak-energy values are the weighted
averages of the peak energies of the individual
sources as measured after encapsulation (that
through the collimator protective films).
is,

The

uncertainties

listed

the

are

standard

deviation of the values from the mean.

As

might be expected from the higher intensity
and the presence of the carbon coating, the

mean energy

of the

F-2 (Surveyor VII) sources

is

the lowest, but the difference from the others

is

not great. The energy-spread range

is

a listing

and highest of the six values of
the peak at half its height expressed

of the lowest

the width of
in

percent.

slightly

Again, the range

upward

for the

more

is

shifted

only

intense sources

used on F-2.

ALPHA PARTICLE ENERGY. M«V

Figure 8-14.

— Composite

the three sets

(six

energy spectra for each of

sources each) of the curium-252

flight sources.

Table

8-5. Principal characteristics oj sources used on
Characteristic

the,

lunar missions

:

:

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
8-14

gold

of the six

thicknesses are stated in four different ways:

shows the composite energy
curium sources in each of
the three sets of sources used on the lunar
missions. These spectra were obtained from
data on the individual sources after encapsulation. Table 8-5 lists some of the characteristics
of these composite spectra, and also lists the
Figure

spectrum

thickness

secondary films

the

of

protecting

against source escape on the three lunar mis-

The secondary

sions.

was much

film on instrument

than

thinner

instruments. It was

on

Table 8-6

lists

teristics of the

some

other

the

made up

instead of a combination with

only of

P-4
two

VYNS

aluminum

thickness
nesses of

is

loss

corresponding to this

indicated in table 8-6.

The

the light-protective films

thick-

over the

alpha detectors, expressed in terms of energy
6.1-MeV alpha particles, is also shown

loss for

in table 8-6.

These films were not well matched

in the case of F-l, so that separate values are

gold on their front faces. This

terms of a linear equation:

N=kE-N°

N

where
is the channel number corresponding
to an energy, E; k is the gain (in channels per
million electron volts) and N° is the effective
;

zero

was

negligible,

Table

offset

(in

channels)

mined from the response
particles of
of the

Alpha-Scattering Analysis and

and

Thickness of Au detector surface (energy loss for 6.1-MeV
alpha particles), MeV
Thickness of alpha mask films (energy loss for 6.1-MeV alpha

y.

mg/cm2
Energy
Energy

6.1-MeValpha particles,
for 2.0-MeV protons, MeV

loss for
loss

Electronics energy scale (at 25° C)

Alpha:
k,

channels/MeV

A™, zero-energy channel

Proton
k,

channels/MeV

N", zero-energy channel

MeV

to

alpha

the positions

Command

The alpha-scattering experiment on the Surveyor V, VI, and VII missions was controlled
electronic systems used
F-l

,MeV

system

two pulser peaks.

Alpha detectors:

Gold-foil thickness,

of the

known energy and from

Characteristic

Proton detectors:

The

the system.

Experiment Control and Mission Operations

8-6. Principal characteristics of the detectors

particles)

of

constants are given separately for the alpha and
proton modes and are applicable for both sensor
head and electronics at 25° C. They were deter-

A of evaporated

however, compared with the thicknesses of the

foil

energy losses by 6.1-MeV alpha particles,
and by 2-MeV protons. F-l had the thickest
foils, while F-2 had the thinnest ones. On a
given instrument, the foils on the separate
detectors were matched to within 2 percent.
Table 8-6 also contains details concerning
the approximate electronic energy scales of the
different instruments. These are expressed in

value used in the cases of P-4 and F-2.
detectors had 400

These

in

given for the detectors instead of the average

The proton

front of the detectors.

in microns, in milligrams per square centimeter,

of the principal charac-

detector and electronics systems

The energy

foils in

oxide.

on the instruments. The alpha detectors had
an 800-A layer of evaporated gold on their
faces.
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on lunar missions
F-2
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from the Space Flight Operations Facility
(SFOF), Pasadena, Calif., by means of commands transmitted to the spacecraft from the
tracking stations. These commands were chosen
on the basis of the analysis of data received
from the spacecraft and relayed to the SFOF

The commands

during the mission.

controlled

(1)

Spacecraft power to the instrument

(2)

Deployment

of the sensor

head

(3)

Number

(4)

Electronic calibration pulser

(5)

Heater power

Table 8-7

lists

of detectors used

the

for

thermal control

command

assignments for

the alpha-scattering system.

Table
Command

8-7.

Command

assignments

Table

8-8. Engineering data
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SDS 920 COMPUTER
DISCRIMINBIT

ATOR

SYNC

70 kHz

(

I

)

SCIENCE
DATA

INTO

DISCRIMINBIT

ATOR
RECEIVER

PHASE
DEMODULATOR

SYNC

5.4 kHz

DISCRIMIN-

ENGINEERING
DATA

SYNCHRONIZE
AND BREAK DATA

ATORS

NASA
TIME CODE

WORDS

(2)

ACCUMULATE
SPECTRA

(31

FORMAT DATA
FOR TELETYPE
TRANSMISSION

KEYBOARD
DATA
INPUT

COMMUNICATIONS
BUFFER

TELETYPE
TO JPL
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PROCESSING

INPUTS

DISK

OUTPUTS

STORAGE

PRINTOUTS OF

DETECT AND CORRECT FOR
EDITED DATA

FLAGGED

DSIF/SFOF

TRANSMISSION

PARITY

ERRORS

ERRORS

CORRECT FOR 2-BIT
TRANSMISSION ERRORS
IN MOON-EARTH LINK

PRINTOUT OF

CORRECTION
PARAMETERS

CORRECT FOR ENERGY-SCALE
SHIFTS IN THE ALPHA
SCATTERING INSTRUMENT

PRINTOUTS AND
PLOTS OF
CORRECTED SPECTRA

ACCUMULATIONS
AND BACKGROUND
TO BE INCLUDED

SUM SPECTRA

PRINTOUTS AND
PLOTS OF
SUMMED SPECTRA

ELEMENTS TO
BE INCLUDED

CORRECTED
SPECTRA

PRINTOUTS AND
PLOTS OF
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

ANALYZE SPECTRA

Figure 8-18.

— Alpha-scattering real-time

data processing in the

made automatically
using linear interpolation or by manual editing
via card input.

SFOF

computer system.

processing provided a crude correction to the

energy scale of the instrument. Correction
parameters, based on premission calibration
data, were introduced by card input. The program automatically realined the channel numbers using measured values of temperature in-

data

cluded in the Teletype transmission so that any

computer; corrections were

The second
for

stage in the real-time computer

temperature-induced

shifts

in

the
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given channel number always corresponded approximately to the same particle-energy interval.

In

this

way,

it

was

possible to

combine suc-

cessive spectral accumulations in terms of a

channel-by-channel addition. After transmisand energy corrections were applied, each
spectral accumulation was stored on magnetic
tape for further processing.
Each incremental accumulation of data
represented the spectral results from a period of
nominally 30 minutes. The individual accumulations from the various phases of operation
were compared with predicted data and with
each other to assess the behavior of the instrusion

ment and

the progress of the measurement.

To

strument was behaving normally in the lunar
environment.
Calibration spectra obtained with the internal
electronic pulser were also handled automatically by the ground data system. After transmission corrections were applied to the data, the
peak positions and half widths were determined, and relevant calibration parameters
were calculated. At each stage of the spectral
processing, the data were plotted.
The entire ground-data-handling system was
exercised in a series of tests before the Surveyor

V

mission. Initial tests included the simulation

of flight

data using the P-2 instrument. Mag-

netic-tape recordings of data

from

this instru-

reduce statistical errors, several individual accumulations occasionally were summed by
entering the desired identifying indices for the
batches to be summed, as well as indicating an
appropriate background (either measured or
theoretical) to be subtracted from the sum.
To determine the real-time performance of
the instrument in a manner resembling that of
postmission data analysis, the spectra of the

ment were

summed, accumulations
were analyzed into their elemental components.
A weighted least-squares program was used to
find the combination of the elemental spectra of

served as a source of preliminary results and
have been used in the preparation of this and
preceding reports (refs. 8-1 through 8-3).

individual, as well as

the library that yielded the best

served spectra.

fit

to the ob-

The weighting factor used

in this

comparison was the reciprocal of the estimated
variance in each channel.
In this least-squares program, three different
spectra were treated: (1) a selected range of
channels in the alpha spectrum only; (2) a
selected range of channels in the proton spectrum only; and (3) a spectrum obtained by con-

from both the alpha and
proton spectra, as though they comprised a
single spectrum. By this method, it was possible
sidering contributions

to determine the elemental composition

proton spectra.

Any

to the next

change in the
from one accumulation

significant

was an indication

of

changing ex-

perimental conditions; for example, anomalous

instrument behavior. The results

of this analysis

standard-sample spectra could be compared
with premission results to see whether the in-

of

made, shipped to each tracking
through the onsite equip-

ment, and relayed to
the system.

The

JPL

for full-scale tests of

real-time availability of the lunar data

and the flexibility of the programs used to
process and display the data proved to be very
useful during mission operations for the control

The

of the experiment.

real-time data have also

In addition to providing the data for the realtime accumulations of spectra used for performance analysis, the composite signals received from the spacecraft were recorded in
analog form on magnetic tape. These recordings
contain information on each individual, analyzed event and constitute the prime experimental data to be used in postmission analysis.
These tapes have been processed at JPL using
a

Univac 1219 computer, transferring the alpha-

scattering data

to

digital

magnetic tapes for

later analysis.
Alpha-Scattering Sequence of Operations

that

best corresponded to the measured alpha and

results of this analysis

also

station, transmitted

The sequence

of

operations of

the

alpha-

scattering experiment was planned to obtain
information on the performance of the instrument, the background radiation in the lunar
environment, and the composition of lunar
material. These data were obtained by oper-

ating the instrument with the sensor head in
each of three positions: stowed, background,

and lunar

surface.

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
In the stowed position, the sensor head was
supported on a sample of known composition
(the standard sample). Data received from this
sample and from pulser calibration were compared with prelaunch measurements to give a
me&sure of instrument characteristics in the
lunar environment.
At the completion of this phase of operation,
the instrument was deployed to the background
position by Earth command. The supporting
platform and standard sample dropped to one
side, leaving the sensor head suspended about
0.5 meter above the lunar surface. In this position, the sensor head responded primarily to
cosmic rays, solar protons, and possible surface

303

(6)

Accumulation

(c)

Calibration

Lunar surface television survey
Deployment of sensor head to lunar

(8)

surface
Television survey of sensor head in de-

(9)

ployed position
Alpha-scattering operations: lunar surface phase
(a)

Accumulation

(6)

Calibration

(c)

Accumulation

The

sequence with the
pidse generator again was used to check the
performance of the individual detectors and
their amplifiers by the proper selection of detector on/off

calibration

commands.

view.

A

typical alpha-scattering operation planned

(1)

Surveyor missions was as follows:

Television

survey:

stowed

(in-

(d)
(e)

Alpha-scattering

stowed

operations:

(a)

Accumulation

(6)

Calibration

Deployment

of

of data: 2 to 6

sensor

head

to

hours

back-

ground position
(4)

Television survey: background phase

(5)

Alpha-scattering operations: background

phase
(a)

data: at least 24

Calibration as required
of sensor head to sub-

Redeployment

Calibration

The actual operations conducted on Surveyors V, VI, and VII are described in the following paragraphs.
Description of Missions

Prelaunch operations at Cape Kennedy. Approximately 2 weeks before each launch, the

was removed from the
Cape Kennedy and taken to a

sensor head

spacecraft

at

special fa-

cility for final calibration

and preparation

for

The

operations performed in this facility
were a shortened version of the science calibration conducted on each instrument approxi-

mately 9 months

A special

earlier.

(See "Instrument.")

chamber equipped for thermalvacuum operation and sample introduction was
test

used for the measurements.

The

sensor head

was calibrated at several temperatures using
the electronic pulser and standard test sources
of alpha radioactivity; background measurements were taken, and a test of the adequacy
the alpha-detector films in shielding the
detectors from excessive light was performed.

Cm

flight sources were installed, and
spectra were obtained from a small selection of
standard materials including polyethylene, mag-

The

phase

(3)

hour

of

phase

cluding auxiliary mirror)
(2)

of

1

hours

flight.

If operations permitted, the television camera
was used to view the surface to which the
sensor head was deployed and to monitor the
deployment of the instrument. Because not all
of the deployment area was always visible with
the sensor head in the stowed and background
positions, an auxiliary mirror was located on
the spacecraft to give a more unobstructed

for the

of data:

sequent samples (Surveyor VII)

was determined that sufficient background data had been obtained, the sensor head
was lowered directly to the lunar surface on
command from Earth. The main accumulation
of data was then begun, interrupted only by
calibration sequences and other spacecraft opit

erations.

hours

(7)

(6)

radioactivity.

When

of data: 2 to 6

242

aluminum, quartz, iron, and nickel.
For each of the three missions, the spare sensor
head (F-3) was calibrated by the same procedure before this operation and was stored in
another vacuum chamber for potential use.
Based on experience gained during preparations for Surveyor V, improvements were made
in the special test facility and in the overall
nesium,

.
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efficiency of operation prior to the

VI

mission.

Surveyor
For example, clean-room techniques

NITROGEN GAS

ALPHA MODE
SURVEYOR ZI INSTRUMENT

were used to maintain cleanliness of the sensor
head during source-installation procedures (ref
8-2, first listing).

The

thin films covering the alpha detectors

and sources were inspected during the

final

preparations for flight and, if necessary, were
changed. The aluminum-oxide films on the
source collimators were changed for the SurV mission because of the presence of

veyor

The films were not changed
Surveyor VI mission; they were, however, changed for Surveyor VII in order to
minimize the amount of alpha activity deposited on them by aggregate recoil before the
lunar measurements.
During nominal operations at the special test
facility, the sensor heads were calibrated using
a nonflight, digital electronic unit because the
flight package was already in an inaccessible
compartment on the spacecraft. On Surveyor
VI, however, the F-l digital electronic unit had
been removed from the spacecraft for modification of the power supply, and thus was available
for temperature calibration together with the
foreign particles.
for the

F-l sensor head.

The schedule

CHANNEL NUMBER

of instrument calibration

and

source installation on each of the missions was
arranged so that the sensor head could be reinstalled

— Alpha-scattering

spectra

of

nitrogen

gas taken during prelaunch tests of the Surveyor

VI

instrument.

on the spacecraft at the appropriate

time, about

1

week before launch. The sensor

head was continuously purged with dry nitrogen
gas during this period.

The instrument was

week before launch
had been properly reinstalled
and was still functioning. These tests consisted
of short pulser calibration runs and accumulations of alpha and proton spectra. The spectra
in the alpha mode showed features characteristic of scattering from nitrogen gas at atmospheric pressure. Figure 8-19 shows alpha spectra
from nitrogen taken with the Surveyor VI instrument in the calibration facility 1 week before
launch and then on the spacecraft under the
tested three times in the final

to insure that it

shroud of the launch vehicle, a few hours before
launch.
Transit operation. Operation of the alphascattering instruments while the spacecraft were
in flight

Figure 8-19.

was desired

in order to evaluate the

performance of the instruments after the launch,
to give a measurement of instrument backgrounds in space, and possibly to shorten the
stowed-phase operation after lunar landing.
However, spacecraft operations permitted such
a measurement during the flight of Surveyor V
only.

This initial operation of the instrument occurred several hours after the midcourse velocity
correction during the Surveyor

command

V

to turn alpha-scattering

transmitted with the spacecraft

from the Earth and 178 000

The

mission.

The

power on was
221 000

km from

the

spacecraft, then being controlled

km

Moon.

from the

tracking station at Canberra, Australia, was
switched to high power and transmitted alphascattering data via an omnidirectional antenna.

Two

10-minute accumulations of standardsample data and seven 2-minute pulser calibra-
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tion runs

were received during

of operation.

less

The data agreed

than

1

hour

well with pre-

launch measurements, and showed that the instrument had survived the launching and midcourse rocket firing. The spectra also showed
that the radiation background rates in cislunar

space at that time were low enough for useful

sample measurements.
Lunar landing. All Surveyors that carried an
alpha-scattering instrument (Surveyors V, VI,
and VII) landed successfully on the Moon. Certain aspects of the landings are particularly rele-

vant to this experiment. On Surveyor V, for
example, the terminal sequence had to be performed much closer to the Moon than had been
originally planned. The main retromotor was
operated to within 1.6 km of the lunar surface.
(The standard end-of-burning distance was
about 12 km.) Because aluminum-oxide particles
comprise part of the exhaust products of this
solid-propellent rocket, the possibility of an
effect on the alpha-scattering experiment was
investigated and reported in reference 8-1. The
percentage of surface area covered by the emitted particles was estimated to be only about
0.04 percent. Moreover, because of the high
velocity of impingement, it was considered unlikely that the aluminum-oxide particles came
to rest on the very surface of the Moon at the
point of impact. The amount of contamination
from the more standard descents of Surveyors
VI and VII are estimated to be an order of
magnitude less than that from Surveyor V.
Because of possible differences in shielding by
the Moon between the background and lunarsurface positions, the topography of the local
lunar terrain may have to be considered in the
detailed evaluation of background data. This
may be especially important for Surveyor V
which landed on the interior slope of a crater.
The sensor head on that spacecraft was deployed
to the lunar surface at a level lower than the
surrounding terrain.
Postlanding operations. The alpha-scattering
operations for Surveyors V, VI, and VII are
summarized in figure 8-20. This chart shows,

day on each of these missions,
the major activities and data-accumulation periods of the experiment. The data-accumulation
for the first lunar

periods for the various phases of the experiment
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on each

The

of the missions are given in table 8-9.
following paragraphs describe the opera-

tions in

more

detail.

Stowed position. After spacecraft landing, the
instrument was operated with the sensor head
in the stowed position, obtaining spectra from
a sample of known composition and from
calibration tests with the electronic pulser.
On each of the three missions, the instrument
was found to be operating normally as soon
as it was activated. This operation was initiated
2.0, 4.6, and 8.4 hours after spacecraft touchdown on Surveyors V, VI, and VII, respectively.
On Surveyor V, only engineering data
(instrument voltages, temperatures, and guard
monitor) were received at the start because of
other spacecraft operations; however, on Surveyors VI and VII, standard-sample spectra
were received at initial turn-on.
After

initial

receipt of

normal engineering

data on Surveyor V, the instrument was
turned off, and tracking operations were
transferred

from California

to

Australia.

At

surveys had
been planned of the deployment area on the
lunar surface. Pictures of the auxiliary viewing
mirror were obtained with both wide- and
this point in operations, television

narrow-angle lenses. Only the lower resolution,
wide-angle frames included the reflection of the
the mirror. A picture
8-1 indicated that the
largest rock in the sample area was smaller
than approximately 3 cm. On Surveyors VI

deployment

shown

in

area

in

reference

and VII, it was possible to view the initial
sample area directly during deployment of the
sensor head to the background position.
Because operations in the stowed phase
during each of the missions occurred early in
the lunar day, instrument temperatures remained within normal operating ranges. The
performance of the instruments and auxiliary
equipment during this phase was excellent,
except that when the Surveyor V instrument
was turned on for the second time (6.7 hours
after touchdown), the calibration pulser started
without being commanded on. The pulser was
turned off by command 0.4 hour after second
turn-on and further operations were normal.
The planned data-accumulation period for
the stowed phase was 2 to 6 hours. Because of
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schedule

the

other

of

spacecraft

activities,

hours on
this period was shortened to
stowed-phase
Surveyor V. The duration of the
operation was more than 5 hours on the other
1.25

missions (table 8-9).

Background position. To determine whether
the sensor head had deployed successfully to
the background position, it had been planned
to take television pictures of the instrument
just before and after the deployment. Because
of the short time available on Surveyor V, the
planned television check was not conducted.
Instead, the alpha-data bit stream was monitored at the tracking station, using an oscillo-
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for some time like a pendulum and,
although the television pictures could not be
synchronized with the motion, there was a good

moving

chance that at least one of a series of pictures
would show a substantial portion of the sample
area. This sequence was successful on both
missions. Figure 8-22 shows part of the Surveyor VII sequence. In addition to providing
views of the sample areas, such a picture series
also permits measurement of the period of the
sensor-head pendulum under lunar conditions.
The data-accumulation period for the back-

ground phase was planned

The

to

be about 6 hours.

actual times for the three missions (table

scope display of the discriminator output. If
the deployment proceeded correctly, it was

8-9) were 2.9, 7.9, and 12.6 hours.

expected that the alpha-event rate would drop
factor of 10 as the standard

missions.

by more than a

sample moved away. The command was sent
11.5 hours after touchdown after a few seconds,
;

word

of the

expected decrease in rate, indicative

deployment, was received from
Figure 8-21 shows the
total alpha-event rate during this period, as
derived later from a magnetic-tape recording.
On Surveyors VI and VII, this command was
transmitted 20.3 and 14.7 hours after touchof a successful

the tracking station.

down, respectively.

On

these missions, a series

of television pictures of the

deployment opera-

was planned, primarily

to provide a direct
view of the lunar surface otherwise obscured by
the sensor head. When the sensor head was
released from the stowed position, it continued

tion

of the

The

quality

data seems to be excellent on each of the

Lunar-surface operations. On Surveyors V and
VI, the command to lower the sensor head to the
lunar surface was transmitted 14.8 and 35.1
hours, respectively, after spacecraft landing.

This operation occurred relatively soon during
the Surveyor V mission because of an impending
vernier rocket test; it occurred late on Surveyor
VI because of other spacecraft operations that
restricted alpha-scattering background data
accumulations. The deployment operation on
each of the missions was monitored by observations of the alpha data stream on an oscilloscope
at the tracking station. On Surveyors V and VI,
the event rate increased sharply, seconds after
sending the deployment command. Figure 8-21

shows the

total alpha event rate during this

The rate rose from about
one event per 10 seconds in the background
position to two events per second on the lunar
surface. The event rate from the lunar surface
can be seen to be comparable to that from the
standard sample.
On Surveyor VII, the command to lower the
sensor head to the surface was transmitted
20.9 hours after landing. This time, no apparent
period for Surveyor V.

In

/WuV\^
GMT (SEPTEMBER

Figure 8-21.— Plot

II,

[9671

of event rate of analyzed alpha

particles

as a function

decrease

when the Surveyor V

showing marked
head was
deployed from the stowed to the background position
and the increase when lowered from the background
of

position to the lunar surface.

time,

sensor

change in counting rate was observed. The
deployment command was retransmitted;
again, no increase in counting rate was observed.
A 10-minute accumulation of data was consistent with that obtained before the

command

had been sent, and indicated that the
sensor head possibly had not moved.
to lower

When

tracking operations were transferred
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Figure 8-22. Sequence of pictures taken just after
Surveyor VII sensor head was deployed from the
stowed to the background position. Movement of
sensor head

is

visible in successive pictures (Jan. 10,

1968, 15:49:03, 15:49:12, 15:49:15

GMT).

sensor head was

still suspended in the background position, but that the small retaining
door (used to prevent premature deployment of
the flat electronics cable) had opened correctly.
This showed that the deployment command
had been properly received by the spacecraft
and that the squib-activated pinpuller had

operated. This information isolated the prob-

lem

to the nylon suspension cord or its associated storage spool and escapement mechanism,
affording hope that operation of one of the

to

the

Goldstone,

television pictures

the problem.

The

Calif.,

tracking

station,

were taken to help diagnose
pictures

showed that the

movable parts of the spacecraft would provide
enough force to free the sensor head.
After several attempts to free the mechanism,
the deployment was accomplished with the aid
of the surface sampler, which, in a most
ingenious series of operations, improvised and
controlled from the SFOF, managed to force
the sensor head to the lunar surface (ref. 8-20).
On all missions, the initial operations by the
alpha-scattering instrument on the lunar sur-
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face were conducted in a period of rising temperatures. This was especially serious on
Surveyor VII, because of the relatively late
landing (with respect to sunrise), and because
of the delayed deployment (57.4 hours after
landing). Also, on Surveyor VII, because of
the attitude of the spacecraft and the high
latitude of the landing site, shading of the
instrument during lunar noon by the large
panels on the spacecraft was not feasible.
Partial shading was provided several times by

means

of the surface sampler.

perature

periods

on

the

The high-tem-

three

missions

are

indicated in figure 8-20.

down

Six lunar samples were analyzed during the

three missions. The data-accumulation periods
for these samples varied from 7.5 to 71.9 hours
for the first-lunar-day operations (table 8-9).

The samples

are described in the next part of

this chapter.

Surveyor V analyzed two lunar samples. The
data-accumulation period was 18.3 hours at
the initial position of the sensor head on the
lunar surface.

At 53 hours

after

spacecraft

touchdown, the vernier rocket engines were
moving the sensor head about 10 cm
farther from the spacecraft. When the instrument was again turned on, it was found to be
functioning perfectly, and operations were
begun at the new lunar-surface position. By
the end of the first lunar day, additional data
for 71.9 hours had been obtained. During the
second lunar day, the spacecraft was partially
reactivated, and the alpha-scattering instrufired,

ment was operated

for several hours.

Most

of

the instrument was found to be in working
condition, but digital anomalies, apparently
resulting

from damage

Figure 8-23.

to

— Alpha-scattering sensor head in upside-

position after the

VI spacecraft (Nov.

ovulation

was

hop made by the Surveyor

17, 1967,

13:37:06

restricted to the

GMT).

measurement

of

radiation from space.

Surveyor VII was the most productive misfrom the chemical analysis viewpoint.
Because of the presence of the surface sampler
on this spacecraft, plans had been made to
redeploy the sensor head to additional samples
after the initial analysis. In spite of the delayed
deployment and high-temperature restrictions,
the surface sampler provided three samples for
analysis. The first-lunar-day data-accumulation
periods were 28.0 hours for sample 1 (undisturbed lunar surface), 11.2 hours for sample 2
(a lunar rock), and 7.5 hours for sample 3 (a
sion

trenched area).

During the alpha-scattering operations on
Surveyors V, VI, and VII, approximately 75
instrument were
performed at a rate of about one calibration
per 3 hours of operation.
pulser

calibrations

components during

of

the

Description of Lunar Samples

the cold lunar night, prevented obtaining useful science data.

Surveyor VI analyzed only one lunar sample.
After a data-accumulation period of 29.6
hours, the vernier engines were fired, moving
the spacecraft about 2.4 meters. Subsequent
television pictures showed that the sensor head
was upside down. Figure 8-23 shows the instrument in this position, as viewed in an auxiliary
mirror, with the base plate facing upward. The
instrument was found to be functioning after
the spacecraft hop, but subsequent data accu-

Surveyors
regions of

V

and VI landed

Moon

the

in lunar maria,

characterized

by

their

smoothness, and low albedo.
Surveyor VII landed in the lunar highlands
near the crater Tycho. The region near the
landing site of Surveyor VII is topographically
complex, but is generally rougher and has a
higher albedo than the mare landing sites.
The lunar surface at each of these landing

flatness, relative

sites consists of

weakly cohesive,

aggregates; and solid fragments.

fine particles;

Most

of the
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resolvable fragments are brighter in appearance

interfere with the operation of the instrument.

than the fine-grained matrix material. Of all
the five Surveyor landing sites, those of Surveyors V and VI have the least number of
resolvable fragments, whereas the Surveyor
VII site has the highest number of larger
fragments and strewn fields of blocks. The size
distribution of small craters (less than a few
meters) is about the same at each landing site,
but there are fewer larger craters near Surveyor
VII than at the mare sites. (See ch. 3 of this

Operation

report.)

Surveyor
of

Mare

1.4°

N

V

landed in the southwest portion

Tranquillitatis at 23.2°

latitude.

The

E

longitude,

spacecraft touched

down

on the southwest wall of a 9- by 12-meter
rimless crater, more than 1 meter deep. On
the basis of its shape and alinement of small
associated craters with other dominant linear
features in surrounding areas, the crater has
been interpreted as being formed by the drainage of surface debris into a subsurface fissure.
The walls of this crater appear to expose parts
of the upper meter of this debris layer. Material
from the wall of the crater was dislodged
during the spacecraft landing and slid into the
area analyzed with the alpha-scattering instrument. Figure 8-24 shows this disturbed

by Shoemaker et al. (See
frequency-size distribution of the

area, as interpreted
ch. 3.)

The

lumpy, f ragmen tal material ejected by the
footpads during landing is much coarser than
that observed on the undisturbed surface.

Only low-resolution television pictures were
obtained of the samples analyzed by Surveyor
V (ref. 8-1). These pictures indicated that no
particles larger than about 3 cm were located
in the sample area. Figure 8-25 shows highresolution-picture mosaics of the sensor head
as it conformed to the lunar surface before and
after the vernier engine firing. On initial
deployment, the outboard edge of the circular
base plate can be seen to have become embedded
slightly in the surface material. After the vernier
firing, that edge of the plate became more
deeply embedded, tilting the sensor head
further so that the left inboard edge of the
plate was raised about 2 cm above the surface.

The surrounding surface appears

to

be relatively

smooth, with few fragments large enough

to

with

was

proton

individual

also indicated that the

geometry

detectors

of the

sample

relatively flat.

site of Surveyor VI,
a relatively small mare plain, about 170 km
across, located in the center of the Moon as
seen from Earth. The area is bounded by

Sinus Medii, the landing

is

terrae to the north and south. The relatively
high density of craters larger than a few hundred

meters and the relatively thick debris layer (as
suggested by the lack of smaller craters with
blocky rims) has been interpreted to mean that
the surface material in Sinus Medii is older
than that of most of the material exposed at
the other mare sites (ref. 8-21). The frequencydistribution

size

small

of

craters

similar to that found at other

mare

closely

is

sites;

how-

than a
few centimeters at the Surveyor VI and Surveyor V sites. Despite these differences, all of
ever, there are fewer fragments larger

the

mare

that

sites are similar in

in other properties as
(ref.

topographic details,

and
measured by Surveyor

in the structure of the surface layer,

is,

8-22).

The

area surrounding the Surveyor VI sample

8-26) can be seen to be free of large fragments. The largest particle within the sample
(fig.

area

itself is

only about 1.5 cm across. Particles
cm are distinguishable in the

as small as 0.3
picture.

The Surveyor VII landing

site,

north of the crater Tycho, was
from all of the previous landing

about 30

km

much

different

sites.

Tycho

is

a large ray crater located in the southern high-

lands of the

Moon. The ray system and other

have been interpreted as
from hypervelocity impact, although

features of the crater
resulting

interpretations of

have

also

its

been given

gators agree that

origin involving volcanism
(ref.

Tycho

8-23).
is

Most

investi-

a relatively

young

lunar feature and that Surveyor VII landed on
material that flowed outward down the rim
slope of the crater. According to the impact
theory, these flows occurred during or shortly

and consisted
brought up from
the surface. Other

after the formation of the crater
of fluidized

several

masses

kilometers

of particles

below

interpretations are that the flows are either a
result of later "landslides" of rim material or
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Figure 8-24.— Topographic map of part of Surveyor V landing site. The stippled area
indicates material ejected by footpads during landing; the sensor head was deployed
within this area. Contour interval is 10 cm (topography by R. M. Batson, R. Jordan,
and K. B. Larson of the U.S. Geological Survey).

that they are lava flows that originated some
time after crater formation.

The

terrae in general (and the

in particular)

show a greater

Tycho region

diversity in topog-

raphy and optical properties than do the lunar
maria. The Surveyor VII landing site does,
339-462

O—69-

-21

however, share with other highland areas their
most prominent characteristics of a rougher
topography and higher albedo than those of the
maria. Per unit area, as seen by the Surveyor
camera, more fragments larger than 4 cm were
observed at the Surveyor VII site than at any
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(a)

Figure 8-25.— (a) High-resolution mosaic
surface before vernier

firing

(Sept.

vernier firing (Sept. 14, 1967, Catalog

of the

12,

1967,

Surveyor V sensor head on the lunar
Catalog 5-MP-24). (b) Mosaic after

5-MP-25).
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Wide-angle mosaic of television pictures taken just after the Surveyor VI
sensor head was released from the stowed position. The circle shows the area of the
lunar surface later analyzed by means of the alpha-scattering experiment (Nov. 10,

Figure 8-26.

1967, 21:17:57 to 21:23:11

GMT).

The albedo
with the Surveyor VII television camera was about twice
that observed at the Surveyor V and VI sites.
This is consistent with Earth-based telescopic
observations indicating that the halo region
around Tycho, in which Surveyor VII landed,
of the

mare landing

sites (ref. 8-24).

of the surface material observed

although darker than the crater or the surroundis still brighter than most of the

ing terrae,

maria.
Figures

8-27

(a)

and

(b)

show mosaics

of

of part of the surface-

narrow-angle pictures
sampler area of operation

before

and

after

the start of alpha-scattering analyses. Figure
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(b) Narrow-angle mosaic of Surveyor VII pictures showing sensor head in place on a lunar
rock (sample 2). The surface sampler is seen in the process of digging the second of three
trenches at the site of alpha-scattering sample 3. The sample 1 location at the lower
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the figure is surrounded by a circular impression of the bottom of the sensor
head (Catalog 7-SE-16). (c) Surveyor VII lunar sample 1, undisturbed lunar surface,
after analysis. The circle shows the actual sample area (Jan. 22, 1968, 18:09:09 GMT),
(d) Surveyor ATI sample 2, a lunar rock, after analysis. The area outlined by the ellipse
(including the rock) shows the size of the sample, (e) Surveyor VII sample 3, an area

left of

of the lunar surface trenched by the surface sampler, before analysis. The outline
shows the subsequent sensor head and sample positions (Jan. 22, 1968, 10:36:42 GMT).

underneath the inboard side of the
plate of the sensor head during the
analysis, causing the sample to be farther than
standard from the sources and detectors.
Sample 2 was a lunar rock about 5 by 7 cm
on its upper face. This rock was somewhat
brighter in appearance than the surrounding

8-27(c) shows the undisturbed area of the lunar

located

sample analyzed
at the Surveyor VII site. Although several
fairly large fragments can be seen on the surrounding surface in figure 8-27 (c), the central
outlined area, comprising the actual sample,
can be seen to be relatively smooth. The
largest particle in this sample 1 area is about
1.5 cm across. A rock about 4 cm across was

circular

surface,

including

the

first

fig. 8-27 (a)), and was visible as an
exposed object on the lunar surface before the

surface (see
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surface-sampler

8-2 7(b)

Figure

operations.

shows the sensor head in position on the rock.
The measured event rate in the alpha mode
was about twice that for a sample at the standard distance. This information, together with

system during a period of rapidly changing
temperatures and on Surveyor VII in the guard
system for periods of a few seconds. On Surveyors V and VII, detectors survived the lunar
night and operated normally after initial

the television pictures, indicates that during

periods of noisy behavior.

analysis the rock

opening

bottom
to

and

was centered

protruded

sample,

Data received during each mission showed

the

that the thin films covering the sources and

During deployment

alpha detectors had survived the launch, midcourse maneuver, and lunar landing operations.

slightly

of the sensor head.

this

sample

in the

the sensor head

inside

moved

the

Cm

rock back and forth slightly, but the upper
surface of the rock apparently remained on
top during this motion. Figure 8-27 (d) shows

served during the prelaunch and launch phases

the rock after the sensor head was removed.

tures observed in the sample spectra.

The

third

surface sampler

quality of the

The

242

sources had been pre-

by

as evidenced

of operation,

sample location was a trenched

area of the lunar surface previously prepared

by the

The

the sharp fea-

and Es 254
evidenced by

electronics, calibration pidsers,

sources performed as expected, as

8-27(b)). Figure

agreement of mission data with prelaunch data.

8-27 (e) shows an outline of the sensor head
as it rested on the third sample, showing
that the sample area beneath the sensor head

Calibration peaks from the pulser were gen-

(fig.

was located primarily within the end

of the

central trench of three trenches. This indicates

that the sample analyzed consisted,
in part, of subsurface material.
of

the

other samples

missions

may have

at least

Whereas most

analyzed on the three

erally sharp, although some low-energy noise
was occasionally seen in the pulser data from
Surveyors VI and VII, as in prelaunch tests.
The guard detector and anticoincidence system
worked as designed; guard monitor voltages
and proton background spectra agreed well

with predicted values.

On

consisted of only the top

few microns of undisturbed material, this final
sample probably consisted of some material
originally centimeters below the surface. The
actual depth of the trench at the point of
analysis cannot be determined by the pictures,
however, because the bottom of the trench
was in shadow.

the lunar surface, the temperatures of the

sensor head were higher than predicted on each
the three missions. The reasons for this
discrepancy are not known, but one possibility
is that the sides of the box were thermally
of

coupled more strongly with the interior parts
than had been expected.

The

digital

supplies,

Summary of Operations and Performance

Table 8-9 is a summary of operating periods
and data accumulation times for the alphascattering experiment on Surveyors V, VI, and
VII.

The performance of the alpha-scattering
equipment and operational system during the
was

and

electronic,

instrument

power

electronic auxiliaries performed as

designed. Circuits used to monitor engineering

parameters provided good data. Of the more
than 1000 commands transmitted to the instruments, all but two appeared to give the
proper response. The first anomaly occurred
on Surveyor V. When the instrument was

commanded on

for the second time, the cali-

The semicon-

bration pidser started operating and had to be

ductor radiation detectors had been expected
to be the least reliable components in the
instruments. Of the 30 detectors operated on

off by separate command.
The second anomaly associated with commands occurred on Surveyor VII when an ex-

the Moon, only one detector on Surveyor VI
became noisy within the specified temperature
limits of -40° to +50° C. A few noise bursts

plosive squib

mand was

that could not be specifically traced to detec-

explosive device worked, but the nylon cord or

three

tors

missions

excellent.

were observed on Surveyor

V

in the proton

turned

head

its

to

was blown

to

allow the sensor

descend to the lunar surface. The comreceived

by the spacecraft and the

associated spool and escapement

mechanism
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calamitous except for the presence of the surface
sampler. All other operations of the deploy-

trenched by the surface sampler and was thus
at least partly subsurface material.
All of the chemical analysis results presented

ment mechanisms proceeded

in this report are

failed to function.

This failure could have been

flawlessly.

In general, communication links from

the

spacecraft were excellent; typical bit-error rates
-6

although
encountered were less than 10
much higher levels occurred when the spacecraft were being tracked near the Earth's
computerhorizon. The data-handling and
,

processing systems proved to be indispensable
for the

monitoring of the experiments during

the actual missions.

Television

operations

support of

was very

the

useful,

alpha-scattering

but viewing of the

based on spectra relayed by

Teletype from the Deep Space Stations. These
spectra were sent in essentially real time for
purposes of instrument-performance analysis
and mission planning (see preceding section).
In addition to lack of detailed evidence regarding then reliability, the data have, as yet,
been corrected only approximately for nonstandard instrument behavior. The quality
of these real-time data was sufficiently high
that preliminary science results could be
deduced from them. These preliminary results
-

deployment areas via the auxiliary mirrors did

are presented in this report.

not give good results. The chemical analyses
on the Surveyor VII mission would not have

The prime data from the experiment were
recorded at the Deep Space Stations (often in

been possible without the combined use of the

duplicate).

television

camera and surface sampler.
Results

The Surveyor V, VI, and VII

missions prochemical analyses of lunarsurface material. The Surveyor V and VI
analyses were from mare sites on the Moon;
the Surveyor VII samples were at a terra site,
outside the crater Tycho. Two lunar samples
were examined on the Surveyor V mission, one
on the Surveyor VI mission, and three on the

vided

the

first

Surveyor VII mission

(see preceding section).
each mission, the first sample examined
was the original deployment area of the alphascattering instrument. In the last two missions,
the first sample was apparently the undisturbed
lunar surface. Surveyor V landed just inside a
rim of a small crater. During the landing,
the spacecraft slid and threw out some subsurface material; thus, the first sample analyzed
on this mission may have consisted primarily
of this ejected material. The second sample
was probably similar material because the instrument was moved only about 10 cm by the

On

static firing of the vernier engines.

Oidy one sample was examined on the Surveyor VI mission. The second sample examined
on the Surveyor VII mission was an exposed
lunar rock (see preceding section); the third
was a region of the lunar surface previously

Because of the
arating them from the mass

difficulty

of

sep-

of other data not
relevant to the alpha-scattering experiment,
these prime data have become available only
recently; thus, it has been possible only to
qualify their generally satisfactory format and
check on their completeness. The data from
the experiment are recorded in two forms:
(1) Science data, a time- tagged record of
the channel number (energy) of each event
registered by the alpha detectors and by
proton detectors. In addition, most commands
sent to the spacecraft and checks on the quality
of the transmission of the data are recorded.
(2) Engineering data transmitted periodically from the spacecraft. In addition to strictly

engineering information, these include the voltage corresponding to the event rate in the guard
detectors of the instrument. This rate

is

mined primarily by the cosmic-ray and

detersolar

200 MeV.

proton flux in the energy range 50 to
Thus, the guard detectors in the alpha-scattering instrument on the Surveyor missions represent radiation-monitoring devices on the lunar
surface.

actual analytical results reported here
are based exclusively on the spectra received in
near real time by Teletype. These spectra cov-

The

ered data accumulated over periods of, typically,
20 to 40 minutes. Some of these data have been

subjected to preliminary certification to remove
any that had suspicious characteristics (high
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parity errors, anomalous event rates, and so
forth)

.

They were then

corrected approximately

for the temperature coefficients of the instru-

ment using the measured sensor head and

elec-

tronic temperatures that were available at the

time.

The

spectra were then combined to cover

typically, 100 to 300 minutes and
were again examined for consistency. They were
then combined to give the data that were subjected to a computer treatment leading to the

periods

of,

preliminary analytical results presented here.

Table 8-10 presents, for each phase of operaon each mission and for each sample, the
total amount of time during which the certified
data were accumulated. These periods are seen
to range from 20 minutes for the inflight operation on the Surveyor V mission to 34.5 hours on
sample 2 of the Surveyor V mission.
tion

Table 8-10. Total time represented by certified
data (vsed in calculations of preliminary results)
Phase

—
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Figure 8-28. Surveyor V inflight data on standard sample. Data taken during a 20minute measurement while the spacecraft was in transit to the Moon. The experimental points, with statistical errors, are the averages of two channels in order to
improve their statistical significance. The smooth curves are derived from data obtained in prelaunch measurements of a similar sample. The peaks at around channel
110 are caused by the Es 254 located near the detectors as calibration sources.

proton modes of the instrument are plotted
a function of the

on a logarithmic scale as
channel

number

(energy).

errors are indicated

by

The

statistical (1 a)

instrument had not occurred.

vertical bars.

In figure 8-28 (the inflight data from Surveyor V), the smooth curves are derived from
data obtained on a similar sample during the
final

calibrations of the sensor

Kennedy about

head

tective films over the alpha sources had survived the launch, flight, and touchdown conditions and that radioactive contamination of the

at

2 weeks before launch.

Cape
The

prelaunch data have been corrected for source
decay during the intervening period and for the
background rates observed later on the lunar
surface. It is seen that the data obtained during

A

computer analysis

of

these spectra from

the standard samples (after background subtraction) in terms of the library of eight ele-

ments reproduces the data quite well

The

(fig.

8-30)

resulting chemical analyses of the standard-

sample glass on the three missions are shown in
table 8-11. Indicated also, for comparison, are

the short inflight operations are close to those

the chemical compositions of the glasses used, as
determined before launch, by conventional
analytical techniques. These analyses were

expected from the standard sample.
In figure 8-29 (the standard-sample measure-

made on similar but
The agreement, at

levels

not identical pieces of glass.
the present stage of data
processing, between the two types of analytical
results is certainly not as good as desirable.
However, it must be remembered that the lunar

operations.

standard-sample analyses had short measure-

ments on the Moon for the three missions),
the smooth curves indicate the background
observed in the following stage of lunar
The data presented in these figures
are similar to those obtained on standard
samples before launch, differing principally as

background
and the Earth.

a result of different

Moon
The
at

levels for the

lack of excess events in the alpha

approximately channels

103

to

104

mode
gave

assurance, in each mission, that the thin pro-

ment times, that the

possibility of the inclusion

tainted data cannot be ruled out by the
present certification techniques, and that only
of

approximate corrections have been made so far
for nonstandard instrument conditions (for
example, for the temperature coefficients and
other effects on the energy scales). For example,
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Figure 8-29. Surveyor V, VI, and VII standard sample measurements on the Moon.
The experimental points (crosses) are indicated with statistical (1 <r) error bars. The
solid curves are smoothed versions of the background spectra observed in the next
stage of lunar operations.
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urements from the certified spectra (table 8-10)
and proton modes of the instrument on the three missions. The ordinates are
(sometimes
events per channel registered
averaged over two channels to improve sta-

for both alpha

channel number
(energy). The ordinates are on a logarithmic
scale, and the data have been normalized to a
1000-minute measurement time to facilitate
comparison with the other figures in this
report. The statistical (1 a) errors in the data
as

tistics)

function

a

by

are indicated

of

vertical

lines.

The

original

data have already been corrected approximately
for the temperature coefficient of the instrument. As is seen from table 8-10, the background measurement of Surveyor V was very
short, leading to rather large statistical errors
in the

data

in this mission.

graphs (alpha and proton), the
channels 110
to 113 is caused by small amounts of Es 254
(7 „ = 6.44 MeV) placed very close to each
detector. This Es 254 served as an energy marker
as well as a check on detector behavior. Although the intensity and quality of the Es 254
varied considerably from mission to mission,
this alpha source provided assurance, independent of other data, of the correct performance of the instrument.
Before the missions it was anticipated that
In

peak

all

of the

in intensity in the region of

1

the
the
the

main contribution to the background on
Moon, aside from the Es 254 would be from
instrument itself in the alpha mode and from
,

cosmic and solar radiation in the proton mode.
This difference in response is because the two
alpha detectors are so small and have such a
small sensitive depth

that only

0.6-MeV

to

about 4-MeV protons, incident normally, would
deposit enough energy to be registered above
the 600-keV threshold of the electronic system.
All such primary particles of the solar and
cosmic radiation are absorbed by the nearby

components

of the instrument.

The

fraction of

higher energy particles, which are
slowed to the below 4-MeV energy range and
the secondaries produced in this energy range
originally

was calculated to be small
the intrinsic background of the

at the detectors,

compared

to

instrument.

On

the other hand, the proton detectors were
SS9-462

0—69

22

much
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larger in total area

and

sensitive thicknesses, allowing

also

had larger

them

to register

protons of up to 6.4 MeV entering normally.
Moreover, because of the gold foil in front of

them, these proton detectors were insensitive
to radioactive contamination of the instrument.
The main contributor to the very low background in the proton mode on Earth (aside
from the Es 254 previously mentioned) was
noise

electronic

and

small amounts of
trons from the

Cm

the

gamma
242

sensitivity

to

the

radiation and neu-

sources.

Because the event rates from the lunar sample
in the proton mode were expected to be relatively low, serious attempts were made during
instrument design and before the missions to
predict the background rates caused by solar
and cosmic radiation on the Moon. Early
estimates led to the decision to include anticoincidence detectors in back of each proton
detector (see "Instrument"). Calculations indicated that these detectors would reduce the
predicted background

by

at least a factor of 5;

the remainder of the background would be a
result of the radiation entering the sides of the

instrument.

The observed backgrounds in the proton
mode (fig. 8-32) turned out to be lower than
those in the alpha mode over most of the energy
range. The smooth curve in figure 8-32 (top
right)

is

the

premission

This

is

the

sum

prediction

of

this

the

proton mode.

of the prelaunch

Cape Kennedy

background spectrum

for

measurements of the instrument background
and of the calculated contribution from cosmic
and solar rays. It has almost the same shape as
that observed and, over most of the energy
range, is only about 50 percent lower. In view
of the complicated nature of the calculation

(involving the use of low-energy solar and
cosmic-ray spectra which are known only
approximately, and the effect of the complicated
geometry and direction-varying amounts of
absorbing material between the detectors and
space), the agreement between the calculated

and observed spectra is considered satisfactoiy.
The backgrounds observed in the proton
mode in the three missions had the same
spectral shape (except for the small difference
in the Es 254 region) and were approximately
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the same magnitude. For example, the
background in the proton mode in the energy
region above 6.5 MeV was the same in the
Surveyor VI and VII missions, well within the
1-a statistical error of 5 percent. This means
of

the instrument to a gold sample. It

is

inter-

preted as a result of a larger-than-previously-

field

encountered recoil behavior of the Cm 242 flight
sources prepared for these missions. Recoiling
atoms from the alpha decay of Cm 242 were
transferring radioactive material from the
source plate to the protective films which
cover the collimating openings of the source
capsules. In this position, the radioactivity is
not collimated and can strike the gold-plated,
upper surface of the bottom plate of the instrument. Because of the high cross section for
scattering by gold, even a relatively small

field of

amount

that the flux of 50- to

200-MeV protons

(these

are the particles which, incident on the instru-

ment from the sides, would contribute to this
background) was the same on the Moon at the
Tycho site (40° S) in January 1968 as at the
Equator in November 1967. This isotropy is
consistent with the lack of appreciable magnetic

near the Moon. (A 100 MeV proton in a
even 30 y moves in a circular orbit of
radius ~10 4 km.) During the Surveyor V
operations, this background

was

slightly lower,

because of shielding by the local
terrain, because Surveyor V landed just inside
a small crater. The predictability and constancy
of the data provide confidence that the nature
of the background on the lunar surface in the
proton mode of the instrument is adequately
understood.
The background observed in the alpha mode
of Surveyor V (fig. 8-32, top left), however,
provided some surprises. In the intermediate
energy range (approximately channels 10 to
possibly

was definitely higher (in places more
than a factor of 2) than predicted from the last
premission measurements at Cape Kennedy.
Fortunately, this was still a negligible part
(over most of the spectrum) of the response
when a sample was in a nominal position
under the instrument (fig. 8-29). An explanation of this anomalous behavior was discovered
just before the Surveyor VI mission. It proved
impractical to eliminate this increase in background on that mission even though this
background was much higher on Surveyor VI
(fig. 8-32, middle left). However, measurements
taken before the Surveyor VII mission were
90), it

partially successful, so that the

background

mode on

(fig.

the alpha

that mission

bottom left) was lower than
Surveyor VI mission.

that

on

in

8-32,

the

The clue to the explanation for this higherthan-expected background in the alpha mode
lay in the decrease in intensity at approximately
channel 93 (fig. 8-32, middle left). Such a
behavior is characteristic of the response of

of radioactivity in this position pro-

duces a detectable increase in the background
in the alpha mode of the instrument.
As can be seen by comparison of the top
left with the middle left of figure 8-32, the
feature was present but less pronounced in the
Surveyor V spectra. This apparently was a
result, in part,

to the source-protective films

on Surveyor V, which had been exposed for a
shorter time to this recoil behavior than those
on Surveyor VI and, in part, to the very
large variability later observed in the efficiency
of

this

recoil-transfer

process

in

individual

sources.

For the Surveyor VII mission, a technique of
evaporating carbon on the films (enough to
reduce the recoil transfer but not enough to
reduce the energy of the alpha particles significantly) had been developed. (See "Instruments.") This proved very effective for the
sources prepared for the spare instrument for
the Surveyor VII

mission;

it

was

partially

effective for the actual sources flown on this

The result was a background in
mode intermediate in level between

mission.

the

alpha

the

even though the source
strength was about 70 percent higher.
The enhanced background in the alpha mode,
moreover, gradually increased with time (as

two

earlier missions,

more radioactivity was

transferred

to

the

This could be observed as a slow increase
with time of the response of the instrument in
an energy region (channels 73 to 90) above the
Fe, Co, and Ni endpoints. Although not
affecting the results on the principal constituents of the lunar samples examined, this
aspect of the experiment will increase the
films).
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very low limits that could otherwise be placed
on the abundance of elements heavier than

Again, within statistics of about 15 percent
there is no indication of changes during the

nickel.

measurements.

The background measured in the alpha mode
254
peak (not shown
in channels above the Es
corresponds to events depositing
in the alpha detectors. The
rate of such events is very low (54 ±12 per
1000 minutes on the Surveyor VI mission). It
is essentially the same on all the missions and
is consistent with the contribution calculated
for solar and cosmic ray particles.
in the figures)

at least 6.5

MeV

The alpha-mode background

Surveyor
VII mission (fig. 8-32, bottom left) shows more
structure than is visible on the two preceding
missions. This is because, as a result of the higher
intensity sources and longer counting time, the
effects of the low-probability scattering from
the lunar surface, about 0.5 meter away, can
be seen. As seen later in "Results of Lunar
Sample Data," this structure in the spectrum
of the

The most

sensitive monitor of the solar-

and

cosmic-ray intensity was the guard ratemeter.
Preliminary examination of the data indicates

no significant changes in intensity over the
period of the lunar-sample measurements.
In addition to these internal measurements
by the instrument itself, of the constancy of
the solar- and cosmic-ray background, data

were provided on the charged-particle radiation
from the Imp IV satellite. This
satellite was in orbit about the Earth, and
readings provided 2 each 4-hour period gave
assurance that significant changes in the general
level of radiation in space would be detected
independently of the alpha-scattering instrument. There were no such changes reported on
levels in space

any

of the missions during lunar operations of

the alpha-scattering instrument.

follows closely the features in the lunar-sample

In analyzing the data for this report from

spectrum, although with a very low intensity.
Because only one background measurement
was made on each mission, precautions had to
be taken in the data analysis to be certain that
this

standard samples and from the lunar
samples on the Surveyor VI and VII missions,
the observed backgrounds (increased slightly
as appropriate in the alpha mode) were subtracted from the observed spectra before

or

computer

background was not changing with time
was changing in a known way. In the alpha
mode, the contribution caused by scattering of
noncollimated alpha particles was monitored by
observing the event rate in channels 73 to 90.

The

increase in

this

region

was assumed

to

apply
lower energies as well. It was a significant part of the total event rate only in the
region of the alpha spectrum above channel 52.
Changes in solar- and cosmic-ray contributions to the background were monitored in
three different ways. The least sensitive method
involved the rate of events in the alpha channels with energies greater than 6.5 MeV.
Although the rates here were very low (about
54 events/1000 minutes), their constancy, within
statistics, provided assurance that the alphamode background caused by external solar
and cosmic rays was not changing during a
at

mission.

the

processing.

The

statistical

errors

associated with the background measurements

were considered. In the case of Surveyor V,
because of the poorer statistics, a smooth curve
was drawn through the background data, and
this smoothed version was used in the data
analysis.
Resulti of

Lunar-Sample Data

As indicated previously, six lunar samples
were examined by the alpha-scattering instrument during the Surveyor V, VI, and VII
missions. Three of these were samples of mare
material (Surveyors V and VI), and three were
from the Surveyor VII terra site. The first
sample examined on each mission was the
original deployment area of the instrument. On
Surveyors VI and VII, this first sample was
the relatively undisturbed local surface; on

The second method involved
events

in

the

same

the rates of
high-energy
region

(>6.5 MeV) in the proton mode. Here the
were higher (about one event/min).

rates

These data were made available on a near-real-time
by Dr. John Simpson of the University of Chicago
and the Small Satellite Tracking Center at Goddard
Space Flight Center.
2

basis
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Surveyor V, however, the original deployment
urea may have been primarily material ejected
by the spacecraft footpads on landing. Because
the second sample examined during the Surveyor V mission was only about 10 cm away from
the first sample, the second sample was probably
similar. Only one sample was examined on
Surveyor VI. The second sample analyzed on
the Surveyor VII mission was a lunar rock that
protruded a few centimeters above the originally
undisturbed, local lunar surface. With the help
the surface sampler, the alpha-scattering

of

instrument was placed on top of this rock (ref.
8-20 and fig. 8-27). The third sample examined
on the Surveyor VII mission was subsurface
material; the alpha-scattering instrument was
placed on top of a shallow trench previously
prepared by the surface sampler.
The relatively raw data from the certified
Teletype spectra from each of the samples
(table 8-10) are presented in figures 8-33 and
8-34. In each case, the alpha and proton data
(in units of events per channel per 1000 minutes) are shown plotted on a logarithmic scale
as a function of channel number (energy). The
statistical errors (1 a) are indicated

by

vertical

In each case, the smooth curves are the
background rates observed on the Moon in the

lines.

previous phase of the experiment. In comparing
the absolute rates from different samples, it

should be remembered that the source strengths
were different on different missions and that
the average sample-to-detector distance was
different. Thus, for example, the average distances of the three samples to the alpha
detectors on Surveyor VII were in the ratio of
1

to 0.7 to 0.9.

Examination

The

qualitative features visible in the

raw

data of figures 8-33 and 8-34 are the same for
all samples in the same mode of the instrument
(alpha or proton). These features also resemble

those found in

many

terrestrial rocks

examined

by Surveyor- type instruments. In the alpha
mode, the most prominent features are the
sharp drops in intensity at approximately
channel 27 (characteristic of the presence of
oxygen), the drop often preceded by a slight
"bump" at approximately channel 52 (characteristic of the presence of silicon), and the final
drop at approximately channel 73 (indicating
the presence of elements in the region of iron
in the samples). In the proton mode, all samples
show the drop in intensity at approximately
channel 62 and a broad peak between approximately channels 73 and 100 (characteristic of
the presence of aluminum; see fig. 8-4(c), bottom
right).

Even though most

of the qualitative features

are similar in a given

mode

the samples,

are

there

in the

easily

data from

visible,

all

slight

For example, in the alpha mode
above channel 52 (an energy region to which
only elements heavier than silicon can contribute), the data from the two samples examined during the Surveyor V mission show no
significant breaks before that at approximately
channel 73; they merely show a general decrease.
The data from Surveyor VI show a definite drop
at about channel 63. The drop is much more
distinct and goes to lower levels at about the
same point in all three samples examined during
the Surveyor VII mission.
In view of the unavailability of the primary
data in adequate time to be treated properly
differences.

of these figures indicates that

for this report, the data presented in figures

alpha mode the response from the samples was adequately higher than the background

8-33 and 8-34 have been processed only in an
approximate manner using an eight-element
library (see "Methods"). After subtraction of
the appropriate backgrounds, the data of figures
8-33 and 8-34 have been fitted by a leastsquares technique, using the library appropriate

in the

values over all parts of the spectrum below
channel 70. In the proton mode, however, below
about channel 10, the background represents a

number of events
rapidly changing with energy. In most

large fraction of the total

and
of

is

the

higher energy regions,

signal-to-background

ratio

is

however, the
adequate. As

might be expected from the higher source
strength on Surveyor VII, the situation is best
on the samples examined during that mission.

to the

The

instrument used.

computer fitting of the
data from the two samples from Surveyor V,
the sample from Surveyor VI, and the first
sample from Surveyor VII are shown in figures
8-35 and 8-36. The gross features of both alpha
results of this
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Figure 8-35. Computer analyses of the Surveyor V lunar sample spectra. Comparison
between the calculated spectra (smooth curves), using an eight-element library, and
the data obtained on the lunar surface (after background subtraction).

and proton spectra for these four samples are
by the eight-element library

well represented

used.

The only

significant deviations are those

by small energy mismatches between
the library and lunar data, the tendency for the
"bumps" near the oxygen and silicon endpoints
of the alpha spectra to be smoothed out in the
lunar data, and the inadequacy of a two-component library to fit the alpha data above channel 52 in the two samples studied on Surveyor V.
It remains to be seen whether these small discrepancies will persist when the more complete
data are processed more rigorously. In spite of
explicable

these small discrepancies,

it is clear that the
eight-element library chosen represents the data
well. The elements of the library must repre-

sent the principal constituents of the lunar

soil

at the places investigated.

Figure 8-37

is

an example of the detailed

contribution of the different elements of the
library to the net lunar spectra of sample 1
from the Surveyor V mission in both alpha and
proton modes. It is seen that the carbon, sodium, and magnesium contributions required
are so small that they are untrustworthy at

the present stage of analysis.

Computer

results

are

not

shown

for

the

second and third samples from Surveyor VII.
The far-from-nominal geometries represented
by the lunar rock protruding into the instrument opening and by the disturbed-surface
(trench) sample produced changes, particularly

334
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Computer analyses of the spectra from the Surveyor VI lunar sample and
the Surveyor VII lunar sample 1. Comparison between the calculated spectra (smooth
curves), using an eight-element library, and the data obtained on the lunar surface
(after background subtraction).

in the proton spectra (in intensity

the atomic fractions of the elements of the

in shape),

library in the samples can be deduced.

and slightly
which make the use of a standard
library less applicable. These effects are qualitatively understood, but will require verification by mockup experiments in the laboratory
before the lunar data can be analyzed reliably.

The computer-derived

contributions of the

separate elements of the library for each sample,
after correction for the stopping power of the

element (see

ref.

8-10 and "Methods" of

report), give the relative

number

of

this

atoms

of

the element in the sample. (This treatment
assumes that the sample is homogeneous or,
if not, that the average atomic stopping power
for alpha particles of the components is not
too different.)

From

this relative

composition,

are presented in
limitations

of

These

table 8-12. Because of the

the

technique,

the

values

in

table 8-12 are to be interpreted as chemical

compositions normalized to 100 percent excluding elements lighter than beryllium.
The errors quoted in table 8-12 are the
present estimates of the reliability of the results.

They

represent,

primarily,

systematic errors

from the present lack of information about the reliability of the primary
data stream, the approximate nature of the
arising principally

corrections for the small temperature coefficients

and other temperature-dependent characteristics of

the instrument, slight changes in energy
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8-12. Chemical composition oj the lunar surface at the Surveyor V, VI, and

preliminary results

VII landing

sites,

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
confidence that the results presented in table
8-12 will not be changed beyond the quoted
errors

by more

Because

refined treatments of the data.

of the possibility of geometry-sensi-

tive contributions to the proton spectra of
samples 2 and 3 on the Surveyor VII mission,
no numerical results are quoted at present for
the composition of these samples. The alpha
mode of the instrument, however, is rather
insensitive to these geometrical effects. Figure
8-38 compares the data obtained in the alpha
mode from samples 2 and 3 with those from
sample 1. The background has been subtracted
in each case, and the data have been normalized

so that they

match in the oxygen region (chanExcept for the possibly lower

nels 8 to 25).

values in the region of channels 63 to 70 in the
spectrum of sample 2, the data from the three

samples agree very well. The conclusion is that
there cannot be large differences in the relative
amounts of oxygen, silicon, "calcium," and
"iron" (the principal contributors to the scattered alpha spectra) in the three samples ex-

amined on Surveyor VII. All three sample
by about a factor of

spectra show a decrease

2 in the "iron" content relative to the values

found in the mare samples.
Although no quantitative information is deduced at present from the proton spectra from
samples 2 and 3 on the Surveyor VII mission,
the data of figure 8-34 (middle and bottom
right)

show

clearly the presence of

aluminum

comparable amounts to
that found in the other lunar samples analyzed
(figs. 8-33 and 8-34, top). Reliable quantitative
results on these two samples will require laboratory simulation studies reproducing the
geometrical relationships of the samples and

in

these samples in

instrument.

The Surveyor VI mission included a hopping
maneuver of the spacecraft. This resulted in
the alpha-scattering instrument resting upside

down on

the lunar surface (fig. 8-23), thus
ending the possibility of obtaining any more
lunar data on that mission. The electronic and
detector systems, however, had survived. The
data obtained after the maneuver showed a
large increase in event rate, particularly around
channel 103 in the alpha spectrum. This indicated that at least one of the protective films
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mode

of operation, it may be an instrumental
such as a noisy detector. It may, on the
other hand, represent a significant decrease in
the number of low-energy protons reaching the
surface of the Moon in the late lunar afternoon.
This could arise, for example, either as a result
of a decrease in the number of low-energy

the

effect

most
abundant element on the Moon, as on the
Earth's surface, is oxygen. More than half of
the atoms (not including the undetectable
hydrogen) are of this element. Second in
abundance, again as in the rocks making up

particles following a solar flare or as a result of

the crust of the Earth,

the shadowing

by the Moon

of the source of

such particles. Detailed study of the primary
data, including that from the anticoincidence

counters, as well as comparison with the results

obtained on satellites in space at the same
time, may help to explain this effect.
Discussion

The

analytical

deduced

results

alpha-scattering experiment on

from

the

the Surveyor

most complete analyses

that are available.

very prominent

They

of lunar material

indicate that the

is silicon.

Aluminum

is

atomic percent) it is
the third most abundant element in the Earth's
crust. At present, only upper limits can be
placed on the amounts (2 to 3 atomic percent)
of carbon and sodium in the samples analyzed
by the Surveyors. Thus, inspection of the values
given in table 8-12 indicates a gross similarity
in chemical composition to that of many rocks
found on Earth.
Before proceeding to a more detailed con(6 to 9

;

worth recalling

sideration of the results,

it is

analyses of an extraterrestrial body. There have,

some

the

been previous speculations about the
chemical composition of the Moon. These generally have been based on indirect considera-

technique of chemical analysis and aspects of
the Surveyor missions that might affect the

missions

represent

the

first

onsite

chemical

of course,

tions such as the overall density, thermal

and

optical measurements, or proposed theoretical

relationships of the

Moon

to either the Sun, the

Earth, or meteorites. Until now, the observation

most

directly related to the chemical con-

stitution of the lunar surface

was the gamma-

ray experiment on the Russian orbiter Luna 10
(ref.

8-25).

The

intensities

butions of

gamma rays

were used

to set

and spectral

distri-

observed on this satellite
limits on the content of radio-

active elements in lunar-surface material.

The

conclusion was drawn that the upper limit of
radioactive material was inconsistent with
granitic-type rocks as they exist on Earth.

The

characteristics

of

alpha-scattering

interpretation of the analyses.
First, the technique provides

information on

the composition of only the topmost microns
of the

sample being examined. The possibility

that this topmost layer

is

not representative of
the sample,

the composition of the bulk of

especially under the conditions existing

on the

lunar surface, must always be kept in mind.

Second, there is the question whether the
"undisturbed lunar surface," as exemplified
by the first samples examined on the Surveyor
VI and VII missions (Surveyor V clearly had
been mechanically disturbed), were really
"undisturbed." One possibility is that during
the landing operation, the spacecraft chemically

contaminated the surface, either by reaction

data appeared more consistent with the amounts
of radioactive elements in terrestrial basalts,
with the terrae having less, thus possibly being
chondritic in composition.
The results obtained as a result of the Surveyor missions and presented in table 8-12 are

is
3 from the main rocket exhaust
considered to be negligible, both from theoretical calculations as to the amount and nature

more

of its deposition (see "Description of Missions"

direct and comprehensive. It is true they
have been obtained at only three lunar sites.
Also, at the present stage of data availability
and analysis, the limits of error on the analytical
results are rather large. However, they would
appear to account for at least 90 percent of the
atoms present (excluding hydrogen) and so are

with,

or

deposition

of,

the

retrorocket

or

vernier rocket exhausts. Surface contamination

by the A1 2

under "Experiment Control and Mission Opand from the observations of no
difference (within presently quoted errors) in
the aluminum content of samples which had

eration")

different exposure to the exhaust.

The

possibility of reaction of the

topmost
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and

layer with the products of the vernier engines
(which operated much closer to the surface

large

than the main retrorocket) is made unlikely
by the lack of any visible changes in appearance
of the surface closest to where their products

samples.

impinged. Also, preliminary investigation of
the presence of nitrogen in the first sample

V

gave amounts below
(The vernier
engines operate on dimethyl hydrazine and
nitrogen tetroxide.) Moreover, the presence of
carbon in any of the Surveyor samples has not
been established. These results are consistent
with premission tests on powdered terrestrial
materials (basalt, granite, and iron), which
were exposed for long periods separately to
the room-temperature vapor pressure of dimethyl hydrazine and nitrogen tetroxide and
showed no detectable effects as measured by
a Surveyor-type instrument.
The possibility of some physical removal of
the topmost layer of the lunar surface by the
vernier-engine blast on landing is harder to
exclude. Again, there appears to be no obvious
change in physical appearance of the surface
near where the vernier engines operated.
Moreover, the topmost (<1 mm), fragile,
higher albedo surface layer seems to be still
present at the Surveyor VI and VII sites where
the analyses were made and at the Surveyor V
site where the throwout material from the

examined by Surveyor
the

present

detection

limits.

footpads did not disturb it. Finally, theoretical
estimates of the force exerted on the surface
by the vernier blast at the time of cutoff
indicate values smaller than those observed to

produce visible changes in albedo. These are
all arguments against physical removal of the
topmost layer by the vernier-engine blast.
Thus, certainly within the presently quoted
errors of analysis, several of the samples examined by the Surveyors may reasonably be
considered to be characteristic of undisturbed
lunar-surface material. These considerations
will bear further examination as the more
complete data are used to provide more
detailed and accurate analysis.

Missions

The

limits of error

quoted in table 8-12 are

significantly

It

been noted,

has

however,

that

these estimates of errors can include important

contributions from possible systematic errors.
Because the different instruments used on the
Surveyor missions were identical geometrically
and almost identical in detector and electronics
characteristics, one can examine for the different samples and different missions to what
extent the relatively raw data agree.
For both alpha and proton modes, figure
8-39 shows a comparison between the two
samples measured during the Surveyor V
mission and comparisons among the first
samples measured on the Surveyor V, VI, and
VII missions. The original data have been
corrected approximately for the temperature
coefficients of the respective instruments,

and

the appropriate backgrounds have been subtracted in each case. The data (both alpha and
all samples have been normalized
"oxygen" region (alpha channels 8 to

proton) on
to the

25)

to correct differences in source strength,

measurement

times,

and

sample

distances

(approximately). In both parts of the figure,
the Surveyor V sample 1 data are represented

by

solid curves.

The experimental

points with

associated error bars in figure 8-39 (top) are
from the second sample measured on the

Surveyor V mission. In figure 8-39 (bottom),
the dashed curves represent the data from
Surveyor VI; the experimental points are the
data from the first sample measured on the
Surveyor VII mission.
The agreement of these basic data from the
two samples measured on the Surveyor V
mission is excellent in both alpha and proton

modes

(fig.

8-39,

top).

Similarly,

the

Sur-

veyor VI data agree well with those from sample
1
of Surveyor V (fig. 8-39, bottom). In the
latter case, the principal difference

is

the in-

creased detail previously noted in the scattered-alpha spectrum in the region of channels

53 to 73 in the Surveyor

The

differences

among

VI

data.

the spectra from these

samples are small, however, compared
might be expected from significantly different rock types. For example,
figure 8-40 shows spectra taken with a Surveyor
three

Intercompariion of Results on Different Samples and Surveyor

accommodate

could

different chemical compositions for the different

to those that
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— Comparison between

the spectra of the two Surveyor V lunar samples and
samples of the Surveyor V, VI, and VII missions. The
intensities have been normalized so that they match in channels 8 to 25 of the alpha

Figure 8-39.

among

the spectra of the

first

spectra.

prototype instrument (P-2) from samples of
basalt, d unite, and granite. 3 (The construction
of this instrument was similar to that of the
flight

depth

instruments,
of

the

except

proton

shallower than in

that

detectors

the Surveyor

the

sensitive

of

P-2 was

flight

instru-

ments. This resulted in a change of shape of
the spectra of the highest energy protons from
aluminum.) The data for these three rocks

have been normalized

in

the

same manner

as

for figure 8-39, so that the alpha spectra are

matched in the region characteristic of scattering by oxygen. Although there are only small
differences between the spectra of basalt and
3
U.S. Geological Survey Standards W-l, DTS-1,
and G-2, respectively.

the proton mode the spectrum is
from dunite (and therefore from
chondritic meteorites, which have a composition of proton-producing elements comparable
to dunite). In the alpha mode, particularly in
the energy regions above channel 40, there
granite,

in

distinctive

are

marked

differences

of rocks.

No

or proton

modes

among

the three types

such differences in either alpha
are indicated

mare samples. (See

fig.

among

the three

8-39, top, for samples

and 2 of Surveyor V, and fig. 8-39, bottom,
for samples 1 of Surveyors V and VI.) It must
be concluded that relative to oxygen, the
amounts of the elements contributing in a
major way to the alpha and proton spectra
in all three mare samples are the same, prob1

ably to within 20 percent. Smaller differences
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these major constituents as well as larger

minor constituents may become
established on more detailed analysis of the
data. However, they are not likely to change
the conclusion that the three samples from the
maria examined on the Surveyor V and VI
mission have the same amounts (within 20
percent) of Si, Al, "Ca," and "Fe" relative to
differences in

oxygen.

Two
to

further remarks can be

generality

the

these

of

made

pertinent

analytical

results

on mare samples (Surveyors V and VI). (1)
Surveyor V landed inside a small crater in
Mare Tranquillitatis, and the samples examined were,

at least in

part,

material ejected

by the footpads during the landing. Surveyor
VI landed in Sinus Medii on relatively flat
and as far as can be determined the
examined was undisturbed surface
material. (2) The two missions differed in the
height at which the main retrorocket burned
out. In the Surveyor V mission, the end of
burning was at 1.6 km; in the Surveyor VI
mission, it was at 13.5 km. The retrorocket
produced A1 2 3 which conceivably could affect
terrain,

sample

the analytical results. Estimates

Surveyor

V

for the

mission indicated that even there

the effect of

the retrorocket

have been negligible
first

made

publication).

(see

app.

The amount

exhaust

A

should

of ref. 8-1,

of A1 2

3

tamination estimated for the Surveyor VI

consite

an order of magnitude less. The finding that
the atomic percent of aluminum in the two
samples examined on the Surveyor V mission
is the same and indistinguishable from that
found at the Surveyor VI site lends strong
is

confirmation to the validity of these estimates.

The

two mare

sites

700

km

likely that this chemical

of large

portions

of

the

surface

material of

lunar maria.

The

At

this stage of

analysis,

the assigned errors

would not exclude the same contents of these
two components in the different samples. Examination of figure 8-39

(bottom), however,

indicates a distinct difference in the alpha spec-

trum from the Surveyor VII sample compared
with those from the Surveyor V and VI samples.

The

difference

is

largest for the highest energies

(channels 63 to 73) that record the alpha particles scattered

The

from the "iron" group

of elements.

differences at lower energies are primarily

a reflection of the lower "iron" contribution.
Thus, the basic data indicate a lesser amount
of iron-group elements, on the order of a factor
of 2, at the terra site than at the mare sites. As
mentioned in "Results of Lunar Sample Data"
under "Results," the data from the other two
samples examined on Surveyor VII (the lunar
rock and material in a trench) confirm this
lower "iron" content found at the Surveyor VII

landing

The

site.

differences in the proton spectra of the

terra site

compared with those from the mare

sites

8-39, bottom right) are primarily in

(fig.

magnitude throughout the entire energy region,
rather than in spectral shape. These differences
could be caused partially by geometrical effects.
They will be studied in more detail using

laboratory-reproduced geometrical relationships
of the sample to the instrument. At present,
differences in other than iron content in composition reported in table 8-12 for the terra site,
as compared with those of the mare samples,

cannot be taken as established.
The Chemical Slate of Lunar Surface Material

close similarity of the analytical results

apart makes it uncomposition is applicable only to the specific landing sites of
Surveyors V and VI. It appears much more
probable that this composition is representative
at

with primary differences in the higher aluminum
and the lower "iron" content of the terra sample.

analyses are distinctly different for the

examined by Surveyor VII. The
computer-deduced results (table 8-12) for the
chemical composition of the first sample indicate
a similar composition to that of the mare samples
terra samples

The

alpha-scattering experiment provides no
about the chemical state of

direct information

the elements measured. However, chemical exmakes possible an extrapolation from

perience

the data of table 8-12 to the probable chemical
state of the bulk of Surveyor-type lunar-surface
material. Specifically, the large atomic fraction
of oxygen, larger than 0.5,

suggests that the

metals present are in oxide states. The mean
values, if taken literally, indicate a slight oxygen
deficiency. However, well within the present
limits of errors, there

is

enough oxygen

to

com-
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bine with

all

elements considered. For example,

table 8-13 lists the weight percentages of oxides

that would be consistent with the analytical
results

from the Surveyor missions. Different

compositions are presented for the terra samples
than for the mare samples, reflecting the mean

composition of the latter as presented in table
8-12.

Table

8-13. Oxide compositions of lunar-surface

material consistent with the Surveyor analytical
results
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Finally, even these preliminary results should

make

it

detailed physical

improve predictions

and chemical properties (such

8-13, suggest silicate rocks such as are common
both on the surface of the Earth and in many
meteorites. Although an elemental analysis
(even one more precise than the present one)
can be only a rough indicator of rock type, it is
of interest to compare the present results with

ibility, and so forth) of the particles making
up lunar-surface material by comparison with

available

substances

similar

of

chemical composition. Because the first returned lunar samples on the Apollo program
are likely to be from mare regions, the present
analytical results should make possible more
definite and economical plans for their investigation. The agreement of the results from Surveyors

V

and VI

analyses of table 8-12, as well

as the representative oxide compositions of table

to

as melting point, density, hardness, compress-

terrestrially

The elemental

of

possible

also implies that the results

of the investigations of

even the

first

returned

the chemical composition

of

some materials

that have been considered as constituents of the

lunar surface. This

is

done

in figure 8-42,

where

a comparison of the present results (mare and

made with

terra)

is

(refs.

8-27

granites,

through

tektites,

the analyses of average

8-30)

chondritic

dunites,

basalts,

meteorites,

and

lunar samples will have more general applicability than could have been expected before the

basaltic achondrites.

Surveyor results were available.

surface, at the landing sites of Surveyors V, VI,

Companions With the Chemical Composition of Various

similar to terrestrial ultrabasic rocks such as

It

is

seen from figure 8-42 that the lunar

and VII, cannot consist entirely
Materials

Although at present the assigned errors to the
analytical results of table 8-12 are large, they
still allow some significant comparisons to be
made with the chemical compositions of various
samples of the solar system.
The first such comparison is of the present
results on samples of the lunar surface with the
chemical composition expected if the Moon
were an accumulation of condensed solar-atmosphere material (ref. 8-26). In this case, it
may be expected that the volatile elements
(hydrogen, noble gases, and so forth) would
have escaped as would have those forming volatile hydrides (such as oxygen, sulfur, and so

of

material

dunite or to chondritic meteorites. Just as in
the comparison with the condensed solar at-

mosphere, the lunar samples have too much
aluminum, calcium, and silicon and not enough

magnesium.

At another extreme
figure 8-42 also

of

the rock spectrum,

compares the present results

SOLAR ATMOSPHERE
J

I

I

AVERAGE MARE SITE

TERRA SITE

For this reason, the comparison is made
only with the metals determined in this work,
and silicon is taken as the reference point. This
comparison is shown in figure 8-41, using the

forth).

values found in this work for Na,

Mg,

Al, (Si),

"Ca," and "Fe" in the maria and terra.
It is clear from figure 8-41 that the surface
of the Moon, at the places sampled by Surveyor,
does not have the chemical composition of
condensed solar material. For both mare and

d
No

Mg

—

_a
Ca

"Fe

are too high. In addition, in the terra region
near Tycho, the lunar surface does not have

Comparison of the observed chemical
compositions in the lunar maria (average of Surveyors V and VI) and at the Surveyor VII terra site
with that of the nonvolatile elements in the solar
atmosphere. The three compositions have been normalized to unity of silicon. The solar values are

quite enough "iron."

from reference 8-26.

magnesium values are too
low and the aluminum and "calcium" values
terra results,

the

Figure 8-41.
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Figure 8-43.

—A

series of

powdered

terrestrial rocks,

tration of elements of the "iron" group (mass

arranged according to the concen-

number 47<A<65). The rock powders

all in the 37- to 50-^ particle-size range. In order of increasing concentration of
iron-group elements, the rocks are: Mono Crater obsidian, 0.3 percent; Argus granite,
0.7 percent; Half Dome quartz monzonite, 1.0 percent; Black Peak quartz diorite,

are

1.8 percent; Loomis-88 diorite, 2.2 percent; Little Lake basalt, 3.1 percent; San Marcos
gabbro, 3.3 percent; and Pisgah basalt, 3.6 percent. The series of rocks was supplied
by Dr. John B. Adams and Dr. Alden Loomis of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

composition of the mare samples agrees most
closely with the chemical composition of terrestrial basalts and with that of a somewhat
rare type of meteorite
the basaltic achondrite.

amounts of Mg, Al, and Si to those now found
on the lunar surface. It is not clear from such
arguments alone whether these processes oc-

The

or whether they are

—

analysis of the terra sample does not match,

within the present errors, the composition of the
average terrestrial basalt, although the dis-

curred before or after formation of the

The comparisons

still

Moon

occurring.

of figure 8-42 also

make

it

unlikely that the majority of the meteorites that

crepancy is in the low amount of "iron" only.
intermediate type of rock such as a diorite

fall

matches better

not within

lunar maria as sources of tektites also appear to

the errors quoted. With the present results on
only a limited group of elements and with large
errors, it may be that comparison with more

be excluded. To the extent that the other terrae
have the same composition as that determined
by Surveyor VII, they could not originate there
either. The carbonaceous chondrites also are
ruled out by the analytical results. Thus, on
these assumptions, only a small fraction of the
meteorites falling on the Earth can now be considered as having an origin at the lunar surface.

An

overall,

although

detailed terrestrial-rock types

In spite of

is

still

not warranted.
choose a

this inability at present to

terrestrial-rock type to match the results of the
analyses of the samples from the terra site, all of
the lunar analyses (mare and terra) are in strong

disagreement with that expected for primordial
solar system material (whether this is considered
condensed solar atmosphere, terrestrial ultrabasic

rocks,

or

chondritic

meteorites).

The

lunar-surface material, where it has been
sampled by Surveyors V, VI, and VII, if it
originally had such a primordial composition
must have undergone cosmochemical or geochemical processing to change the relative

on the Earth

originated on

(metallic

and chondritic)

the surface of the

Differences Between the Terra

Moon. The

and Mare Samples

Although the difference established between
the chemical composition of the samples ex-

amined by Surveyor VII and the mare samples
examined by earlier Surveyors is confined to the
lower content of the "iron" group of elements
at the terra site, this difference could be significant

if

it

applies generally to

the terrae. It
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should be remembered that the "iron" group, at
the present stage of data analysis from the
alpha-scattering experiment, includes the ele-
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Discussion of Chemical Analysis
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J. B. Adams, R. J. Collins, G. P.
Kuiper, H. Masursky, J. A. O'Keefk, R. A.
Phinney, and E. M. Shoemaker

excessive Si

involved

which

many

parably more Si and O. One of the best fits
an anorthositic gabbro, although Ca and O
give marginal comparisons. Because the two
mare areas investigated by Surveyors V and VI
may be characterized best as basaltic with a

model compositions

the precision of the analysis does not seem to

lie

within the given

of the elements lie at the

for

much more detailed statement.
The central scientific questions about the
Moon, which might be answered by the comwarrant a

extremes

of their permitted ranges. If the likelihood of a

an extreme value is, say 0.1,
then the joint likelihood that two elements so

single element at

positional data, are:

and so on. One may, therefore,
ignore model compositions for which several

What
Moon? How

elements are taken near the error limits.
Some rock and meteorite types are given in
table 9-1 for comparison with the Surveyor

position of the Earth

behave

data

is

0.01,

(refs.

1

to 9). All of these, for

(1)

Moon,

if

fail

(Mg

rich,

polymict

and

differdiffer-

What
in

is

responsible for the

albedo,

elevation,

crater

numbers,

etc.?

In the discussion that follows, use

is

made

of

terrestrial and meteoritic analogs, both with

respect to models of origin
classes.

This does not mean

and compositional
that the lunar rocks

be exactly like these analogs; in fact, these
rocks are undoubtedly unique in many respects. But in following this approach, it is
will

achondrites)

of the high

itself

known

ence

the analyses are repre-

by virtue

includes the surface

ences between highlands and maria; the

(3)

eucrites (Ca-Fe rich,

to agree, again

it

similar to the terrestrial crust?

monomict
achondrites) agree better with the Surveyor VI
analysis than any other of our analogs. The
howardites

origin of the lunar crust? (This term

ill

the
goes to a depth of at least 2 km, which
ways
in
scale of the topography.) Is it derived

The LL chondrite and type 1
carbonaceous chondrite are presented as typical
of stony meteorites. The Mg in all chondrites (in
the minerals olivine and pyroxene, principally)
is too high for any agreement to be possible.
Thus, chondritic and carbonaceous chondritic
meteorites apparently cannot come from the
The

of

is left

is

lunar material.

surface of the

and the meteorites?

mode

What

defined, but

one reason

the bulk composition of the
does this compare with the com-

is

are the composition and

(2)

or another, are candidates for analogs to the

sentative.

having too

point out here the problem

taking

in

all,

high iron content, the simplest characterization
of the Surveyor VII composition may be to
describe it as basaltic with a low iron content;

various compositions that

We

at

is

and estimates of the uncertainties inherent in
this preliminary stage of data reduction. In
discussing the analyses, one must consider
bars.

fit

analog, although it is possible to find granite
compositions that lie within the extreme error
bars. The andesite is not as good a fit as some
others, having too little Ca and Fe and com-

Preliminary results from the alpha-scattering
experiments on Surveyors V, VI, and VII are
given in table 9-1. For each of the elemental
abundances, an error bar has been given; this
error bar involves both the counting statistics

error

by the Indo-Malayan
little Ca and
and O. The granite is not a good

tektites, represented

type, do not

Mg.
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Table

Comparison

9-1.

of preliminary

chemical

Surveyors

analyses from

V,

and VII

VI,

with representative rocks
Element, atomic percent

a

Mg
Surveyor V (ref 9-2)
Surveyor VI (ref. 9-3)
Surveyor VII (sample

see ch. 8)._.

<3
<2
<2

9-4).

6.

.

1

;

58 ±5

<2

3±3
3±3
4±3

57±5 <2
58 ±5

<3

"Co."

Si

6.
6.

5±2
5±2
9±3

18.

22.
18.

5±3
0±4
0±4

"Fe"

>>

t>

13±3«

6±2
6±2

5±2
2±1

1.0
12.3

8. 1

Chondrite:

LL

group (ref. 9-4)
Carbonaceous (type
Eucrite

(ref.

58.0
1; ref.

6

9-6)

Howardite (ref. 9-6)
Dunite (ref. 9-7)
Peridotite

(ref.

9-7)

Anorthositic gabbro

9-8)

(ref.

Basalt (tholeiitic)
Average oceanic

(ref.

Average continental
Basalt (alkalic)
Average oceanic

(ref.

Andesite (ref. 9-10)
Granite (ref. 9-6)
Tektite (Indo-Malayan;

9-9)...

ref.

1.0

16.

.7
5.7
4.6
.3

8.4
18.8

.

2

9

15. 5

1.

4

19.

4.

4
5

.

5

60.

.

4

7. 1

59.

.

1

23.9

58.

.

4

19.

3

1.

2.6

1.

2

9.4

61.

5

18.

5

14.

1

4.

3. 1

4. 1

18. 1

4.

3.2

18.8

4.3

3.8
3.9

17.2
2

4.8
4.8

21.

1

3. 1

24.

4

2.7
3.4

60.8
60.8

2.

1

2.

4

61. 2

2.9
2.3

9-13)._.

63.4
64.0

.

6.7
6.8
6.9
5.9
5.4

1

.4

1.0

1.

1

17.

7.8
6.9
5.8
2.3
2.5
1.7

2

1.5
1.7

9-9)...

9-9)
(ref.

2

8.4
3.6

15.

60.

61.3

9-9)

7

.6

61.

(ref.

Average continental

.

55.

25. 2

4.3
3.7
4.

3

3.9
3.0
1.0
1.5

•Excluding elements lighter than beryllium.
"Ca" and "Fe" denote elements with mass numbers between approximately 30 to 47 and 48

b

to 65,

respectively.
c

"Ca" and "Fe" taken

well to

together.

remember that we

who

unlike the biologist

are in a position not

first tried to

describe

the fauna of Australia to his colleagues. Furthermore, it must be emphasized that the
region in which Surveyor VII landed is found
to consist of several flow units that originated

from the direction

of

Tycho. The significance

of the chemical analysis

by means

of the alpha-

dependent on a
correct description of the mechanism by which
these units were deposited, whether by some
volcanic process or by a hot or cold, turbiditylike flow at the time of presumed impact.
scattering experiment

Nevertheless, this
for the highlands,

is

is

from the mare sites of Surveyors V and VI.
The density and albedo contrasts inferred in
this comparison are quite reasonable in terms
of the telescopically determined morphological
and albedo contrasts. The possibility is accepted, however, that later analyses in this or
other highland areas might show the Surveyor

VII

be quite atypical.

site to

clearly

the only available analysis

which constitute more than

Contrasts

The low

in

Albedo

iron content of the material at the

Surveyor VII landing

site provides a possible
explanation of the high albedo of the lunar

highlands. Iron

elements

is

the most abundant of the

(transition

metals)

that

absorb

80 percent of the lunar surface. We will interpret the analysis, therefore, as being typical
in some sense of the composition of these high-

strongly in the visible part of the spectrum.

and discuss the contrasts between the
maria and the highlands on the basis of the
single Surveyor VII datum and the analyses

account for a distinct change in the opacity
and, perhaps in the amount, of the mafic
silicate mineral (s). Such a change would, in

lands,

The change
to

the

in iron content

higliland

site

is

from the mare

sufficiently

sites

large

to

LUNAR THEORY AND PROCESSES
turn,

the

affect

albedo

the

of

whole-rock

powder.

From

the present data,

it

appears unlikely

most of the iron measured by Surveyor
VII occurs on the surfaces of the rock particles
that

as free metal.

We

are not inclined, therefore, to

ascribe the albedo contrasts between the high-

lands and maria to differences in amount of

metal on the lunar surface. Furthermore,
low carbon abundances in analyses from the
maria and highlands imply that carbon is not
a major factor controlling albedo on the Moon.
free

If it is correct that the iron

content of the

minerals determines the albedo of large

silicate

lunar regions,

it

also

is

probable that this

the only factor. For example,
bright craters

and rocks

in

the

is

not

numerous

the maria cannot

be intrinsically different in composition from
the surrounding darker material. Shoemaker
all

has

proposed

process

(ref.

a

"lunar

varnish"

alteration

9-1) to explain these differences in

albedo. Adams (ref. 9-2) has emphasized the
importance of mean particle size where albedo
contrasts are not the result of compositional
differences. These ideas have not been tested
conclusively by the Surveyor missions. However, the comparisons of analyses (when available) of the undisturbed soil, disturbed soil,
and of the rock at the Surveyor VII landing
site ultimately may provide evidence on the

lunar varnish hypothesis.
Estimated Density of Lunar-Surface Rocks

From
in

the similarity of the atomic abundances

the Surveyor analyses to those of basaltic

rocks,

it

seems reasonable

that includes some, or

all,

Mineral

to infer a

mineralogy

of the following:
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Table
Model

9-2.

Assumed atomic compositions
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Table
Model

9-3. Estimated densities for assumed normative mineral compositions
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"crust" (i.e., no dense core or other structural
inhomogeneity). In addition, the composition
of the Surveyor VII lunar highland sample
agrees closely with that of an anorthositic
gabbro and reasonably well with that of oceanic
and continental tholeiitic basalts (tables 9-1
and 9-2). Analyses from the Surveyor V and
VI sites are similar, but show twice as much
iron; thus, the material from the maria also
resumbles terrestrial basalts, but bears a re-

semblance to the eucrites, which differ in major
element chemistry from the terrestrial basalts
in their high iron (as well as having lower
alkalies, a matter which cannot be discussed on
the basis of the preliminary results from the
alpha-scattering experiment).

The obvious

in-

ference from the similarity between the mantle

and

Moon

densities

is

that the lunar

composed

the Earth's mantle are
the

body and

of essentially

same substance.

The mantle may be thought

of as a

mixture

of an olivine (80 percent Fo, 20 percent Fa)

with a basalt in a ratio

of

about 5

to

1.

Until

some strong counterevidence comes from the
lunar surface, some heed must be paid to this
inference because of the lack of any other obvious candidates for the 3.34 density. For this
reason,

it is

surface,

especially interesting that the lunar

which we tend

to regard as the

prime

derivative of the lunar body, should have a

composition so similar to the basalts, which

compose the prime derivative of the terrestrial
mantle. The results from the alpha-scattering
experiment, therefore,

may

be viewed as addi-

tional circumstantial evidence in favor of the

Moon/mantle

The

similarity.

terrestrial

analogy

is

imperfect, however,

and the divergences provide very interesting
scientific questions.

In the Pacific Ocean, the

basin extrusives are andesitic. These two varieties,

on the average, show a density difference

on the order of 0.1 or 0.2, which is of the same
magnitude and sign as the density difference
that has been estimated between lunar mare
and highland materials. But the sequence of

lunar materials

is

different:

The

basin deposits

on the Earth most resemble the highland deposits on the Moon; the "ferrobasalt" of the
lunar basins finds no

common

terrestrial analog,

and the terrestrial andesite has not been found
any of the three Surveyor chemical analyses.
(2) The Surveyor VII analysis bears a close
resemblance to a terrestrial anorthositic gabbro
(table 9-1), such as may be found in layered
basic, intrusives, such as the Stillwater, Bushin

veld,

or Skaergaard intrusives. Certainly the

be considered that the layered
gabbros and genetically related members are a
ubiquitous feature on the lunar surface. In this
respect, a geological mapping of the area north
of the crater Tycho leads to remarkably consistent agreement that several distinct blankets
of material can be identified and stratigraphically placed; only the origin of the various
units has been subjected to multiple interpretapossibility should

tions.

the units are ejecta deposited as a
impact that formed Tycho, then

If

result of the

the material around the Surveyor VII site was
probably derived from depths of 10 to 15 km.
It would not be surprising, therefore, if plutonic
igneous rocks were the main constituent of the
deposits around the spacecraft. The observation
of coarse, light/dark textures in rocks near the

spacecraft

is

suggestive

of,

and consistent with,

such an interpretation. The observations are,
however, hardly conclusive. It is equally possible that the material analyzed at the Surveyor

VII

site is a postcratering volcanic rock.

The

such material is a matter of
speculation, but it seems likely that the source
would be very much deeper than for impact

depth

of origin of

ejecta.

Notwithstanding the origin of the Surveyor
if one posits that the
density estimated for the material analyzed at
the Surveyor VII site is representative of the
highland provinces (corresponding to more than

VII highland samples,

80 percent of the lunar surface) and extends
to depths approaching 100 km or more, the

mean

density

of

the

Moon would

require

interior densities significantly greater than the

value. Recent results reported by Lorell
and Sjogren (ref. 9-14) from analysis of the
Lunar Orbiter tracking data suggest that the
Moon has an interior density "moderately
higher" than crust density. Because density
increases produced by the modest interior
pressures of the Moon could be compensated,

mean

or

even

offset,

by the

effects

of

increasing

LUNAR THEORY AND PROCESSES
temperatures of depth, increased interior denmay be interpreted as indicating material
that is compositionally different from the
Surveyor basaltic chemistry. Ultrabasic composition, high-pressure assemblages, and perhaps
even the presence of an embryonic "core" as
a result of chemical fractionation of the primordial lunar mass may provide, either individually or collectively, an explanation for
higher interior densities. Differentiation within
the body of the Moon, however, may not have
proceeded as far as terrestrial processes; it is
sity

Moon

interesting to speculate that the

may

present state

in its

represent an evolutionary

stage similar to that of a youthful Earth.

9-6).

Both

K

lowest

the Thermal Regime in the

The Surveyor chemical

Moon

analyses are strong

evidence

occurred in the

Moon, and the Lunar Orbiter

may have

photographs suggest that this
over

true

major fraction

a

The consequences

history.

the lunar body

are

of

of

relevant

has

been

Moon's

the

such melting in
to subsequent

discussions and are of intrinsic interest.
It

is

possible to discuss the heating to be

expected in an initially cold
the

of

Th

232

way

,

long-lived

and
are

K

40
.

Moon by

U

radioactivities

Temperatures estimated

likely

represent

to

the

decay

238
,

U

235
,

in this

minimum

possible temperature, since other effects, such

as initial heating,
raise

the

tidal

temperature.

friction,

etc.,

act to

Both time-dependent

and steady-state calculations have been made,
and all have certain features in common: a

maximum temperature throughout the interior, decreasing to a nearly constant
gradient region near the surface; and a steady
increase in the central temperature with time,
given by the total heat added to the interior
by radioactive decay. By relating the history
of heat production to the concentration of
heat-producing isotopes, it is possible to innearly constant

vestigate whether or not melting in the interior
is

likely for a given

Melting

K

is

type of material (ref. 9-15).
if the concentration
of

predicted

exceeds about 0.02 percent.
For oceanic tholeiites (ref. 9-14), K2O ranges
between 0.06 and 0.26 percent; it ranges between 0.04 and 0.22 percent for eucrites (ref.
2

The amount

respectively.

material

by some

less

is

K

2

in the parent

factor,

which depends

of

on the original proportion

of the

magma

in the

parent. Factors of 3 to 6 have been suggested;

then apparent that the range of uncertainty
K2O value of 0.02 percent.

it is

brackets the critical
It is

probably safer to heed the photographic

and chemical evidence in favor of melting, and
put a lower limit on the K2O in the Moon.
The values are not very different from the
concentrations suggested for the Earth's mantle
convenient to set them equal and
steady-state heat flow to be
expected. The Moon's volume, and hence its
it

compare

melting

(and other alkalies) within terresand stony meteorite groups,

in discussions of terrestrial heat flow; for that

circumstantial

that

of these are notable for having the

2

extrusive

trial

reason,

On
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total

is

the

amount

of

heat-producing material,

is

than that of the Earth by {R m /R e ) 3
The area is smaller by (RJR e ) 2 The heat
flow should then be smaller in proportion
to the radius, namely by a factor of 4. In
all numerical discussions of lunar temperature,
the heat flow follows this approximation fairly
smaller

.

.

well,

and

is

insensitive to the transient aspects

On

of the problem.

dimensional grounds then,

the near-surface thermal gradient

be four times

less

than the

is

found to

terrestrial gradient.

The

pressure gradient, away from the center,
about six times less. Thus, approximately,
the temperature and pressure gradients in the
outer few hundred kilometers of the Moon are
expected to be about five times less than on the
Earth. The temperature (pressure), T(P),
behavior can also be taken over from the
terrestrial T(P), but must be scaled by a factor
of 5 in depth. That upper portion of the terrestrial crust/upper mantle system that is cool
enough to support long-term stresses and not
creep is about 50 to 80 km thick, and may be
is

The

the lithosphere.

called

from the lithosphere
characterized
tion zone,

by

and

at

to

extending

region
least

km

180

is

a low- velocity, high-attenua-

the locus of primary

is

magma

generation. Discussions of temperature indicate

that this region
is

near,

first

if

not

is

at,

melting

sequence, very

one

in

which the temperature

the melting temperature of the

component
little

and

has,

in

con-

strength (asthenosphere).

;
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"mapped" onto the
must extend to depths
400 km, and the remainder of the

conditions

these

If

Moon,

of 250 to

lunar

are

the lithosphere

correspond to the lowasthenosphere. The center of the

interior

velocity

will

Moon

corresponds to a depth of only 150
in the Earth.

On

The

Chondritic Meteorites and the

possibility that

some or

km

Moon

all

tantalizing

prospect for

varieties of

Moon has been
many years (refs.

9-15 and 9-16). However, from even a cursory
examination of table 9-1, it is apparent that
the chemical composition at the Surveyor V,
VI, and VII landing sites in no way resembles
the composition of ordinary or carbonaceous
meteorites; both types of chondrites have al-

Mg

together too

much

in addition,

carbonaceous chondritic meteorites

and too

little

have too much C. The evidence

Ca and Al

relating to the

bulk composition of the lunar body remains
circumstantial, however, and can be interpreted
in a chondrite framework.
Suppose that ordinary chondrites, with a
density of 3.6 to 3.8, comprise a major fraction
of the Moon. Two-thirds of this could be fully
melted, in a core, without conflicting with
present knowledge of the nonequilibrium gravity harmonics of the Moon. Because the
average density of such a Moon could not be
less than about 3.55, it is necessary to assume
that volatiles, as exemplified

by

of

carbonaceous chonquantity to

the

drites,

low-density
are

present

(2.9)

in

bring the mean density
the possible conditions

the constituents

sufficient

down

to 3.34.

Under

temperature and
pressure in the Moon, carbonaceous chondritic
material woidd probably assume a density close
to 3.25 when the water was taken into denser
phases. The only chondritic Moon that might
be arranged to have the correct mean density
by this mixture is composed almost entirely of
carbonaceous chondrites.
A Moon composed of carbonaceous chondrites
in
bulk differs principally from terrestrial
mantle material in two ways:
(1)

iron,

The

of

The chondrites have
either

as

significantly

metal or in a

silicate

mass instead

more
phase.

effect of this iron to increase the density

of

percent or

1

less, as is

the case

with the mantle.

The

(2)

chondritic meteorites appear to be

enriched in Na, K,
Earth's mantle.
It

meteorites are derived from the
a

offset by the presence of a great deal of
water, on the order of 10 percent of the total

is

is

with respect

etc.,

to

the

possible to discuss implications of these

differences,

but

analysis

the probable pressures

of

peratures in the

not

conclusively.

Moon,

From an
and tem-

there are indications

that the T(P) is very much like that of the
Earth, but with a depth scale about five times
greater. From the center of the Moon out to

1200 to 1400 km, temperatures appear to be
or near, melting conditions for the first
melting fraction. Under these conditions, with
at,

approximately 1 percent water, the Earth's
upper mantle is extremely mobile on geological
time scales; this mobility is responsible for
drastic displacements of crustal blocks, island
arcs,

mountain building,

etc.

No

evidence for

a similar tectonics of large-scale, lateral dis-

placement

is

seen on the lunar surface; how-

ever,

is

compatible with the possibility

this

that the lunar lithosphere (mechanically rigid
crust) is six times thicker

lithosphere, a situation

than the terrestrial
which is likely to sup-

press large-scale displacements.

10

To introduce

and retain such
unreasonable. Moreover,

percent water, however,

seems totally
seems unlikely that a Moon with a mobile,
high-temperature interior could retain 10 percent water against outgassing over times of
10 9 years or more. The circumstance most
stability
it

Moon

favorable to a chondritic

is,

therefore,

an interior which has remained at
temperatures significantly below the melting
point; this does not appear to be compatible
with the amounts of heat-producing K, U,
and Th in chondritic meteorites.
that

of

If material of chondritic

composition occurs

and does not come to the
surface, the chondrites arriving on Earth must
have originated elsewhere. Although the posin the lunar interior

sibility

cannot be overlooked that chondritic

material eluded three Surveyors, the fact re-

mains

that

chondrites

whelming majority

of

constitute

all

the

over-

meteorites, and the
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ordinary chondrites, high density smd all, are
to be explained. (Carbonaceous chondrites

Some members

are undoubtedly numerically more significant
outside the atmosphere; they are easily broken
apart and consumed by ablation processes on

youth

entering the Earth's atmosphere.) If the Sur-

that the stratigraphically youngest areas are
4.5 billion years old. This question of age and

still

veyor analyses are typical,

how some,
the

or

it is difficult

of the chondrites

all,

Moon, without

to see

come from

conflicting with either the

composition or the mean density.
The resemblance to eucrites, shown by
analyses from the maria, has been cited in
the past on circumstantial evidence in favor

Moon

an origin for the basaltic
achondrites (refs. 9-6 and 9-16). The Surveyor
VII analysis does not support the lunar origin
of

the

as

for these objects and, in fact, tends to refute

the

There

possibility.

are

two

difficulties:

First, the basaltic achondrites constitute

about

able doubt

but

A second pitfall for the Moon/eucrite analogy
stems from the observation (ref. 9-6) that
eucrites might be genetically related to the
howardites and mesosiderites and they, in turn,
might be representative of the highlands. It is
clear from tables 9-1 and 9-2 that the Surveyor
VII analysis does not support such a possibility.
It should be noted in passing that, with the
potassium argon ages of eucrites 4.5 billion
years, it is clear that the surfaces in the maria
are either 4.5

billion

years old or that the

when

working group

feel

beyond reason-

lunar samples are available

On

Tektites

Chemical measurements

at the

Surveyor VII

landing site (see ch. 8) add to the evidence
(refs. 9-3 and 9-4) that tektite material is not

widely distributed on the lunar surface. The
importance of such material in the formation
of the mare surface, if any, is clearly not as
great as indicated by O'Keefe in reference

VII

all

this

for radiometric dating.

20 percent of the lunar surface covered with
mare material. Objects derived from the re-

process that excludes

to tens of millions of years.

eucrite origin should be settled

9-17.

those from the maria arriving on Earth.

equivalent to geological youth, with

some millions
However, others in

percent of the observed falls and, if they
have a lunar origin, are derived from less than

by some unknown

is

ages of

5

maining 80 percent of the lunar surface, the
highlands, also should be present in the meteorites arriving on Earth. But there are no known
meteorites with a composition similar to that
indicated by the Surveyor VII analysis. Either
the Surveyor VII analysis is not representative
of the highlands or one must invoke the absurd
conclusion that most meteorites are "filtered"

Surveyor working group

of this

are inclined to the view that the stratigraphic

The

analysis of the rock from the Surveyor

material that

site indicates a

may have

a

density of 3.0 or as low as 2.9, in remarkably
good agreement with the best estimate for the
ch.

by the surface sampler

weighed

rock

The

5).

(see

contrast in density between this

rock and the material of the maria, which is
much richer in iron and may have a density of
3.2, is conceivably sufficient to account for
isostatic

differences

two regions.

On

in

the

elevations of

the

the Earth, isostatic differences

correspond to density differences of 2.7 versus
that the argument for a silicic
rock in the highland parts of the Moon, contrasting with a basaltic rock in the maria, is

3.0. It follows

not securely based.
On the other hand,

it is

well to keep in

mind

that large basaltic intrusions in the Earth are
normally accompanied by small volumes of
silicic

should

rock,

be

the

so-called

expected,

granophyres.

therefore,

that

It

acidic

may occur somewhere on the lunar surface;
the Surveyor analyses, therefore, do not rule
out the possibility that tektitic material may
rock

Moon (barring
circumstances of surface heterogeneity). Lunar
Orbit er photography provides a wealth of

be found in some parts of the Moon.

morphological and geological detail about mare
surfaces; many mare areas are among the

The chemical analysis and the results of the
data derived from the magnet test exclude the
possibility that the Surveyor VII site is com-

eucrites

do not come from the

stratigraphically youngest places
339-462

O— 69

24

on the Moon.

Solar System Implications
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posed of chondritic material. This discovery,
coupled with the findings of Surveyors V and
VI in the maria, supports the conclusion that
the Moon is not the source of chondritic
meteorites. This conclusion bears directly

on

our present knowledge of the chemical composition of the terrestrial planets.

The high

Mercury

density of

(ref.

9-18) and

the generally lower (uncompressed)
of the planets

led

densities

more distant from the Sun have

the idea that the dispersed material

to

from which the planets accreted was somehow
affected

by

solar irradiation early in the evolu-

tion of the solar system.

Urey

If true, this

suggested that chondritic

9-15)

(ref.

meteorites

might come from the Moon.
would mean that the bulk of the

meteoritic data applies to a relatively restricted

portion of the solar system. If the chondrites
are now ruled out by the Surveyor evidence, it
appears that most meteorites are samples from
outside the Earth/Moon system. The source of
the chondritic meteorites is, of course, undetermined. However, the existing chemical

and isotopic analyses of meteorites, as compared
with terrestrial and lunar data, now become
more significant.
The Surveyor analyses raise doubts about
whether any primitive lunar material is preserved at the surface. If the basaltic rocks

measured by Surveyors are the product of
magmatic differentiation, the Moon probably
has been extensively modified since accretion.
A differentiated Moon would imply that the
(larger) terrestrial planets also are likely to

be

tions.

The mean

(1)

Moon

density of the

T.

(where C is the
the mass, and a
is the radius) is now known to be close to 0.4,
indicating the absence of any central condensation. Thus, it does not seem likely that very
widespread internal melting leading to internal
differentiation occurred, since this most probably would have resulted in central condensation also.

The value

(2)

moment

largest

The

(3)

of CI {ma) 2

of inertia,

m

is

structural strength of the

the Surveyor

position

is

viewpoint,

taken by

V

previously

that the lunar

com-

to substantiate the

widespread,

that

vol-

canism formed most of the lunar surface,
supplying a differentiated type of rock. The
case for this is, however, by no means so simple
or so clear cut. The arguments previously
voiced against a widespread differentiation on
the

Moon

are

now

just as strong or, in

is

its mass. A hot interior is not
compatible with such material strength. This
is true for the maintenance of both the lowest
and the highest harmonics of the gravitational

distribution of

field.

The Moon

(4)

loses

very

little

gas at the

present time. Gas emission from any present-

Moon must be a factor
from
that of terrestrial
10 or 10 down
have
escaped detection.
volcanism in order to
The presence of liquid rocks at shallow depths
seems to be excluded by the paucity or absence
day volcanism on the
5

of

8

of gas emission.

The lunar material has

(5)
little

depicted by

the oldest craters

present surface.

its

show

very
whole
of
the

suffered

horizontal deformation in

the history

tortions

site is basaltic in

many

Moon

high enough to allow the persistence of the
present large departure from equilibrium in the

much tendency

as

There are no

chains of folded mountains or any large dis-

Gold

The important observation
soil at

V

lower

it

to circularity as the youngest.

Chemical Observations of Surveyor

is

would have if it were initially
composed of the same material as the Earth.
A chemical composition different from that of
the Earth is, therefore, implied.
than the density

Even

differentiated.

even strengthened, by recent observaFor example:

cases,

some

of

the high ground

that would be

expected if large volumes had been displaced
pouring lava over the low ground.
(6) There is no widespread stratification visible on the Moon, even on the steep slopes of
large, fresh craters. Corresponding slopes on
the Earth generally would demonstrate stratification, both with respect to color or albedo and

in

to the
(7)

tendency of erosion to cause terracing.

The

large increase in resolution that the

Lunar Orbiter photographs give over
telescopes has led to very little

terrestrial

new morpho-

LUNAR THEORY AND PROCESSES
information that indicates volcanism.
Much of the information was barely detectable
with terrestrial telescopes, but is not seen any
logical

more

by

clearly

nally caused

using the photographs. Inter-

visible features

may

movements of subterranean
magma.

the

ice

be due to
and water,

rather than

There are several other interpretations of the
recent findings that do not contradict these

The

show

that various
occurred
in the
degrees of differentiation have
that
than
those
solar system in bodies other
points.

now

exist.

shattered

meteorites

We

assume that these bodies were
collisions.
may then ask

We

by

whether the present-day meteorites represent a
selection of material left over from these
earlier phases, and which type of such material

was responsible

for building the

adding the outermost layer to

it.

Moon

or for

If the basaltic
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from a variety of observations.
Surveyor pictures clearly show imprints

established

Many

members

in the lunar surface
outstanding
example is the
material.
of
an
imprint
made by a
III
picture
Surveyor
spacecraft's
initial
landing.
during
the
footpad
regular
"waffle
pattern"
depth
of
the
The
cannot be more than 100 microns, which is
the maximum deformation that the flat aluminum sheet could have suffered. This waffle
pattern, which is clearly visible, would not be

of

spacecraft

An

seen

if

the

medium contained

a significant

example, 1/10-mm grains.
admixture of,
even a 20-percent, by
show
that
Experiments
particles in an
50-micron
of
weight, admixture
will spoil the
medium
sufficiently
fine
otherwise
for

precision molding properties observed.

Pronounced changes occurred in the optical
scattering law of the surface material as a

The very

achondrites represent this material, the com-

result of the imprints.

position would fit, and one may even wonder
whether the basaltic layer that covers most of
the deep oceans on the Earth has perhaps a

of the conical part of the Surveyor III footpad
can be understood only in that way. Instead of
the normal scattering law of the lunar material
with a strong peak in the backscatter direction,

(The basaltic ocean mounds
have, without doubt, been heated in the process
of being raised, and the short age determinations
may be quite irrelevant for the ages of the
seismically determined deep ocean layer.) The
similar

origin.

observation of the composition of lunar surface
material in fine detail and of the deep-ocean
basalt
It

would be most revealing.

may

be that there are other ways of rec-

onciling the

known

evidence.

One must

search

and ask the appropriate questions of
the lunar exploration program. It would be a
disservice to this program if an important point
were regarded as settled, despite a mass of

for these

conflicting evidence.

The Physical Condition of the Lunar Surface
T.

Gold

The Surveyor landings demonstrated

that the

composed, in general, of very
fine, slightly cohesive rock powder. The depth
of this material, the particle size, and the
ubiquity of this type of surface can still be
debated; but very significant constraints can
be placed on each.
lunar surface

The small
covers

all

is

particle size of the material that

the Surveyor landing sites can be

evidently there

is

now

component around
reflection.

said

to

A

great brightness

a strong forward-scatter
the direction of specular

surface of that nature would be

possess

"sheen."

The same

effect is

visible in many other Surveyor pictures, where
smooth spacecraft surfaces have been in contact with the powdered rock. One can estimate

by

by experimenting how

theorizing or test

small a particle size
effects.

The answer

is

required to achieve these

in either case

is

less

than

10 microns.

These observations also resolve whether the
normal scattering law of the Moon is a consequence of the "fairy castle" structure in which
the surface of the powder is normally assembled,
or whether it is a consequence of individual
particles that have the complex shapes needed
to generate this law. It

is

clear that the latter

cannot be the answer, since the backscatter law
of the surface then would not have been changed
significantly by contact with spacecraft surfaces.
Thus, it is clear that the particle size is predominantly less than 10 microns, and that the
usual configuration of the particles on the surface indeed involves the type of structure called
"fairy castle"; i.e., a complex microscopic

.
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structure in which the shadows cast have a
profound effect on the optical properties.

Since

the

optical

polarization

law of the

Moon's surface requires roughness on
2 or 3 microns or less,

it is

a scale of

likely that this places

a limit on the dominant particle

size,

rather

than the slightly larger limit that would be
allowed by the previous considerations. Most
physical processes that generate small particles
tend to make rather smooth surfaces on this

where surface tension is very significant.
therefore, most probable that almost all
of the Moon is covered with particles no more
than a few microns in size.
scale

It

is,

The Observed Spray Phenomena

Many observed phenomena are best understood as spray of a slightly adhesive powder.
The best example was the Surveyor VI mission
during which a photometric target, first observed to be quite clean, was almost completely
covered with a thick, adhering layer of rock
powder after the spacecraft executed a brief
takeoff-and-landing maneuver. It is thought
that this coating occurred during the liftoff
when the vernier engines were fired close to the

lunar surface.

The photometric

target was at a
meter above the ground and
about 2 meters from the surface area under the
nearest vernier engine. In the Surveyor V
vernier firing, many clumps of material on the
surface were observed to be dislodged and, presumably, one similar clump hit this target. It is
noteworthy that a clump striking such a surface
will splatter itself and form an adhesive coating.
The adhesion must have been sufficiently good
to not only survive against the weak force of
gravity but also against the much larger inertial
forces of the subsequent landing impact (between 1 Y2 and 3 g)
Expressed in more familiar terms, it will
mean that the lunar powder can be picked up
in clumps, thrown like a snowball and, like a

height of about

1

snowball, will tend to cover the target surface
with a coating that is not easily shaken off.

A slightly different behavior was observed on
Surveyor V, where the vernier engines were
fired briefly without moving the spacecraft.
Many changes in the detail of the surrounding
surface could be seen. Many clumps had evi-

dently been thrown to a distance of more than
3 meters from the vehicle. The sensor head of
the alpha-scattering instrument initially had a
gold-plated, highly reflecting mirror finish. In
the picture taken before the vernier firing, one

can see the vertical face of the sensor head
giving a clear mirror image of the surrounding
ground. After the vernier firing, that same face

seemed to be completely matte and dark gray
with an albedo similar to that of the lunar surface. No mirror-image effect is observed, and a
shadow (of the electrical connecting tape) appears as dark on that surface as on the lunar
ground. This implies that the surface was
coated substantially with the lunar dust. In
this case, the coating appears quite smooth,
unlike that on the photometric target; it is not
at all probable that the coating was caused by
clumps thrown against the instrument. Instead,
a fine spray must have been showered over it,
and an almost complete monolayer, or more,
must have become attached. This is quite consistent with the observations of the photometric
target, and it is very probable that if clumps can
be thrown and if they adhere, many individual
small particles would also be thrown and would
attach themselves to the target surfaces. It is
observed in the laboratory, even without high
vacuum, that small dust grains would indeed
readily adhere and coat surfaces. In a better
vacuum, this tendency increases.
All these phenomena of clumping and adhering to surfaces again imply a rather small
particle size. In the laboratory, particles of 10

microns or smaller behave in that manner;
however, 100-micron rock particles behave in
a different manner. The cohesion between them
cannot be made large enough, even in a good

vacuum,
striking

for

them

a surface

rather than

to

to

clump together; when

they tend to bounce

adhere.

The

off

observations of

these coated surfaces are, therefore, in accord
with the previous deduction that the particle
size is predominantly below 10 microns.
On Surveyor III, another particle-adhesion
phenomenon occurred. The camera mirror lost
its optical quality over approximately half of
its area and scattered light diffusely. This can
again be attributed to particles sprayed up
from the surface during the landing maneuver
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executed by Surveyor III. The vernier engines
continued to fire during the first and second
contact with the ground and, no doubt, some
lunar dust also was stirred up on these occasions.
The part of the mirror that seems to have been

was the region that would have
been exposed, and not protected by the camera
obliterated

housing.

has been argued that some of these phenomena may not have been due to adhesion of
small particles, but to sandblasting effects and
to the destruction of the surfaces. This would
require a much larger particle size than 10
microns before any sandblasting effects became
optically significant. It would also require very
high particle velocities. There is no question
that particles adhered to the photometric
It

target;

therefore,

it

is

clear that, in general,

particles are capable of such adhesion. Adhesion is easily demonstrated in the laboratory,
and occurs with almost all small particles and
all surfaces. Therefore, adhesion is considered
a more probable explanation than sandblasting
for the observations on the two mirror surfaces.
The fact that many other surfaces were observed to remain clean during the same events
that coated the surfaces mentioned merely indicates that the rocket spray from the ground
tends to be in a few jets rather than a diffuse
shower.
The depth to which the powder layer extends cannot be established from any of the
present observations. It is evidently more than
a few meters in most areas, for many craters
of that depth have been seen that show no

discontinuity

in

their

interior.

The

larger

craters visible in Surveyor pictures are often
surrounded by many angular rocks. It is not
known whether these objects are hard rocks or
a variety of aggregates with varying degrees of
firmness. The depth that craters must have
before blocks can be seen around them is
different in different regions. There is either a
subsurface layer of a stronger rock at different
depths, or the degree of compaction with depth
is regionally different. Material ejected from
very deep craters such as Tycho, previously at
a depth or more than 4 kilometers, for the most
part, must be hard. The material will have
been compressed by the initial overburden
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under which it would lie for a very long time,
and then by the intense shock waves necessary
to excavate the crater.
Because the powder layer in most areas is
at least a few meters thick, it is probably the
layer responsible for the low radio reflectivity.
If this is true, it would have to extend in most
areas to a depth of at least 10 meters to account for the radar observations. The alternative would be to suppose that another different
kind of underdense rock exists beneath a few
meters of powder. There is no suggestion of this
in

any

of the pictures,

and

it.

is,

therefore,

more

probable that the powder continues to the
depth required by the radio measurements,
though quite possibly with gradually increasing
density of packing, and increasing cohesive
strength.

Surveyor VII landed on highland ground, and
although a great many more rocks were found
in the area, the consistency of the soil still
seemed much the same. In addition, several
tracks of rolling boulders can be seen in Lunar
Orbiter photographs; these tracks imply penetration to a depth of several meters. Thus, the
material of the highlands and maria appear to
be covered with a thick layer of fine rock
powder. The thermal and radar anomalies for
certain regions on the Moon can be accounted
for by an increase in the number density of
rocks, as observed by Surveyor VII in the
vicinity of Tycho.
Importance for Future Technology

For purposes

of future lunar technology, the

findings discussed

would be important in the

following respects:

Digging should be easy. It should be
remarkably easy to dig down a few meters with
a large shovel. The weight of the material in
lunar gravity is only a little more than snow
is on Earth. The material can be cut easily; it
is cohesive enough to be lifted in large blocks,
more or less like snow, and the sides of a hole
should be fairly firm and not easily caved in. To
investigate the lunar subsurface at a depth of
about 1 meter should be considered the equivalent of digging in snow on Earth, about 1 minute
of work, rather than digging in terrestrial soil
(1)

or rock.
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(2)

Similarly, pushing rods into the surface

should be easy, especially
thin,

if

they are pointed,

and possess a surface that

comThermal
from this

will slide

paratively freely against rock powder.

measurements obviously can benefit
convenient property. An early test with thin,
long rods coupled together shoidd determine the
circumstances under which a drill would be
Spray and adhesion
problems

likely to present
e.g.,

of lunar

in

many

powder are
situations,

during the landing maneuver of a large

ground may be
and when surfaces on the
vehicle may become coated. The experience
with the photometric target shows that splashing does occur, and surfaces that are not in
direct-line access from the originating area of the
spray may still be coated as a result of impact
and deflection of some material. The boom
holding the photometric target was clearly in
vehicle,

when

visibility of the

seriously impeded,

way

spray and, although a reduced
its spray "shadow," this
shadow is not complete. It is, therefore, not
quite certain what surfaces on the landing vehicle
the

coating

be affected, and one should consider the
problems raised by a splash that coats any part

of the vehicle's surfaces.

The proposed lunar
propel an astronaut

flying

hazard. Both the nearby
naut's visor

may

machines

that

the surface will create a

off

LM

and the astroprovide surfaces where con-

tamination woidd be damaging or disastrous,
is required close to the ground.
powder, though in general apparently not very severe, may still be a problem

yet a strong blast

required.
(3)

may

of the

is

Adhesion

in

several

of

astronaut

activities.

Door mecha-

nisms and gaskets, plugs, and other accurately
fitting surfaces would clearly be affected by
adhesion such as that on the alpha-scattering
instrument or on the photometric target. Some
by
dust necessarily will be brought into the
the astronauts and will later float in the interior.

LM

Postsunset Horizon "Afterglow"

D. E. Gault (Chairman), J. B. Adams, R. T. Collins,
G. P. Kuiper, J. A. O'Kekfe, R. A. Phinney,

and E. M. Shoemaker

seen in

T

Figure

—

Observations of the western horizon shortly
Surveyor VII mission

after sunset during the

Illumination along western horizon about 15 minutes after local sunset.
Second disk; exposure time: 0.2 second (Jan. 23, 1968, 06:18:32 GMT).

9-1.
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Figure

9-2.

— Illumination
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along western horizon about 90 minutes after local sunset.
1.2 seconds (Jan. 23, 1968, 07:32:49 GMT).

Second disk; exposure time: about

revealed, along the crest of the horizon, a bright
line of light similar to that previously

for the

Surveyor

V

and VI missions

and 9-19). Though not

reported

(refs.

9-16

sufficiently well defined

to be recognized at the time, the

phenomenon

Surveyor I mission.
Although no sunset observations were made on
Surveyor III, it appears that this post-sunset
also occurred during the

phenomenon along

the western horizon (and
probably the eastern horizon at sunrise) is not
an unusual event, but occurs regularly as the
natural consequences of some aspect of the
lunar environment.
The light was observed for periods of time up
to about 2 hours after sunset. The center of the
solar disk, therefore, is about 1.25° below the
horizon when the "afterglow" either stops or
the intensity falls below the limits of detection.
Pictures of the light from the Surveyor VII missions are shown in figures 9-1 and 9-2 when the

Sun was

centered approximately 0.4°

and

1.0°,

bright line appears to extend only about 2°

and

along,

tensity
later,

3^8°

above, the horizon.

decreased

rapidly;

showed a

least 4° along the horizon.

spacecraft,

and by

9-2)

A 40-second

earthlight) provides a valu-

able comparison of the rocks and horizon geometry with the shape of the bright regions in
figures 9-1 and 9-2. A particularly striking
facet of the

phenomenon

is

the "mapping," or

shadows, in the edge of light, apparently caused
by the rocks extending along and above the
lunar horizon line.
Although no complete explanation can be
offered at this time, the relative intensities of

the light on Surveyors

by

non. This conclusion

is

VI and VII suggest

that

small particles above the lunar

operation

the

hours

(fig.

,

surface

second);

1}^

exposure
after
40
minutes
(fig. 9-3) taken about 2 hours
horilight
along
the
sunset, showed no edge of
zon. This last picture (illumination provided by
light backscattered from the ridges east of the

scattering

0.15

light in-

faint line of illumination extending at

the light intensity permitted normal shutter
time,

The

a nominal 1.2-second exposure

respectively, below the horizon. In figure 9-1,

(exposure

about

not the mechanism for the phenomeis

drawn from the

fact

;

.
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Figure

9-3.

— Same

view of western horizon as figures 9-1 and 9-2 about 160 minutes
Second disk; exposure time: about 40 seconds (Jan. 23, 1968, 08:46:56

field of

after local sunset.

GMT).

that, while the intensity of the bright edge ap-

9-2.

pears to be greater for Surveyor VII than for
V or VI, the distance to the horizon

and

any explanation

is

Surveyor III Mission. Surveyor III
Mission Report. Part II: Scientific Results,
Tech. Rept. 32-1177, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., June 1, 1967, pp. 9-67.
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10. Surveyor Posttouchdown Analyses of Tracking
F. B.

Lunar posttouchdown tracking data (coherent two-way doppler) were collected intermittently throughout the first lunar day of the
Surveyor I, III, V, VI, and VII missions. These
data were used to determine the selenocentric
locations of the Surveyors and the geocentric
locations of the Deep Space Stations (DSS)
involved in the tracking operations. During
the Surveyor data reductions, model limitations
were apparent. The "observed minus computed" (O— C) residuals emanating from the
data fits exhibited long-term periodicities and
diurnal signatures.

The long-term

are lunar ephemeris dependent.

periodicities

The

diurnal

signatures result from tropospheric, ionospheric,

and lunar motion-modeling defects. High corbetween the lunar radius and seleno-

relations

centric longitude do exist in the solutions of the
I and III data. A high correlation
between the probe's selenocentric distance and
latitude were experienced in the Surveyor VII

Surveyor

data

fits.

This necessitated the adoption of the

Aeronautical Chart and

(ACIC) lunar

radii for

Information Center
these solutions.

The

Data

Winn

is a valid parameter in the Surveyor
and VI data reductions.
The Surveyor positions, as deduced from
Lunar Orbiter photographs (ref. 10-1), from
inflight data fits (ref. 10-2), and posttouchdown
data fits, are presented for comparison in

lunar radius

V

table 10-1.

Long-Term

Periodicities

Three lunar ephemerides were used in the
of the Surveyor posttouchdown
tracking data. The ephemerides employed were
Lunar Ephemeris 4 (LE 4, ref. 10-3), LE 5
(refs. 10-4 and 10-5), and LE 8 (a recent construction, no reference available at this time).
LE 4 can be regarded as the modern, evolved
Brown's lunar theory. It recently has been discovered that LE 4 has radial position and velocity components that deviate from observations
(refs. 10-6 and 10-7; see figs. 10-1 and 10-2).
LE 5 is a numerical integration of the equations of motion, which uses LE 4 positions as
processing

input observables. Essentially, this amounts to
a

smoothed

consistent.

LE

4,

which

is

gravitationally
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O-C RESIDUALS
-LONG-TERM RESIDUAL TREND

22

23

24

25

26

27

DATE (JANUARY 19681

Figure

10-3.

— Surveyor VII,

DSS

"1

1

—C

61. First lunar day,

LE

min).

5

residual set (one data point/

was used.

——
°

0-C RESIDUALS
•

14

LONG-TERM RESIDUAL TREND

18

15

24

20

19

25

26

27

DATE (SEPTEMBER 1967)

Figure

10-4.

— Surveyor V,

DSS

61. First lunar day,

min). Refractivity index:

0-C
•

r

i

— Surveyor VI,

was used.

1967)

DSS 42. First lunar day, — C residual set (compressed five
data points/min). LE 5 was used.

LE 8 was used only
Surveyor VII analysis. Although LE 8
is of such recent origin that, as yet, its detailed
character has not been assessed, it is valid to
say that LE 5 fits Surveyor VII observations
better than LE 8.
are apparent in figure 10-6.

VI, and VII exhibited diurnal signatures. The
character of the diurnal signature is governed
by that portion of the pass used for tracking

data collection. During the operational lifetimes of Surveyors I, III, and V, spacecraft
control was frequently transferred as soon as
possible to

Diurnal Signature

O— C

residual set (one data point/

RESIDUALS

in the

The

5

LONG-TERM RESIDUAL TREND

DATE (NOVEMBER

Figure 10-5.

—C

A 6 = 270. LE

residuals for Surveyors

DSS

11 (Goldstone, Calif.)

42 (Canberra, Australia) and
I,

III,

V,

Spain). This

DSS

by DSS

61 (Robledo,

was desirable from the standpoint

.

:
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O-C RESIDUALS
•

LONG-TERM RESIDUAL TREND

DATE

Figure

10-6.

— Surveyor VII,

DSS

(JANUARY

LE

The lunar rise over
42 and the lunar set over DSS 61 were
infrequently observed. As a consequence, the
daily residual traits are deceptive (see figs. 10-7

8

DSS

is

fig.

descriptive of

The

10-4).

DSS

~1.0 mm/sec (maximum).
charged-particle

Ionospheric

(3)

effects:

~0.5 mm/sec (maximum).

diurnal

timing errors, lunar longitude errors,

tropo-

DSS latitude,

or spin-axis distance errors.

To maximize

Suspected lunar ephemeris error func-

(2)

tions:

Tropospheric Refraction

longitude and/or

spheric refraction modeling errors,

residual set (one data point/

was used.

of video research operation.

through 10-9; also see

O—C

61. First lunar day,

min).

signature

1968)

The refraction signature has been empirically
determined and programed into the SPODP
(ref.

10-11).

the effectiveness of the tracking

data samples of Surveyors VI and VII, the
was requested
(1) All tracking data collection periods to be
a minimum of 30 minutes.
(2) Tracking data collected during 1 lunar
day to be equally distributed throughout the
mean lunar pass, rather than collected at the
same points or positions during each pass.

The

empirical refraction function

is

following data acquisition policy

An

extensive effort was

made

to create these

data characteristics. Because of the acquisition
of low-elevation tracking, a more complete
picture of the diurnal signature is available
(see figs. 10-7 through 10-9). This signature
can be attributed to tropospheric refraction
(deficient modeling), ionospheric charged-particle effects (not modeled), and/or lunar latitude

Arp--

[sin(7-f)+C

2

presently incorporated into the Single Precision

Orbit Determination Program
10-11) residual sets:
(1)

100

N

Tropospheric refraction:
at 0° elevation

(SPODP,

ref.

~33 mm/sec/

(maximum).

Cu C

where

and

2,

constants

C =1.4)
3

C

3

]

j340.0

are empirically determined

C = 0.06483,
(C, = 0.0018958,
2

and

and

Arp= refraction

correction

applied

to

the

SPODP-calculated data types, hertz
r =doppler count interval, seconds

= elevation

y

7=rate

angle, radians

of elevation-angle change, radians

per second

errors (suspected lunar ephemeris defect)

Recent investigations by Liu (ref. 10-9) and
Mulholland (ref. 10-10) have tentatively identified and ordered the three diurnal errors

N

Ci

jV=refractivity index

The
in

tropospheric refraction indices, N, used
SPODP solution for the Deep

the initial

Space Station locations are all set at A^=340.0.
Recent research by A. Liu (ref. 10-9) has
provided evidence that the following values for

N are more precise:
DSS 11: Nn =240.0
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2

1

"42=0
(ZERO REFRACTION
CORRECTION)

2

(ZERO REFRACTION

CORRECTION)

-

A/42 = 340
(SEA LEVEL)

o

-

1
1

/V42

=3I0

(MEAN REFRACTION
CORRECTION, BASED ON
OBSERVATIONS)

240
(MEAN REFRACTION CORRECTION,
BASED ON OBSERVATIONS)

/V,| =

—

r

1

i

SET 3
6 300
(MEAN REFRACTION CORRECTION,
BASED ON OBSERVATIONS)
A/

=

,

/V 42 =280
(ARBITRARILY CHOSEN TO
MINIMIZE SUM OF THE

SQUARES OF RESIDUALS)
240
TIME,

480

_L

mm

J_

_L

1

1
1

Figure
for

SET 4
/V6 = 270
,

10-7. —Surveyor VII. Pass 11

DSS

SPODP

11.

(ARBITRARILY CHOSEN TO MINIMIZE
SUM OF THE SQUARES OF RESIDUALS)

Refraction influence on

residuals.

LE

5

was used.
480

240
TIME, min

Figure

10-8.

Pass 11 for
influence on

LE

5

— Surveyor

DSS

SPODP

was used.

VII.

42. Refraction

TIME, min

residuals.

Figure
11 for

10-9.

— Surveyor

DSS

ence on

was used.

61.

SPODP

VII.

Pass

Refraction influresiduals.

LE

5

C

C
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DSS
DSS

42: iV42 =300.0

J.

61: 7V61 =310.0

N

0.5

Hz

(33

generates

mm/sec)

observations.

The

for

O—C

ly a

error

horizon

that

range-rate

tions.

computed

refraction-error funcdensity,

of figures

functions

error

will

function

a

is

which

is

be used

residual

SPODP

C Residual

in future

effective

of

electron

and transmitter frequency.
resulting from this

signature

model

tropospheric

Contribution)

omission

similar

is

function

refraction-error

tracking data

is

of

a

lesser

O—

warrants the evaluation efforts in process, there
are other model limitations such as the lunar

N

ephemeris.

SURVEYOR 1 O-C RESIDUALS
THEORETICAL O-C RESIDUALS ASSOCIATED
WITH TRACKING STATION ERROR

DATE (JUNE

I,

to

the

signa-

on the
magnitude. Accordingly, the ionospheric effect can be removed
or diminished from the
C residuals by a
slightly erroneous value of
in the tropospheric model.
ture; however, the ionospheric influence

Although the troposphere is an acknowledged
major, but unevaluated, error source that

Figure 10-10.— Surveyor

8)

has

dependent on elevation angle,

angle, solar activity,

The

O

these

elevation range of change, the Sun's local hour

influences.

Lunar Ephemerides (Diurnal

(LE

O—

residuals

10-8 (DSS 42)
(DSS 61) reveals evidence of like

and 10-9

incorporates

10-10

(figs.

lunar ephemeris

Ionospheric charged-particle effects have
been omitted from model considerations to the
present. The ionospheric influence on the
coherent, continuous, two-way doppler

residual biases that correlate remarkably

Examination

inconclusive

is

A new

Ionospheric Charged-Particle Effects

residual character-

the Surveyor passes.

well with the

functions

analyses.

of figures

O—C

study of
and the suspected

correlation

residuals

been constructed, and

O—

An examination
10-7 through 10-9 (Surveyor VII,
DSS 11 residuals, pass 11, with varying values
of N) shows significant elevation-dependent
istics of

A

influence.

O—C

through 10-12).

residual signature contained in reference 10-9

O—C

daily

Surveyor

residuals of

refraction-induced

greatly resembles the

10-10) has provided

(ref.

(one significant place) that have approximate-

This influence of tropospheric refraction is
primarily a phase retardation plus a bending,
and a consequential lengthening, of the ray
path. By using Liu's formulation, an error of
100 units of

D. Mulholland

tentative evidence of lunar ephemeris defects

1966)

O-C

residual set (compressed five
DSS 42. First lunar day,
data points/min) LE 5 was used.
.
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Figure 10-11.— Surveyor VI, DSS 42 and DSS
doppler

O—C

residual

set

dependent tracking station position

61.

suggested

versus

error.

LE

Two-way

ephemeris-

5 was used.

DATE (JANUARY 19681

Figure 10-12.— Surveyor VII, DSS 42 and DSS

61.

Two-way doppler O — C

versus suggested ephemeris-dependent tracking station position error.
coupled with refraction refinement.

A

history of ionosphere activity for the

first

lunar day of all successful Surveyor missions
being compiled. 1 Once this information is
available, the correlation of the tropospheric

is

and ionospheric charged-particle inO — C residuals will be more

refraction

fluences with the

and

LE

was used,

ephemeris defects,
available approach at this time.
lunar

The

is

the

only

from the use of this procedure
are most striking. The preponderance of the
diurnal signature has been removed by the
results

manipulation of the refraction indices. Figures
10-7 through 10-9 show that the
C re-

O—

fully investigated.

SPODP
emanating from
used
the
reductions,
Surveyor tracking data
the several

siduals,

One

residual set

5

Combinafional Parameter

following refraction indices:

The
the

three diurnal components that comprise

diurnal

signature

are

highly

correlated.

The use of one "combinational" parameter, as
a means of fitting out of the O C residual,
sets the influences resulting from tropospheric
refraction, ionospheric charged-particle effects,

—

(1)

Nn = N =N
ti

(2)

^,,

Davis, Stanford University Electronics Labora-

refraction

Sea-level

(3)

7vu=240;

O—69-

-25

cor-

re-

iV42

= 310;

JV6 ,

= 300

Re-

fraction correction based on observa-

#,,

Lunar Orbiter II (ref.
#., = 270
42 =280;

= 240; N

bitrarily chosen

to

10-12).

Arminimize the sum

of the square of the residuals.

tories, Calif.

339-462

No

= ^42=^1 = 340.0

tions of

M.

=

fraction correction.

(4)
1

6i

rection.
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"combinational" paramlist is presented in the
specific discussions for each Surveyor.
It is not the purpose of such an arbitrary
procedure to evaluate numerically any of the
parameters under discussion. The sole purpose

The
eter

is

influence

of the

on the parameter

to

demonstrate the nature

of

the

error

sources.

Hish Parameter Correlation
C. N. Gary

(ref.

10-13) has demonstrated

the insensitivity of the range-rate measurement in the determination of the selenocentric
distance of a Surveyor spacecraft (lunar radius).

Because

of

the

and
and the coinplane and equa-

lunar

If a Surveyor spacecraft should be situated
on the lunar surface such that the mean Earth
direction is orthogonal to the surface, the correlation between selenocentric latitude, longitude, and radius is minimal. As the obliqueness
of the mean Earth direction increases relative
to the lunar surface, the surface parameters
become more highly correlated with lunar

radius
It

(fig.

is

10-13(b)).

this latter situation

ACIC

the adoption of the

that necessitated

lunar radii to effect

solutions for the surface parameters associated

with Surveyors III and VII.

A

rotation

Priori

Parameter Constraints

revolution rates relative to Earth,

cidence of the Moon's orbital
tor,

It

is

in the selenographic

tracking

a small oscillatory mothat the error ellipsoid

SPODP

the Earth's motion

coordinate system is
tion. Cary has shown
resulting from a recursive least-squares fit of
range-rate measurement is extremely elongated
in the mean direction of the Earth (fig. 10-

station

to

constrain

position

the

terrestrial

parameters in

the

tracking data reduction to those of

some previous determination. However, such
a constrained solution can lead to systematic
distortion.

There

are

many

time-dependent

variables incorporated in the theoretical
(e.g.,

13(a)).

possible

Brown's lunar theory, lunar

model

librations,

LUNAR SURFACE
CONTAINED

ERROR
ELLIPSOID

MEAN

POSITION
OF EARTH

—

(a) Surveyors III, V, and VI were in sufficiently close proximity to the
selenographic X-axis to approximate an orthogonal projection of the error ellipsoid on
the lunar surface. Thus, the correlations between the surface coordinates and the radius
remain small, (b) Surveyors I and VII did not touch down close to the selenographic
X-axis. Surveyor I was displaced in longitude 44° W, Surveyor VII at 41° S latitude.

Figure 10-13.

IN

POSTTOUCHDOWN TRACKING DATA ANALYSES
diurnal

There

provide

to

values

plasma

space

ionosphere,

rotation,

effects, etc.).

on June 17. Posttouchdown data for Surveyor
I were analyzed by C. N. Cary. The density
of the data collected by DSS 11 and DSS 42
can be visualized by inspecting figures 10-14

a series of models used

is

for

some

time-

these

of

dependent parameters; some are not modeled
at all. Thus, there is always the danger of introducing

tions.

and 10-15.

O—

The
C residuals contained in figures
10-14 and 10-15 exhibit diurnal signatures and
long-term periodicities. The diurnal signatures
associated with DSS 42 reflect the consistent
observation of the premeridian portion of the
passes. The diurnal nature of the DSS 11 residuals signify a scattered distribution throughout the passes. The nature of this phenomenon
is discussed in the section "Diurnal Signature."
The long-term trend of the Surveyor 1 residual sets results from the lunar motion model-

systematic errors into a tracking
by constraining to the previously

data fit
determined

The

tracking

terrestrial

station

posi-

a priori standard deviations asso-

ciated with the parameters are:
(1)

0.1

Surveyor

III,

km; Surveyor

tance: 10.0
(2)

VII selenocentric distance:
I,

V,

VI

selenocentric dis-

km

Surveyor selenocentric. latitude: 4.0° (150

km)
(3)

(4)
(5)

(0.5

Surveyor selenocentric longitude:

5.0°

km)

(150

ing errors of

DSS
DSS

The

11 geocentric distance: 300 meters
11

geocentric

longitude:

0.005°

(7)

(9)

I

5.

data

The high

10-2.

fits

are presented in

correlation anticipated

DSS
DSS

42 geocentric distance: 300 meters
42 geocentric longitude: 0.005° (0.5

in the correlation

DSS
DSS

61 geocentric distance: 300 meters

depicts

61 geocentric longitude: 0.005° (0.5

pairs:

table

between

the lunar radius and longitude

km)
(8)

LE

solution parameters that result from the

Surveyor

km)

(6)
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equation

km)

matrix

is in evidence
matrix based on the normal

(table

10-3).

Table

10-3

correlation between parameter
two-by-two correlations independent of

the

A correlation based
on the variance/covariance matrix depicts all
TV parameter correlations considered. Table
other parameter influences.

Surveyor

I

Surveyor I landed on the lunar surface on
June 3, 1966; intermittently, coherent two-way
doppler data were acquired until lunar night

10-4
I

is

such a correlation matrix for Surveyor

position parameters.

The absence

of the high

DATE (JUNE 1966)

Figure 10-14.

— Surveyor

I,

DSS

11. First

lunar day, two-way doppler

(one data point/min)

— 69

339^62 O

26

.

LE

5

was used.

O—C

residual set
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-i

1

1

1

1

1

1

r

~i

O-C RESIDUALS
•

LONG-TERM RESIOUAL TREND

DATE (JUNE

Figure 10-15.

— Surveyor

I,

DSS

42. First lunar day,

(four data points/5 min)

Table
Parameter

a

1966)

.

LE

two-way doppler
was used.

5

10-2. Surveyor I parameter solutions

O— C

residual set

r

POSTTOUCHDOWN TRACKING DATA ANALYSES
Table

10-3.

Parameter

I position parameter
on normal equation matrix

Surveyor

correlations, based

379
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o
CO

I

o

dg

o
I

w
J
PS
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DATE (APRIL/MAY

Figure 10-16.

— Surveyor

Figure 10-17.

— Surveyor

III,

III,

381

1967)

DSS

42. First lunar day,

two-way doppler O — C

residual set.

DSS

61. First lunar day,

two-way doppler O — C

residual set.
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Figure 10-18.

20

19

18

DATE (SEPTEMBER

1967)

— Surveyor V,

DSS 11. First lunar day,
min). Refraetivity index: A^n
340.

=

17

18

O — C residual set
LE 5 was used.

(one data point/

20

19

DATE (SEPTEMBER 1967)

Figure 10-19.

— Surveyor V,

DSS 42. First lunar day,
min). Refraetivity index: 7V42 = 340.

18

— Surveyor V,

20

19

DATE (SEPTEMBER

Figure 10-20.

O — C residual set
LE 5 was used.

21

22

(one data point/

23

1967)

DSS 61. First lunar day,
min). Refraetivity index: A^6 i = 340.

O — C residual set
LE 5 was used.

(one data point/

POSTTOUCHDOWN TRACKING DATA ANALYSES
DSS

—

1

1,

PASS 9

1

REFRACTIVITY
INDEX, /V=240

=
|

10-9.

BASED ON

INDEX,
/V,

presented in table 10-8. The correlations
among the parameters are presented in table

"I

SEA LEVEL
REFRACTIVITY

383

m
TRACKING

Unlike Surveyor

surveyor

340

DATA
REDUCTIONS

I

and

III, the

Surveyor

V

selenographic location does not create an excessively high correlation between the selenocentric distance

table 10-10)

;

and longitude parameters

(see

thus, the radial determination

is

valid.

Surveyor VI
Parameter Solution Vectors

Three Surveyor VI postlanded data reducTwo of the solutions employ compressed data (five data points/min)
and a third fit uses scrubbed, uncompressed
data (one data point/min). LE 4 is used in one
of the compressed data fits; LE 5 is used in the
other two solutions.
Surveyor VI position parameters and Deep
Space Station locations, determined by the
tions are presented.

DSS 42, PASS 4
1

1

SEA LEVEL
REFRACTIVITY INDEX,

REFRACTIVITY INDEX,/V= 280,
BASED ON SURVEYOR JZZT
TRACKING DATA REDUCTIONS

/V=340

three solutions, are presented in table 10-11
with formal standard deviations specified.

The Surveyor VI

position

derived from the use of

OSS

61,

LE

error

and

ellipsoids

LE 4,

coupled
with identical, compressed data samples, have
the same respective dimensions. There is a
large relative displacement of the error ellipsoid
centers; this displacement is attributed to the
different ephemerides used. The relative metric

PASS 5

I

5

I

SEA LEVEL
REFRACTIVITY INDEX.

REFRACTIVITY INDEX,
N--Z70, BASED

SURVEYOR

/V=340

displacements in selenocentric components are:

ON

Radius: 8000 meters

JZZT

REDUCTIONS

Lunar latitude 550 meters
Lunar longitude: 1800 meters
:

LE

4 and

LE

5,

coupled with identical data

samples, were used to reduce Surveyor

touchdown tracking data. A
displacement of the two Surveyor

I

post-

similar, relative
I

positions

was the result (ref. 10-6).
The two LE 5 fits, one used uncompressed
data (one data point/min) and the other
compressed data (five data
points/min), also produced different probe
locations. However, this small, relative displacement reflects data and computer noise
and is acceptable because it is within the
solutions

480
TIME,

mm

Figure 10-21.— Surveyor V. DSS 11, pass 9; DSS 42,
pass 4; and DSS 61, pass 5. Refraction influence on

SPODP

residuals.

used

specified confidence levels.

the two Surveyor
is:

VI

The

separation of

position determinations
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Table
Parameter

»

10-8. Surveyor

V parameter solutions

POSTTOUCHDOWN TRACKING DATA ANALYSES
Radius:

1

meter

Lunar latitude: 30 meters
Lunar longitude 90 meters
:

The

relative displacements of the

Surveyor VI

shown
The position solutions from
Lunar Obiter IV photographs and from the
Surveyor VI cruise data fit are given in table
selenocentric position error ellipses are
in figure

10-22.

10-12.

Table

10-10. Surveyor

correlation, based on
Parameter

s

V

position

parameter

normal equation matrix

385
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1745.0

o
IE

<

358 620

358 640

358(60

SELENOCENTRIC LONGITUDE, deg
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Table
Source

10-12. Surveyor

VI

location determinations
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O-C
•

a>

RESIDUALS

LONG-TERM RESIDUAL TREND

y

DATE (NOVEMBER 1967)

—

Surveyor VI, DSS 11. First lunar day, O — C residual set (compressed five
data points/min) Note the long-term periodic nature. LE 4 was used.

Figure 10-23.

.

O-C

RESIDUALS
LONG -TERM RESIDUAL TREND

DATE (NOVEMBER

Figure

10-24.-

cates the ability of

motion

The

-Surveyor VI, DSS 61. First lunar day, O — C residual set (compressed
data points/min). Note periodicity. LE 4 was used.

LE

model the lunar
and 10-5).
the Surveyor VI

5 to

(see figs. 10-26, 10-27,

nature of
the same as the daily variations identified with the
C residuals of
Surveyors I, III, V, and VII (see figs. 10-28
through 10-30).

O— C

diurnal

residuals

is

O—

Surveyor VII

Because

19671

of the selenocentric error ellipsoid

(fig.
10-14) resulting from the
high lunar latitude of Surveyor VII, it is reasonable to expect a high correlation between

orientation

selenocentric distance and latitude

(ref.

10-13),

as verified

by an examination

five

of table 10-14.

To

avoid this limitation, the lunar radius was
not treated as a parameter in any of the reported Surveyor VII reductions. Under the
influence of a constrained

ACIC

lunar radius,

the correlation between parameter pairs can

be viewed in table 10-15.
The parameter determinations that result
from lunar ephenieris variations and "combinational" parameter values are presented in
table

10-16,

and plotted

in

fig.

10-31.

The

associated parameter correlations are contained
in table 10-17.

POSTTOUCHDOWN TRACKING DATA ANALYSES
Table

1

0.0015

10-14. Surveyor

389

VII

correlations, based

on normal equation matrix
Parameter

-

o.ooio

0.0005

o
CD

\

«/>

E
E
LlT

I-

<

tr

u
-z.

-0.0005 -

<

-0.0010

-0.0015 LE5-LE4

—

- C RESIDUALS
(DSS 42/

SURVEYOR

21)

-0.0020
6

II

16

21

DATE (NOVEMBER 1967)
Figure 10-25.

— LE

versus Surveyor

5-LE 4 range-rate differences
VI DSS 42 O — C residuals.

a

^
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a

10-17. Surveyor

VII

correlation matrix of parameters

POSTTOUCHDOWN TRACKING DATA ANALYSES

By this standard, LE 5 is the most accurate
lunar ephemeris currently in existence.

10-4.

395

Mulholland,

J.
D.; and Block, N.: JPL
Lunar Ephemeris Number 4. Tech. Memo.

33-346, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
Calif.,

Summary
10-5.

Although

(1)

LE

5 demonstrates a long-term

periodicity with a period of one lunation

and

10-6.

determined and presented.
latitude and longitude correlation permitted a
solution for only the lunar-surface coordinates of

Surveyors VII and

ACIC

III, respectively (based

on

(5)

10-7.

lunar radius determination).

The Surveyor

I position determination is
subject to review in that a high correlation between selenocentric longitude and distance has
distorted the solution.

(4)

The new

integrated ephemeris,

LE

10-8.

8,

Pasadena,

10-9.

A

Lunar Probes. The Deep Space
Network, Space Programs Summary 37-48,
vol. II, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
Calif., Nov. 30, 1967, pp. 4-7.
Sturms, F. M., Jr.: An Integrated Lunar
Ephemeris. The Deep Space Network, Space
Programs Summary 37-48, vol. II, Jet
Laboratory,

Pasadena,

Data From Deep Space
The Deep Space Network, Space

Summary

37-50, vol.
Laboratory, Pasadena,

Propulsion

Mar.

10-2.

Surveyor VII Mission Report. Part I: Mission
Description and Performance. Tech. Rept.
32-1264, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
dena, Calif, (to be published).

10-3.

Pasa-

Lawson,

C. L.:

Announcement

of

Pasa-

JPL DevelopTech. Memo.

mental Ephemeris No. 19.
33-162, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
Calif., Apr. 13, 1967.

339-462

O

—69-

R.; and

Summary

Laboratory,

Nead, M. W.:

SPODP—

Precision

Orbit Determination Program. Tech. Memo. 33-204, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., Feb. 15, 1965.

from

32-1262, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
dena, Calif., Jan. 10, 1968, pp. 9-45.

Warner, M.
Single

Whitaker, E.

A.: Television Observations
Surveyor VI. Surveyor VI Mission
Report. Part II: Science Results. Tech. Rept.

Jet

Calif.,

31, 1968.

37-49, vol. II, Jet Propulsion
Pasadena, Calif., Jan. 31, 1968.
10-11.
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Mulholland, J. D.: A Possible Explanation of
Landed Surveyor Residuals. The Deep
Space Network, Space Programs
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Laser

C. 0. Alley

An

Beam

(Chairman) and D.

opportunity to verify the ability of Earth

stations for directing very narrow laser
to a specific location

beams
on the lunar surface was

provided by the detection sensitivity of the
Surveyor VII vidicon camera operating in its
integration mode.

Such

tests

were of interest

primarily because of a planned Apollo lunar
surface experiment in which an astronaut will

emplace a corner

reflector array to provide a

fixed point for very precise laser ranging.

The

successful monitoring of point-to-point Earth-

Moon distances to the
± 15 cm would provide:

expected accuracy of

a definitive test of
the conjectured slow decrease of the gravita(1)

an experimental study of
whether continental drift is occurring now; (3)
new knowledge on the physical librations, size
and shape, and orbital motions of the Moon;
and (4) new information on the rotation of the
Earth (refs. 11-1 through 11-4). An additional
factor in testing narrow laser beam pointing and
tional constant; (2)

tracking techniques
in

lies in

G. Currie

and tracking techniques would be similar to
those used with pulsed lasers.
Estimates of the power density on the
of a 10-watt (transmitted) argon-ion laser

Moon
beam

contained within a divergence cone angle (half)
of 10 seconds of arc yielded a value 2.25 times
the power density of a magnitude
star, or
nearly magnitude
1.
The power density

—

would scale directly as the power transmitted
and inversely as the square of the beam angle.
Experience with star observations on previous
Surveyor missions
that the laser

ref.

11-5) indicated

beams could be

easily observed

(p.

15 of

they were directed to illuminate the spaceThe diameter of the illuminated area on
the Moon is about 2 km per arc second of
if

craft.

divergence.
Laser Transmitting Stations

Six transmitting stations were established;
each consisted of an argon-ion laser with a
optical system for collimating and
aiming the laser beam. All six stations used
the technique of directing the laser beam backward through a telescope to reduce the beam
divergence. However, each station used a
different method for aiming the laser beam. A
brief description of each station is given below.
(1) Kitt Peak National Observatory, Tucson,

suitable

their potential use

space communications systems.
The idea of using a Surveyor

Pointing Tests

television

camera for such tests occurred during a discussion on whether an astronaut could see the
pulsed ruby laser beam planned for the retroreflector ranging experiment. Measurements on
the wavelength sensitivity of the vidicon surface
were conducted in November 1967 at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and indicated a
decrease from the peak sensitivity by a factor
1/300 for the ruby laser wavelength of 6943 A,
making detection marginal for existing and
planned ruby laser systems. However, the

Ariz.

—The

McMath

solar

telescope

(60-in.,

and a 2-watt laser
were used. The telescope was used in the
normal direction for aiming. The guide beam
and the laser beam were separated by a spe-

//60, heliostat configuration)

cially constructed, divided-mirror

beam

splitter

placed near the telescope focal plane. A reticle,
designed for the purpose and permitted offset

availability of argon-ion lasers operating in the

(main wavelengths at 4880 and
5145 A), within the peak of the vidicon sensitivity with average powers of a few watts,
suggested their use for the tests. The pointing
blue-green

guiding
field lens
(2)

397

from nearby lunar features, and a
were placed in the focal plane.

Table

Mountain

Observatory, Wrightwood,

A
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Calif.
its

—The JPL

//36 Coude

A beam

24-inch telescope, utilized at

focus,

and a 2-watt

were

laser

with a pinhole was placed
plane to separate the
the
telescope
focal
in
guide beam from the laser beam. A 2.5 magnification microscope with a crosshair reticle was
used.

splitter

used as a viewing eyepiece.
(3) Wesleyan University, Raytheon Research
A 6-inch, twoLaboratory, Waltham, Mass.

—

mirror

coelostat

specially

directed

constructed

beam from

the

4-inch,

a

telescope

//15

toward the Moon; a 60-watt laser was used.
The guide beam and the laser beam were
separated using a clear

pellicle

beam

splitter

located ahead of the primary focal plane.

use of
piece

The

an appropriate glass filter over the eyepermitted continuous viewing of the

crosshair reticle.

—

(4) Lincoln Laboratories, Lexington, Mass.
A beam from a 3.5-watt laser collimated with
a 3-inch telescope was directed using a special
servo-driven az-el flat mirror. Guiding was
accomplished using a second 3-inch telescope,

which was boresighted to the first telescope.
(5) Goddard Space Flight Center, Oreenbelt,

Md.

—An

existing mobile laser satellite ranging

system was used; the pulsed ruby laser was
replaced by a 10-watt argon-ion laser. A series
of mirrors guided the beam along the rotation

mount through a 5%-inch outViewing
of the Moon was accomput aperture.
television display
image
orthicon
plished by an
telescope.
16-inch
boresighted
from a
(6) Perkin-Elmer Corp., Norwalk, Conn.
axes of the az-el

—

portable

2-watt

laser

was attached

at

the

Cassegrain focus of a 24-inch telescope. Aiming
was accomplished by the 6-inch guide telescope,

minute block of

laser observing

four different nights.

time on each of

By combining

the laser

observations with the planned earthlight polarization observations,

it

was possible

to increase

the length of observing periods and to have a
second period on January 20, 1968. Time win-

dows were chosen

so that stations on both east

and west coasts could be observed simultaneously during control of the spacecraft by the
Goldstone Deep Space Tracking Station; the

primary constraint was that no station be too
close to the terminator. During the window, the
laser stations were responsive to the availability
of the television camera. Communication was
handled by a telephone network connecting all
stations with the JPL Space Flight Operations
Facility.

few days after touchdown were
needed for other Surveyor activities and were

The

first

used for final preparations at the stations. With
the exception of the Norwalk and Greenbelt
stations, the first test period was held at 04:30
on January 14, 1968. It was necessary to
interrupt the tests during the period near lunar

GMT

noon because

of glare in the

camera caused by

the proximity of the Earth and Sun. This time
was used to modify techniques at some of the
first test. Test
January
on
19, and conperiods were resumed
The
time on
21.
and
20
tinued on January
probathe
maximize
chosen
to
January 21 was
coast
by
east
the
on
stations
bility of observing
even
terminator
the
far
from
having them
though, for stations on the west coast, it placed
the Moon very low in the sky.
During each test period, modes of operation
for the stations were prescribed with definite

stations on

the basis of the

which was boresighted to the main telescope.
To aid in locating Surveyor VII on the lunar
surface, Lunar Orbiter photographs of the
region around Tycho and ACIC Lunar Chart
LAC 112 were supplied to all stations. The

on-and-off sequences to identify stations that
were geographically close together. The aper-

estimates of the landing coordinates, as
well as the accurate location of Surveyor VII,
were communicated with respect to both the

the Earth crescent where laser beams were
being transmitted, as this maximized the sensitivity. With this setting, repeated exposures
were taken while the stations were directed to

initial

Lunar Orbiter

photographs

and

the

lunar

ture and exposure time were varied to produce
on the A-scope display approximately one-half

the saturation voltage level in the dark part of

follow the above modes.

chart.

Lunar Schedule of Tests

The heavy demands on

the Surveyor camera

resulted in the initial allocation of only one 10-

Detection of Laser Beams

Detection was achieved visually during the

LASER BEAM POINTING TESTS
observing period on January 20 for both
Tucson and Wrightwood. Suspected laser beam
spots with the correct locations, as shown in
figure 11—1, were observed at the JPL Space
first

—
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Flight Operations Facility. Further confirmation resulted when the Earth image was shifted
3° within the 6.5° narrow field of view, the two

spots shifting with

it.

The

on-off sequencing

11-1.
This photograph of a globe, with the overexposed crescent indicated by
on Jancrosshatching, simulates the Earth as seen from Surveyor VII at 09:00
uary 20, 1968. The station locations are indicated by black dots, and permit ready

Figure

GMT

two laser beams in figure 11-2 as Table Mountain
Observatory near Los Angeles, Calif., and Kitt Peak National Observatory, near
Tucson, Ariz. Simulations similar to this photograph were prepared in advance by
J. J. Rennilson, JPL, for each period of attempted laser detection.
identification of the origin of the
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Figure

—

11-2.
Laser beams with powers of approximately 1 watt each appear as starlike
images comparable in brightness to Sirius (magnitude, —2.5) in this narrow-angle,
//4, 3-second exposure of the Earth. The crescent of the Sun-illuminated Earth is
distorted because of overexposure. This was one of the first pictures in which the beams
were readily visible (Jan. 20, 1968, about 09:06 GMT).
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discussed above also served to verify the detection of the beams. Full confirmation was ob-

is

estimated that, by stretching the digitization

in

regions near station locations, intensities of

tained only with the subsequent, detailed study

laser

of correlations in projected enlargements from
high-quality photographic negatives reproduced
from the video tape recordings by a kinescope
film recorder. A positive print of one of the

can be detected with % 6 the intensity displayed by Tucson and Wrightwood. This
technique enabled easy detection of the Tucson
beam on January 19 (see fig. 11-3). (Wrightwood was not operating on that day.) Figure
11-4 shows a computer printout of the region

negatives, enhanced using a high-contrast process, is

shown

in figure 11-2.

The spread

of the

images over several of the video scan lines

is

caused by aberrations in the optics (electron
and visible) of the camera and also in the
ground reproducing equipment.
Each of the stations detected was transmitting about 1 watt. Wrightwood was systematically scanning about the position of
Surveyor VII and was limited by atmospheric
"seeing," while Tucson had deliberately spread
the beam. The spots appeared with an approximate star magnitude of —1, as originally

Detection of these stations was
accomplished again visually with about the
same intensity during the second run on
January 20 and 21. The approximate magnitude
of the detected beams was determined by
comparing pictures of the laser beams with
calculated.

beams

directed to illuminate Surveyor

around the laser spot shown in figure 11-3.
A search for beams from the east-coast
station has been made with the equipment at
the University of Maryland developed for
visual scan of bubble-chamber pictures. No
positive results were found. Examination of the
stretched digitized printouts has not given
positive indication as yet, but the work is
continuing with the technique of averaging
successive frames for enhancement and looking
for correlations at predicted locations. Although
local weather conditions and structural obscurations interfered with transmission from eastcoast stations (especially in the Boston area),
there were periods when contact with Surveyor
VII seemed possible.
Conclusions

those of Jupiter.

By
been

digitization of the video pictures,

possible

to

VII

increase

the

it

has

sensitivity of

detection considerably beyond the visual.

It

The primary value of these tests lies in the
experience gained in a variety of techniques
for

tracking

and pointing

laser

beams with

—

Figure 11-3. A comparison of these two pictures clearly reveals the Tucson laser beam.
The picture was digitized by the JPL Image Processing Laboratory, and the contrast
(a) Jan. 19, 1968, 08:41:53
stretched picture; the spot produced by the laser

then "stretched."

GMT.
is

(b)

indicated.

Portion of the digitized,
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Wrightwood: M. S. Shumate, JPL, and J. W. Young,
Table Mountain Observatory, using a lassr constructed and loaned by Hughes Research Laboratories.

Wallham: Prof. J. E. Faller, Wesleyan University,
using a laser from the laboratory of Dr. George De
Mars, Raytheon Research Laboratory. Ten undergraduate students from Wesleyan University, led by
D. Burstein, and M. Hulett assisted Professor
Faller.

Robert Kingston and Dr. Hoyt
Bostick, Lincoln Laboratories, using a laser loaned
by Spacerays, Inc.
Greenbelt: Dr. H. H. Plotkin, H. Richard, and W.
Lexington: Dr.

Carrion

of

the Optical Systems

Branch,

GSFC,

using an existing laser satellite tracking system in-

corporating an

RCA

laser.

Norwalk: H. Wishnia and Dr.

Morley Lipsett

of the

Perkin-Elmer

403
Corp.,

and R. Perkin'.s

The

test

integration

Work
mode

using

a

Perkin-Elmer

laser

telescope.

would not have been possible without the
mode of the Surveyor vidicon camera.

that led to the incorporation of the integration

camera was initiated by L. H. Allen,
JPL, who also performed the vidicon sensitivity measurements at the ruby wavelength and assisted in the
into the

overall

test

operations.

Appreciation is expressed to all members of the
Surveyor Project at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
for technical help in the organization and performance
of the tests. Special appreciation is extended to the
following JPL personnel involved in the television
aspects of the mission: J. Strand, T. H. Bird, J. J.

Rennilson, D. L. Smythe, and C. Chocol; and to
Dr. R. Nathan and E. T. Johnson of the JPL Image
Processing Laboratory.

12.

Astronomy

:

Solar Corona Observations
R. H. Norton

Observations of the solar corona were made,

from Surveyor VII, since

it represents the best
observations obtained.

using the spacecraft television camera, during

set

postsunset periods of the Surveyor I, V, VI,
and VII missions (table 12-1). The method of
observation from each spacecraft was essentially the same. After the upper limb of the
solar disk had set behind the western horizon,
a sequence of timed pictures was taken with

Earth-based (telescope) eclipse observations
permit measurements of coronal radiance out

increasing exposures that ranged
from //5.6, 1.2 seconds, for the innermost
K-corona at 2 solar radii to _//4, 30 minutes,
for the outer F-corona beyond 20 solar radii
(refs. 12-1 through 12-4).
Because photometric reduction of all pictures has not been completed, no final conclusions can be made at this time. Although all
data will be digitized and reduced, primary
emphasis will be placed on the data derived

gradually

Table
Mission

12-1.

of

corona

solar

to 8 or 10 solar radii; spacecraft observations

have extended this measurement to about 15
solar radii. Measurements from observations of
the zodiacal light have been made inward to
about 50 solar radii. Surveyor VII will provide
a determination of the way in which the far
solar corona merges into the zodiacal light.

The

brightness of the coronal/zodiacal light in

this region is

due

to scattering

from particulate

matter. Measurements of this brightness, polarization, and variation with solar distance
will,

in

turn,

permit determinations of

the

distribution and density of particulate matter
in the inner solar system.

Solar corona observations

:

Appendix

A

Effects of Lunar Particles on Spacecraft Mirror Surfaces
L. D. Jaffe

During some

and J.

Surveyor missions, spacewere affected by lunar
particles thrown against them by the exhaust
from the vernier-engine firings close to the lunar
surface. These affected spacecraft surfaces included the television camera mirror on Surveyor
III, which landed with its vernier engines firing
through touchdown (refs. A-l through A-4);
the side of the Surveyor V alpha-scatteringinstrument sensor head, affected during the

the sensor-head circular plate and of the lunar

of the

craft surfaces apparently

surface
clearly

The

of polished

est

sides of the sensor

gold, nominally

engine,

1

alloy on

by

V

head were made
which a layer of

for

0.55 ±0.05

1

:

Lunar surface material illuminated

2:

Lunar surface material illuminated
and by sunlight reflected

direct sunlight

posed to engine exhaust.

Area

layer of copper 25 microns thick. Before the

A-l (a)), an image

fired

from the right face of the sensor head. (This
face was shielded from the vernier engines.)
Area 3: Upper part of sensor-head side ex-

micron thick, was electro-

(fig.

was

direct sunlight.

Area

by

plated for temperature control with an under-

vernier-engine firing

which

as follows

Area

aluminum

could be seen in a part of the side

second at a thrust level of 1.2X107 ±0.2X10 7
dynes; the nozzle was 39 cm above the lunar
surface. The exhaust from the vernier-engine
firing caused the sensor head to move horizontally about 10 cm and to rotate 15°.
No pictures of the sensor head were taken
through the color filters before the engines were
fired; after the firing, however, a set of wideangle pictures was taken through the red,
green, and blue filters of the television camera
(ref. A-ll). These pictures were taken on September 14, 1967, at 03:55:43 (fig. A-2),
03:56:07, and 03:57:05 GMT. Areas in these
pictures were selected for color determination

sensor head help to determine the cause of these
effects.

when

it were darkened; lunar fragments were
observed on the circular plate. Before the firing,
the sensor head was about 70 cm from the near-

observa-

Surveyor

visible

of

engine exhaust.
tions of the gold plating on the

was

shadow (fig. A-l(c)). The side itself appeared
matte when sunlit and the lower few centimeters

the observed effects on the mirror surfaces of
Surveyors III and V were caused by fine lunar
particles adhering to the mirrors, by sandblasting of the mirrors by such particles, or possibly
by deposition of condensed products of the
postfiring television

inboard

centimeters

the gold plating; after the

in

;

and

few

A-l(b)), no image was

Some image

target, affected during the

Prefiring

a

the near side of the sensor head was in sunlight.

and the Surveyor VI photometric
hop made by the
spacecraft when the vernier engines were fired
(refs. A-6 through A-8). Two auxiliary mirrors
on Surveyor VII apparently were affected by
lunar material ejected by a footpad or crushable
block during landing (refs. A-9 and A- 10).
Some lunar material was observed as a coating on the Surveyor VI photometric target and
on one of the Surveyor VII auxiliary mirrors.
It has not been determined, however, whether
A-5)

for

visible in

firing (fig.

static firing of the vernier engines after landing
(ref.

J. Rennilson

4:

Upper part

of sensor-head side ex-

posed to engine exhaust.

of
407
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Narrow-angle pictures of the inboard face of the sensor head on Surveyor V.
Before the static firing of the vernier engines (Sept. 12, 1967, 05:06:27 GMT).
(b) After the static firing of the vernier engines (Sept. 14, 1967, 07:15:09 GMT).
(c) After the static firing of the vernier engines (Sept. 21, 1967, 08:33:14 GMT).

Figure A-l.
(a)
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Wide-angle, digitized picture of Surveyor V sensor head and surrounding
lunar surface, after engine firing. Squares and numbers indicate the areas selected for
color determination. Taken through the green filter (Sept. 14, 1967, 03:55:43 GMT).

Figure A-2.

410
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Figure A-3. Chromaticity coordinates of selected points on the Surveyor V sensor head
and on the nearby lunar surface, after the engine firing. Coordinates are also shown for
extraterrestrial sunlight, for electroplated gold, and for electroplated copper.

APPENDIX A
Area

5:

Lower, darker part of sensor-head

5

It

by

5 picture elements.

During the mission, the camera video signals
from the three frames were recorded directly
onto magnetic tape. These analog recordings
were then converted into digital units, dividing
the black-to-white video level into 64 equal

Corrections for the camera's light-

divisions.

lower part of the sensor head, resembles closely
the color of the surface (area

side exposed to engine exhaust.

Each area contained

transfer characteristics enabled the digital units

be converted to luminous efficiency values
for each frame. The colors of the areas can be
specified by chromaticity coordinates in the
international color system (ref. A-l). The CIE
to

'

proportional

During

to

the luminous

1).

clear, then, that the darker,

vertical surface.

On

the other hand, the upper

impact of fine lunar particles. Lunar particles
thrown by the vernier engines onto the spacecraft surface evidently both sandblast and coat
the surfaces.
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Appendix B
The Lunar Sunset Phenomenon
L.

Figure B-l.

— Surveyor VII

H. Allen

daylight picture of the western horizon, including the sunset

position (Jan. 10, 1968, 08:16:45).

to

Lunar Observations

grow

larger with time during the Surveyor

VI and VII
taken by several Surlunar
veyors a few minutes after local
sunset, showed the lunar western horizon highTelevision pictures,

by the Sun

lighted

discontinuous

line.

as a thin, bright, jagged,

The Surveyor VII lunar

sunset pictures probably are the most interesting in that this line was jagged, its brightest
its broken parts
changed positions with time. (See figs. B-l to

parts shifted with time, and

being occulted.

and
brightest parts of this line have someare

remotely similar in appearance to

"Bailey's beads."
of

the line are gaps

and appear

(farther west),

horizon.

casting shadows on

As a general

rule, the

The

brightest parts of the line

as a function of

Surveyor VII spacecraft's

to

be the

Surveyor VII, because it operated much farther
from the lunar equator than any of the other

lie

beyond

spacecraft.

The discontinuous

result of lunar-surface features that

farther

southern latitude on the lunar surface. The
lateral shifting effects were noticeable only on

times erroneously been called "beads" because

they

Sun moved

shifted slowly to the south as a function of time

B-5.)

The

missions, as the

below the horizon.
Because Surveyor VII was at a southern
lunar latitude, the gaps appeared to shift
slightly to the north as a function of time and by
different amounts, which are assumed to be a
function of the distance between the individual
occulting objects and the point on the horizon

portions

It

the local

gaps appeared

is

interesting

to

(south) side of figures
413

note that on the

B-l

to

left

B-5, the horizon
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Discontinuous, bright line in the western horizon. The brightness of the
decreased with time. This narrow-angle Surveyor VII picture was taken about
17 minutes after local sunset (Jan. 23, 1968, 06:20:28 GMT).

Figure B-2.
line

Figure B-3.

— Narrow-angle Surveyor VII picture of the
local sunset (Jan. 23, 1968,

Figure B-4.

— Narrow-angle Surveyor VII picture of the
local sunset (Jan. 23, 1968,

line

line

07:31:52

taken about 50 minutes after

GMT).

06:52:11

taken about 90 minutes after

GMT).
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View of the sunset position taken over 14 hours after sunset by the Surveyor
VII television camera. This wide-angle picture, made in the integration mode of the
camera, shows the faint, residual solar corona and the lunar surface illuminated by
earthlight. The bright spot in the sky is Mercury, spread by the camera's white spread
function and elongated by lunar rotation during the 30-minute exposure time (Jan. 23,
1968, 20:45:55 GMT).

Figure B-5.

is

formed by a close ridge; on the extreme right
it is formed by another ridge that is

(north)

away (farther west). In the pictures
taken following sunset (and at different exposures), the right-hand ridge is illuminated.
However, looking farther south (going to the
left), the nearer ridge obstructs the view of the
farther

Figure B-7, a Surveyor VI picture, shows
not only the bright line but also a faint streak
appearing in the lower foreground, which is the

by the
same
and attenuated. Only the image

result of the fine internally reflected

camera's
size,

lens.

inverted,

The

resultant image

is

the

occults (shadows) the closer ridge for a short

width (thickness), not the length of elements
between the gaps, has been reduced. This
effect has also been confirmed by taking pictures

distance and causes a large gap in the bright

at various exposures.

more distant

ridge.

The more

distant ridge

line.

Figure B-6 shows two other ridges (to the
that reveal a similar condition;
these two ridges should provide a better understanding of the relationship of the western
ridges. In figure B-6, the closer ridge casts
shadows on the other one, resulting in what
appears to be a discontinuous line if viewed
from its other side. In turn, this closer ridge is
itself shadowed by still another ridge
(not

Camera

Characteristics

southeast)

shown) whose features are shadow profiled on
it.

The apparent

thickness, or width, of the line

in the television pictures

is

the result of the

television camera's white spread function: the

brighter

the object

viewed,

the greater

the

be spread. This spreading, as confirmed in tests at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory's advanced imaging laboratory, with a
slit target whose width was made considerably
smaller than the limiting resolution of the

image

will
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Two ridges to the southeast of Surveyor VII. These ridges were only partially
illuminated as the Sun set. The closer ridge cast its shadow on the other, resulting in
the discontinuous line. The closer ridges showed features, in shadow outline, of another

Figure B-6.

ridge (not visible) to the west of

Figure B-7.

—

it

(Jan. 23, 1968,

09:25:57

GMT).

Narrow-angle picture of the bright line taken by the Surveyor VI television
camera. The faint streak that appears in the lower foreground is an internal lens reflection
of the strip, inverted and attenuated (Nov. 24, 1967, 14:15:26 GMT).

APPENDIX B
television camera, resulted in a smooth, almost

straight-line linear spreading relationship as a

function of scene luminance. This function was
observed to hold true even with scene luminance
four times greater than that required for video-

be
photometry
relative

signal saturation. Thus, this spreading can

used advantageously for

measurements of the line, because the true
width of the line is considered by the author to
be less than the limiting resolution of the television camera. This can be appreciated by
observing the line's width at, or near, its extremities in figures B-2, B-3, B-4, and B-7.
A more accurate analysis of the photometry
involved with the line may afford not only an
understanding of the limits of particle size but

417

from the black sky, down through the line, and
ending in the dark-gray portion of the lunar
surface. The Surveyor VI orientation at its
location on the lunar surface is such that the
sunset pictures (fig. B-7) resulted in the linescan direction from the dark-gray surface, up
through the bright line, and ending in the sky.

Laboratory Simulations

In an attempt to appreciate the diffractioneffect, laboratory tests were con-

scattering

ducted with sandpaper. Preliminary experiments
with various sizes of sandpaper (garnet cabinet

rather a complete size-frequency distribution

paper) have led to the following conclusions.
For a given threshold of detectability, or for a
given amount of masking such as by earthshine,

function.

a

maximum

angular length of line

is

observable

Factors contributing to the shape distortion

for a given size of "scattering particles." This

in the resultant images of a thin white line

angle appears to be rather constant and does
not seem to be dependent on the distance from

on

target

a

black

background

vidicon

are

lateral leakage white spread function (halation;

as a function of differential electron charge
remaining within the vidicon target's photoconductive material) and the introduction of a
clamping action (with its resultant overshoot)

whenever the video exceeded a certain threshold
level in the white direction. The lateral leakage
is

essentially

symmetrical,

and

the

actual

the observer to the line of "scattering particles."
The smaller the particle, the larger the angular

length of the bright line; however,

its

brightness

level is decreased.

Inasmuch

as the sandpaper-scattering parti-

were not of uniform spherical size, but
were graded only by the bulk size of the grains,
cles

the irregular shapes of

some

of the grain

edges

position of the original line in the field of view-

gave the effect of having a distribution that

would be at the center of the resultant band
if this were the only anomaly.
The overshoot, with such a line target and
with the bright sunset line, was the introduction

contained various particle sizes limited only by
the size of the larger graded grains.
The forward-scattering processes involved
with sandpaper when illuminated by a noncoherent, near point source, white light probably
sufficiently duplicates the processes involved

of

a

trailing

than black"

"blacker

zone of

the initial transition, and

signals

makes the

be closer
to the leading edge of the transition than it
actually is. In the Surveyor VII pictures, this

center of the resultant

band appear

to

could give the illusion that the lunar bright
line is suspended above the surface when compared to the daylight picture of the same area.

even more pronounced if one
takes into account that lateral leakage white
(This illusion

spreading

is

existing

in

the

makes the horizon appear

The landed

daylight

picture

with the generation of the lunar sunset line to
make it a useful model except for the remote
possibility of particle suspension. Preliminary
measurements using various sandpaper models
did not reveal any polarized light component
along the bright line at the large phase angles

involved with

its

generation.

Interpretations of Optical

Phenomenon

slightly raised.)

orientation of the Surveyor

VII

spacecraft on the lunar surface is such that the
television camera's line-scan direction, in the

Surveyor VII pictures of the

line,

is

sweeping

The

bright line must, at least in part, be the
by the horizon

result of diffraction of sunlight

or edge of lunar-surface material that is viewed
by the camera and illuminated by the Sun,
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that would introduce the jagged effect,

even though sunset at the television camera's
location has occurred up to 2 hours earlier. It
seems very likely that diffraction, refraction,
and forward scattering may all be involved
(ref. B-l); further study is required, however,

jaggedness

before any explanation

sunlight as the source of energy to generate

is

considered firm.

Because the Sun serves as an illuminating
source subtending a solid angle of %° for the full
disk, the effective source size diminishes

almost

Sun completely sets, and
the accompanying reduction in penumbra angle
should be considered. (Such penumbra changes
to a point source as the

are usually not observable during Earth sunsets

because of atmospheric conditions.)
Interpretations of

there

is

certainly nothing that
of

the

and
would match the

individual

rocks.

Because the electrostatic suspension of particles hypothesis is said to be dependent on
sustain

it,

and because

particles are

and

suspended

few seconds only, according to the proposed mechanism, it appears that electrostatic
suspension would be highly improbable at sunset when the only sunlight present would be

for a

that of grazing incidence.

Because of the general appearance and seemingly varying thickness of the line, as observed

by

Lunar Processes

the television camera, the presence of the

line,

with the solar corona visible in the back-

Regarding possible explanations of the existence of the line, it should be noted that the

ground, has caused some speculation that a
lunar atmosphere exists. In reality, the strip's

by

horizon, or skyline, exists regardless of whether

apparent thickness is the result of the camera's
white spread function. (See "Camera Char-

electrostatic suspension of these particles does

acteristics,"

diffraction of sunlight

sunlit particles at the

415.)

p.

or does not exist, or regardless of whether the

frequency and distribution of ejecta particles
in ballistic trajectory, resulting from micrometeorite bombardment impacts, is sufficient to

make any significant contribution.
The jagged appearance of the line was not an
anomaly, but a departure from the mean or
with a high positive correlation with the jagged stones that appear on the
horizon in figure B-l. In the author's opinion,
is
it
extremely improbable that individual
particles of dust ejected by micrometeorite
impacts and suspended either electrostatically
offset of the line,

or in ballistic trajectory would assume a disthat would so closely match the
jaggedness of individual rocks. Instead, ballistic
trajectories, if sufficient impacting did exist,
tribution

would occupy a band whose height and apparent
density variations would probably be described
by the familiar mass-particle frequency function
and whose position would be above the mean
surface (horizon, in this case). Particles held

by an

electrostatic-suspension

mechanism

(if

were capable of being sustained or even
existing) would be constrained by net charge
and mass functions by a mean net charge
gradient above the mean surface (horizon).
In either case, the jagged effect would not be
retained. There was no camera anomaly present

it

Possible Future Observations

Based on the information obtained from
analyzing Surveyor television pictures, that the
line was detectable for 2 hours, or 1° of lunar
rotation, the author predicts that a continuous

ring or halo, simultaneously showing a ring of

lunar sunrise and sunset, should be observable
from a spacecraft positioned in the lunar umbra
and on the centerline of the lunar umbra at
distances from about 100 000 to 375 000 km
from the Moon. At distances much closer than
about 100 000 km, the intensity of this ring
will probably be so faint that earthshine will

probably mask

its

detection, since the lunar

disk half angle will exceed

1°.

At distances

about 375 000 km, the
presence of Bailey's beads will probably mask its
presence as the solid angle subtended by the

much

larger

than

lunar disk is reduced to that of the solid angle
subtended by the solar disk where the umbra
ends. For all except the closer distances, where
very small gaps may appear because of occupation

by lunar-surface

features, the ring should

appear to be very thin, but bright and uniform
in intensity. Its brightness should increase as a
function of distance up to a point and should

exceed the brightness of both the solar F- and

APPENDIX B
K-coronas,

even

though

the

solar

corona

probably- will always be detectable during

all

conditions that permit the ring to be viewed.

The

ring will probably reveal a small

jaggedness as
as

it

amount

of

outlines surface features such

mountains. (There

is

a possibility that

some

of the total eclipse pictures made from Earthbased telescopes reveal the presence of this
ring. In such cases, it would have been con-

sidered part of the solar corona.)

viewed from positions other than the
umbra, but still within the
umbra at distances greater than about 145 000
km from the Moon, the ring will still be continuous, but will no longer be uniform in
brightness. At closer distances, there will be
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positions within the

umbra where

the ring will

no longer be continuous, but will show the
same type of gaps that exist in the Surveyor
pictures.

Similarly, it appears logical to assume that
any spherical body will appear to have a halo
around it if it is viewed from its umbra and at
distances such that the body subtends an angle
larger than that of the illuminating source,
but no larger than 2°.

If

Reference

centerline of the

B-l. Surveyor VII: A Preliminary Report. NASA
SP-173, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington, D.C., 1968, pp. 71, 72, 274,

and 276.

Appendix

C

Surveyor Science Teams and Cognizant Personnel

Analyses of the scientific data for the Surveyor missions were conducted by
Surveyor Scientific Evaluation Advisory Team, Investigator Teams, and
Working Groups. Membership for these groups, at the time of the Surveyor VII

the

mission, was as follows:

L.
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Working Groups

Lunar Surface Thermal Properties
J.
J.

W. Lucas, Chairman
E. Conel

D. Greenshield
R. R. Garipat

W.

Hagemeyer

A.

H. C. Ingrao
B. P.
J.

Jones

M. Saari

G. Vitkus

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Manned Spacecraft Center

Hughes

Aircraft Co.

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Harvard College Observatory

Marshall Space Flight Center

The Boeing Co.
Northrop Corp.

Lunar Surface Electromagnetic Properties

D. O.

W.

E.

Mdhleman, Chairman
Brown, Jr.

L.

H. Davids

J.

Negus de Wys

California Institute of Technology

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Hughes Aircraft Co.

G. B. Gibson

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Manned Spacecraft Center

W. H. Peake

Ohio State University

V. J.

POEHLS

Ryan

Aeronautical Co.

Lunar Surface Mechanical Properties

M. Christensen, Chairman
Batterson
H. E. Benson
R. Choate
R. E. Hutton
E.

S.

A.

Jaffe
R. H. Jones
H. Y. Ko
R. F. Scott
F. Schmidt
R. L. Spencer
F. B. Sperling
G. H. Sutton

L. D.

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Langley Research Center
Manned Spacecraft Center
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Systems
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

TRW

Hughes Aircraft Co.
University of Colorado
California Institute of Technology

Bellcomm, Inc.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

University of Hawaii

Astronomy

R. H. Norton, Chaiiman
J.

E.

W.

Gunn

C. Livingston

G. A. Newkirk
H. Zirin

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Kitt Peak National Observatory
High Altitude Observatory

Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories

Lunar Theory and Processes

D. E. Gault, Chairman
J.

R.

B.
J.

Adams
Collins

Gold
J. Green
G. P. Kuiper
H. Masursky
J. A. O'Keefe
R. A. Phinney
E. M. Shoemaker
T.

H. E.

Urey

Ames Research Center
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
University of Minnesota
Cornell University
McDonnell-Douglas Corp.

University of Arizona
U.S. Geological Survey
Goddard Space Flight Center
Princeton University
U.S. Geological Survey
University of California, San Diego
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Laser Tests

C. O. Alley, Chairman

University of Maryland

H. Allen
H. Bostick

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

L.

Lincoln Laboratories
Kitt Peak National Observatory
University of Maryland
Wesleyan University
Goddard Space Flight Center
University of Maryland
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Brault
D. G. Currie
J. E. Faller
J.

H. Plotkin

POULTNEY
M. Shumate

S.

The cognizant personnel of the various science instrument aspects oj the
Surveyor Program, at the time oj the Surveyor VII mission, were

Prosram and Project
S.

E.

Dwornik

Program

D. Jaffe
R. H. Steinbacher

Associate Project Scientist

M. Christensen

Assistant Project Scientist

Cognizant
F.

I.

E. J.

R. E.
T. H.

ROBERSON
Franzgrote
Parker
Bird

Rennilson
D. L. Smyth
M. Benes
J. N. Strand
E. T. Johnson
S. L. Grotch
C. H. Goldsmith
J. J.

A. L. Filice

Scientists

and Science

Staff

Cognizant Scientist, Soil Mechanics SurfaceSampler Experiment
Cognizant Scientist, Alpha-Scattering Experiment
Alpha-Scattering Experiment
Cognizant Scientist, Television Experiment
Television Experiment
Television Experiment
Television Experiment
Television Science Data Handling
Cognizant Engineer, Image Processing Laboratory
Non- Television Science Data Handling
Surveyor Experiment Test Laboratory
Landing Sites
Instrument

D. H. Le Croissette

Scientist

Project Scientist

L.

E.

Scientists

Development

Manager, Instrument Development

C. E.

Chandler

Project Engineer, Instruments

R.

Holman
Smokler

Cognizant Engineer, Alpha-Scattering Instrument
Supervisor and Cognizant Engineer, Television

Rouze

Instrument
Cognizant Engineer,

M.

J.
I.

E. R.

Soil

Mechanics Surface Sampler

Space Science Analysis and Command
N. Lindsley
D. D. Gordon
R. C. Heyser

J.

Director
Assistant Director
Director, Television

Performance

Analysis

and

Command
D. L. Smyth

Franzgrote
I. Roberson
R. Heinzen

E. J.
F.

C.

and
and
Director, Surface-Sampler Analysis and

Director, Television Science Analysis
Director, Alpha-Scattering Analysis

Command

Controller

Command
Command
Command
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Management Organization

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
J.

O.

Naugle
W. Nicks

E.

SCHERER
MlLWITZKY
W. Jakobowski
F. A. ZlHLMAN

Associate Administrator for Space Science and Applications

Deputy

Associate
Applications

Administrator

Lunar Exploration

L. R.

Director, Apollo

B.

Surveyor Program Manager
Program Engineer
Program Engineer

S.

E.

Dwornik

Program

for

Space

Science

Office

Scientist

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

W. H. Pickering
R. J. Parks
H. H. Haglund
K. S. Watkins
R. G. Forney
L. D.

Jaffe

R. H. Steinbacher
N. A. Renzetti

Director
Assistant Laboratory Director for Flight Projects

Surveyor Project Manager
Assistant Project

Assistant Project Scientist

Tracking and Data System Manager

Hughes
J.

H. RlCHAROSON

C. G.

Carlson

R. E. Sears
R. R. GUNTER
J. D. Cloud
S.

C.

Shallon

Manager

Spacecraft Systems Manager
Project Scientist

Aircraft Co.

Senior Vice President

Manager, Space Systems Division
Surveyor Program Manager
Assistant Manager, Test and Operations
Assistant Manager, Engineering and Manufacturing
Chief Scientist
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